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Summary
The research described in this dissertation centres on the application of a  discipline 
of formal methods in railway signalling system design. A generic abstract model of 
railway track networks and signals has been developed in Higher-Order Logic(HOL). 
It consists of several theories arranged in a hierarchy. Railway track networks are 
modelled by a class of constraint labelled directed graphs. HOL theories of graphs 
and paths have been developed for representing track networks. HOL theories mod­
elling individual track components and signals have also been developed. These 
theories are then combined to create a theory of track network.
Three applications of this model are described. The first is a network verifier 
which verifies a formal specification of track layout against its abstract model by 
proving theorems automatically. The second application is to extract information 
from the specifications and to create control tables automatically. Lastly, a method 
of modelling the interlocking processor using finite state machines is described.
Although this research has centred on railway signalling, it can be viewed as a 
case study of how to apply formal methods in the analysis and design of safety- 
critical systems. The approach and methods used can be generalized in order to be 
useful in other industries.
Part I
Preliminary
The main text of this thesis, which consists of ten chapters, is divided into 
three parts. The first part. Preliminary, contains introductory material. There 
are three chapters in this part. The first chapter begins with a brief discussion of 
safety-critical systems and formal methods and continues with an overview of the 
research. The major tool used in the research is Higher Order Logic (HOL). The 
second chapter provides a brief introduction to HOL logic and the HOL system for 
the benefit of readers who are not familiar with them. This chapter also explains 
the notation for presenting HOL text and examples used in subsequent chapters. 
Chapter 3 describes the basic principles of railway signalling and the state-of-the-art 
technology for the automation and integration of signalling systems.
The second part of the thesis, Theories, presents the HOL theories resulting 
from the research. These theories form a generic abstract model of railway track 
networks. The last part, Applications describes several possible applications of the 
theories in the specification and design of interlocking. The dissertation concludes
1
2with a discussion of the findings of this research and suggestions for further works.
This dissertation also includes several appendices. These list the HOL theories, 
the ML sources of these theories and listings of various programs described in the 
main text.
C h ap ter  1
Introduction
This chapter gives a brief introduction to safety-critical systems and for­
mal methods and an overmew o f the research presented in this disserta­
tion.
During the last decade, advances in microelectronics and microcomputer tech­
nology have changed the way we work and live. Programmable devices have replaced 
much old, hard-wired equipment to offer improved flexibility and cost effectiveness. 
This provides the designer with many opportunities for developing new products 
and new manufacturing processes, and control systems containing programmable 
devices are now very common. Applications include the generation of electricity, 
flying large passenger aircraft and safeguarding the running of trains. As these 
systems become more powerful and perform more difficult tasks, they also become 
extremely complex. The complexities of some of these computer control systems 
have grown to a point where even their designers are barely able to comprehend 
them. This raises some serious questions: how can we be sure that the systems 
function correctly and what will happen if they fail?
The research to be described in this dissertation is a small contribution towards
3
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an answer to these questions. Like designers in other well-established branches of 
engineering, computer control system engineers resort to mathematics. In this case, 
the helping hand comes from mathematical logic. Research in applying formal logic 
in the analysis and design of computer systems has been carried out for several 
decades, but it is only recently that the technology has matured to a point where it 
is feasible to use it in practical systems. Nevertheless, there are still many unsolved 
problems, especially when dealing with large complex systems. The research pre­
sented in this dissertation is a first attempt to apply a particular discipline of formal 
methods, namely Higher-Order Logic, to a specific problem—railway signalling sys­
tems. However, it is possible to generalize the methods used in this research so that 
they can be used in other types of system.
An overview of the research will be presented in the last section of this chap­
ter, but before that, a brief discussion of safety-critical control systems and formal 
methods will be given.
1.1 S afe ty -c ritica l system s
If, when a system fails, it causes human injury, or even fatality, or causes serious 
environmental damage, then such a system is a safety-critical system. Examples of 
such systems include shut-down systems for nuclear generation plants, flight control 
systems for passenger aircraft, railway signalling interlocking systems and radiother­
apy equipment.
Safety-critical systems can be classified into different risk classes according to 
two orthogonal dimensions: the severity of potential accidents and the frequency
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of their occurrence. The risk of a system is higher if the consequence is more 
severe or the frequency is higher. Preliminary hazard analysis should be carried out 
to access the risk of a  system before any extensive design and development work 
is commenced. There are international and national standards governing hazard 
analysis, classification of critical systems and, specification and design of safety- 
critical systems [41] [40] [52] [51] [37] [57]. Preventative measures should be taken 
in the design of such systems to minimize the risk.
After the risk associated with the failure of a system is identified, subsystems 
and components have to be classified according to their function criticality, i.e., 
the importance of each subsystem or component in ensuring the system safety. 
One method of categorising safety systems uses four classes: class I to class IV. 
The higher the class, the more critical it is. When analyzing railway signalling 
systems [24], Cullyer found that point and signal actuators are of class II, and the 
point position sensors and signal proving circuits are of class III. The sensors and 
proving circuits are more critical because, if they malfunction, the system loses 
the correct information of its state and hence, may perform a hazardous function 
without knowing it. For example, a broken RED bulb (actuator) can be detected 
by the proving circuit, but a faulty proving circuit may make the system think that 
the RED aspect is alight when, in fact, it is not.
1.2 Form al m eth o d s
Formal methods are the application of applied mathematics — formal logic — to 
the design and analysis of computer systems[58].
CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
Every formal method is based on a formal system (L,C) where £  is a language 
and C  a  consequence relation. A language is defined by a set of symbols 5  and 
a grammar which specifies the rules of forming sentences using symbols in 5. A 
consequence relation is a set of inference rules which transform sentences in L while 
maintaining their validity. For example, modus ponens is an inference rule in classical 
predicate logic. A structure (U ,I), where U is an universe containing a set of values 
and /  is an interpretation mapping sentences of L into U, is used to assign meanings 
to sentences of L. A structure M  is a model of a sentence A if A is true in M. A 
sentence A is valid if it is true in every model of L. This concise description of the 
theoretical bases of formal methods is due to Wing [19].
Formal methods are usually applied in three phases: formal specification; design 
and documentation; and verification. The requirements of a control system are usu­
ally first written in a natural language. In the formal specification phase, functional 
requirements are translated into a formal language. This is necessary because a 
formal language eliminates ambiguity. Implementation of the formal specification is 
developed in the design and documentation phase. In this phase, formal methods 
can be used to transform a specification into an implementation. This process is 
known as synthesis. The whole system is often divided into subsystems, and different 
technologies are used to implement various subsystems. For example, hardware can 
be used to implement a subsystem which requires a rapid response, while software 
is used for other part of the system. Different methods are often used with different 
implementation technologies. After the design has been developed, it has to be ver­
ified against the specification to see whether it really implements the specification 
correctly. This is the third phase. The verification is often carried out by proving
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Figure 1.1: System specification and verification.
theorems asserting the equivalence of the  specification and the implementation.
In developing large complex systems, the entire system is divided into subsystems 
and they in turn are divided into subsubsystems. The processes of specification, de­
sign and verification are often applied to  several levels as illustrated in Figure 1.1. 
The implementation of a level is often the specification of the next lower level except 
the lowest one where physical VLSI circuits and actual program codes become the 
implementation. Verifications are carried out to show each level is correctly imple-
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mented by its next lower level, e.g., a theorem asserting the functional equivalence 
of the system specification and the subsystem specifications.
The benefits of using formal methods are many, but the mo6t important ones
• it helps designers to understand their problems more thoroughly, to gain 
greater insight, and thus to achieve better design;
•  it helps to uncover more errors a t  earlier stages, and thus reduces development 
costs, and;
• it helps to give higher confidence in the correct functioning of the system.
All these help to reduce the risk of accident and save time and money, resulting in 
a  better system.
Many formal methods has been developed during the last two decades. Now, 
some of them are becoming mature and are widely available and are being used in 
practical systems. Methods in this category include Z, VDM, OBJ, HOL, and the 
Boyer-Moore theorem prover. All these have supporting computer tools.
Z is a notation based on elementary set theory and first-order logic, and was 
developed at Oxford University’s Programming Research Group in the the late sev­
enties and early eighties. A definitive description of Z can be found in [62], and 
examples of using Z can be found in [63] [27] and [28].
VDM stands for Vienna Development Method. It is a model-based specification 
language developed at the IBM Vienna Research Laboratories during the 1970s. In 
VDM the description of systems, both specification and designs, are given as models. 
The major references on VDM include [42] [6], [59] and [7].
CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
OBJ is a specification language with both executable and non-executable parts 
based on order-sorted equations! logic. It integrates specification, design, prototyp­
ing and verification in a single system. The algebraic approach to specification on 
which OBJ is based is described by Goguen et al. in [32]. The current version of 
OBJ is described in [30], and its use as a theorem prover in [31].
The Boyer-Moore theorem prover was developed by Boyer and Moore at the 
University of Texas at Austin and was started in 1972. It supports first-order logic 
using LISP as the meta-language. The logic and the theorem prover are described in
[8] and [9], and the future of this ongoing project is discussed in a recent paper [10]. 
This prover has been used to  verify a microprocessor design [39]. A collection of 
system components known as the CLI ‘verified stack’, in which a lower level com­
ponent implements its next higher level component, has been verified and described 
in the Journal o f Automatic Reasoning 5(4) by five related papers [5] [4] [38] [45] 
and [66].
HOL is a theorem prover supporting higher-order logic which has been used in 
the research to be described in this dissertation. A brief description of the logic and 
the system will be given in Chapter 2. Meanwhile, its application areas are reviewed 
briefly.
The first application area of HOL was initially in the specification and verifi­
cation of hardware design. This was first advocated by Hanna [36]. The VIPER 
microprocessor was a processor whose functional requirements were formally speci­
fied [23] and this specification has been partially verified in HOL [15] [16]. Although 
the processor is very simple compared to most commercially available microproces­
sors, the methodology used for the specification and verification of the processor is
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an excellent case study of the application of formal methods in real hardware, and 
this should be further developed and exploited.
Other areas of HOL applications include: software verification[33] and commu­
nication protocols[43]. The idea of producing a totally verified system by linking 
verified software to verified hardware has been explored by Joyce [44].
1.3 A n  overv iew  of th e  research
Railway signalling systems are certainly safety-critical systems. The safety record of 
railway signalling systems has been very good due to the stringent requirements im­
posed on the design and manufacturing of such systems. From the early mechanical 
semaphore signals to modern power signals based on electromechanical technology, 
signalling engineers have had a great helping hand from nature, namely the gravita­
tional force, in ensuring their systems are fail-safe. In semaphore signals, the weight 
of the arm forces it to return to the danger position in the event that the inter­
locking frame is broken. However, when computers and solid state components are 
introduced, this fail-safe feature, guaranteed by a natural force, is lost. Therefore, 
more rigcrous methods of design and verification of signalling systems are necessary.
The research to be presented in this dissertation is thought to be the first attempt 
to apply formal methods to the design and verification of railway signalling systems.
The approach of the research is first to create a formal model of a railway track 
network and signals. This model is then used in the formal specification of railway 
track layouts and in other phases of interlocking system design.
After studying the basic principles of interlocking in signalling systems, the au-
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thor developed a formal model to represent railway track networks and signals. The 
model consists of several HOL theories which form a hierarchy. The top level theory 
is the NETWORK theory which models the topological relation of the track network. 
Some generic properties of the model have been derived. Networks are represented 
by a class of constrained labelled directed graphs. A theory of labelled directed 
graphs has been developed for the purpose of representing track networks.
The first application of this formal model of track networks was to generate 
formal specifications of track layouts and to verify them. A verifier has been im­
plemented to automate the process of verifying track layout specifications. The 
verification is performed by proving theorems stating that the given specification 
represents a well-formed track network.
Next, a method of generating control tables is developed. This method extracts 
information from the formal specification to compile the control tables. The speci­
fication of the core of a table generation program will be described.
The dynamic aspects of the track network and the problems of ensuring that 
the interlocking operates safely are investigated. The most important properties 
of a working network are safety and liveness. Safety is guaranteed by the correct 
implementation of the interlocking regulations. In essence, no conflicting movement 
of trains should be allowed. The liveness of a network can be expressed as the ability 
to run trains according to the prescribed timetable. A network with all signals 
constantly displaying the red aspect is certainly safe but not live. A method of 
modelling interlocking systems by finite state machine and how to deduce important 
properties of such machine will be described.
C h ap ter  2
The HOL Logic and the HOL
system
This chapter gives a brief introduction to Higher-Order Logic and the 
HOL system. The notation for presenting HOL text in this dissertation 
is also described.
HOL stands for Higher Order Logic. The HOL logic is a version of typed pred­
icate calculus based on the simple theory of types founded by the logician Alonzo 
Church[14]. A more modern description of simple type theory can be found in [3]. 
The HOL logic is supported by the HOL system' developed by a team headed by 
Gordon in the University of Cambridge Computer Laboratory[34]. For the sai a of 
completeness, and for the benefit of readers who are not familiar with HOL, this 
chapter provides an informal description of both the logic and the HOL system. A 
formal, set theoretic based description of the HOL logic and the soundness of the
’The acronym HOL ia used for both the logic and the computer system supporting the logic. 
Usually, the context can make clear what is referred to  when the acronym is used on its own. In 
cases where this is not clear, the term 'HOL logic' or 'HOL system' will be used instead.
12
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HOL proof system can be found in [17], and tutorial examples of using HOL are 
given in [18].
The HOL system provides an interactive environment for the user to carry out 
formal reasoning in the HOL logic. The interface to the logic is the meta-language 
ML which is a functional programming language. The HOL system used in the 
research described by this thesis is HOL88 version 2.0.2
A brief introduction to the meta-language ML is given in the Section 2.1. The 
object language, the HOL logic, is described in the Section 2.2. Methods of carrying 
out formal proofs in HOL are described in the Section 2.3. At the same time 
as describing HOL, the notations for presenting HOL text and theorems in the 
subsequent chapters are introduced.
2.1 ML —  T h e  m eta-language
ML is a strongly typed functional programming language. It was first designed and 
implemented by Milner, Morris and Wadsworth at the University of Edinburgh in 
the early 1970’s. It was designed originally to be the meta-language of the Edinburgh 
LCF system[35]. Since then, the language has evolved to become a large family of 
related languages. The most notable one is the Standard ML defined by Milner et 
a/.[49], and it has several very good implementations.3 The ML of the Cambridge
3 In fact, the theories and proofs described in this dissertation were developed using Version 1.11. 
Small modifications were made to bring them up-to-date with Version 2.0 when it was released.
3Two new implementations of HOL based on Standard ML are being developed at the University 
of Calgary, Canada and by International Computers Limited (1CL), England. The Calgary version 
is in the public domain and has been beta-released since November 1991.
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HOL88 is between the original ML and the standard ML.
The user of HOL interacts with the system by typing in expressions in ML. The 
system evaluates each input expression and prints out its value and type. Some 
expressions may also have side effects, for example, creating a theory file. This 
read-evaluate-print loop is known as the top-level.
Throughout this thesis, segments of ML programs and ML expressions are dis­
played typeset in ty p ew riter font. In this section, meta-variables typeset in italic 
are used to stand for parts of an ML expression.
ML ty p es  Every expression in ML possesses a type. An expression may possess 
many types, in which case it is said to be polymorphic. Polymorphic types contain 
type variables whose names are strings of one or more *•’ characters optionally 
followed by a number or an identifier. For example, • ,  •*, *2 and •• • lo o  are all legal 
type variables. The type of the expression is printed after the expression separated 
by a colon (:).
There are four basic types in ML: void which contains a single object denoted 
by (); in t  which stands for integers, such as 1, 2, 3 and so on; bool which stands 
for boolean values tru e  and f a ls a ;  and s tr in g  which stands for ASCII character 
strings which are enclosed by a pair of single quotes( *) like this ‘This is  s  s tr in g '. 
There are three special infix type constructors: S constructs a cartesian product, 
also known as a pair; + constructs a disjoint sum and -> indicates a function type. 
All these type constructors are associated to the right, i.e., (in t « int # bool) is 
equivalent to (in t •  (in t •  bool)). There is a pro-defined type constructor l i s t  
which takes a single argument. For example, ( in t ) l i s t  is the type for integer lists
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and (* )lia t is a polymorphic type standing for a list whose elements may be of any 
type.
The ML type checker uses a  set of rules to check the type of every input expres­
sion before evaluating it. This strict type checking has its roots in the original ML 
language. It is important, among other reasons, because abstract types are used 
to represent terms and theorems of the logic and the values of the latter cannot be 
created arbitrarily. Incorrectly typed expression will cause an error message to be 
printed and no evaluation will be performed.
Expressions ML expressions consist of constants, variables, function applications, 
lambda expressions, conditionals, local declarations and exceptions.
Constants of the basic types are already described above. Constants of com­
pound types can be expressed using constructors and basic constants. Since lists 
and pairs are used very often, a special syntax is provided for inputing expres­
sions of these types. Elements of a list can be enclosed in a pair of brackets and 
each is separated by a semicolon. For example, [1;2;3;4] is a list containing four 
integers. A pair is enclosed in parentheses and the elements are separated by a 
comma. The parentheses of nested pairs can be ignored, leaving the commas to 
act as right-associative operators. For example, (1 ,2 ,true) is a pair of the type 
(ln t •  in t •  bool).
Names of variables, or identifiers, can be either a sequence of alphanumeric 
characters starting with a  letter or a special symbol chosen from a list which can 
be programmed by the user. Identifiers of the second form will not be used in this 
thesis. An identifier can be bound to any value, for example, a HOL definition or
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a theorem. All ML identifiers mentioned in the subsequent chapters will be typeset 
in ty p ew riter font.
Function applications have the form ejej where e\ is an expression which m ust 
be evaluated to a  value possessing a function type and t i  must be an expression 
possessing a type which is an instance of the domain of e\. For example, the pre­
defined function hd has the type (* )l is t  -> *. The expression hd[l;2;3;4] is a  well 
typed function application. The type of this expression will be in t  which is obtained 
by substituting the type of the argument, namely ( in t) l ia t  into the function type, 
the type variable * is then instantiated by In t.
A lambda expression has the form \x . e where the ASCII character \  is used 
to approximate the lambda symbol (A) used in conventional mathematics. The 
evaluation of any lambda expression always yields a function value whose type is 
ty\ -> tj/2 where ty\ is the type of x and ty? is the type of e.
Conditionals in ML have the form i f  e than e' e lse  e". When a conditional is 
evaluated, the expression e, which must possess type bool, is evaluated first. If  the 
result is tru e , e' is evaluated, otherwise e" is evaluated. The value of either e' o r e" 
will become the value of the conditional. The a lsa  e" part is optional. If this part 
is omitted and e is evaluated to f a lsa , the unique value of type void is returned.
Local declarations have the form d in  e where d is a declaration as described 
below. The scope of this declaration is the expression e.
Exceptions are a  special class of expression. Their purpose is to trap errors. 
They take the form fa i lw ith e . When an exception is encountered, the expression 
e is evaluated whose result must be of type s tr in g , then a failure is generated.
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Declarations ML declarations take one of the following forms:
1 s t  i  ■ e
1 st /  Z | . . . z „  ■ e 
l s t r s c  /  * i . . ■  e
The first declares a variable, then e is evaluated and the resulting value is bound to 
x. The second declares a function with name /  and formal arguments x\ . . . x n. The 
last form is the same as the second except that the declared function is recursive.
2.2 O verv iew  of th e  HOL Logic
In classical propositional logic, each proposition can be either true or false, but not 
both. There are a number of logical connectives to combine simple propositions 
to form more complex ones, such as negation(->), conjunction(A), disjunction(V), 
implication! D), and so on. This can be regarded as zero-order logic.
In predicate logic, there is an infinite set of variables and, for each n > 0, a set 
of n-place predicates. There are quantifiers, such as forallfy) and there erists(3) to 
quantify variables. This can be regarded as first-order logic.
In the HOL logic, variables can range over functions and predicates, a function 
can take another function as its argument and can deliver a function as the result 
of applying it. Such a function is called a higher-order function or functional. One 
can talk about ‘for all function / ’ and so on. Hence, it is a higher-order logic.
Expressions of the HOL logic are terms, and they are represented in ML by values 
of type term. They are usually input using the mechanism known as quotation in 
which a logical expression is enclosed by a pair of double quotes, like "A A  B". To
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the HOL system, "A A  BM is an ML expression of type t e n ,  and it denotes a logical 
term meaning ‘the conjunction of A and B’.
Every expression in the HOL logic belongs to a  type which can be thought of as 
a set of objects having certain common properties. This type is known as logical type 
in contrast to the ML types of ML expressions. For example, the logical expression 
"A A  B" has logical type :bool which stands for boolean. All logical types are 
typeset in t y p e w r i t e r  font prefixed by a colon(:) as in the above example. Logical 
types are represented in ML by an abstract type t y p e .  The ML function ty p e _ o f  
takes a term and returns its logical type. This may seem confusing. The HOL 
session below may help to clarify the difference between logical types and ML types.
•  l e t  t  -  "A A  B";;
t  * "A A  B" : te r»
# ty p e .o f  t ;;
M:bool" : type
In the above example, the hash sign (•) is the HOL system prompt and the 
double semi-colon ( ; ; )  terminates each input expression. The line between them is 
the input typed by the user. The next line is the system response. In the first line, 
the user declare an ML variable t  and binds the logic expression "A A  B" to it. 
HOL responds with the value of this variable and its type. In the second input line, 
the user applies the function ty p e ^ o f  to t .  HOL responds with the logical type of 
the term.
2 .2 .1  HOL types
Logical types can be one of the following:
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•  a type variable which stands for an arbitrary set of objects. This is also 
known as polymorphic type. Names of logical type variables are constructed 
following the same rules as ML type variables.
• an atomic type or constant type which stands for a fixed set of objects. 
Some of the pre-defined atomic types are :bool for booleans, :nua for natural 
numbers. : one for a set containing only a single element and : ind for an infinite 
set.
• a function type which is written as :ty \ -> ty2. This stands for a  set of 
functions whose domain is the set ty\ and whose range is the set ty2.
•  a compound type of the form (tyi, . . . ,  ty n )op where tyi, . . . ,  tyn are types, 
known as argument types, and op is a  type  operator, op is said to be of 
arity n since it takes n types as its arguments. A compound type stands 
for the set resulting from applying the type  operator op to the sets denoted 
by ty i , . . . , ty n- l i » t  is a pre-defined type operator of arity 1 , and prod is 
a pre-defined type operator of arity 2 which stands for cartesian products, 
also known as pairs. For example, :(n u a)list is the type for lists of natural 
numbers, and : (nun,bool)prod is the type for pairs whose first elements are 
natural numbers and whose second elements are booleans. Since pairs are 
used frequently, a special syntax is provided for the type operator prod; an 
infix • can be used, for example, the type : (nun,bool)prod is usually written 
as :nun • bool.
Function types and constant types can be considered as special cases of general com­
pound types. A function type :tyi -> ty2 is equivalent to :(tyi ,ty2)tun. Constant
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Kind of HOL Standard Description
term notation notation
Variable v : ty v<r variable of type o
Constant c : ty c„ constant of type o
Combination t l  t 2 M s apply the function tj to the argument ti
Abstraction \x . t Ax.t A-abstraction
Table 2.1: HOL primitive terms, 
types are type operators of arity 0.
A polymorphic type ty containing type variables tyvar\,. . .,ty v a rn can be sub­
jected to a simultaneous substitution by the types tyx, . . . , t y n . The resulting type 
ty1 is called an instance of ty. For example, (bool, nua)prod is an instance of the 
type (tyvari ,/yi>ar2)prod.
2.2.2 H O L  T erm s
Well formed expressions in HOL are called terms. Unlike predicated logic, there 
is no separate syntactic class for formulae; their roles are played by terms of type 
:bool. Every term belongs to a type and denotes an element of the set denoted by 
that type. The HOL system quotation parser attempts to deduce the type of a term 
when it is input in a quotation. Sometimes, there is not enough information for the 
parser to work out the type, in such case, explicit type information can be attached 
to the term or any part of it. For example, in "x : bool", the variable x is specified 
to be of type :bool.
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Kind o f term HOL notation Standard notation Description
Truth T T true
Falsity F 1 false
Negation U ->t not t
Disjunction <iVi3 Vt3 <i or t2
Conjunction *iAI> il A t2 ti and f2
Implication t i D h ti implies t2
Equality h mh h  = h tl equals t2
Conditional ,,t j) i f  t then ti else t2
Table 2.2: HOL infix terms and special constants.
Kind o f term HOL notation Standard notation Description
V-quantification tz .t V*. t for all x : t
3-quantification l x . t 3z. t for some x  : t
f-term • x . t tx . t an x such that: t
Table 2.3: HOL binders.
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Table 2.1 lists all kinds of primitive terms in HOL. All terms can be constructed 
from these primitives. Some constants are given special syntactic status of infix or 
binders. The pre-defined infix constants are listed in Table 2.2 and binders are listed 
in Table 2.3.
Within a  quotation, an expression of the form ‘ (f) is called an anti-quotation 
where t m ust be an ML expression of type term or type. Such an expression 
evaluates to  the value of t.
In subsequent chapters, HOL terms will be displayed and typeset in ty p ew riter 
font using the quotation mechanism, i.e., always enclosed by a pair of double 
quotes("), such as 
"A A  B -  B / \  A"
When a term  is referred to in running text, the logical constants are typeset in Sans 
Serif font while the standard notations listed in the tables above will be used for 
variables and special constants.
2 .2 .3  T h e o r ie s
The result of a session with the HOL system is an object called a theory. A HOL 
theory is very similar to a logician’s theory. Like a logician’s theory, a HOL theory 
contains types, constants, definitions and axioms. The most important difference is 
that a HOL theory also contains an explicit list of theorems which have been proved 
from the axioms and definitions using the theorem prover while a logician's theory 
implies all theorems (often infinitely many) that could be proved. Therefore, all 
HOL theorems mentioned in subsequent chapters have actually been proved.
A HOL theory is stored in a number of files called the theory files. Each theory
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file contains some types, constants, axioms and theorems, together with pointers 
to other theory files called its parents. The collection of reachable files is called 
the ancestry of the theory. When the HOL system starts, the initial theory is the 
theory HOL. The ancestry of the theory HOL contains all types, axioms, constants 
and theorems of the HOL logic. All new theories created during a HOL session are 
extensions of the theory HOL, either directly or via some other theories such as those 
provided as libraries. The names of theories and libraries are typeset in ty p ew riter 
font.
A theory can be extended in the following ways:
e  by constant definition which introduces new constants by specifying formu­
lae to determine them uniquely;
e by type definition which introduces new types or new type operators by 
specifying a  non-empty subset of an existing type and proving that the new 
type is isomorphic to this subset;
•  by constant specification which introduces new constants which satisfy ar­
bitrary given consistent properties. The constants may not be uniquely deter­
mined. There is an ML function for this purpose.
All these extensions to theory are known as definitional extension. Theories created 
solely by definitional extensions are called definitional theories. Since the new con­
stants and types are defined in terms of properties of existing ones, the extended 
theory is consistent if the original theory is. All the theories described in the sub­
sequent chapters are definitional theories, and since they are extensions of the HOL 
theory, they are consistent. Only the first two methods of theory extension have
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been used in developing these theories.
There are several pre-defined ML functions in HOL for defining constants. The 
result of calling these functions is an equational theorem characterizing the newly 
defined constant. The session below defines a new constant GRAPH using the func­
tion new -definition.
•  l e t  GRAPH-DEF = n e w .d e f in i t io n ( 'GRAPH.DEF', 
t  "GRAPH ( (V :( ~ V « r to z )a e t ) , ( E : ( ‘ E d g e ) s e t) ) ■
•  ! • .  •  I I  E « >  ( ( ( « _ s r c  • )  I I  V) / \  ( ( « .d m  • )  I I  V ) ) - ) ; ;
GRAPH.DEF *
I -  !V E. GRAPH(V.E) -  ( ! • .  •  I I  E ==> ( o .s r c  • )  I I  V / \  (« .d o «  • )  I I  V)
The resulting theorem is stored in the current theory with the name GRAPH-DEF. 
By convention, all definitional theorems are named with the suffix -DEF. In this 
dissertation, new constant definitions are presented in the following form:
H O L  D e f in it io n  1 (GRAPH-DEF)
"GRAPH ( ( V :( ‘ V e r t e x ) s e t ) , (B :( 'E d g e ) s e t ) )  -  
l e .  e I I  E « >  < < (e_ src  e )  I I  V) / \  ( ( e .d e e  e )  I I  V ))"
The string following the definition number is the name of the definition. The term 
characterizing the new constant is printed in the HOL input notation in t y p e w r i t e r  
font.
A type definition package is provided to allow concrete recursive types to be 
defined automatically (48). It provides an ML function d e f  i n e . t y p e  which accepts 
a simple type specification language in the form of:
Ivpe = C, 1*1 ... I»f111... | c„ t i l ... lair
where type is the name of the new type and C, are the type constructors. The 
results of defining a new type are
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•  to formally define type as a type in the current theory;
• to make appropriate constant definitions for the constructors C*;
•  to automatically prove a theorem which characterizes the newly-defined type. 
The type definition package also provides a set of functions to automatically prove 
theorems about the basic properties of the type. These functions are: 
p r o v e .c o n s t r u c t o r s - o n e . o n e  which proves a theorem stating the constructors are
one-one functions;
p ro v e .co n s tru c to rs .d ia tin c t which proves a theorem stating that, if more than 
one has been defined, the different constructors produce different objects in 
the type;
prove.cases.thm  which proves a theorem stating that any object of the type is 
produced by one of the constructors;
p r o v a . in d u c t io n . th m  which proves a theorem stating the structural induction prin­
ciple of the type.
The session below defines a new type :Tcir with a constructor TC1R. The type
characterization theorem is stored with the name Tcir-Axiom; by convention, all
type characterization theorems are named with suffix -Axiom.
• l o t  T c ir .A x io n  * d e f in e . t y p e  ‘T c ir.A x iom '
'T c i r  ■ TCIR nun (n u a - > T s ta ta ) *};
T c ir .A x io n  ■ | -  11. ?• I n .  !n 1 '. fnCTCIR n  1 ') * 1 n  1*
In this dissertation, new type definitions are presented in a format similar to that 
of constant definitions. The string specifying the new type is enclosed in a pair of 
single quotesf *). which resembles the input syntax required by the type definition 
package. Below is the definition of :T cir shown in such a format.
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HOL Definition 2 (Tcir_Axiom)
*Tcir “ TCIR num (mi*->Tstate) '
2 .2 .4  T h eorem s
A theorem is the result of a proof. In a more formal sense, a proof is a list of pairs 
[(r,,t,),.. .,(r„,i„)] known as sequents in a deductive system, and a theorem is the 
last element of this list. The first component T, of a sequent is a set of formulae 
called the hypotheses or the assumptions and the second component i,- is a single 
formula called the conclusion. Each sequent in a proof is either a theorem that has 
been proved earlier or is derived from other theorems following some rules known 
as the inference rules.
Theorems in the HOL system are represented by values of the ML abstract type 
thm . There is no way to construct a value of type thm  except by carrying out a 
proof. In this way, the ML type system protects the HOL logic from the arbitrary 
construction of a  theorem, so that every computed value of the type representing 
theorems is a theorem.
The HOL system prints values of type t h a  in a special way: it prefixes the con­
clusion with I- which resembles the turnstile (I-) in the conventional mathematical 
notation for theorems. For example, the theorem asserting the symmetry of addition 
is printed as:
I -  la  a. (a  ♦ a) -  (a ♦  a)
There are five axioms in the HOL logic, which are the only pre-defined values of 
type t h a .  All other theorems follow from them.
Once a theorem has been proved, it can be saved in the current theory. Every
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theorem is identified by two strings: the name of the theory file in which it is stored 
and the unique name of the theorem. Theorems stored in any file reachable from 
the current theory can be loaded into the current HOL session and bound to an ML 
identifier. Theorems can be loaded automatically if autoloading has be set up. In 
this case, a theorem is loaded whenever its name is first mentioned in the input, and 
it is bound to an ML identifier of the same name. For example, the ‘symmetry of 
addition’ theorem is stored in the theory a rithm etic  and has the name ADDJJYM. 
When this name first appears in an expression, the theorem will be loaded and 
bound to the ML identifier ADD.SYM.
In this dissertation, all theorems are printed in conventional mathematical no­
tation rather than the raw output from the HOL system as shown above to improve 
the readability. The format is similar to that used for definitions. An example is 
shown below:
H O L  T h eo rem  1 (G-UNION.SYM)
F VG, G a. G| G.UNION G2 =  G a G.UNION G,
The string after the theorem number is the name under which the theorem is stored. 
The same ML identifier will be bound to the theorem if it is automatically loaded.
The conversion from the system output format to the format given above is 
performed by a formatter developed by the author. The formatter is organized as a 
library named la te x -h o l. It consists of a set of ML functions which takes a theorem 
or a whole theory and generates text in IATgX format. The text can then be typeset 
using the lATgX typesetting system. The implementation of the formatter is based 
on the HOL pretty printer library p rettyp . Details of how to use the formatter and
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its implementation can be found in [67].
2.3 T h eo rem  proving in  H O L
Proofs can be carried out in two different ways: forward proof and goal-directed proof. 
A forward proof starts with an existing theorem and inference rules are applied 
successively to transform this theorem into a sequence of new theorems until the 
desired one is reached. A goal-directed proof sets up a goal which has exactly the 
same form as the desired theorem, then tactics are applied to decompose it into a 
list of subgoals, and this process continues until all subgoals can be solved.
2 .3 .1  Forward proof
Inference rules are used to transform a theorem when carrying out forward proofs. 
They are implemented in HOL as ML functions which deliver a theorem. These 
functions take one or more theorems and possibly other arguments depending on 
the meaning of the inference rules. There are eight primitive inference rules in HOL. 
Since there is no primitive constructor for the values of type thm in ML. calling these 
functions is the only way to create a theorem. The primitive inference rule Motlus 
Ponens, for example, is represented by the ML function HP. It takes two theorems 
as its arguments: the first should be an implication and the second should be a 
theorem matching the antecedent of the implication. It returns a theorem in the 
same form as the conclusion of the implication.
There is a comprehensive set of pre-deiined ML functions implementing derived 
inference rules. These functions are defined in terms of the eight primitive rule
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functions. Each of them combines a number of steps of applying the primitive rules, 
and thus providing a set of more useful tools. Users of HOL can also define their 
own functions implementing derived inference rules for their special needs.
A conversion in HOL is a rule which maps a term to a theorem stating the 
equality of that term to some other term. The theorem produced by a conversion is 
often used to convert the whole or part of a formula — i.e., rewriting or substitution. 
Conversions are also represented by ML functions returning a theorem. For example, 
the conversion bool-EQ.CONV takes a term for the form "bl = b2" and returns one 
of the following theorems:
I- (61 = bj) = T if bi and bj are identical boolean terms, or
F (&i = bi) = F if each of and f>2 is T or F but different, or
h (61 = 62) = 62 if 61 is T, or
h (bi = 62) = 61 if is T.
There are a number of higher-order functions for combining conversions to form 
more complex ones. For example, cont’i THENC conv3 is a conversion formed by the 
function THENC. When this expression is evaluated, the conversion conv 1 is performed 
first, then the conversion cont>2 is carried out.
2 .3 .2  G oal d irected  proof
The forward proof style is rather unnatural, and is too ‘low level’ for many applica­
tions. The goal directed proof style constructs a proof by organizing it into a tree in 
which each node is a subgoal and each edge is a tactic. The tree is traversed twice, 
the first is from the root representing the original goal to the leaves representing 
the final (trivial) subgoals, the second is from the leaves back to the root. In the
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first pass, tactics are applied and subgoals are generated, and in the second pass, a 
proof is computed from the theorems achieving the subgoals to yield the theorem 
achieving the original goal. This is only a conceptual view of the goal-directed proof 
style. No tree is actually created in HOL, but there is a subgoal package which 
manages all the proof searching efforts. It provides functions for the user to set up 
a goal and then to apply tactics. The idea of using tactics in goal-directed proofs 
originated from Milner and was first implemented in Edinburgh LCF [35].
A tactic is an ML function. When applying to a goal, a tactic reduces it to
1. a list of subgoals, and
2. a justification function mapping a list of theorems to a theorem.
The subgoal package keeps track of the justification functions and combines them 
in the correct order to compute the final theorem that achieves the goal. There is a 
comprehensive set of tactics provided by the HOL system. Tactics can be combined 
to form more complex ones using tacticals. The user can define special tactics for his 
application using the existing ones. In Chapter 6, the proof of a theorem asserting 
a property of networks will be described in detail to illustrate the process of proof 
searching in the goal-directed proof style.
C h ap ter 3
Principles of Railway Signalling
This chapter gives an introduction to the principles o f railway signalling 
and the state-of-the-art technology in automatic interlocking systems so 
that readers not familiar with the subject can understand the following 
chapters.
The primary function of a railway signalling system is to maintain the safe 
operation of trains over the track network and to protect human beings from injury 
and equipment from damage. In addition to this, the system should allow efficient 
operation of trains so that the maximum capacity can be obtained.
.This chapter describes the signalling equipment, the principles of railway sig­
nalling and the state-of-the-art in automatic signalling systems based on the current 
practice of British Rail [54]. The description is rather general and provides a view­
point for the research described in later chapters. Many important issues of railway 
signalling which are not within the scope of this research are ignored. Most of the 
concepts described here are also applicable to other railway authorities.
Section 3.1 describes the basic functions of individual components of signalling 
equipment. The central concept of signalling systems — interlocking — and the
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Figure 3.1: A slip crossing and its equivalent atomic parts.
operation of the complete system are explained in Section 3.2. The last section of 
this chapter presents the current technology of signalling systems in British Rail.
3.1 R ailw ay tra c k  an d  signalling equ ipm en t
A signalling system consists of many kinds of component. These components can 
be grouped into two classes: track components and signals. The first class forms 
the railway track network, the permanent way, and the second is the means of 
controlling the train movements over the track network.
3 .1 .1  TVack com p onents
For the purposes of this research, the property of the track components which is 
of interest is their topology, that is, how they are interconnected to form a track 
network. Based on this consideration, the track components have been divided into 
the following four classes: buffers, tracks, points and diamond crossings. They are 
called parts. Table 3.1 below shows a schematic drawing of these parts together 
with a brief description.
There are other, more complex track components in real networks, such as the 
single slip crossing. It can be considered as a compound of a simple diamond cross­
ing with a pair of simple points connected to either end of it. This is illustrated in
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►—  buffer — the dead end
-----  plain track — simple track sections without any branchs and
ther ‘NORMAL’ or ‘REVERSE’ positions to route train to 
different directions
diamond crossing — an intersection where two routes are 
crossing each other
Table 3.1: Track components.
Figure 3.1 with the single slip crossing shown on the left-hand side and the decom­
position to atomic parts on the right. The four simple components listed above are 
atomic. All complex track components can be built up by combining appropriate 
atomic parts. A complete track network can be formed by connecting the required 
track components together and placing signals at the appropriate locations.
The primary means of detecting the presence of a train is by the use of track 
circuits. A conceptual view of the operation of the circuits is illustrated in Figure 3.2. 
A voltage is applied to the two rails of the track. This can be detected by a sensor to 
indicate that the track section is ‘CLEAR’. When a train is present, its wheels bridge 
the circuit reducing the voltage between the rails, so that the output is changed to 
‘OCCUPIED’. The design of a track circuit is fail-safe, in that it will always give an 
‘OCCUPIED’ output when it is faulty.
In a fixed block system, the track network is divided into sections. Each section
crossing
point (switch) — a branching point which can be set at ei-
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Figure 3.2: The principle of track circuit.
is controlled by a signal and may be occupied by at most one train except in certain 
special operations, such as the coupling of an engine. Track sections are electrically 
insulated from each other. In a simple layout, each section usually has its own 
associated track circuit, and consists of only a single part, for example, a plain 
track. In a complex layout, such as a busy terminal station, a section may contain 
several track circuits, each circuit spanning several parts.
The point where the adjacent sections meet is called a join. Since the track 
is characterized by different kinds of part, the term join is also used to mean the 
meeting point of two adjacent parts. In practice, there are several types of join:
• conducting join — which is the join between two parts that share the same 
track circuit;
• insulated join — which is the join between two track circuits;
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Figure 3.3: An overlap.
• overlap join — which is also formed between two track circuits, but in addition, 
one of the circuits is a special section of track, known as an overlap.
An overlap is a  short section ahead of a stop signal, whose function is to pro­
tect a train against overrunning the signal in adverse conditions. As illustrated in 
Figure 3.3, the section between joint j 2 and j3  is an overlap which protects a train 
from overrunning signal 511 , and thus j 3 is an overlap joint.
3 .1 .2  S ig n a ls
Like track components, there are several kinds of signals. Their names and functions 
are listed below:
main signal — gives instructions to the normal running traffic; 
junction indicator — provides information at the entry to  a branch so that a 
diverted train may slow down;
subsidiary signal — (always associated with a main signal) authorizes the driver 
to pass the main red aspect and draw ahead to stop short of any obstructions; 
shunting signal — gives instruction for slow movements into or out of sidings etc.
Sometimes, a combination of several types of signals is installed on a single signal 
post, for example, a main signal and a junction indicator are often combined at the
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entry to a branch line.
According to the number of different aspects they can display, main signals 
can be of 2, 3 or 4-aspect. For 2 and 3-aspect types, there are stop signals and 
repeaters. The repeaters are used where earlier warning is required of the aspect of 
a stop signal. A 2-aspect stop signal can display RED and GREEN while a 2-aspect 
repeater can display YELLOW and GREEN. A 3-aspect signal can display RED, 
YELLOW, GREEN. A 4-aspect signal can display a DOUBLE YELLOW’ aspect in 
addition to all aspects of the 3-aspect signal. The use of different number of aspects 
depends on the traffic density, the headway and the length of the track sections. For 
example, in Figure 3.3, 511 is a 2-aspect stop signal with an overlap protection and 
510 is a 2-aspect repeater.
At any time, a signal is in either of the two states: ‘ON’ or ‘OFF’. A train 
must not pass a signal which is in the ‘ON’ state; this is shown as the RED aspect. 
All other aspects are said to be ‘OFF’. All aspects of main signals employ double 
filament bulbs. The auxiliary filament is switched into use automatically as soon 
as the main filament is broken. When this happens, an indicator on the control 
panel is illuminated to warn the signalman. A signal will not be taken as showing a 
particular aspect simply because it is selected. There is proving circuit built into the 
signal which checks whether the selected aspect is drawing current, that is the bulb 
for the selected aspect has at least one filament illuminated. In the case in which 
both filaments of the selected aspect are broken, the signal is said to be faulty.
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Figure 3.4: An example of track layout: a double left-hand junction.
3.2 Signalling p rincip les
Singalling systems provide two types of controls to the traffic: the first is route 
control, which is achieved by setting the appropriate points; and the second is speed 
control which is achieved by setting the aspects of the appropriate signals. All these 
controls are operated from a central location — the signal control centre.
Each control centre may supervise an area of up to hundreds of kilometres of 
tracks, which consists of many points and signals. The track network is organized 
into a  number of routes. Each route starts from a signal, the entry signal, and 
usually ends at another signal, the exit signal. If two routes share a t least one part, 
they are said to be conflicting. To allow a  train to pass through a route, it has to 
be set up and proved. This means that the conditions which provide a safe passage 
through the route have to be satisfied. For example. Figure 3.4 shows a layout in 
the vicinity of a left-hand double junction. Suppose that the route from signal S10
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to SI 2 is to be set up. This requires:
• all the track circuits along the route, namely t e l l ,  tc l2 ,  tc l3  and tc l4 , to 
be ‘CLEAR’;
•  the point P200 to be set to NORMAL and detected at the correct position;
• the exit signal S12 is not faulty;
• the entry signal S l l  of the conflicting route from this signal to S15 is turned 
‘ON’ and proved to be alight;
• the track circuit along the conflicting route up to the point of conflict, namely 
tc26, must be ‘CLEAR’.
After all of these conditions are satisfied, the entry signal to the route can then be 
turned ‘OFF’, and the route is said to be ‘set’.
Central to the operation of the signalling system is the concept of interlocking. 
For example, the route locking is in operation after the above route is set. This 
means that the satisfied conditions should not be destroyed by subsequent operation 
of points or setting up a conflicting route. This is important because the incoming 
train has been given permission to proceed and if the entry signal is changed to 
‘ON’ unexpectedly, the driver may not be able to stop short of it and dangerous 
situations could arise.
Traditionally, these operation conditions are expressed in a tabular form, the 
control tables. The control tables have a well-defined syntax and semantics for 
the interlocking functions, and are very well understood by signalling engineers. A 
control table for the example route above is shown in Table 3.2.
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RO U TE T R A C K  CIRCU ITS R E Q U IR E  PO IN TS SIGNALS
C L E A R O CCU PIED NORM AL REV ERSE ALIGHT ON
S10S12 t c l l , t c l 2








L S . l
Table 3.2: An example of control table.
3.3 S o lid -s ta te  interlocking
In the early days of railway signalling, interlocking was achieved by the mechanical 
interlocking frame. When electromechanical technology was adopted, relay circuits 
implemented the interlocking function and are still in widespread use. Since its ad­
vent in the late 70’s, microprocessor technology has influenced every branch of engi­
neering and railway signalling is certainly no exception. However, the application of 
microcomputer control technology in signalling systems is rather conservative. This 
is because of the strict safety assurance required in such systems. Due to the unpre­
dictable failure modes of a complex microcomputer control system, microprocessors 
were only used in non-vital functions in the early attempt of applying computer in 
signalling controls.
The first use of microprocessor in control of vital safety functions in the U.K. was 
the Solid State Interlocking project of British Rail Research[20](21] which started 
as soon as the first 16-bit microprocessors became available. The aim of the project 
was towards the 'eventual replacement of present day electromechanical signalling
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interlocks'[22]. At the same time, the new system should not alter any signalling 
principles and the appearance and behaviour of the system so far as the operator 
is concerned. The result is the now highly-acclaimed SSI system, which has been 
adopted for all new signalling installations in British Rail.
3 .3 .1  F e a tu re s  o f  t h e  SSI
The SSI system can be divided into three parts:
• one or more microcomputer interlockings;
• a control panel;
•  a maintenance terminal.
The heart of the computer interlocking is the interlocking processors. There are 
three processors which operate as a triple modular redundancy! TMR) system to 
achieve the strict requirements of reliability and fault tolerance. These perform all 
the safety-critical logical operations of the signalling controls. The commands to the 
equipments, such as point machines and signals, are transmitted to specialized inter­
face units a t the trackside via a duplex data highway. The data on this highway are 
encoded in two levels to withstand the severe electromagnetic interference encoun­
tered with electric traction and to maintain the high overall integrity required. Two 
panel processors perform the non-safety tasks of servicing the control panel which 
can be either the conventional mosaic push-button type or new style Visual Display 
Units( VDU) type. A diagnostic processor provides information to the maintenance 
terminal which is used by the technician to monitor the performance of the system.
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The software controlling the interlocking processors is designed to be data driven. 
Since every signalling scheme has a different configuration, it will be very inefficient, 
if not impossible, to design, implement and verify a special version of the control 
program for each installation. The arrangement of the signals, the track layout and 
the rules for controlling them are encoded in a data base. The standard software 
is based on the concept of the control cycle: in each cycle, the system processes 
one incoming message and generates one control command. During the cycle, it 
updates a set of variables representing the current state of the network, consults the 
database for the applicable rules, and derives the correct control commands.
Since the software is safety-critical, it is subjected to rigorous testing and vali­
dation processes to ensure that it is logically correct and faithfully implements the 
specification. The software development and validation processes were described 
in [60]. The basic principles are to be disciplined in the development stage and to 
be rigorous in the validation stage.
Very strict rules are applied to the design and development of the software. 
The programs are highly modular and well structured. The use of interrupts is 
excluded in favour of simple looping and polling. Data flow between modules is 
made explicit. High quality documentation has been produced which contributes 
to the correctness of the software and simplify the validation process. Several well- 
established techniques are used to validate the software: functional analysis checks 
the correspondence between the requirement specification and the software; struc­
tural analysis checks the programming logic; information flow analysis ensures the 
correct data passing between modules; modular analysis confirms the correctness of 
each module; and semantic analysis proves the software correct by logical deduction.
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The whole software development process, from specification through design to 
validation, makes certain assumptions about the environment within which the final 
program will execute. These include the behaviour of the hardware, the equipment 
which under the program control. Only system testing will uncover any misconcep­
tion on the reality. Therefore, extensive system testing has to be carried out, both 
in an environment simulated in a laboratory and in the real field environment.
3.3.2 T h e  design procedures
Briefly, the procedures of designing and implementing a signalling scheme using SSI 
[50] is as follows:
1. specify the required track and signalling layout;
2. produce control tables;
3. generate geographic data;
4. test the geographic data on a simulator;
5. install the SSI with EPROMs containing the geographic data.
One of the major task of the railway signalling engineer is to produce the control 
tables required for a particular track and signalling layout. The geographic data are 
then extracted from this table and written in a  special-purpose high-level program­
ming language. This program is subsequently compiled into data object «odes and 
installed in the SSI. The process of producing control table and geographic data is 
being carried out manually because it requires skill and experience. The research 
described in later chapter shows a possible way of automating these operations.
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3 .3 .3  T h e benefit and th e  fu tu re
The major benefits of the SSI system are its flexibility, good maintainability and 
cost-effectiveness. The flexibility is due to the modular organization of the system 
which provides an easy path to future evolution for both the interlocking itself and 
other systems it interfaces with. For example, the Integrated Electronic Control 
Centre (IECC)[61] is the new human interface built on top of the interlocking. It 
replaces the conventional mosaic push-button control panel by track balls, keyboards 
and VDU. The modular system also contributes to other benefits, the bulk of the 
cost saving being achieved by the dramatic shrinkage of the physical dimensions of 
the new equipment.
The flexibility of the SSI system also opens up the possibility of higher order 
control systems. The Automatic Route Setting(ARS) is one of such systems. It is 
interlinked with the Signalling and Information Networks. It is informed of the pre­
planned schedule, the location of the trains, and it learns from the SSI the real-time 
state of the signalling and track occupation. From this information, it can deduce 
the required route and whether there are any conflicts. It can then calculate the 
optimal routing strategy and translate it into commands to the SSI.
Besides the SSI system in the U.K., railway authorities in other countries have 
also developed computer controlled signalling systems, such as the ERILOCK sys­
tems in Swedish Railway Administration[13], the SMILE systems in Japanese Na­
tional Railways[2], and so on.
Since the SSI is the key element in providing interlocking, a rigorous formal ap­
proach to the design and implementation is necessary and desirable. The research
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described in the later chapters was carried out with the aim of helping railway 
signalling engineers and designers to improve the integrity and correctness of inter­
locking systems based on the use of microprocessors and real-time software.
P art II
Theories
In order to apply formal methods in signalling systems, a formal model of the 
railway track network and signalling equipment must first be established. This 
model is an abstract view of the railway track network, based upon which, specifi­
cations of interlocking system can be developed. This part presents such a formal 
model expressed in Higher-Order Logic. It is organized into several theories which 
form a hierarchy shown on the next page.
In the hierarchy, the  s e t s  theory is one of the HOL system libraries. The theories 
below the dashed line are developed by the author.
On the left-hand side are the theories describing the mathematical structures, 
namely graphs and paths, which are used to model the network. The main the­
ories g ra p h  and p a t h  contain definitions and theorems about these mathematical 
structures, while the  auxiliary theories f u n c  and « l i s t  contain some lower level 
definitions and theorems about functions and lists which support the main theories. 




Figure II: The hierarchy of theories.
On the right-hand side of the hierarchy are the theories modelling the railway 
equipment. The theory TRACK models track components, and the theory SIGNAL 
models signals. The PART theory combines individual components to provide a 
uniform interface to the network model. These theories are described in Chapter 5.
The top level of the model is the theory NETWORK which characterizes track net­
works. Some basic properties of such networks have been proved. This is described 
in Chapter 6. The complete listings of each theory can be found in Appendix A and 
the ML sources for creating these theories are listed in the Appendix B.
C h ap ter 4
The mathematical foundation
This chapter describes the HOL theories graph and path and two auxil­
iary theories func and « l i s t .  These theories contain the abstract math­
ematical structures for modelling the network.
Graph theory is a  very large branch of mathematics, and it has found applications 
in many diverse fields. The theory described in this chapter is only a first attempt at 
expressing a small portion of the conventional graph theory in Higher-Order Logic. 
The main criteria for deciding what to include in the theory are the requirements 
of modelling the track network.
The definitions and theorems about graphs and paths are organized into two 
main HOL theories, graph and path , and two auxiliary theories, func and « l i s t .  
The graph theory contains definitions of labelled directed graphs, several basic re­
lations of vertices and edges, and basic operations on graphs. Some properties of 
graphs and related operations have been proved and the theorems are stored in this 
theory. The path  theory contains definitions of walks, trail and paths, and basic op­
erations on them. Similarly, some basic properties in the form of theorems are stored 
in this theory. The func theory contains definitions and theorems about functions
47
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some of which are used in the reasoning of graph isomorphism. The features used 
will be described when graph isomorphism is discussed. The « l i s t  theory contains 
some operations and facts about lists which are needed for reasoning about paths. 
It is described in Section 4.2.2.
The theories have been developed in a very general way so that they will be 
suitable to be used for other applications. The terminology and definitions adopted 
in these theories follow the convention found in many textbooks, such as [64] [65] 
[29]. Since there is not a library of graphs in the HOL system up to version 2.0, the 
theories as described below provide a starting point for building a comprehensive 
library of graphs. Thus, when applications requiring the use of graph arise, the 
library can be called upon without the repeated work of defining a graph.
4.1 T h e  th e o ry  graph
4.1.1 T h e representation  o f  graphs
First of all, graphs have to be represented by some structure in HOL. This rep­
resentation should reflect the abstract properties of graphs, and should be general 
and flexible so as to be suitable for use in different applications. Based on these 
considerations, a type and a predicate have been chosen to represent graphs. The 
type is a pair of sets. The first element of the pair is the set of vertices which can 
be of any type, that is And the second is the set of edges. Each edge is a
triple containing the source vertex, the destination vertex and its own label. The 
vertex fields are of the same type of the elements of vertex set. The label field is of
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a distinct polymorphic type For convenience, it is abbreviated in ML as1:
l e t  Vertex » and
Edge » " : ( • • * •  **)" and
Graph » " :(* )se t • ( * # * #  e*)eetM;;
Thus, antiquotation can be used to make the subsequent HOL text much more 
readable. M:'Graph" is the polymorphic type for a general graph. Any particular 
instance of graph can be created by instantiating the types ":*" and with the 
required types for the vertices and for the labels of the edges.
The choice of this concrete representation follows most conventional definitions 
of graphs. However, not every object of the type : 'Graph is a proper graph. A 
predicate is required to distinguish those which are graphs from others in the type. 
The definition of this predicate reads:
HOL Definition 1 (GRAPHJ5EF)
"GRAPH ((V :('V artex)set), (E:('Edge)aat)) ■
1«. • II B --> (((«.arc a) XI V) /\ ((a.daa a) XI V))"
where a .arc  and a.daa return the first and second field of the triple representing the 
edges, respectively. This specifies that, to be a graph, the source and destination 
vertices of every edge in the edge set must be elements of the vertex set. This is the 
dominant abstract property of a graph.
Having this definition of a graph, we need to assert that there exists at least one 
graph, i.e., the theorem GRAPH.EXISTS.
HOL T heorem  1 (GRAPH-EX I STS)
h 36?. GRAPH G
1 nss.typs-abbrev  cannot be used since these are polymorphic types.




Figure 4.1: Examples of simple graph.
A trivial example of graph is the null graph ({ } ,{ }), (A logical constant 
NULL-GRAPH is defined to be a  null graph.) and a more interesting graph shown 
in Figure 4.1(a) can be written in HOL as
({1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8},
{(l,2 ,o ), (2,3, 6), (3,4, c), (4,1, d), (5.6, e), (6,7, / ) ,
(7,8,j ) , (8,5,/»),(!,5,i),(2,6,j),(3,7,*),(4,8,/)})
As a consequence of this representation, all graphs are directed. This is because 
(ui,t>2,* ) ^  (»2,» i,* )  for all t>j, v2 and i .  However, it is still possible to represent 
an undirected graph using the same representation. Each edge of an undirected 
graph can be replaced by a pair of anti-parallel edges. Also, all graphs are labelled. 
To represent an unlabelled graph, the label field of the edges can be instantiated 
by the type :ono. Since there is only one object in this type, all the labels will be 
identical, hence, (t>i,t>2,*) = (vt,v2,y) for all x  and y.
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4 .1 .2  Som e basic defin itions o f graph
Two constants, VS and ES, are defined to access the vertex set and the edge set. 
They are characterized by the theorems VERTICES and EDGES.
HOL Theorem 2 (VERTICES)
H VV  E.VS(V ,E)  =  V
HOL Theorem 3 (EDGES)
h V V £ .E S (V ,£ )=  E
A loop is defined to be an edge whose source vertex and destination vertex are 
identical. Applying the predicate HAS.LOOP to a graph G will yield true if and 
only if the graph G contains a loop. The graph shown in Figure 4.1(b) has a loop, 
the edge labelled /.
HOL Definition 2 (L00P.DEF)
"LOOP (a:*Bdga) * («.arc • ■ a.daa •)"
HOL Definition 3 (HAS-LOOPJDEF)
"HAS.LOOP G ■ ?(•:‘Edge). (• II (BS 0>) A  (LOOP a)"
A graph is said to have multiple edges if and only if there is more than one 
edge which has the same vertex as its source and the same vertex as its destination. 
This property is expressed in the predicate MULTI-EDGE. The graph shown in 
Figure 4.1(c) has multiple edges, (1,2, a) and (1,2,6).
HOL Definition 4 (MULTI-EDGE-DEF)
"NULTI.EDGE G - ?(al:‘Edga) «2.
(at II (ES 0)) A  (a2 II (ES 0)) A
"(al ■ a2) A  (a.arc al ■ a.arc a2) A  (a.daa al ■ a.daa a2)"
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A simple graph is defined to be a graph containing neither loops nor multiple 
edges. A finite graph is a graph whose vertex set and edge set are both finite.
HOL Definition 5 (SIMPLE-GRAPH _DEF)
"SIMPLE_GRAPH (G:‘Graph) -
(GRAPH G) A  ‘ (HAS.LOOP 0) A  *(MULTI-EDGE G)M 
HOL Definition 6 (FINITE.GRAPH-DEF)
"FIIITE.GRAPH (G:‘Graph) -
(GRAPH G) A  FINITE (VS 0) A  FINITE (ES G)M
Other abstract properties of graphs can be defined in a similar way.
4 .1 .3  R ela tion sh ip  betw een  vertices and edges
Incidence An edge is said to be incident with the vertices which are the source 
or destination of the edge. It is said to be incident from the source vertex and to 
be incident to the destination vertex. The function INCIDENT.WITH, applied to a 
graph G and a  vertex v, returns a set of edges which incident with the vertex v. 
HOL Definition 7 (INCIDENT-WITH-DEF)
"INCIDENT-WITH (G:‘Graph) v «
<• I (•  IS-EDGE G) A  ((a_src •  ■ v) V  («.das • ■ v))>"
Let us name the graph in Figure 4.1(a) as G', then
INCIDENT.WITHG'l
is equal to {(1,2,a ) ,(4, l ,d ) ,( l,5 ,t)} . Similarly, we can define INCIDENT.FROM 
and INCIDENT.TO in HOL as below:
HOL Definition 8 ( INCIDENT-FR0M.DEF)
"INCIDENT-FROM (0:‘Graph) v - 
{ •  I (a IS.EDGE G) A  (a.arc a ■ v) }"
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HOL Definition 0 (IHCIDEMT_TO_DEF)
"IICIDEIT.TO (G :'G ra p h )  v =
{ •  I (a  IS.EDGE G) / \  ( a .d a a  •  * v)>"
Degree The degree of a vertex is the total number of edges incident with it. The 
out-degree of a vertex is the number of edges incident from it and the in-degree is 
the number of edges incident to it. The HOL definition of degree make use of the 
definitions of incidence and the cardinal number of sets. They are listed below: 
HOL Definition 10 ( OUT -DEGREE-DEF )
"OUT.DEGREE (G :'G ra p h )  v -  CARD (I*CIDEIT_FR0M G v ) M 
H O L  D e f in i t i o n  11  (INJ)EGREE_DEF)
"II.DEGREE (G :'G ra p h )  v » CARD (IICIDEIT.TO G v ) M 
H O L  D e f in i t i o n  1 2  (DEGREE-DEF)
"DEGREE (G :'G ra p h )  v *
(II.DEGREE G v) ♦ (OUT.DEGREE G v ) ”
Thus, DEGREE G '\  is 3, OUT.DEGREE G' 1 is 2 and IN.DEGREE«' 1 is 1.
Adjacence Two vertices are said to be adjacent if and only if there exists an edge 
between them. The predicate VER-ADJA G t>i Vj is true if there is an edge ( t>i, Wj, *) 
or («2, vi,y) for some x  and y. The HOL definition of VER-ADJA is:
HOL Definition 13 (VER-ADJA-DEF)
"VER.ADJA G v l  (v2 :*>  «
(GRAPH G) A  (v l IS.VERTEX G) A  (v2 IS.VERTEX G) A  
( ? ( • : ‘Edge). ( •  IS.EDGE G) A  
( ( ( • .a r c  •  ■ v l)  A  (a .d as  a ■ v2)) V  
( ( • .a r c  a ■ v2) A  (a .daa a « v l ) ) ) ) "
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In Figure 4.1(a), VER.ADJAG' 1 2 is T while VER-ADJAG' 13 is F. Similarly, two 
edges are adjacent if there is a vertex which is the destination of one and the source 
of the other.
HOL Definition 14 (EJtDJA_DEF)
"E.ADJA 0 «1 ( « 2 : 'E d g e )  •
(GRAPH G) / \  («1 IS.EDGE G) / \  («2  IS.EDGE G) A  
( ( « .d M  e l  ■ « . a r c  *2) \ /  ( « .d « i  «2 ■ « .a r c  a l ) ) M
Succeaaor and predecessor A vertex r j  is a successor of another vertex i>i if 
and only if there exists an edge from t>i to i>j. The predicate IS-SUC.VER defined 
below indicates this relationship.
HOL Definition 15 (IS_SUC_VER_DEF)
"IS.SUC.VER (G :‘ G raph) v l  v2 ■
? e .  ( a  IS.EDGE G) A  ( a . s r c  a ■ v l )  A  ( a .d a a  a = v 2 )H
The vertex 2 in G' is the successor of vertex 1. The converse of successor is the 
predecessor. The corresponding predicate is IS.PRE.VER:
HOL Definition 16 (IS.PRE_VER.DEF)
"IS.PRE.VER (G :‘ G raph) v l  v2 ■
? a .  ( a  IS.EDGE G) A  ( a .d a a  a ■ v l )  A  ( a . s r c  a -  v 2 )H
The functions SUC.VERS and PRE.VERS return the set of vertices which are suc­
cessors and predecessors, respectively.
HOL Definition 17 (SUC.VERSJJEF)
"SUC.VERS (G :‘ G raph) v ■
<V* I (v* IS.VERTEX G) A  (IS.SUC.VER 0 v v ') > "
HOL Definition 18 (PRE.VERSJ)EF)
"PRE.VERS (G :‘ G raph) v >
<v* I (v* IS.VERTEX G) A  (IS.PRE.VER 0 v v* )> M
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Referring to Figure 4.1(a), SUC.VERS G' 1 = {2,5} and PRE.VERS G' 1 = {4}.
4 .1 .4  O p e ra tio n s  o n  g rap h s
Insertion and deletion The primitive operations on graphs are insertion and 
deletion of a vertex or an edge. The definition of inserting a vertex is:
HOL Definition 19 ( INSERT-VERTEX _DEF)
" IISERT_VERTEX v (G :‘ G raph) * (v  IISERT (VS 0 ) ,  (ES G ))M
and the definition of inserting an edge is:
HOL Definition 20 (INSERT-EDGE.DEF)
"IISERT-EDGE •  (G :‘ G raph) ■
((V S G ),
( ( ( ( • _ s r c  • )  IS_VERTEX G) / \  ( ( e .d e s  • )  IS.VERTEX G )) •>
( •  IISERT (ES G )) I (ES G ) ) )M
Note that to maintain the integrity of a graph, the only edges which can be in­
serted are those incident with vertices already in the graph. The reverse operations 
of insertion is DELETE-VERTEX and DELETE-EDGE. Their definitions are listed 
below:
HOL Definition 21 (DELETE.VERTEX.DEF)
"DELETE-VERTEX (G :‘ G raph) v ■
(((V S  G) DELETE v ) ,  ((E S  G) DIFF ( IICIDBIT-WITH G » ) ) ) "
HOL Definition 22 (DELETE-EDGE.DEF)
"DELETE_EDGE ( 0 : ‘ G raph) •  ■
((VS G ), ((E S  G) DELETE e ) ) H
Note also that deleting a vertex must also delete all the edges incident with it. The 
following four theorems assert that the abstract property of a graph is maintained 
over these operations.
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HOL Theorem  4 (GRAPH-INSERT.VERTEX)
h VG». GRAPH G  D GRAPH (» INSERT-VERTEX G)
HOL Theorem  5 (GRAPH-INSERT-EDGE)
I- VG e. GRAPH G  D GRAPH (e INSERT-EDGE G)
HOL Theorem  6 (GRAPH-DELETE-VERTEX)
h VG  v. GRAPH G  D GRAPH (G  DELETE-VERTEX v)
HOL Theorem  7 (GRAPH-DELETE.EDGE)
h VG e. GRAPH G  D GRAPH (G  DELETE.EDGE «)
All of these operations are commutative. These facts are asserted by the following 
theorems:
HOL Theorem  8 (INSERT-VERTEX-CONN)
I- VGt>,vj.
», INSERT.VERTEX (t>2 INSERT .VERTEX G ) =
V2 INSERT.VERTEX (r, INSERT.VERTEX G)
HOL Theorem  9 (INSERT-EDGE-CONN)
K VGei e2.
e, INSERT .EDGE (e2 INSERT .EDGE G ) « 
e2 INSERT-EDGE (c, INSERT.EDGE G)
HOL Theorem 10 (DELETE .VERTEX .CONN)
h VG  t>i tty.
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(G DELETE.VERTEX t>,) DELETE.VERTEX vj =
(G  DELETE.VERTEX v2) DELETE.VERTEX t>,
HOL Theorem 11 (DELETE-EDGE.COMM)
hVG e, ea.
(G  DELETE.EDGE e , ) DELETE.EDGE e2 =
(G DELETE.EDGE e2) DELETE.EDGE c,
Graph union and intersection Two important operations on graphs are the 
union and intersection of two graphs. The union of two graphs G\ and G2 is 
defined to be the unions of their vertex sets and edge sets. The HOL definition 
reads:
HOL Definition 23 (G.UNION.DEF)
"G.UIXON ( G l : “G raph) G2 =
((VS G l) UIXOR (VS G 2), (ES G l) UIXOI (BS G 2))"
The operation G.UNION is closed within the set of all graphs, i.e., the union of any 
two graphs is a graph.
HOL Theorem 12 (GRAPH-UNION)
h VGi G2.
GRAPH G i A GRAPH G2 D GRAPH (G t G.UNION G2)
This operation is symmetric, associative and the union of a graph with itself 
results in itself. These properties are asserted by the following three theorems.
HOL Theorem 13 (G.UNION.SYM)
H VG, G a. G i G.UNION G a »  G2 G.UNION G ,
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HOL Theorem 14 (G-UNION-ASSOC)
K VG,G2G3.
(G, G.UNION Ga) G.UNION G3 =  G i G.UNION (G2 G-UNION G3)
HOL Theorem 15 (G.UNION-IDENT)
K VG. G G.UNION G = G
It is obvious that if v  is a vertex of the union of G, and G3, then it is either a 
vertex of G\ or a vertex of G3. Similarly, if e is an edge of the union of G\ and Gj, 
then it is either an edge of G\ or an edge of G j. Hence, the following two theorems:
HOL Theorem 16 (VERTEX-IN-UNION)
h VG, Ga t>.
r  IS-VERTEX (Gx G.UNION G2) = t> IS.VERTEX G, V v IS.VERTEX Gj
HOL Theorem 17 (EDGE-IN-UNION)
h VG, Ga e. e IS.EDGE (G, G.UNION Ga) = e IS.EDGE G , V t  IS.EOGE Ga
The definition of graph intersection is the intersections of their vertex sets and 
edge sets:
HOL Definition 24 (G-INTER-DEF)
"«.INTER ( « 1 : -G raph) «2 ■
(((V S  01 ) INTER (VS 0 2 ) ) ,  ((ES G l) INTER (ES G 2 )))H 
This operation is closed within the set of all graphs. This is expressed in the following 
theorem:
HOL Theorem 18 (GRAPH-INTER)
I- VG, Ga- GRAPH G , A GRAPH Ga D GRAPH (G, G-INTER Ga)
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And this operation is also symmetric, associative and reflexive, hence, the following 
three theorems:
HOL Theorem  19 (G-IMTER.SYM)
I- VG, G3. G i G.INTER Ga = Ga G-INTER G|
HOL Theorem  20 (G-INTERJtSSOC)
h VG, G2 G3. (G, GJNTER G2) GJNTER G3 = G, GJNTER (G2 GJNTER G3)
HOL Theorem  21 (G_INTER_IDENT)
HVG.GG.INTERG = G
All vertices of the intersection of two graphs must be the vertices of both of the 
graphs. Similarly, all edges of the intersection must be the edges of these graphs. 
The following two theorems assert these facts:
HOL Theorem  22 ( VERTEX _IN-INTER)
I- VG| G j u. t> IS.VERTEX (G, GJNTER G2) = « IS.VERTEX G, A r  IS.VERTEX Ga
HOL Theorem  23 (EDGE-Ilf-IRTER)
h VGi Ga e. t  IS.EDGE (G, GJNTER G3) = t  IS.EDGE G, Ac IS.EDGE G3
4 .1 .5  Sub grap hs and graph isom orphism
Subgraph A subgraph of a graph G is a graph whose vertex set and edge set are 
subsets of the vertex set and edge set of G, respectively. A predicate SUBGRAPH is 
defined for this relation.
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HOL Definition 25 (SUBGRAPHJJEF)
"SUBGRAPH (H :‘ G raph) (G :‘ Graph) >
(GRAPH H) / \  (GRAPH G) A
((VS H) SUBSET (VS G)) A  ((ES H) SUBSET (ES G ))"
SUBGRAPH H G is true if H is a subgraph of G. As the definition implies, a subgraph 
is itself a  graph. This is asserted by the theorem SUBGRAPH.GRAPH.
HOL Theorem 24 (SUBGRAPH.GRAPH)
h VG H . SUBGRAPH H G  D GRAPH G A GRAPH H
The subgraph relation is reflexive, transitive and antisymmetric. These properties 
are asserted by the following three theorems.
HOL Theorem 25 (SUBGRAPH-REFL)
H VG. GRAPH G D SUBGRAPH G G
HOL Theorem 26 (SUBGRAPH.TRANS)
h VG, G2 G3. SUBGRAPH Gi G2A SUBGRAPH G2G3 3  SUBGRAPH G, G3
HOL Theorem 27 (SUBGRAPHJtNTISYN)
HVG,G2. SUBGRAPH G ,G 2 A SUBGRAPH G2G, D (G i = G2)
From the definition, a subgraph can be obtained by deleting an edge and/or a 
vertex from a graph. This is expressed in the following two theorems:
HOL Theorem 28 ( SUBGRAPH .DELETE .EDGE)
H VGe.GRAPHG D SUBGRAPH (G DELETE.EDGEi)G
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HOL Theorem 29 (SUBGRAPH _DELETE_VERTEX)
h VGv. GRAPHGD SUBGRAPH (G DELETE-VERTEX v)G
A subgraph can also be obtained by applying selection functions to the vertex 
set and the edge set of a graph. This operation is defined in HOL as:
HOL Definition 26 (MK-SUBGRAPH.DEF)
"MK.SUBGRAPH (G :‘ G raph) f v  f a  ■
<v I v IS.VERTEX G / \  f v  v> ,
<a I •  IS.EDGE G A  f a  e A  f v  ( « .a r c  a )  A  f v  ( a .d a s  a )} "
The theorem MK-SUBGRAPH-GRAPH asserts that the result of this operation maintains 
the integrity of graph, and the theorem MK-SUBGRAPH.SUBGRAPH asserts that the 
result is indeed a subgraph of the original graph.
HOL Theorem 30 (HK-SUBGRAPH-GRAPH)
1- VG f v  f t .  GRAPH G D GRAPH (MK.SUBGRAPH G f v  f t )
HOL Theorem 31 (HK -SUBGRAPH .SUBGRAPH)
h VG f v  f t .  GRAPH G  D SUBGRAPH (MK_SUBGRAPHG/v/e)G
Graph isomorphism Two graphs Gi and Gj are isomorphic if there exists a 
one-one correspondence between the vertices and edges of G\ and the vertices and 
edges of G j, respectively. The predicate GRAPHJSO is defined for this relation: 
HOL Definition 27 (GRAPH-ISO J)EF)
"GRAPH.ISO (G :‘Graph) (H:‘Graph) ( f ,g )  ■
(GRAPH G) A  (GRAPH H) A
((VS G) <—> (VS H ))f A  ((BS G) <--> (ES H))g"
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where the infix constant <—> means one-one correspondence. In the above definition, 
((VS G) <—> (VS H)) i  means f  is a one-one correspondence between the elements 
of the vertex set of G and the elements of the vertex set of H.
Four theorems about graph isomorphism have been proved. They assert the 
properties of this relation, namely reflexive(automorphism), transitive and symmet­
ric.
HOL Theorem 32 (GRAPH-ISO-AUTO)
h VG. GRAPH G D GRAPH .ISO GG  (1,1)
HOL Theorem 33 (GRAPH-ISO-TRAMS)
>■ Vyi g2 93 f \  9i h  92-
GRAPHJSO0, 0a(/i.ii)AGRAPH_ISO02i 3 ( /a .0a) 3 
GRAPH .ISO y, 0s ( ( / , o / , ) ,  (0,  o gt ))
HOL Theorem 34 (GRAPH_ISO_SYM)
I- V G H fg .  GRAPH .ISO G H (f,g )  D ( 3 f  g'. GRAPH JSO H G ( f ,,g'))
HOL Theorem 35 (GRAPH-ISO.SYM-INV) 
h VC H Jg. GRAPH .ISO G H  ( /,# )  D
GRAPH.ISO H G(FUNJNV(VSG)(VS # ) / ,  FUNJNV(ESG)(ES H)g)
The theorem GRAPH-ISO_SYM_IMV makes a stronger assertion about the symmetry of 
graph isomorphism by explicitly providing an inverse function FUN.INV where the 
expression FUN JNV S\ S2 f  is an inverse function of / ,  and its domain is the set Sa 
and its range is the set S\.
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4.2 T h e  th e o ry  path
One of the most important uses of graphs with respect to the applications in railway 
signalling systems is the derivation of paths. The path theory contains definitions 
of a path and related constants. Some basic properties of paths have been proved.
Consider any two vertices i>i and v2 in a graph, v2 is reachable from v\ if there is 
a sequence of edges through which one can arrive at uj from ®j. There are usually 
many different ways one can arrive at v2. According to whether all the edges in the 
sequence are distinct, the sequences can be classified into several classes. They are 
walks, trails and paths.
4 .2 .1  W alks in  a  g ra p h
A walk in a graph G is a  sequence of edges e i, e3, . . . ,  en, which satisfies the following:
1. n > 0;
2. ei is an edge of G, for all i = 1 , .. . ,  n;
3. the destination of ei is equal to the source of e ^ i  for 1 < t < n.
This implies that the edges are not necessarily distinct in a walk, i.e., a walk may pass 
through the same edge more than once. In HOL, a sequence of edges is represented 
by a  list of edges, of type : (*Edg«)liit. A list of edges satisfies the predicate WALK 
if and only if it is a  walk.
HOL Definition 28 (UALKJ)EF)
"WALK 0 ( • : (*Edge)li»t) >
-(MULL ■) A  (VALK.TAIL v 0)"
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HOL Definition 29 (WALK.TAIL.DEF)
" (WALK.TAIL □  (G:‘Graph) « T) A  
( I(h d :~ E d g a ) t l .  WALK.TAIL (COBS hd t l )  G «
(GRAPH G) A  (hd  IS.EDGE G)) A
((BULL t l )  \ /  ( (WALK.TAIL t l  G) A  (« .d a *  hd * « . a r c  (HD t l ) ) ) ) ) M
Here, the recursive predicate WALK.TAIL guarantees the list of edges forms a walk 
by checking whether the conditions 2 and 3 listed above are met. The degenerate 
case, the null list, is not to be considered as a walk. The entry of a walk is the 
source of the first edge in the list, and the exit of a walk is the destination of the 
last edge.
HOL Definition 30 ( WALK.EMTRY_DEF)
"WALK.EBTRY ( 1 : ( * E d g a ) l i s t )  -  « . a r c  (HD 1 ) H
HOL Definition 31 (WALK.EXIT-DEF)
"WALK.EXIT (COBS ( h d : ‘ Edga) t l )  -
(BULL t l )  «> ( a .d a a  hd) I (WALK.EXIT t l ) "
4 .2 .2  S o m e op eration s and facts on sequences o f edges
Since the lists representing walks and other classes of edge sequences are special 
cases of general lists, the operations, functions and theorems in the HOL system 
theory l i s t  are not sufficient. Several predicates are defined to deal with these 
edge sequences, and are described in this subsection, together with some theorems 
about them.
M embership o f  a  list The concept of membership is borrowed from set theory. 
An object l i s a  member of a list [x0>...,* » ] if * = *< f°r some * where 0 < » < n. 
The predicate ELEM is defined to have this list membership property.
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HOL Definition 32 (ELENJ>EF)
"(ELEN □ (x:*) « F) / \
(ELEN (COES h t )  (x:*) » (x -  h) \ /  (ELEN t  x))"
It is obvious th at there is no element in a null list. If z is in a list /, it is also in the 
list obtained by adding an element to I. If x  is an element of the list obtained by 
appending a list l2 to a  list / j, it is an element of I, or l2. These facts are asserted 
by the theorems NULL-NOT-ELEM, ELEM.CONS and ELEM .APPEND.
HOL Theorem  36 (NULL JOT JXEM)
H V/. NULL/ D Vx.-<(ELEM/x)
HOL Theorem  37 (ELEM.CONS)
h W ry . ELEM / z D ELEM (CONS y l)x
HOL Theorem  38 (ELEM.APPEND)
h VI, I, z. ELEM (APPEND I, l2)x= ELEM I, z V ELEM l2 x
The theorem IN-ELEM relates the set membership with the list membership. It 
asserts that there exists a list I such that all members of a finite set a are elements
of I.
HOL Theorem  30 (INJLEM)
H Vs. FINITE s D (31. (Vz. z IN s = ELEM 1 z))
Unique elem ents In a list [z0, .. the elements are called unique elements 
if all z are distinct. The recursive function UNIQUE.EL is defined to check the 
uniqueness of the elements of a list, and is used in the definitions of trail and path.
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HOL Definition 33 (UNIQUE-EL.DEF)
" (UIXQUE.EL [] ■ T) / \
(UIIQUE.EL (COIS (hd:*)tl) -  (EVERY ( \x .'(x  « hd)) t l )  / \  (UIIQUE.EL tl))"
Element set A set can be constructed to contain all elements of a list. Obviously, 
such a  set will contain all distinct elements of the list. This provides a means of 
collecting all distinct elements of a list, and applying set operations on them, for 
example, checking whether two lists have common elements can be performed by 
using the set disjoint predicate on the element sets (a definition corresponding to this 
is shown in HOL Definition 35). The function EL.SET returns a set containing 
all element of its argument list.
HOL Definition 34 (EL-SET-DEF)
••(«L.SET D -  O ) A
(EL.SET (COIS hd t l:*  l is t )  = hd IISERT (EL.SET tl))"
The element set of the list (APPEND lx l2) is the union of the element sets of ¡i and
/j.
HOL Theorem 40 (EL-SET.APPEND)
I- V/, l2. EL-SET (APPEND /, l2) = EL.5ET 1, UNION EL-SET l2
The theorem ELEN-IN.EL-SET asserts that the list membership relation is equivalent 
to the set membership of the element set.
HOL Theorem 41 (ELEM.IN.EL-SET)
h VIx. ELEM / z s  x IN EL.SET /
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Disjoint lists Two lists are said to be disjoint if they do not have common ele­
ments. The predicate DISJ.LIST is defined for testing this condition. It is defined 
in the way suggested above.
HOL Definition 35 (DISJJ.ISTJJEF)
"D ISJ.L IST  ( l l : ( * ) l i « t )  12 * DISJOIIT (EL.SET 11) (EL.SET 1 2 )"
The basic properties of DISJ.LIST follow those of the set operator DISJOINT, i.e., 
it is symmetric.
HOL Theorem 42 (DISJ-LIST.COMM)
h V/, l2. DISJ.LIST/, l2 = DISJ.LISTl2l\
The following two theorems state the facts about DISJ.LIST over the list operators 
CONS and APPEND.
HOL Theorem 43 (DISJ_LIST_COKS)
KV/| l2 h. DISJ-LIST (CONS h lx) l2 = DISJ.UST /, l2 A ->ELEM l2 h
HOL Theorem 44 (DISJ-LIST.APPEND)
I- V /, i a i s .  DISJ-LIST(APPEND/, /a)/3 = DISJ.LIST/ ,  / 3  A  DISJ.LIST/ 2 / 3
Vertex lists The functions described in the remaining of this subsection are used 
in the reasoning of paths. They are meaningful only when applying to the edge 
sequences which are walks in a graph.
Consider a walk to = [e0;.-.;e„] in a graph, the vertices passed through by u; 
are the source of e0 and the destinations of e* for 0 < i < n. The function VER.LIST 
returns the list of vertices a walk passes through. It is defined in terms of V.L which 
returns the same list except the entry vertex.
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HOL Definition 36 (VERJ.IST.DEF)
"(VER.LIST □  ■ □ )  / \
(VER.LIST (CMS (hd : 'E dge) t l )  ■ CMS (e _ s r c  hd) (V.L (CMS hd t l ) ) ) M 
HOL Definition 37 (VJ..DEF)
"<V_L □  -  □ )  A
(V .L (CMS (hd: ‘ Edge) t l )  « CMS ( « .d e a  h d )  (V .L t l ) ) H 
The following three theorems state the properties of the function VER.LIST over the 
list operators CONS and APPEND.
HOL Theorem 45 (V_L_APPE1ID)
I- Vp,pj. V_L(APPENDp, p ,) = APPEND(VJ.pi)(VJ.pj)
HOL Theorem 46 (VER-LIST.COMS)
h Vph. VER.LIST (CONS h p) = CONS (#-src h) (CONS (e.des h) (V±  p ))
HOL Theorem 47 (VERJ.ISTJIPPEND)
VpiPa -NULLpi A-.NULLpa D
(VER.LIST (APPEND Pl pa) = APPEND (VER.LIST pi)(TL(VER.LIST p,)))
4 .2 .3  T ra ils  a n d  p a th s
A trail is a walk which contains no repeated edges, i.e., all edges in the sequence 
are distinct. However, it may pass through the same vertex more than once, thus 
containing a cycle.
HOL Definition 38 (TRAILJ)EF)
"TRAIL (G :'G rap h ) ( 1 : (* E d g a ) l is t )  ■
(WALK G 1 ) A  (MIQUE.EL 1 )"
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The clause UNIQUE-EL / makes sure th at all elements in the list l are distinct, i.e., 
no edges in a trail are repeated.
A path is a  trail which passes through any vertex at most once, i.e., there is no 
cycle in a path. PATH G l  if and only if /  is a path in the graph G.
HOL Definition 30 (PATHJJEF)
"PATH ( 0 : ‘ G raph) ( 1 : ( 'E d g s ) l i s t )  »
(TRAIL G 1) A  (UIiqUE.EL (VER.LIST 1 ) ) M
The clause UNIQUE.EL (VER.LIST/) guarantees that all vertices passed through by 
/ are distinct. In the application in railway signalling, paths are the most important 
type of lists, therefore, some theorems about paths will be described in the next 
subsection.
The entry of a path is defined to be the source vertex of the first edge in the 
sequence:
HOL Definition 40 (PATH-ENTRY_DEF)
"PATH.EHTRY ( 1 : ( * E d g s ) l i s t ) ■ «.arc (HD 1 ) M
and the exit of a path is the destination vertex of the last edge in the sequence. It 
is defined in terms of the exit of a walk (WALK.EXIT).
HOL Definition 41 (PATH.EXIT.DEF)
"PATH.EXIT ( p : ( 'B d g a ) l i s t )  ■ WALK.EXIT p"
4 .2 .4  S om e p ro p e r t ie s  o f p a th s
Disjoint paths Two paths pi and p? are said to be disjoint if they do not overlap,
i.e., they do not share any edges, nor have identical vertices. A HOL definition for 
this may be
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D ISJ.LIST  p i  p2 A  D ISJ.L IS T  (VER.LIST p i )  (VER.LIST p2)
The actual definition in the theory is DISJ-PATH.DEF which replaces the constants 
VER.LIST by V.L, thus, it excludes the entry vertices in the disjoint test. This is 
needed to overcome a difficulty when DISJ.PATH is used to test two paths which 
are to be connected to form a  longer path. In such case, the exit of one path should 
be equal to the entry of the other.
HOL Definition 42 (DISJ -PATH-DEF)
"DISJ.PATH G p i  p2 ■ PATH G p i  A  PATH G p2 A  
D ISJ.LIST  p i  p2 A  D IS J.L IS T  (V .L p i )  (V .L p2 )
Extending a path An existing path p can be extended by adding an edge A to 
the front of it. The theorem PATH.C0NS expresses the conditions that a  path can be 
extended in this way. The conditions are:
1. A must be an edge in the same graph;
2. the entry of p is equal to  the destination of A;
3. A is not already an element of p;
4. the source of A is not equal to any of the vertices in p.
HOL Theorem 48 (PATH.CONS) 
h VpAG.
GRAPH G A PATH G p  A A IS.EDGE G A (PATH-ENTRYp = e-desA) A 
-•LOOP A A ->ELEM (VER.LISTp)(e_src A) A ->ELEM ph  D
PATH G(CONS A p)
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Two existing paths p\ and pa can also be concatenated using the list operator 
APPEND to form a new path whose entry is the entry of p\ and whose exit is 
the exit of pa, providing the following conditions hold:
1. the exit of p\ is equal to the entry of pa;
2. pi and pa are disjoint paths, i.e., DISJ.PATH G pipa;
3. the entry of p\ is not equal to any of the vertices in pa;
The first condition guarantees that the resulting path is connected, and the sec­
ond and third conditions eliminate the possibility that the resulting path will have 
repeated edges and/or loops. This is expressed in the theorem PATH-APPEND.
HOL Theorem 40 (PATH-APPEND)
KVGpjpj.
GRAPHGADISJ-PATHGp,pjA(PATH.EXITp, = PATH.ENTRY pj) A 
-ELEM(VER-LISTpj)(PATH.ENTRYp,) D 
PATH G  (APPEND p, p,)
Paths under graph operations If p is a path in G\ , then it is still a path in the 
union of G\ and another graph, say Ga.
HOL Theorem 50 (PATH.G.UNION)
HVpG, Ga.
GRAPH G ,  A GRAPH G a A PATH Gt P D PATH ( G ,  G.UNION G 3 ) p
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If p is a path in G, then it is a path of the graph resulting from inserting an edge 
or a vertex into G.
HOL Theorem  51 (PATH-INS-EDGE)
I- VpeG. PATH G p 3  PATH (e INSERT-EDGE G)p
HOL Theorem  52 (PATH-INS-VERTEX)
I-  V p r G .  PATH G p  3  PATH (w INSERT-VERTEX G ) p
Connected graph Finally, the concept of connected graph is defined in terms of 
whether there is a path connecting any two vertices in the graph.
HOL Definition 43 (CONNECTED-DEF)
"CONNECTED G = GRAPH G A
( I Vl v2. (v l IS_VERTEX G) A  (»2 IS-VERTEX G) A  ‘ (vl -  v2)
*»>
(?1. (PATH G 1) A  (vl » PATH-ENTRY 1) A  (v2 - PATH-EXIT 1)))"
The theories described in this chapter form a mathematical foundation for mod­
elling the track network. These theories have been developed in a very general way 
to anticipate the needs of other applications. They have been organized into a  li­
brary which can be loaded into the HOL system by a simple command. When other 
applications call for the use of graph, this library will be a  quick and reasonable 
starting point.
C h a p ter  5
Modelling of Railway 
Components
This chapter describes the theories which model the individual track com­
ponents and signals.
Let us now consider how to model the railway track components and signals. 
Their basic functions have been described in Chapter 3. The key to the modelling 
is abstraction. The basic principle in the development of the theories modelling 
these components is to concentrate on the major function of each of them. An 
abstract type is defined to represent each class of components. The basic functions 
of the components are encoded in the properties of these types. The types are 
defined using the type definition package[48] in the HOL system described briefly 
on Page 24. Then, appropriate projection operators and discriminators are defined 
to manipulate objects of these types. These types and constant definitions and 
theorems about their basic properties are arranged in three HOL theories: TRACK, 
SIGNAL and PART. Each of these theories is described in detail in a separate section
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below.
5.1 T h e  th e o ry  TRACK
This theory contains type definitions and constant definitions about the individual 
track components, namely joins, track circuits and points. The complete theory 
is listed in Appendix A.6 and the ML source creating this theory is listed in Ap­
pendix B.7.
5.1.1 Joins
Since joins have no moving parts, all that is required to characterize a join is its 
type. Simply, an enumerated type is defined to represent them. There are three 
types of joins in the real track network as listed in Section 3.1. In addition, a special 
type of join is required to indicate the connection point between the two areas under 
different control centres. Therefore, the enumerated type has four possible values. 
The name of the type is Join, its specification is 
HOL Definition 44 (JoinJixion)
'Join ■ J.conduct I J.insulats I J.overlap I J_terainats'
The value J.terminate is for the joins between control areas. Four predicates, 
ISJCOND, ISJ IN SU , ISJOVER and IS JT E R M  are defined for testing the value 
of a join. They return T  if they are applied to a join whose value is J-conduct, 
JJnsulate, J.overlap or J.terminate, respectively.
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5.1.2 Track circu its
At any given time, a track circuit is in one of the two physical states, either ‘CLEAR’ 
or ‘OCCUPIED’. When a route has been set up. it locks the sections of track so that 
a conflicting route cannot be set up. Although the track circuits along the route are 
not in the ‘OCCUPIED’ state, they cannot be included into another route. They 
are said to be in a ‘LOCKED’ state. The track circuit state is represented by an 
enumerated type :T » ta te  with the following specification:
HOL Definition 45 (Tstate_Axiom)
'Tstat* ■ occupied I locked I clear'
The three constant values correspond to the physical states ‘CLEAR’, ‘OCCUPIED’, 
and the logical state ‘LOCKED’.
A track circuit is represented by the type :Tcir with the following specification: 
HOL Definition 46 (TcirJlxiom)
'Tcir ■ TCXR nun (nua->Tetate)‘
The first field of a track circuit is its identification number, which is of type :nua. 
The second field is a function of time yielding the current state of the circuit. For 
example, if a track circuit is occupied at the time slot 10, then 5(c10 = occupied, 
where Stc is its state function. This time function represents the physical input into 
the system.
Within the abstract model of railway, time is represented by natural numbers,
i.e., of type :nua, thus, time is on a discrete scale. This is reasonable approximation 
of the real system providing the unit of time is sufficiently small. The actual unit 
depends on how the control system is implemented. In the case of SSI or similar
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implementations, the time unit could be the duration of a control cycle. The origin 
of the time scale could be any fixed time in the past.
There are projection operators defined for accessing the fields of track circuits. 
They are TCJD which returns the identification number, and TC.5FUNC which 
returns the state function.
5 .1 .3  P o in ts
The modelling of points follows the same general principle of modelling track circuits. 
There are two sets of orthogonal states: one concerns with the physical states, 
the position of the point which can be either ‘NORMAL’, ‘REVERSE’ or moving 
between these static positions; the other set concerns with the logical states which 
indicate whether the point can be moved. The set of physical states is represented 
by the type :Ppos. Its specification is 
HOL Definition 47 (PposJlxiom)
'P p o s = no rm al I r e v e r s e  I moving*
The set of logical state is represented by the type :Ploc with the following specifi­
cation:
HOL Definition 48 (Ploc-Axioa)
'P lo c  = free_m ove  I f r e e .n o r . r e v  I f r e e . r e v . n o r  I r e a o te .lo c k e d *
where free .move indicates the point is free to move to any position, free .nor .rev 
indicates it is free to move from NORMAL to REVERSE, free .rev .nor indicates it is 
free to move from REVERSE to NORMAL, and remoteJocked indicates it cannot
be moved at all.
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A point is represented by the type : Point which contains three fields as shown 
in the specification below:
HOL Definition 49 (Point-Axiom)
'P o i n t  ■ POUT num (num->Ppos) (n u a -> P lo c ) '
The first field is the identification number, the second is the physical state function 
and the last the logical state function.
There are three projection operators corresponding to these fields, namely PNT JD, 
PNT.POS and PNT.LOC. As it is often required to test the position of points, the 
predicates PNT.NORMAL and PNT.REVERSE are defined to yield T if the point is 
at the respective position.
HOL Definition 50 (PNT-NORMAL-DEF)
"PIT.IORMAL p t  ■ ((PIT.PO S p  t )  « norm al) ”
HOL Definition 51 (PNT.REVERSEJ)EF)
"PIT-REVERSE p  t  » ((PIT.PO S p t )  ■ ra v e rs « )"
5.2 T h e  th eo ry  SIGNAL
It has been mentioned in Chapter 3 that there are a  number of classes of signals and 
that several signals from different classes may be combined on a signal post to form 
a  compound signal. Following the basic principle, a type is defined to represent each 
class of signals. Another type based on these types of simple signals is defined to 
represent compound signals. The complete theory is listed in Appendix A.5 and the 
ML source creating this theory is listed in Appendix B.6.
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5 .2 .1  S im p le signals
M ain  signal Main signal is the most complex of all classes of simple signals be­
cause they can display up to 4-different aspects, and because there are different 
types according to the number of aspects can be displayed. The enumerated type 
:MAspect is defined for the current state of main signals.
HOL Definition 52 (MAspect-Axiom)
'MAspect » green I double.yellow I yellow I red
I green.flash I double.yellow.flash I yellos.flash 
I taulty.aspect‘
faulty-aspect indicates that the signal is faulty. All other values indicate that the 
chosen aspect is proved to be alight. Another enumerated type, namely Mtype is 
defined for distinguishing the kind of main signals, i.e., the number of aspects it can 
display.
HOL Definition 53 (Mtypa_Axion)
'Htype = tso.aspect I three.aapect I four.aspect 
I two.repeat I three.repeat'
The type for main signal is Haig which has two fields: the first indicates the 
kind of signal and the second is the state function.
HOL Definition 54 (Maig_Axion)
'Msig = MSIG Mtype (nun->MAspect)*
There are three predicates for testing the current state of a main signal, namely 
MAIN.ON, MAIN.OFF and MAIN .FAULTY. A main signal is said to be ON’ if the 
RED aspect is alight. It is said to be faulty if the state function returns the value 
faulty .aspect. Otherwise it is ‘OFF'.
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HOL Definition 55 (HAIN.ONJ)EF)
"MAXI.OI a (t:nu») * (M_ASPECT a t ) »  rad"
HOL Definition 56 (MAIN_FAULTYJ)EF)
"NAII.FAULTY a (t:n u n ) * (M.ASPBCT a t ) -  T au lty .aapac t"
HOL Definition 57 (MAIN-OFFJ)EF)
"NAXI-OFF a (t:nuai) * ’ (KAXI.OI a t )  A  '(HAII.FAULTY a t ) "
Junction indicatora The type Jaig is defined for both junction indicators and 
route indicators regardless how they are implemented. The only thing which con­
cerns us is whether the indicator is alight. A state function of type :nua->bool is 
used for the current state, where T (true) means the chosen arm or route number 
of the indicator is proved alight.
HOL Definition 58 (Jaig-Axiom)
'J a ig  * JSIG (nua-> boo l)‘
Subsidiary signala A subsidiary signal has only the ‘OFF’ aspect which gives 
authority to the driver to pass the main signal showing the ‘ON’ aspect but prepare 
to stop short of any obstruction. Therefore, the type for subsidiary signal aspect 
has two possible values: sub.not.show and sub-off. The type representing subsidiary 
signals is :Subsig which has only a state function returns the current aspect.
HOL Definition 50 (SubAspect-Axiom)
‘SubAapact ■ aub_not_ahov I su b .o ff '
HOL Definition 60 (Subsig-Axion)
'Subaig = SUBSIG (nu»->SubAapact)'
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Shunting signals Shunting signals have two possible aspects: ‘ON’ and ‘OFF’, 
and may have a proving circuit for the ‘ON’ aspect; thus the type :ShAsp*ct has 
three possible values. The type for shunting signal :Shsig has only one field, the 
state function.
HOL Definition 01 (ShAspect-Axiom)
‘ShAspect ■ sh.on I sh_off I sh.faulty'
HOL Definition 62 (Shsig-Axiom)
‘S h s ig  » SHUITSIG (nun->ShA spsct)*
5.2.2 C om poun d signals
Compound signals are represented by the type : Signal. A constructor is provided 
for each combination of types of signals.
HOL Definition 03 (Signal-Axiom)
‘Signal > SZQIALN nun Nsig I 
SZGIAUtJ nun Haig Jsig I 
SIGIALMS nun Nsig Subsig I 
SIGIALMSJ nun Nsig Subsig Jsig I 
SIGNALS nun Shsig‘
The first field of any compound signal is the identification number. The other fields 
are the constituent signals. The projection operators SIGNALJD and SIGNAL-MAIN 
are defined to access the identification number and the main signal.
HOL Definition 04 (SIGNAL-IDJ)EF)
"(SIGIAL_ID (SIGNALH id n) -  id) A  
(SIGNAL-ID (SIGNAL» id a j) ■ id) A  
(SIGNAL-ID (SIGNALNS id ■ s) - id) A  
(SIGNAL-ID (SIGNALNSJ id n s j )  ■ id) A  
(SIGNAL-ID (SIGNALS id sh) ■ id)"
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HOL Definition 65 (SIGNALJ1AINJ)EF)
"(SIGNALJ U IN  (SIGNALN id  ■) ■ ■) A  
(SIGNALJU IN  (SIGNALNJ id  ■ j )  « ■) A  
(SIGNAL.MAIN ( SIGNALAS id  ■ ■) -  ■ ) A  
(SIGNAL.NAIN (SIGNALASJ id  ■ > J )  « ■)
Since the ‘ON’ and ‘OFF’ states are of most importance in the operation of in­
terlocking, two predicates, ON and OFF are defined for testing the current ON/OFF 
state of a signal.
HOL Definition 66 (0NJ)EF)
“ (ON (SIGNALN id  a )  t  ■ (AAIN.ON ■ t ) )  A  
(ON (SIGNALNJ id  ■ j )  t  ■ (AAIN.ON a t ) )  A  
(ON (SIGNALNS id  ■ s )  t  •  (AAIN.ON a t ) )  A  
(ON ( SIGNALNS J i d  ■ a j )  t  ■ (AAIN.ON a  t ) )  A  
(ON (SIGNALS i d  ah ) t  -  (SHUNT.ON ah  t ) )  “
HOL Definition 67 (0FFJ)EF)
“ (OFF (SIGHALN id  a )  t  -  (NAIN.OFF a  t ) )  A  
(OFF (SIGNALNJ id  a  j )  t  > (NAIN.OFF a t ) )  A  
(OFF (SIGNALNS id  a  a ) t  -  (NAIN.OFF a t ) )  A  
(OFF (SIGIALHSJ id  a  a j )  t  -  (NAIN.OFF a  t ) )  A  
(OFF (SIGNALS id  ah ) t  * (SHUNT.OFF ah t ) )  "
If a signal is neither ‘ON’ nor ‘OFF’, then it is faulty, the predicate SIGNAL.FAULT 
indicates such a state.
HOL Definition 68 (SIGNAL.FAULTJ)EF)
''SIGNAL.FAULT a t -  *((0N a t )  \ /  (OFF a t ) ) M
At any given time, a signal will be in either ‘ON’ or ‘OFF’ or ‘FAULTY’ state, 
and it will never be in both ‘ON’ and ‘OFF’ states characterized by the predicates 
ON, OFF and SIGNAL.FAULT, and they are in turn based on the properties that 
the constructors for the types of signal aspects are distinct and one-one. This is a
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important property of the signals and it is asserted by the theorems SIGNAL .STATES 
and SIGNAL_M0T_0N_0FF.
HOL Theorem 53 (SIGNAL-STATES)
h Va t. (ON a t) V (OFF * t) V (SIGNAL.FAULT »I)
HOL Theorem 54 (SIGNALJi0T.0N.0FF)
K V ii .  -n((0N jl)A(OFFaO)
5.3 T h e  th e o ry  PART
This theory contains two type definitions defining two kinds of atomic building 
blocks for creating track networks. The first is the parts which will become the 
vertices in the graph representing the network, and the second is the labels of the 
edges. Chapter 6 will show how a network is formed using these parts and edges. 
Meanwhile, the definitions of parts and edge labels are described. The complete 
theory listing can be found in Appendix A.7 and the ML source creating this theory 
is listed in Appendix B.8.
5 .3 .1  Parts
The type :P art is defined to represent a section of track in the network. Each 
part has an identification number, an associated track circuit (except buffers) and 
a single atomic track component which may be any clasB of components listed in 
Table 3.1. A track circuit may be shared by more than one part.
HOL Definition 60 (Part.Axiom)
‘Part ■ BPART nun I
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TPART nua T c i r  I
DPART nun T c i r  (a o a tn u a )  (n u a tn u a )  I 
PPART nua T c i r  P o in t  (nun«nun«nun)*
Since there are four kinds of atomic components, the definition of type : P a r t  has four 
cases. A part constructed by BPART represents a buffer, and by TPART represents 
a section of plain track. They are simple and do not deserve more explanation.
A diamond crossing is represented by a DPART part. The last two fields, of type 
:nun*nun are the identification numbers of the adjacent parts. A movement through 
the diamond crossing can only be made between the parts indicated in the same 
pair.
Since all three kind of parts mentioned above contains no moving elements, they 
are static. In contrast, a PPART represents a section containing a point which may 
change state according to its position. The current state of a  point is returned by 
the state function in the third field. The last field, a triple of identification numbers, 
pointing to the adjacent parts which should on the trailing, normal and reverse ends 
of the point, respectively.
Projection operators are defined for accessing the various fields of a  part, and 
discriminator are defined for testing what kind of part an object of this type is. 
They are listed in Table 5.1.
5 .3 .2  E d g e  labels
The adjacent parts are connected by edges which is labelled by the join between the 
parts, and possibly a signal. The type :Blbl is defined to represent the edge label. 
It has two cases: either a join with attached signal or simply a join.
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PART JD returns the identification number of a  part
PART.CIRCUIT returns the track circuit associated with a part
PART .POINT returns the point of a part
PART.PNT-TRAILING returns the ID number of the part at the trailing end
PART.PNT.NORMAL returns the ID number of the part at the normal end
PART.PNT.REVERSE returns the ID number of the part at the reverse end
PART.DIA1 returns the first pair of ID numbers of the adjacent 
part
PART.DIA2 returns the second pair of ID numbers of the adjacent 
part
IS.BPART T if the part is a  buffer
IS.TPART T if the part is a section of plain track
IS.DPART T if the part is a diamond crossing
ISJ»PART T if the part is a point
Table 5.1: Projection operators and predicates for :Part.
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HOL Definition 70 (Elbl-Axiom)
‘E lb l  = ELBLSIG J o in  S ig n a l  I ELBL Jo in*
Projection operators are defined to access the join and signal field, and a predi­
cate returning T if an edge has a signal attached is also defined.
HOL Definition 71 (ELBL.JOIN-DEF)
"(E L B L .JO II (ELBLSIG j  a )  * j )  A  
(ELBL.JO II (ELBL j )  -  J ) "
HOL Definition 72 (ELBL-SIGNAL.DEF)
"ELBL.SIGIAL (ELBLSIG j  a )  ■ •"
HOL Definition 73 (IS-ELBL-SIGNAL-DEF)
"IS.ELBL.SIGIAL (ELBLSIG j  a )  > T"
Now, the basic building blocks of railway track network have been defined. The 
rules for building ‘legal’ networks will be described in the next chapter.
C h ap ter  6
The network model
This chapter describes the model for complete railway track networks 
which is specified in the HOL theory NETWORK. Networks are modelled 
using a class of directed graphs. Some basic properties o f such network 
are explained.
Having created the specifications of the parts, signals and a  generic graph theory, 
the model of a  complete track network can be specified based on these building 
blocks. A network is modelled by a constrained, labelled directed graph whose 
vertices are labelled by track component parts and whose edges are labelled by joins 
and signals.
The basic procedures of creating a model of a track layout are:
1. construct an object of type :Part for each atomic track component with its 
associated track circuit—these will become the vertices;
2. construct an object of type :E lbl for each signal and join—these will become 
the labels of the edges;
3. connect the adjacent parts with two antiparallel edges to represent possible 
traffic running in two directions—the edges are labelled by the appropriate
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objects of type :E lbl.
The resulting network model is an abstract representation of the track layout. It 
preserves the topological relation between the adjacent parts and between the parts 
and signals in the original layout. The physical dimensions, such as the length of 
each section of track, are ignored. The specification of this model will be described 
in Section 6.1 and examples of track network be shown in Section 6.2. Some basic 
properties of the network model will be discussed in the last section of this chapter. 
The specification of the network model and the theorems are stored in the HOL 
theory NETWORK which is listed in Appendix A.8 and the ML source creating this 
theory is listed in Appendix B.9.
6.1 Specification  o f  railw ay tra c k  netw orks
Recall that the type of a  generic graph is polymorphic and is abbreviated in ML as 
: ‘ Graph which stands for the type :(• )• •«  0 (* 0 * 0 * * )aa t. An instance of : ‘ Graph 
chosen to represent track layouts is defined as an abbreviated type : Network in the 
HOL logic. This is possible, in contrast to the type of generic graph, because it is 
not a  polymorphic type. The complete specification of the type :N a tv o rk  is 
: ( P a r t ) a a t  0 ( P a r t  0 P a r t  0 E lb D s a t .
The type variable :• appeared in : ‘Graph is instantiated by the type :Part. and :** 
by :E lb l. With this type, the vertices of the network represent the track components 
and the edges are labelled either simply by a join or by a combination of a join and 
a signal. The edges represent the connection between the parts and the possible 
direction of the traffic moving between them.
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However, not all objects of this type are proper networks according to the rules 
of designing track layout. A predicate NETWORK is required to distinguish the 
real railway track networks from those which, although properly typed, violate the 
rules. It defines a subset of the objects of type -.N etw ork to be proper railway track 
networks. This is to say that if any object of type ¡N etw ork  satisfies the predicate 
NETWORK, it is a representation of a physical track layout which can be constructed 
following the rules of a railway authority. The rules used in this study are taken 
from British Rail's current practice[54]. These rules are embedded in the definition 
of NETWORK which is defined inductively, i.e., a network can be built up by adding 
component parts to an existing network.
HOL Definition 74 ( NETWORK _DEF)
"NETWORK (I¡Network) =
IN.( ( la. P(((BPART n)>, < ) ) )  A  
( la  t .  P({(TPART a t)> , { » )  A  
(In t  p n3. P«(PPART n t  p n3)>, < » )  A  
(In t  a l n2. P({(DPART n t  nl n2)>, < » )  A  
(IN p i p2. ( P I  A  (pi IS.VERTEX I)  A  
’ (pi -  p2) A  (NFC I  pi) A  (NFC N p2))
■»>
(111 s2. P(NJOIN I  pi s i  p2 s2))))
*«> P H"
The body of this definition is an implication, which specifies that a single track 
component (a part) on its own is a legal network (the first four conjuncts in the 
antecedent), and there is only one way of building up larger networks (the last con­
junct which is itself an implication). To construct a larger network, one can add a 
vertex into an existing network and connect this new vertex with a existing vertex 
by a pair of antiparallel edges. To apply this network building operation, certain 
conditions have to be met in order to preserve the basic network properties in the
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results. These conditions are specified as the antecedent of the implication corre­
sponding to the specification of the operation. The meanings of this specification
1. the vertex p\ with which the newly added edges are incident must be a vertex 
in the existing network;
2. the new vertex p? must not be identical to p\ ;
3. both of them must satisfy the predicate NFC with respect to the network JV.
The name NFC stands for Not-Fully-Connected. Its definition specifies that the in- 
degree of a vertex must be less than a limit. The maximum number of edges which 
are incident to a  vertex depends on the kind of parts in the vertex. The limits reflect 
the topological characteristic of the parts. For example, at most two connections 
can be made to a TPART which represents a plain track because parts can only be 
connected to it at both ends.
HOL Definition 75 (NFC.DEF)
"(M FC ( I : l « t « o r k )  (BPART n ) -  («.DEGREE I  (BPART n ) < 1 ) )  A
(MFC ( l : l « t « o r k )  (TPART n t )  ■ («.DEGREE I  (TPART n t )  < 2 ) )  A
(IFC ( l : l « t v o r k )  (PPART n t P n3) -  («.DEGREE B (PPART n t P n3) < 3 ) )  A
(IFC ( I :■•«work) (DPART n t nl n2) > («.DEGREE I  (DPART n t n l  n2) < 4 ))"
Here, the out-degree of vertex is not mentioned. It has been ignored deliberately 
since the way a network is constructed requires that edges are added always as an 
antiparallel pair, which guarantees that the in-degree of each vertex is equal to its 
out-degree, therefore, specifying only one of them would be sufficient.
The operations carried out in the construction of a network are the general 
graph operations INSERT.EDGE and INSERT-VERTEX defined in the theory graph.
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Figure 6.1: A simple network.
To make the network specification more concise, a function NJOIN is defined to 
abbreviate these graph operations.
HOL Definition 76 (NJOIM-DEF)
"IJOII (l:I«t«ork) ( n l : P a r t )  ( s i :Edge) n2 s2 - 
( ( n l . n 2 . s l )  IISERT.EOGE ( ( n 2 . n l . s2 )  IISERT.EDGE (n2 IISERT.EDGE ■ ) ) ) "
The pre-conditions of the network construction operation NJOIN do not specify 
whether pa must not be a vertex of the existing network N . This implies th at it 
may also be one of the vertices already in N. This is necessary because models for 
a class of layouts cannot be constructed without this lack of restriction on p?. This 
class of layouts contains one or more loops, as will be shown in the next section.
6.2 E xam p les o f netw orks
Let us now study some examples of railway track networks. The first exam ple  
shown in Figure 6.1 is a very simple network to illustrate the concept of Not-Fully- 
Connected and the placement of signals. Suppose that all vertices in this network 
are of TPART, then the middle one, namely T2, is fully connected, i.e., NFC T2 N  =  F, 
while the other two parts, 7T and T3, are not fully connected. Another point which 
should be mentioned here is that there is a signal attached to the edge from T 1 to 
T2. A train moves from T 1 to T2 follows this edge and is under the control of the
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N
Figure 6.2: Another simple network.
signal. While a train moves along the reverse direction will follow the other edge 
and not be controlled by the signal.
The second example illustrates the operation NJOIN. In Figure 6.2, the net­
work N  has a not-fully-connected PPART P I and the separate part T2 is a TPART. 
T2 is clearly not-fully-connected just after it is added into N . The conditions for 
constructing a larger network are satisfied so the following operation can be carried 
out:
NJOIN N P l j l T 2 j l
where j  1 has been defined to be a  simple insulated join, i.e., j  1 = EDGE J-insulate. 
The result of this is the network shown in Figure 6.3(a), and the corresponding track 
layout is shown in Figure 6.3(b).
The third example illustrates the situation in which the second vertex of the 
NJOIN operation is already in the existing network. The track layout shown in 
Figure 6.4(a) contains a passing loop. Suppose that a network model containing all 
the vertices and edges except the pair of edges labelled j 6 has been created, and it 
is bound to the name N.  The NJOIN operation can be used to  insert only a pair of 
edges into JV by taking P12 as the first vertex and T4 as the second. This can be
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Figure 6.3: A network formed using NJOIN.
S 1 0 4  H O O
Figure 6.4: A track layout containing a  passing loop.
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written as
N'  = NJOINJVP12S104T4./6 
The effect of this operation is
(P12,T4,.76) INSERT-EDGE ((T4,.P12,S104) INSERT .EDGE JV)
because T4 is already a vertex of N,  the operation T4 INSERT-VERTEX N  is 
redundant. This shows that the function NJOIN does provide the means to close a 
loop in a network model. Without this flexibility, it will be impossible to build any 
network containing a passing loop.
The complete specification of this network is:
<T1, T2, T3, T* . H I ,  P12},
{ (T 1 .P 1 1 .S 1 0 0 ) , ( P l l . T l . j l ) ,  ( P l l . T 2 , j 2 ) .  (T 2 ,P 1 1 ,S 1 0 3 ),
(T 2 .P 1 2 .S 1 0 2 ), (P 12 ,T 2 , j 3 ) , ( P 1 2 .T 3 .j4 ) ,  (T 3 .P 1 2 .S 1 0 1 ),
( P 1 1 .T 4 ,jS ) ,  (T 4 .P 1 1 .S 1 0 5 ). (T 4 .P 1 2 .S 1 0 4 ) , (P 1 2 ,T 4 ,J6 )>
It will be shown in Chapter 7 how this network specification is verified against the 
generic network definition.
The last example is more extensive and realistic. It is a network model of 
the double left-hand junction layout shown in Figure 3.4. Its graph is shown in
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S14
Figure 6.5: A network model representing the track layout in Figure 3.4.
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where Tn for all n appeared above has been defined as (TPART n ncir) , and similarly, 
the points (P201, P202) and the diamond crossing (D300) have been defined as the 
appropriate kind of parts, n cir  is the track circuit number associated with the part.
6.3 In d u c tiv e  re a so n in g  on netw orks
Induction is a very powerful tool of reasoning. One of the reasons that the network 
specification has been defined as show in HOL Definition 74 is to take advantage 
of this reasoning method. The way that induction is carried out with networks is 
explained below.
First of all, the base cases of induction are identified. They are the single part 
networks. The following four theorems state that a single part of any kind is a legal 
network. They follow from the  definition NETWORK .DEF immediately.
HOL Theorem 55 (NETWORK-BUFFER)
I-Vn. NETWORK ({BPART « } ,{ } )
HOL Theorem 56 (NETWORK-TRACK)
I- Vn. NETWORK ({TPART n I )  , { })
HOL Theorem 57 (NETWORK-POINT)
h Vn t p n3. NETWORK ({PPART n < pn3} ,{ ) )
HOL Theorem 58 (NETWORK.DIAH)
h Vnf n, n a. NETWORK({DPARTnin, n3},{ })
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The induction step is the network construction operation involving NJOIN. The 
theorem NETWORK-NJOIN asserts that the result of this operation is also a  network 
providing the pre-conditions specified in the definition are met.
HOL T h eo rem  50 (NETWORKJIJOIN)
K VW. NETWORK N  0
(VpiPa Pi IS.VERTEX N  A -'(pi = P2) A NFC AT pi A NFC JVpa D 
(Ve, e2. NETWORK (NJOIN JV p, e , pa e2)))
The induction theorem for networks is NETWORK-INDUCT. This states that if all the 
simple networks have the property P  (the base cases), and if the property P  holds 
for the results of the network building operation providing it holds for the networks 
being operated on (the step cases), then the property P  holds for all networks. This 
theorem also follows from the network definition directly.
HOL T h eo rem  60 (NETWORK.INDUCT)
h VP.
(Vn. P({BPART » } ,{})) A 
(Vn t. P  ( (TPART n t } ,{})) A 
(V n tp n 3.P ({P P A R T ntpn3} ,{ » ) A  
(V n in , n2.P({DPART n tn  1 n2},{ })) A
(VJV p, p ,. P N  A -.(p, = pa) A p, IS.VERTEX .V A NFC N p, A NFC .V pj D 
(Vs, s2- P  (NJOIN N p\» \P 2 *3))) 3 
(VJV. NETWORK .V D P N )
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Structural induction based on this theorem can be carried out. To facilitate this 
in the goal directed proof style, a tactic METWORK_IMDUCT_TAC has been written to 
automate the generation of subgoals and management of the proof. The goal to 
which this tactic is applied should be in the following form:
»1. HETVORK I  — > PCI]
where P [ l ]  is a term stating some property of N. It should be of type :bool. For 
exam ple,''!!. lETVORK I  ■»> GRAPH I "  is a goal in the correct form for the induction 
tactic. When applying the induction tactic to a properly formed goal, it generates 
five subgoals:
P[BPART. . . ]  P[TPART. . . ]  P[PPART.. . ]  P[OPART. . . 3  P [ I J O I I . . . ]
Suppose the network induction tactic is applied to the goal 
M» l .  lETVORK I  ■■> GRAPH I " ,
the following five subgoals will be generated:
•M l p i  p 2 . GRAPH I  A  * (p l ■ p2) A  p i  IS.VERTEX I  A  
■FC I  p i  A  IFC I  p2 —>
( l a l  «2 . GRAPHdJOXI I  p i  a l  p2 a 2 ) ) H
M«a t  n l  n 2 . GRAPH ({OPART n t  n l  n 2 } , { » M
•Mb  t  p  n3 . GRAPH({PPART n t  p n 3 > ,{ » M
•Mb  t .  GRAPH ({TP ART n « ) . { » "
•Mb . GRAPH( {BPAAT n > ,{ » "
They corresponds to the five conjuncts in the antecedent of the induction theo­
rem. The justification of this tactic is modus pontns. that is if all conjuncts of the 
antecedent in the induction theorem is true, then the conclusion must also be true.
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6.4 Som e p ro p e rtie s  o f  netw orks
One of the reasons for using Higher Order Logic in the modelling of railway signalling 
is its generality. This means that it is able to deduce general properties of the model 
such that all instances of networks created following the specification will possess 
the same properties. Some of the more important properties of the network model 
are described in this section.
Networks are graphs Although the definition of network does not explicitly 
specify that a  network must be a graph, this is indeed always true. This is because 
the type : Network is an instance of : “Graph, the base cases (single part networks) 
are trivial single vertex graphs, and all networks are built using only those graph 
operations that preserve the abstract property of graph. This fact is stated by the 
theorem NETWORK-GRAPH.
H O L  T h e o r e m  01 (NETWORK-GRAPH)
VJV. NETWORK AT D GRAPH N
After this fact has been established, all graph operations can be applied to networks 
safely, and all theorems about graphs also hold for networks. The hierarchy of the 
theories reflects this as well. Since the theory graph is an ancestor of NETWORK, all 
functions defined in the theory graph are available to networks and all theorems 
proved about graphs hold for networks as well.
Networks are finite The theorem NETWORK-FINITE asserts that all networks are 
finite, that is both the vertex set and the edge set of any network are finite.
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HOL Theorem 62 (NETWORK-FINITE)
h VJV. NETW ORK N  D  F IN ITE(VS JV) A FIN ITE(ES AT)
This theorem has been proved by induction using NETWORK-INDUCT.TAC. The base 
cases are trivial. A single vertex graph is clearly finite. The results of the network 
building operation are finite can be deduced from the fact that adding a finite 
number of elements into a  finite set results a finite set (more precisely, two edges 
are added to the edge set and possibly one vertex is added to the vertex set in each 
operation).
Combining the theorems NETWORK .GRAPH and NETWORK-FINITE, one can state 
that all networks are finite graphs.
HOL Theorem  63 (NETWORK.FINITE-GRAPH)
VAT. NETW ORK AT D FINITE-GRAPH N
Thus, all infinite sets are excluded from networks. The practical significance of this 
is that there exists an upper bound on the number of components in a network. 
Therefore, search algorithms operated on networks should terminate eventually. 
This is also significant when considering the storage required for the database of 
the geographic data and the time required in each iteration of the control loop in 
the interlocking software.
Networks are connected Recall the definition CONNECTEDJ)EF in Chapter 4 
which specifies that there exists a path between any two different vertices in a 
connected graph. This implies that no part of a connected graph is separated. The 
theorem NETWORK .CONNECTED asserts that all networks are connected.
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H O L  T h e o r e m  64  (NETWORK-CONNECTED)
H VW. NETWORK N D CONNECTED N
This theorem has been proved by induction using NETWORK-INDUCT-TAC as well. 
The base cases are trivial since there is only one vertex in each of graph. For 
the induction step, what required to be proved is that by adding a vertex into a 
connected graph, and at the same time, adding a pair of edges connecting it to a 
vertex already in the existing graph, the resulting graph will still be connected. The
subgoal corresponding to this is:
" ! l  p i p2. COIIBCTED I  / \  '( p i  -  p2) A  
p i IS-VERTEX I  A  (MFC I  p i)  A  (IFC I  p2) -■>
111 «2. COIIECTED (IJOXR I  p i s i  p2 s2 )M
By rewriting with the definitions of CONNECTED, this is further divided into two 
subgoals. The first is in the form
GRAPE (IJO II I  p i  s i  P2 s2)
where the antecedent has been abbreviated as . . . .  These are essentially the subgoals 
corresponding to the induction step in the proof of the theorem NETWORK .GRAPH, 
which means that the result of the NJOIN operation must always be a graph. The 
same tactic used in proving the corresponding subgoal in NETWORK-GRAPH can be 
applied to solve this.
The second subgoal is also an implication, but more complex.
"»vl v2.
v l IS.VERTEX (IJO IN  I  p i s i  p2 s2) A  
v2 IS.VERTEX ( I J O I I  I  p i s i  p2 s2) A  
* (v l ■ v2) ■■>
(?1.
PATEdJOXI I  p i  s i  p2 s2 )l  A  
(v l ■ PATH-EITRY 1) A  
(v2 ■ PATH-EXIT 1 ) ) M
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In essence, what required to be shown is that there exists a path between any two 
different vertices in the resulting network (IJOI* R p i a l p2 »2) given that JV is 
connected.
To solve this, case analysis on the location of pj can be considered (pi is already 
a vertex in JV from the definition of NETWORK). There are two cases:
I. pa is in JV;
II. pa is outside JV.
In case I, the operation NJOIN will insert into N  only two edges but no new vertex. 
Since JV is connected, the result of adding two edges to it will clearly be connected.
The situation of case II is more complicated. Further case analysis on the lo­
cations of the variable vertices vj and v2 can be considered. There are four cases 
according to whether t>i and v2 is in JV:
1. both t;i and v2 are outside jV;
2. tq is in JV and v2 is outside JV;
3. v2 is in JV and t>i is outside JV.
4. both i>i and v2 are in JV;
The first case is trivial since there is only one vertex outside JV, namely pj. 
If both t’i and v2 are outside JV, they must both equal pj. This contrasts with 
= v2) in the antecedent of the subgoal. Case 4 is simple since JV is already 
connected, there is a path between any two vertices in it.
The cases 2 and 3 are reciprocal with the locations of the variable vertices 
and v2 transposed. The situation of case 2 is illustrated in Figure 6.6. These two
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Figure 6.6: Location of vertices: case 2.
cases require further case analysis according to whether t>l and v2 are identical to 
the vertices p i and p2. There are again four cases. Taking case 2 as example, the 
subcase can be listed as:
(a) t>i =  pi and v2 = P2;
(b) t>i = pi and -u* = p2\
(c) -<vi = p, and v2 = p2\
(d) ->t»i = pi and -<v2 = p2\
There will be no path from i>ito v2 in cases (b) and (d) because v2 is outside N  
and not equal to  p2, which implies that t>2 is not a vertex of the resulting network. 
These situations contrast with the antecedent of the subgoal, so they can be solved 
by contradiction.
To prove each of the remaining two subcases requires an appropriate evident to 
be supplied to the theorem prover. The evident for subcase (a) is the single edge
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path
which is one of the newly added edges connecting the two vertices. This is clearly a 
path in the new network. The evident for subcase (c) is the path
APPEND/[(pi,p3,«l)]
where l is a path in N  and ri = PATH-ENTRY/Apj = PATH.EXIT/. Since the l is a 
path in AT, it must be a path in a larger network containing N. Appending another 
path [(pl,p2,sl)] in the larger network should results a path providing that the 
conditions of combining paths specified in the theorem PATH-APPEND are satisfied. 
In this case, these conditions are satisfied because the newly inserted edge (pi,P2,*i) 
is not equal to any of the edges in /, and the new vertex pj is not equal to any of 
the vertices passed by /. Thus, this subcase can be resolved. Case 3 can be solved 
using the same method.
Following the analysis, appropriate tactic can be built to solve the subgoals, 
thus to prove the theorem NETWORK-CONNECTED. The complete proof can be found 
in Appendix B.9.
The theorem NETWORK-CONNECTED is very important in practice. It implies that 
from any point in a network, any other point can be reached. This does not mean 
that a single route can be set up for a train to move between any parts in a network. 
Routes have not been formally defined yet.
Following the approach explained above, other general properties of the network 
model can be deduced. This network model and its properties provide a formal 
foundation on which reasoning about routes and interlocking can be carried out.
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The following chapters will explain how to use the theories described in this part 
to help design and implement Computer Aided Design (CAD) tools and possible 
operational software for the signalling engineers.
P art III
Applications
In this part, three applications are presented which use the formal model of 
railway track network described in Part II. They are:
1. verification of track layout;
2. generation of control table;
3. interlocking of routes.
Each of these will be described in a separate chapter. The first two applications are 
in the area of CAD tools for signalling scheme design. The last one concerns the 
modelling of the logical operations of interlocking systems.
These applications can be viewed as a case study of applying the theories into 
practice. In the concluding chapter of the thesis, discussions of further use of the 
theories will be given.
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C h ap ter 7
Verification of track layout
This chapter describes a railway track layout verifier. It accepts specifi­
cations o f track layouts generated by CAD tools and verifies them against 
the formal model of track network. It deduces a theorem for each specifi­
cation asserting the conformity of the specification to the formal network 
model i f  this is true.
As described in Section 3.3.2, the first step in the design of a signalling scheme 
is the specification of the track and signal layout. The result of this step is a speci­
fication for the required layout. The process of producing this specification usually 
involves designers and engineers from many disciplines. One of the tasks of the 
signalling engineers is to ensure that the new scheme will conform to all safety 
regulations. In order to apply rigorous methods in later stages of the design and 
implementation of signalling schemes, in addition to the traditional layout drawings 
and descriptions in natural language, a formal specification of the layout is indis­
pensable. Formal reasoning can be carried out using this abstract representation. 
First of all, verification of this formal specification of track layout against the formal 
model of track network should be performed. This ensures that the specification 
conforms to the rules of creating track network, and hence it is a representation of
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Network theorem Layout drawing
Figure 7.1: Generation and verification of track layout.
a ‘legal’ layout. Here, legal means conforming to the formal definition of a track 
network. Figure 7.1 illustrates the process of generating and verifying a formal 
specification. The layout compiler will be described in Section 7.1 while the subject 
of this chapter, the network verifier, will be described in detail in the subsequent
sections.
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7.1 Layout co m piler
Although the subject of this chapter is the verifier, some comments on the layout 
compiler will help to understand the motivation, necessity and usefulness of the 
verifier. The layout compiler is a CAD tool acting as the front end for track layout 
design. A prototype compiler has been developed by Cullyer [25]. It consists of 
three parts: a graphical user interface, an input checker and a  compiler.
The graphical user interface handles the interaction between the designer and 
the computer system. It shows the track layout in a symbolic form which resembles 
the conventional drawings, and allows the user to insert, delete or modify objects 
in the layout. The user interface utilizes the interactive graphics capabilities which 
have become standard features of personal computers and workstations. The entire 
layout is conceptually divided into a grid of cells. Each cell contains only a single 
track component. The internal representation of the layout and the rules for checking 
input are based on the formal track network model described in Chapter 6. When 
the user inserts a component into a cell, the input checker validates the component 
using the rules defined in the formal model. For example, a point (or PPART) can 
have at most three pairs of connections to the adjacent cells. The input checker also 
displays a list of components which are ‘legal’ in the current cell via the graphical 
interface to help the user choose the correct one. When the layout is completed, 
the compiler translates the internal representation to a formal specification in the 
format to be described in Section 7.3.
The layout compiler can also generate files in another format, known as Railway 
Layout Graphics language (RLG for short). This format has been defined based on
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the internal representation of the layout compiler, and it is graphics output oriented. 
Files in RLG format are used to produce hard copy of the layout, such as the one 
shown in Figure 3.4.1
Certainly, formal software development methods, such as structured system de­
sign and static code analysis, can be applied in the development of the layout com­
piler. However, current technologies are still not capable o f verifying the correctness 
of the complete compiler due to the complex interactions between the graphics 
libraries and system libraries involved. Therefore, verification of the formal specifi­
cation generated by the compiler is necessary.
7.2 T h e  netw ork verifier
The task of the network verifier is to take the formal specification generated by the 
layout compiler as its input, and to deduce a theorem asserting that the specification 
is an instance of a legal network according to the definition of the network model if 
and only if this is true.
This approach represents an isomorphism between the conventional engineering 
design and formal theorem proving. A commutative diagram illustrating this iso­
morphism is shown in Figure 7.2. In the diagram, a downward arrow indicates an 
abstraction, while an upward arrow indicates an interpretation. The upper path 
shows the conventional design process. To approve a layout scheme, the designers 
and engineers perform a large amount of checking against the current regulations
'A  PostScript printer driver which accepts files in RLG format has been implemented by the 
author. The railway track diagrams throughout this thesis have been produced by this driver.
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Figure 7.2: Isomorphism between engineering design and theorem proving.
and their experience, maybe with some assistance from CAD tools. The lower path 
shows the use of a verifier based on the HOL theorem prover. This process works on 
an abstract model of the real layout. It verifies the specification against the formal 
model of generic networks. The result is a theorem stating that the specification is 
an instance of generic networks.
This lower path based on formal reasoning can be used to replace a large pro­
portion of the manual process in the upper path, and help the engineers to improve 
their designs, but it will never completely replace the upper path. Caution must 
be applied when interpreting the theorems because they are deduced based on the 
formal specification rooted in the generic theory, both of which have been derived 
by abstracting the engineering drawings and regulations. These descriptions are 
only as good as the model designer's understanding of the real world. However, 
abstraction is a very powerful tool. By creating an abstract model, the designer can 
gain greater insight into the problem.
There is an analogy with hardware verification. A VLSI device fabricated
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a silicon wafer will never be verified, even if low level formal proofs have been 
carried out. What can be verified is the formal design specification. However, 
this does not mean that formal verification does not have a significant role, since 
it helps to discover many design errors and misunderstandings. As hardware and 
system become even more complex, formal specification and verification will be more 
important.
The use of the verifier is simple. It appears to the user as an ML function in 
a  HOL library. It takes the file name of the formal specification file generated by 
the compiler as its sole argument and returns a value of type :thm if verification is 
successful. Suppose that a  specification of a layout has been saved in a file named 
la y o u t .r la ,  the session below shows how it is verified:
t  l o a d . l i b r a r y  ‘r a i l . v a r i f i a r ' ; ;
( )  : v o id
•  v e r i f y  ‘ l a y o u t . r l a ;
I- «ETWORK ({...>, {...»
: th a
The library r a i l .v a r i f  i« r  is first loaded into HOL. Then, the verifier is called with 
the name of the file containing the specification. If this specification conforms to 
the formal network model, a theorem is returned. Otherwise, the evaluation fails. 
The verifier automates and encapsulates the difficult, and sometimes very tedious, 
process of discovering a proof for each specification. This provides an easy-to-use 
tool to the signalling engineers.
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7.3 F orm al specification  o f track  layout
Formal specifications of track layouts are written in a language called the Railway 
Layout Specification Language, RLS for short. It is the target language of the layout 
compiler and the source language of the network verifier. The RLS language is based 
on the formal model of track components and networks. The syntax and semantic 
of RLS will be described in separate subsections below.
7.3.1 S y n ta x
The syntax of the RLS language is defined in an augmented BNF form in Figure 7.3. 
The following rules are used in the syntax definition:
1. all non-terminal symbols are in lower case characters;
2. all terminal symbols appear as literal character strings enclosed in single quotes 
except the end of specification marker which is a  single character indicated as 
[EOF] meaning the end of file;
3. the start symbol is spec.
7.3.2 S e m an tic s
A complete layout specification is divided into two parts. The first is the definition 
part which begins with the keyword DEFINITION and it is ended by the start of the 
second part which is introduced by the keyword CONSTRUCTION. The construction 
part extends to the end of the file.
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spsc : : * d«finition.part construction.part [EOF] ;;
¿•finition.part ‘DEFIIITIOI* d«f_list ;;
¿•f.list ¿«finition d«f_list ;;
¿•finition 'TCIR' nua I ‘BPART’ nua I 
'TPART’ nua nua i
' PPART ’ nua nua nua * ( ’ nua nua nua * ) ’ I1 OPART ’ nua nua ‘ ( » nua nua ‘ )1 * ( * nua nua * ) * I
*SIGIAL* nua sig.typ« I 'POUT' nua I
'EDGESIG’ nua join.typ« nua I 'EDGEJOII’ nua join.typ« ;;
join.typ« 'COIDUCT' I ‘IISULATE’ I ‘OVERLAP’ I ‘TERMINATE’ ;;
•ig-typ* 'MAH’ I ‘NAII.JUIC’ I ‘NAII.SUB’ I
‘MAII.SUB.JUIC’ I ‘SBUIT’ ;;
construction.part *COISTRUCTIOI’ 'SIMP’ part op.list ;;
op.list op op.list;;
op 'IJOZI’ part part «dg« edge I
* EDGE ’ part part *dg* edge ;
part ‘B’nua I 'T’nua I ‘P’nua I ‘D’nua ;;
edge 'j’nua I ‘s’nua ;;
nua digit I digit nua;;
d i g i t  *0* I *1* I '2 *  I ‘3 ’ I '4* I *6’ I I '7* I '8* I '9 *  ; ;
Figure 7.3: Syntax of Railway Layout Specification language.
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T h e  definition p a rt The DEFINITION part contains definitions of all the track 
components, signals and joins appeared in the layout. Each definition associates an 
identification number to the object being defined and specifies the types or other 
sub-objects required to fully define such an object in the HOL logic.
There are nine different definitions allowed in the definition part. The keywords 
which introduce the definitions and the meanings of their associated fields are listed 
below:
TCIR(C) Track circuit. The only field is the track circuit number.
POINT(N) Point. The only field is the ID number.
BPART(B) Buffer part. The only field is the part ID number.
TPART(T) Plain track part. The first field is the part ID number and the second is 
the ID number of the associated track circuit.
PPART(P) Point part. The first two fields have the same meaning as TPART. The 
third field is the ID number of the point which must be defined previously by 
a POINT definition. The three field enclosed in parentheses are the ID numbers 
of the trailing, normal and reverse parts, respectively.
DPART(D) Diamond crossing part. The first two fields have the same meaning as 
TPART. The two pairs of num fields are the ID numbers of the  adjacent parts. 
Each pair identifies the parts connecting to the same leg.
SIGNAL(S) Compound signal. The first field is the ID number and the second is 
the class.
EDGEJOIN(j) Simple edge label. The first field is the ID number, the second the
type of join.
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EDGDSIG(s) Edge label containing a signal. The first two fields have the same 
meaning as EDGEJOIN. The last field is the ID number of the attached signal 
which has been defined by a SIGNAL definition.
The action for each definition is to define a constant in the HOL logic. The name 
of the constant is the ID number prefixed by a single letter indicating the type of the 
object. The prefix letters for each type of object is enclosed in parentheses following 
the keywords in the list above. All the information necessary for creating constants 
of various types is provided by the fields in the definition. Note that all of the state 
functions of circuits, points and signals have been omitted. This is because, when 
verifying the layout, the states of these components are not important; only the 
static topological relations between the components are being considered. Dummy 
functions of the appropriate types are supplied by the verifier to satisfy the type 
checker when defining logical constants.
The construction part This part contains information about how to build the 
network using the objects defined in the definition part. This information is neces­
sary to guide the verifier in the deduction of the network theorem. It appears as a 
list of network operations. Each operation adds some objects into the network built 
by previous operations in the list except the first one. The first operation must be a 
SIMP operation which means to construct a simple network containing only a single 
part. This corresponds to the base case in the definition of network NETWORK-DEF. 
In addition to the SIMP operation, there are two more operations allowed:
NJOIN adds a vertex and a pair of edges into the network. The first p a rt indicates 
the vertex in the existing network to which new connections are being made.
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The second p a rt is a new vertex to be inserted into the network. The two 
edge fields specify the labels of the edges connecting the two parts.
EDGE adds only a pair of edges. The fields in this operation have the same meaning 
as in NJOIN except that the second p a r t  is also a  vertex in the existing network.
For each operation, the verifier attempts to prove a theorem in the form:
NETWORK (NJOIN N p ip a e t ea)
where N  is the network built by the operations so far, pi and P2 are the parts, e\ 
and ea are the edge labels. If the attempt fails, the operation violates the rules of 
the formal network model, thus no theorem can be deduced.
Exam ple A specification of the layout of a passing loop shown in Figure 6.4 can 
be written as below:
DEFINITION
TCIR 1 TCIR 2 TCIR 3 TCIR *  TCIR 6 TCIR 6 
POINT 11 POINT 12 
TP ART 1 1
PPART 11 6 1 (1  2 4)
TPART 2 2
PPART 12 6 2 (3  2 4)
TPART 3 3 
TPART 4 4
EDGEJOIN 1 INSULATE
SIGNAL 100 MAIN SIGNAL 101 MAIN SIGNAL 102 MAIN
SIGNAL 103 MAIN SIGNAL 104 MAIN SIGNAL 108 MAIN
EDGESIG 100 INSULATE 100
EDGESIG 101 INSULATE 101
EDGESIG 102 INSULATE 102
EDGESIG 103 INSULATE 103
EDGESIG 104 INSULATE 104
EDGESIG 105 INSULATE 108
CONSTRUCTION
SIMP T1
NJOIN T1 P I >100 j l  
NJOIN P l l  T2 j l  >103
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I J O I I  T2 P12 »102 j l  
■ JO II P12 T3 j l  »101 
I J O I I  P l l  T4 j l  »105 
EDGE T4 P12 »104 j l  
[EOF]
Note that different lists can create identical networks, since the order of the opera­
tions in the construction part is not unique.
7.4 T h e  im p lem en ta tio n  o f  th e  verifier
The verifier can be divided into two parts: the parser and the prover. The parser 
is the front end of the verifier. Its functions are to recognize the input and to 
call appropriate functions in the prover. The prover is a suite of ML functions 
which together carry out proofs and deliver theorems if the specification is correct 
according to the formal model defined in the network theory.
7 .4 .1  T h e  p a rs e r
The parser is implemented using the parser generator in the standard collection of 
HOL libraries. This parser generator accepts grammar specification with embedded 
actions in a syntax similar to the BNF. It generates a parser in the form of an 
ML function, named PARSE-f 11«. When this function is called, it will read the 
input, and attempt to match the production rules specified as the syntax of the 
RLS language in Figure 7.3. If a  production rule is matched, the associate action 
is invoked. This parser function is called by the function v e rify  mentioned in the 
example at the end of Section 7.2 as the entry point to the parser.
To illustrate the implementation of the parser, two production rules with associ­
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ated actions as part of the input grammar specification to the parser generator are 
described in detail below. The complete ML source of the verifier can be found in 
Appendix C.
The first rule is the plain track definition rule. The syntax for a plain track 
part is TP ART num num (see Figure 7.3). The production rule for parsing this syntax 
required by the parser generator is written as: 
tpart —> [TPART] id s f . tp a r t  (TOKEI, TOKEI)>.
This specifies that the definition starts with a  literal string ‘TPART’. When the parser
sees such a string, it will read the next two tokens from the input stream and pass
them to the function d e f - t p a r t .  This function is defined as below:
1st def.tpart (id , tc )  ■ 7. (string * s tr in g ) -> (string l i s t  * thn) 7. 
i f  ((is.nua id) ft ( is .n u a  tc)) 
than
( 1 s t  p tn a a s  * ‘T ‘ “ i d  in  
1 s t  t c i r  ■ ■ k _ c o n s t( (* C '* tc ) ,  M:T c i r " )  in  
1 s t  t  ■ B k _ sq (« k _ v a r(p tn a a s , " : P a r t " ) ,  
nk_coab( ak.conbi"T PA R T ", (n k .n u a  i d ) ) ,  t c i r ) )  in  
(C p tn a a s ] , n s s . d s f i n i t i o n ( p t n a n s , t ) ) )
SlSS ta i lv ith  ' expecting two nwsbsrs as 10‘s ( d e f . t p a r t ) ;
It validates the tokens by calling the function is_num which returns t ru e  if the token 
string contains only digits. If the tokens are valid, it proceeds to create a new logical 
constant for this plain track part. Suppose that the tokens are the strings '123' 
and ' 201*, the effect of evaluating d s f- tp a r t  is equivalent to making the following 
HOL definition:
HOL Definition 77 
"T123 ■ TPART 123 C201"
where C201 has been defined as a track circuit with ID number 201. Actions associ­
ated with other production rules in the definition part carry out similar definitions.
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The next production rule to be described is the NJOIN construction rule. The 
syntax of this rule is NJOIN p a r t  p a r t  edg« edge. The input to the parser gener­
ator is written as below:
njoin —> ClJOZI] {mk_njoin(p&rt_nums, edge_nums)}
The function mk_njoin is defined as below:
let Bk.njoin ((Cpt1; pt2], tl:thn), (Cedi; ed2],t2:thm))
X : (string list 0 thm) 0 (string list 0 thn) -> '/.
: (string list 0 thn) =
1st pi * nk_const(ptl, M:Part") in 
1st p2 = mk.const(pt2, M¡Part") in 
1st si ■ nk_const(sdl, M:Elbl") in 
1st s2 = mk_const(sd2, H:Elbl") in
1st th  = provs_nst«ork_njoin ra il .tn p .th n  pi p2 s i  s2 in 
( [pt2] , ( ra i l . tn p . th n  :* savs_thn((pt2“ TBN‘), th )) )  ;;
The arguments p t l  and p t2  are the parts to be connected and the arguments sdl 
and sd2 are the edge labels. They have been validated by the production rules 
p a rt mums and edgemums. The global identifier rail.tm p.thm  is bound to the 
theorem returned as the result of the previous step of building network. The function 
provsm stw ork-njoin in the prover is called to deduce a  theorem for the current 
step. If this successes, the new theorem is saved in the current theory and also 
bound to rail_tmp_thm to pass to the next step. This process continues until the 
entire specification file is exhausted.
7.4.2 T h e  p ro v e r
The prover automates the process of proving theorems about instances of networks. 
The theorems it deduces are in the form
I- NETWORK (7.1)
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where the actual element of the vertex set and edge set have been abbreviated. This 
theorem asserts that ( { . . { . . . } )  is an instance of a generic network as defined in 
NETWORK_DEF. There are three ML functions at the top level which are called by the 
parser action functions. The function prove .simple-network delivers a theorem as 
an instance of the general theorem NETWORK-SIMP. This corresponds to the base cases 
of the network induction theorem. The other two functions, prove.netuork-njoin 
and prove_network_edge, deduce theorems which are instances of the network in­
duction step theorem NETW0RKJIJ0IN. The difference between these two functions 
is th at prove-netw ork.njoin takes advantage of the fact that the second operand 
of the NJOIN operation is not a  vertex in the network so the prove is simpler. 
The proof strategy used by these two function is modus ponens with the theorem 
NETWORK-NJOIN. The function prova-netvork-njoin is listed in Figure 7.4 and it is 
described in detail below.
To deduce a theorem of the following form
NETWORK (NJOIN JVn,na a ,* a), (7.2)
one can prove the antecedent of the theorem NETW0RK.NJ0IN, then apply modus po­
nens rule. Taking N  as the network created so far, the theorem I- NETWORK N 
will be returned as the result of the previous production rule and supplied to 
prova-natw ork-njoin as its first argument thml. Using modus ponens rule with 
NETWORKJIJOIN and thml results in an implicative theorem 7.3:
h  Vp, pj. p, IS.VERTEX AT A -.(p, = p,) A NFC N p i  A NFC .V p, D
(7.3)
(Ve, e3. NETWORK (NJOIN N  p, ex p ,e3)
Since the conclusion of this theorem matches 7.2, modus ponens rule can be used
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1 l i t  p r o v i .n i tw o r k .n jo in  t h a l  p i  p2 j l  j 2  *
2 l e t  p , n l  * ( d n t . c o a b  (c o n c i t im i ) )  in
3 i f  ( n o t (* IETVORK' * ( f i t  ( d o s t .c o n s t  p ) ) ) )  th in
4  f a i l w i t h  ‘n o t NETWORK th io r ia *  e l s e  
6 l i t  I n  « (SPEC " “n l "  NETVORK.NJOIN) in
6 l i t  th a 2  * p r o v i . in .n i tw o rk  p i  n l  in
7  l i t  th * 3  = EQF.ELIM (Part.EQ.CONV " * p l * *p2") in
8 l i t  t h a t  = p rov i.N F C  p i  n l  in
9 l i t  t h a S ’* p r o v i .n o t . i n .m t v o r k  p2 n l  i n
10 l i t  th a S  » NP (MP (SPECLCnl;p2] NOT.VER_IMP.NFC) t h a l )  th a S ’ in
11 l i t  i n t i  = COIJ thin2 (COIJ th a3  (CONJ th a 4  th a 5 ) )  in
12 l i t  l a '  = SPECL C p l;p 2 ] (MP l a  t h a l )  in
13 l i t  m tv o rk .c a n o n  t h a  =
14 l i t  n jo in th a  * MP (SPECL [ n l ; p l ; J l ; p 2 ; j 2 ]  NJOII.EXP)
15 (COIJ th a 2  th a S ’ ) in
1« l i t  t h  * PURE.OHCE.REVRITE.RULE[VERTICES¡EDGES]
17 (PURE.OICE.REWRITE.RULB[njointha] th a )  in
18 (COIV.RULE (DEPTH_C0NV (UNION.CONV Pnrt.BQ.CONV)) t h )  in
19 l i t  n th  -  (SPECL [ J l ;  j2 ]  ( MATCH.MP l a '  a n t i ) )  in
20 m tw o rk .c a n o n  n th  ?
21 f a i l v i t h  ‘p r o v i .n i tv o r k .n jo in *  ; ;
22
Figure 7.4: Listing of provi Jiitworkjijoin.
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again to deduce a theorem in the form of 7.2 if the four conjuncts of the antecedent 
of 7.3 can be proved. The strategy for solving these four subgoals is as follows (the 
line numbers refer to the listing in Figure 7.4):
Subgoal 1 tii IS.VERTEX N . The function prove-in.n«twork is used to prove this 
subgoal(line 6). It returns a theorem matching the subgoal if ni is a vertex 
of N . It uses the conversion IH-CONV in the s e ts  library which returns a 
theorem h x IN{xj, . . . ,  x„} = T if and only if x is equal to x< for some i where 
1 < * < n.
Subgoal 2 ->(ni = n2). This subgoal is proved using the conversion Part-EQ-CONV 
(line 7). This conversion returns a theorem I- (pi = Pa) = T if and only if 
pi and p2 are syntactically equal or all their sub-fields are equal. Otherwise, 
the theorem h (pi = pa) = F is returned. The function EQF.ELIM transforms a 
theorem h- f[x] = F to —>i[x).
Subgoal 3 NFC N  n\. This subgoal is proved using the function proveJIFC (line 8) 
which returns a theorem of the form h NFCJVpi if the vertex pi is not fully 
connected.
Subgoal 4  NFCJVnj. The last subgoal is proved using the fact that p? is not a 
vertex of N . The function prove jiot.in -netw ork  (line 9) returns a theorem of 
the form I- ->(palS.VERTEX N ). Then, modus ponens is applied to the theorem 
MOT-VER.IMP JIFC to deduce I- NFC N  pa (line 10).
Details of the lower level functions mentioned above can be found in Appendix C.4. 
The modus ponens rule is applied to the conjunction of the above four subgoals and 
an instance of 7.3 to deduce a theorem in the form of 7.2 (line 19). This theorem is
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again to deduce a theorem in the form of 7.2 if the four conjuncts of the antecedent 
of 7.3 can be proved. The strategy for solving these four subgoals is as follows (the 
line numbers refer to the listing in Figure 7.4):
Subgoal 1 nj IS.VERTEX N. The function prov«_in_natvork is used to prove this 
subgoal(line 6). It returns a theorem matching the subgoal if r»i is a vertex 
of N . It uses the conversion IR.COMV in the s e ts  library which returns a 
theorem 1- x IN{xi, . . . ,  xn] = T if and only if x is equal to n  for some i where 
1 < » < n.
Subgoal 2 —>(rii = n2). This subgoal is proved using the conversion Part-EQ-CONV 
(line 7). This conversion returns a  theorem t- (pi = pi) = T  if and only if 
Pi and pi are syntactically equal or all their sub-fields are equal. Otherwise, 
the theorem V (pi = pi) = F is returned. The function EQF.ELIM transforms a 
theorem I- <[z] = F to
Subgoal 3 NFCAf nj. This subgoal is proved using the function prove_NFC (line 8) 
which returns a theorem of the form h NFC N px if the vertex p\ is not fully 
connected.
Subgoal 4 NFCiVnj. The last subgoal is proved using the fact that pi is not a 
vertex of N . The function prova_not-in-natvork (line 9) returns a theorem of 
the form I— '(pjIS-VERTEX N). Then, modus ponens is applied to the theorem 
NOT-VER-IMP-NFC to deduce I- NFC N  pi (line 10).
Details of the lower level functions mentioned above can be found in Appendix C.4. 
The modus ponens rule is applied to the conjunction of the above four subgoals and 
an instance of 7.3 to deduce a theorem in the form of 7.2 (line 19). This theorem is
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then converted into a canonical form by expanding the operation NJOIN using the 
function netvork-canon (line 20). The resulting theorem is in the form matching 7.1 
as shown below
NETWORK ({ . .. ,  n2}, { .. .,  (« 1 , na, s»), (na, n , , «a)})
where the new vertex and the new edges are added to the vertex set and edge set 
of the network, and they are in pure set syntax and free of any network operators.
To conclude this chapter, the verification of the specification of the passing loop 
layout listed on page 116 in Section 7.3, with some intermediate results, is shown 
in Figure 7.5. This session shows how the network expands when new vertices 
and edges are added. It also shows that there are large number of intermediate 
theorems being generated in each step: the total number of intermediate theorems 
is 28419. The verifier does integrate the theorem proving process and makes theorem 
prover easier to use. The timing information is obtained in a  Sun3 with 12Mbyte 
of memory. The time can be further reduced since the current implementation has 
not been optimized. The final result is the network theorem in its canonical form.
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0 v e r i f y  ‘ lo o p * ;;
( C 'T l*] , I -  IETVORK( { T l> , O  ) )
: ( s t r i n g  l i s t  0 th a )
Run t i a s :  0 .0 s
I n t e r a s d i s t e  t h s o r s a s  g e n e ra te d :  1
( C P U ‘3 .  I -  IETV0RK({P11 ,T1},{(T 1 ,P11 , s l 0 0 ) , ( P l l . T l , j l ) > )  )
: ( s t r i n g  l i s t  0 th a )
Run t i a s :  1 1 .7 s
G srbngs c o l l s c t i o n  t i a s :  2 1 .2 s  
I n t s r a s d i s t s  t h s o r s a s  g s n s r s t s d :  1179
(C * n (3.
1“ IETW0RK
({ T 2 .P 1 1 ,T 1 } ,{ (P 1 1  ,T 2 , j  1 ) , ( T 2 .P 1 1 ,s l0 3 ) , (T 1 , P I I . s l O O ) . ( P l l .T l , j l ) } ) )  
: ( s t r i n g  l i s t  0 th a )
Run t i a s :  2 6 .7 s
G srb sg s  c o l l s c t i o n  t i n s :  6 4 .3 s
I n t s r a s d i s t s  t h s o r s a s  g s n s r s t s d :  2288
... (deleted)
(C'P12*3,
I -  IETV0RX
« T 4 .T 3 .P 1 2 .T 2 .P 1 1 .T 1 } .
« T 4 ,P 1 2 , s l 0 4 ) , ( P 1 2 .T 4 , j l ) , ( P l l , T 4 , j l ) , ( T 4 , P l l , s l 0 6 ) , ( P 1 2 . T 3 . j l ) ,  
( T 3 .P 1 2 , s l 0 1 ) , ( T 2 .P 1 2 , s l0 2 ) , ( P 1 2 .T 2 , j l ) , ( P l l ,T 2 ,J l ) , ( T 2 ,P U .s l0 3 ) .  
(T 1 , P I I .s lO O ), ( P l l . T l , j l ) ) ) )
: ( s t r i n g  l i s t  0 t h a )
Run t i a s :  126 .1s
G srb sg s  c o l l s c t i o n  t i n s :  2 3 0 .3 s
I n t s r a s d i s t s  t h s o r s a s  g s n s r s t s d :  10020
Figure 7.5: A HOL session of verifying network specification.
C hapter 8
Generation of control tables
This chapter describes a method for automatic generation of control ta­
bles. This method utilizes well-known graph search algorithms to find out 
routes in a network and then works out the entries in the control table 
based on the formalized interlocking regulations.
The second step in the design of an SSI controlled signalling scheme is the gen­
eration of control tables, whose format has been shown in Chapter 3. Information is 
extracted from the layout and filled into the control tables. This is probably the most 
important step in the design process, with respect to ensuring the safe operation 
of the system. If any incorrect information is left in the table unnoticed, erroneous 
geographic data would be generated, and the interlocking may become unsafe. It 
is therefore, necessary to automate the generation of control tables by employing 
verified software and then to formally verify of the contents of the resulting tables.
Since all the topological information about a layout is encompassed in its formal 
specification, the data required to fill the control table can be extracted from this 
specification. This chapter describes a method for finding routes, deriving infor­
mation to fill control tables and verifying the results. This method uses the formal 
specification of a  layout generated by the layout compiler and verified by the verifier.
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The definition of routes is described in Section 8.1 and the algorithms for finding 
routes are discussed in Section 8.2. The last section of the chapter describe how to 
generate and verify the control tables.
8.1 D efin ition  o f  ro u tes
In Section 3.2, a route is described as a section of railway track starting and ending 
at signals. In the framework of the formal network model, a  route is a path starting 
at a signal and terminating at another signal, but extra rules are required to restrict 
the paths which can be considered as routes. These rules are due to the physical 
nature of the track component parts. They are:
1. when passing a point, i.e., a PPART, a route cannot enter from a normal edge 
and continue to a reverse edge or vice versa;
2. when passing a diamond crossing, i.e., a DPART, a route cannot move from an 
edge of one leg to an edge of another leg.
Referring to the example layout of double lefthand junction shown in Figure 3.4, 
a train cannot move from T104 to D300 through P200 following a single route, nor 
can a train move from T108 to P200 through D300 in a single manoeuvre.
A route from the signal S10 to the signal S12 is the following list of edges: 
S10S12 ■ C
(T100, T101, S10); (T101, P200, j2 ) ;
(P200, D300, j4 ) ; (D300, T102, j7 ); (T102, T103, S12) ]
By convention, the name of a route is the string formed by concatenating the names 
of the entry signal and the exit signals. Notice that the entry of the route is the
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vertex before the entry signal, and the exit of the route is the vertex after the exit 
signal.
Based on the above discussion, a predicate ROUTE is defined in the HOL logic 
to specify what a route is.
HOL Definition 78 ( ROUTE-DEF)
"ROUTE ( l : l « t « o r k )  ( r : ( P a r t # P a r t # E l b l ) l i » t )  *
(NETWORK N) A  (PATH ■ r )  A  (ROUTE.TAIL r )  A  
(IS.BLBL.SIGHAL ( e lb  (HD r ) ) )  A  ( IS.ELBL.SIGHAL (« lb  (LAST r ) ) ) "
A list of edges r is a route in the network N  if and only if it is a path in N, and it 
satisfies the predicate ROUTE-TAIL which is defined below, and both its first and 
last edges have a signal attached.
HOL Definition 79 (ROUTE-TAILJ)EF)
" (ROUTE-TAIL □  -  T) A  
(ROUTE-TAIL (CONS (h :P a r t# P a r t# E d g e )  t )  ■
( t  -  □ )  \ /
(((IS .PP A R T  (« -d e s  h ) )  =>
( (TRAILING.EDGE h )  »
(NORMAL-EDGE (HD t )  V  REVERSE-EDGE (HD t ) )  I 
TRAILING.EDGE (HD t ) )  I
((IS-DPART (« —d e s  h ) )  -> ( SAME-LEG h  (HD t ) )  I T ))  A  
(ROUTE-TAIL t ) ) ) H
The function ROUTE-TAIL verifies whether the two restrictions listed at the begin­
ning of this section are satisfied by the list of edges. The meanings of the functions 
used in its definition have been given in Table 5.1.
Note that, in some cases, a route may not terminate at a signal, for example, the 
last section at a terminal station will end with a  buffer, and sometimesm a partial 
route which does not starts from a signal nor ends at a signal may be required for 
certain manoeuvre. These are considered to be a subroute. Predicate can be defined
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for subroutes which will be syntactically identical to the definition of ROUTE except 
the last two conjuncts are absent. In the following discussion, only complete routes 
are being considered.
The functions ROUTE.EDGES and ROUTE-PARTS are defined for extracting 
edges and parts along the route. They are used in the specifications described in 
Section 8.3.
HOL Definition 80 (ROUTE-EDGES-DEF)
"ROUTE-EDGES ( r : ( P a r t# P a r t# E lb l ) l i * t )  * (BUTLAST r ) M
Given a route r  as its argument, the function ROUTE-EDGES returns a list of all 
the edges through which r  passes except the last one. A train cannot pass through 
this edge if the signal attached to it is ON, therefore, when considering the required 
points for a route, this edge can be ignored.
HOL Definition 81 (ROUTE.PARTS_DEF)
"ROUTE-PARTS ( r : ( P a r t# P a r t# E lb l ) l i » t )  -  VER.LIST (BUTLAST (TL r ) ) M 
The function ROUTE-PARTS returns a list of the parts through which the route r  
passes, except the part in the source vertex of the first edge and the part in the 
destination vertex of the last edge. The former is before the entry signal and the 
latter is ahead of the exit signal, therefore, they should not be considered to be in 
the route.
If two routes share one or more parts, they are said to be conflicting routes. This 
property is modelled by the predicate CONFLICTING-ROUTES.
HOL Definition 82 (CONFLICTING-ROUTES-DEF)
"COIFLICTIIG-RQUTES (N :N etw ork) r l  r2  ■
(ROUTE I  r l )  / \  (ROUTE I  r2 )  A  
* (DISJ-LXST (ROUTE-PARTS r l )  (ROUTE-PARTS r 2 ) ) M
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This predicate is true if and only if both r t and rj are routes in the network N  and 
their vertex lists are not disjoint. For example, in the network shown in Figure 3.4, 
the routes S10S12 and S11S15 are conflicting routes because they share the vertex 
D300, i.e.,
CONFLICTING-ROUTES N  S10S12 S11S15 = T.
8.2 F in d in g  ro u tes
After defining what routes are, one can proceed to search for routes in a network. 
Since networks are graphs, many well-known graph searching algorithms can be used 
to find routes in a network. Amongst them, two are very suitable for finding routes: 
Murchland’s all paths algorithm and depth-first search algorithm. However, these 
algorithms need to be augmented, because routes are not merely paths, there are 
extra constraints as specified by ROUTE-TAIL-DEF.
Murchland’s algorithm[53][56] finds all possible paths between two specific ver­
tices. An algebra is used to describe the paths in this algorithm. A path consists of 
the edge a followed by the edge b is written as ab. If there are two paths ab and cd 
between the vertices v and w, then they can be written as ab + cd. To avoid looping, 
an expression, such as (abc)(ade), which has a common factor is defined to be 0. 
These expressions can well be represented by a tree. For computational purpose, 
the actual algorithm is described with the aid of an n x n matrix where n is the 
number of vertices. The elements of the matrix represent the path or paths between 
any two given vertices. Initially, the elements contain only single edge path connect­
ing adjacent vertices. On each iteration, the expressions representing the current
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known paths between the starting vertex and any other vertices are updated by 
adding new edges to extend the paths. When the algorithm terminates, the ele­
ments corresponding to the path(s) between the starting and ending vertices will 
contain an expression representing all the possible paths. To adopt this algorithm 
for finding routes, tests corresponding to the specification in R0UTE.TAIL.DEF should 
be incorporated in the iteration to pick out the appropriate edges. This algorithm 
is suitable for networks which contain larger number of possible routes between the 
specific vertices.
The depth-first search algorithm is described in many textbooks of elementary 
graph theory and of computer algorithms. Aho et al in [1] give a concise description 
of the algorithm in imperative programming style, while Paulson in [55] demon­
strates an effective implementation of the algorithm in a functional programming 
language — Standard ML. When adopting this algorithm, tests corresponding to the 
specification in ROUTE-TAIL-DEF should also be incorporated in the search procedure 
to avoid going down the illegal edges.
A program implementing a suitable algorithm can be developed without too 
much difficulty. It will read in a specification of a network and generate a list of 
all possible routes in this network. Using a method similar to the one described in 
Chapter 7, the list of routes can be verified to show the conformity to the specifica­
tion of R0UTE.DEF. The discussion in the next section assumes such a  route finding 
program exists, and that it produces a list of all possible routes.
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8.3 A u to m a tic  con tro l ta b le  g en era tio n
The problem of generating control tables can now be considered. The first task 
is to codify the safety rules which specify the interlocking requirements for setting 
up a route. Considering only the simple and most common situations, the safety 
requirements for setting up a route [54] are the followings:
1. all track circuits on the route must be clear (column 2);
2. all points on the route must be set, locked and detected at the correct position 
according to the travelling direction of the route (column 4 and 5);
3. the exit signal must be in working order, i.e., showing either ON or OFF aspect 
(column 6);
4. the entry signal to the conflicting routes must be proved ON (column 7);
5. the track circuits from the entry signals of the conflicting routes to the point 
of conflict must be clear (column 2).
The column numbers enclosed in parentheses refer to the control table shown in 
Table 3.2. In that table, column 1 lists the name of routes. Column 2 lists the track 
circuits required by the route, and is corresponding to the requirement specified by 
rule 1 and 5. The correspondence between the other columns and the rules is as 
indicated above.
Each of these requirements can be specified in HOL by a  function which returns 
a  list of objects that are required by the rule. A null list indicates that nothing is 
required by the route.
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Ru le  1 The specification for rule 1 is TCIRCUITS.
H O L  D e f in i t i o n  8 5  (TCIRCUITSJ)EF)
"TCIRCUITS ( r : (P a r t« P a r t  # E l b l ) l i s t )  ■
NAP PART.CIRCUIT (ROUTE.PARTS r ) H
Since ROUTE-PARTS returns a  list of all parts in the route, the higher-order function 
MAP applies PART-CIRCUIT to these parts, the result of this function is a list of all 
track circuits in the route.
Rule  2 This rule can be specified by two functions NORM-POINTS which returns 
a list of points required NORMAL and REV-PO INTS which returns a list of points 
required REVERSE.
H O L  D e f i n i t i o n  8 4  (NORM .POINTS-DEF)
"NORM-POINTS r  = FLAT (NAP NORN (ROUTE-EDGES r ) ) M 
H O L  D e f in i t i o n  8 5  (REV.POINTS-DEF)
"REV-POINTS r  * FLAT (NAP REV (ROUTE-EDGES r ) > "
The functions NORM and REV take an edge as their argument, and return a list 
of points required NORMAL and REVERSE, respectively, if a  movement from the 
source vertex to  the destination vertex is made.
H O L  D e f i n i t i o n  8 6  (NORM-DEF)
"NORN ( p i ,p 2 , ( a :E d g e ) )  *
((IS-PPART p i )  A  ( PART.PNT.NORMAL p i  = PART-ID p 2 ))  *>
[PART-POINT p i ]  I □ "
H O L  D e f i n i t i o n  8 7  (REV-DEF)
"REV ( p i , p 2 , ( • : E dga)) >
((IS-PPART p i )  A  (PART-PNT-REVERSE p i  -  PART-ID p 2 )) »>
[PART-POINT p i ]  I [ ] "
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Rule 3 The specification for rule 3 is EXIT_SIG which returns the signal attached 
to the last edge of the list. If there is no signal attached to this edge, an empty list 
is the result. This situation may arise when partial route is being considered.
HOL Definition 88 (EXIT-SIG.DEF)
"EXIT.SIGIAL ( r : ( P a r t « P a r t # E l b l ) l i s t )  * 
l e t  e -  e lb  (LAST r )  in  
(IS.ELBL.SIGIAL e )  »  [ELBL.SIGIAL e ]  I □ "
Finding  conflicting ro u te s  The handling of rules 4 and 5 is more complicated 
because they require the search for conflicting routes. Since all possible routes in 
a network can be found by the program mentioned in Section 8.2, all conflicting 
routes of a given route r can be found using the function CONFLICT-ROUTES. It 
takes two arguments: the list of all routes in the network, and the given route 
r. CONFLICT-ROUTES r /s f r  delivers a list of routes which are in rlst and are in 
conflict with r.
HOL Definition 8® (CONFLICT_ROUTES_DEF)
" (COIFLICT.ROUTES □  r  -  □ )  A  
(COIFLICT.ROUTES (COIS h t )  r  *
( '(D IS J .L IS T  (ROUTE.PARTS r )  (ROUTE.PARTS h ) )  / \
-<h -  r)> ■>
(COIS h  (COIFLICT.ROUTES t  r ) )  I (COIFLICT.ROUTES t  r ) ) "
Rule 4 The function specifying rule 4 can now be defined. This function takes two 
arguments: the current route and the list of all routes in the network. It picks the 
entry signal from each route returned by CONFLICT.ROUTES using the function 
ENTRY_SIG which returns the signal attached to the first edge of the list.
HOL Definition 00 (ENTRY.SIGNALS-DEF)
"BITRY.SIGIALS r  r l s t  ■ NAP EITRY.SIG (COIFLICT.ROUTES r l s t  r ) "
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HOL Definition 01 (ENTRY-SIG.DEF)
"E*TRY_SIG ( r :  ( P a r t # P a r t # E l b l ) l i s t )  ■ l e t  •  ■ « lb  (HD r )  in
(IS.ELBL.SIGIAL •)  »  [ELBL.SIGIAL •] I □ "
Rule 5 Let r  be the route under consideration. The strategy of computing the
list of all track circuits specified by this rule is:
1. work out a list, say crlist, containing all routes which are in conflict with r;
2. for each vertex p on the route r  which is either a PPART or a DPART, work out 
a list pll containing all routes which are in conflict with r at p, i.e., share the 
part in p;
3. for each route l in pll, take the initial segment of l up to the vertex p; the track 
circuits associated with the the elements in this segment are those required by 
Rule 5.
Several auxiliary functions are needed in specifying the function for this strategy.
Their names have CR_ as prefix. The first is CR.TAKE. Its specification is
CR.TAKE[p,;...; r ; ...; p,]p, =  (p,;...; Pi-i]
i.e., it returns the initial segment of the list up to but not including the part given
as its second argument.
HOL Definition 02 (CR.TAKEJ)EF)
"(CR.TAKE □  ( p : P a r t ) ■ □ )  A  
(CR.TAKE (COIS h t )  p =
(h  > p ) »  □  I (COIS h  (CR.TAKE t  p ) ) ) "
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If no element in the list is equal to p,, CR.TAKE returns the whole list. The next 
function is CR-PRS. which stands for Partial RouteS, with the following specification:
CR.PRSp [[p it;..  .;p i ,; ..  .;p i„];.. .[pmi; • • • ;Pmi; • • •;Pmn]] = 
[[p u ;..- ;p ii] ;- ..lp k i;- ;p w ])
where pji = p for all 1 < j  < k. This function takes a part p and a list of lists 
of parts pll, it returns a list of lists of parts which are the initial segments of the 
argument lists pll. The local value crlat contains the lists which are in pll and have 
p as one of their elements.
HOL D efinition 9 3  (CR-PRS.DEF)
"CR.PRS (p :P a r t)  p l l  =
1 s t  c r l s t  -  FILTER p l l  ( \1 . (ELEN 1 p )) in  
MAP ( \1 . CR.TAKE 1 p) c r ls t "
The function CR.PTS, which stands for ParTS, takes two arguments: the first is the 
list of parts forming the current route, and the second is a list of lists of parts which 
are obtained from the list of all routes in the network. It returns a list of lists of 
parts in the initial segments of all the conflicting routes.
HOL D efinition 9 4  (CRJ>TSJ)EF)
"(CR.PTS □  ( p l l : ( ( P a r t ) l i s t ) l i s t )  * □ )  A  
(CR.PTS (COIS (p :P a r t )  t )  p l l  *
((IS.PPART p ) \ /  (IS.DPART p )) «>
(APPERD (CR.PRS p p l l )  (CR.PTS t  p l l ) )
I (CR.PTS t  p l l ) ) "
Now, the top level function for Rule 5 can be specified as CR-TCIRCUITS. It takes 
two arguments similar to ENTRY-SIGS, the first, r is the current route and the
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second r lst is the list of all routes in the network. It delivers a list containing all 
track circuits in the conflicting routes between the entry signals and the points of 
conflict.
HOL D efin ition  05 (CR.TCIRCUITS.DEF)
"CR.TCIRCUITS r  r l s t  »
1 s t  c r l s t  ■ COIFLICT.ROUTES r l s t  r  in
1 s t  p t l s t  * FLAT (CR.PTS (ROUTE.PARTS r )  (MAP ROUTE.PARTS r l s t ) )  in  
(MAP PART.CIRCUIT p t l s t ) "
The local value crlst contains all routes which are in conflict with r, and ptlst is the 
list of all parts formed by flattening the initial segments of all the conflicting routes 
returned by CR.PTS. A list of track circuits is obtained by applying PART.CIRCUIT 
to ptlst.
The specification of the rules has now been written as HOL functions. These 
functions form the core of the specification of a program which generates the control 
tables. Such a program can be implemented in a verifiable subset of high-level 
programming language, such as SPADE-PASCAL[11] or SPARK Ada[12]. If the 
program is verified and validated to correctly implement the safety rules, the control 
tables generated by it should be free of errors. However, it is still possible to 
verify the contents of the control tables generated by such automated procedures 
to demonstrate the correctness of the data. This can be carried out by proving 
theorems asserting the validity of the data in the control table. This process of 
theorem proving can be automated in a similar way as the network verifier described 
in Chapter 7.
C h ap ter 9
Interlockings and state 
machines
This chapter describes the dynamic states of track networks and a method 
of modelling interlockings using deterministic finite state machines.
9.1 S ta te s  o f a  netw ork
Recall from Chapter 5, the type :T cir representing track circuits, the type :Point 
representing points and the type ¡Signal representing compound signals contain 
functions returning the states of the components. The network model of a track 
layout has these state functions embedded in it, thus it is a dynamic representation. 
At any given time t, the state of a network N , denoted by S(N ,t)  is completely 
determined by the states of its constituent components, i.e., the values returned by 
their state functions. For example, the state of the network shown in Figure 6.4 is 
determined by the states of its six track circuits, six signals and two points.
For any given network N . there are three sets of state functions, denoted by
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tc(N) the set of track circuit state functions, pnt(N )  the set of point state functions 
and aig(N) the set of signal state functions. The set tc(N) can be written as the 
following expression
IMAGE(TC-SFUNCoPART_CIRCUIT)(VSJV) (9.1)
This expression represents the image set obtained by applying the compound func­
tion (TC-SFUNCo PART-CIRCUIT) to the elements of the vertex set.1 This function 
lifts the track circuit state function from each part. Each element of tc(N )  is a 
state function f tCi of the track circuit i. The type of the function is :num -> T n ta te .  
Then, the state of the network at time t can be obtained by applying these functions 
to t. However, the results cannot be represented in sets. For example, a network N 
contains three track circuits, i.e., tc(N) = { / t e n S u p p o s e  that, at time t, 
the track circuit tci is occupied and the others are clear. If the results of applying 
fte 's  to t are stored in a set, it will be {occupied.dear). This does not uniquely 
represent the state of the network. Therefore, a  list has to be used. The state of 
the network N  at t will be the list [occupied; clear; dear].
An abbreviated type :Net«orkState is defined to represent the state of a  net­
work. It is a compound of states of three kinds of dynamic components:
: ( T a t a t e ) l i a t  t  ( P o l n t S t a t e ) l i a t  •  ( S i g n a l S t a t e ) l i s t
where the type :P o in tS tata  is an abbreviation for the pair consisting of the position 
and locking state of points and the type :S ig n a lS ta te  represents the state of a 
compound signal. Their definitions are listed in Table 9.1.
'T he image act of a function /  on a aet a, i.e., the expression IMAGE/.«, is equal to the set
{/* !*€ .)•
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A bbreviation
:N s tw o rk S ta ta
:PointState
:PointStatsFunc
:S ig n a lS ta ta
:S ig n a lS ta ta F u n c
Definition
:(Tstats)list • (PointStats)list • (SignalStats)list 
:Ppoa • Ploc
: (nun -> Ppoa) # (nua -> Ploc)
:(HAspect « bool • SubAapect) + ShAapact
:(nua -> NAspect) # (nua -> bool) • (nua -> SubAapsct)
+ (nua -> SnAapsct)
Table 9.1: Abbreviated types for states and state functions.
S ta te  functions Functions can be defined to lift the state functions from the 
respective components using expressions similar to 9.1. Three such functions are 
defined for obtaining lists of state functions of the three kinds of components. They 
are TC-STATE.FUNCS, PNT-STATE.FUNCS and SIG-STATE.FUNCS, and their def­
inition are listed below.
HOL Definition 90 (TC_STATE-FUMCS_DEF)
"TC.STATE.FUICS ( I : I o t s o r k )  «
SET.LIST (IMAGE (TC.SFUIC o PART.CIRCUIT) (VS ■ ))"
HOL Definition 97 (PMT-STATE-FUIICS-DEF)
"PIT_STATE_FUICS ( I : Io tw o rk )  -
1 s t  p l a t  -  SET.LIST (IMAGE PART.POIIT (VS I ) )  in  
(MAP ( \ p .  (PIT.POS p ,  PIT.LOC p ) )  p l s t ) M
HOL Definition 98 (SIGJ3TATE.FUNCSJ)EF)
"SIG.STATE.FUICS ( I : l « t a o r k )  «
1 s t  s i g l s t  ■ SET.LIST (IMAGE (ELBL.SIGIAL o s ib )  (BS I ) )  in  
(MAP SIG.SFUIC siglat)"
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In the definition PNT_STATE.FUNCS.DEF, the local value plat is a  list of points. The 
lambda expression (Ap.(PNT_P0S p, PNT.L0Cp)) is a anonymous function. When 
applying to a  point, it extracts the position and locking state functions. Similarly, 
in the definition SIG_STATE_FUNCS_DEF, the local value aiglat is a list of signals. The 
function SIG.SFUNC returns the state function of the signal.
In all three functions, the polymorphic function SET.LIST is used to convert a 
set to a list. This set-to-list conversion function is characterized by the following 
theorem:
HOL Theorem  65 (SET_LIST_THN) 
h Vs. FINITE a D
(V*. (x IN a = ELEM (SET.LISTa) *) A (CARD a = LENGTH (SET-LIST a)))
This theorem asserts that the function SET-LIST delivers a list containing all ele­
ments of a finite set and the length of this list is equal to the cardinal number of the 
set. The use of such conversion function in networks is justified because all networks 
are finite.
Instan taneous s ta te  Combining the above functions, a  function delivering the 
instantaneous state of a network can be defined.
HOL Definition 99 (NETWORK .STATE-DEF)
"IBTVORK.STATE ( I : Network) t  » 
l o t  c f  1 s t  ■ TC.STATE.FUNCS N in  
l o t  p i l o t  ■ PNT.STATB.FUICS N in  
l o t  s i 1 s t  ■ SIG.STATE.FUNCS N in  
((APPLY ( \ f  t .  f  t )  c f 1 s t  t ) ,
(APPLY ( \ ( f l , 1 2 )  t .  ( f l  t ,  f 2 t ) )  p i l o t  t ) .
(APPLY APPLY_SIG_FUIC s f l s t  t ) ) M
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Thus, the state of a  network AT at a given time t is specified by the expression 
NETW ORK-STATE TV t. The function APPLY used in NETWORK-STATE requires 
some explanation. Its definition is as below.
HOL Definition 100 (APPLY_DEF)
"(APPLY f  □ x m ( □  :(* * )li« t))  A  
(APPLY (* :••* -> (•-> ••)) (CO*S hd t l )  (x:*) *
COIS (f  hd x) (APPLY t  t l  x))"
The purpose of this function is to provide a uniform conversion function for convert­
ing the dynamic structure—the structure of time varying functions—to the static 
structure representing the instantaneous state.
The second argument of APPLY is a list of dynamic structures [yi;. . . ; yn], For 
different kinds of components, their structures of state functions are different. The 
structure for track circuits is just a simple state function, i.e, each y, is a tract 
circuit state function. The structure for points is a pair, i.e., y, = (fpot,-, floe,)- The 
structure for signals is rather complicated, and the detail of this can be found in the 
ML source listed in Appendix F.
The last argument x of APPLY is the common argument to be supplied to the 
state functions in the structures. The first argument /  is a higher-order function 
which applies the sta te  functions in the structures gi to x. This functional takes 
care of the difference in the structures.
By using appropriate functionals with APPLY, as seen in the NETWORK-STATE.DEF, 
the conversion from the dynamic structures of state functions to the static structures 
of instantaneous sta te  can be written concisely and uniformly.
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Example Using the naming convention described in Chapter 7, the passing loop
network shown in Figure 6.4 has the following state function structure lists:
([Cl; C2; CS; C4; C6; C8]. [Ill;  112],
[S100; S101; S102; S103; S104; S106])
Suppose that, at time f, this network is in a state in which:
• all the track circuits are clear, i.e., C, t = clear for all t;
• the point JVU is at its NORMAL position while N12 is at REVERSE and 
both are free to move, i.e., (/po«^jj 0  = (normal,freejnove) and
(/po*n i 2 0  =  (reverse, free jnove);
•  the entry signals to the network, namely S100 and S101, are OFF but all 
other signals are ON, i.e., Sj t = (green. ARB, ARB) for t = 100 or 101 and 
S, t = (green, ARB, ARB) for other signals;3
where ARB indicates an arbitrary value of an appropriate type. Then, the state of 
the network is the triple below:
([clear; clear; clear; clear; clear; clear],
[(normal, free jnove); (reverse, free jnove)],
[(green, ARB, ARB); (green, ARB. ARB); (red. ARB, A RB );
(red, ARB, ARB); (red, ARB, A R B ); (red, ARB. A RB )])
] Unlike the points, the structure of signal state functions has not been shown explicitly due to
its complexity. The expression S, t  is used to indicate tha t I is supplied as a  common argument to 
the state functions in the structure S,.
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D ynam ic netw ork  The topology of a network N at a given time t is based on 
the position of the points, i.eM the values returned by the list of point position 
functions. If a  point p is at NORMAL position, effectively the reverse edges which 
connect the part containing p to its reverse successor are disconnected, because no 
movement along these edges can be made. Thus, the dynamic connectivity of a 
network, D (N ,t) is a graph obtained by deleting all the edges which represent the 
impossible movement to/from a point. The specification of D(N,t) in HOL is the 
function DNETWORK.
HOL Definition 101 (  DNETWORK _DEF)
"DIETVORK ( I : Network) t  ■ (VS I ) ,
< •  I ( •  IS.EDGE I )  A
(IS.PPART ( a . a r c  • )  ■>
((PNT.IORMAL (PART.POIIT ( « .a r c  • ) )  t )  A  
(PART.ID (« .d a s  a )  ■ PART.PIT.IORNAL ( a .a r c  a ) )  \ /
(PNT.REVERSE (PART.POIIT ( a . a r c  a ) )  t )  A
(PART.ID ( a .d a a  a )  ■ PART.PIT.REVERSE ( a .a r c  a ) )  \ /
(PART.ID (a .d a a  a )  ■ PART.PRT.TRAILIIG ( a . a r c  a ) ) )  I 
(IS.PPART (a .d a a  a )  »
((PIT.IORMAL (PART.POIIT ( a .d a a  a ) )  t )  A  
(PART.ID ( a .a r c  a )  ■ PART.PIT.IORNAL (a .d a a  a ) )  \ /
(PIT.REVERSE (PART.POIIT ( a .d a a  a ) )  t )  A  
(PART.ID ( a .a r c  a )  -  PART.PIT.REVERSE (a .d a a  a ) )  \ /
(PART.ID ( a .a r c  a )  -  PART.PIT.TRAILIIO ( a .d a a  a ) ) )  I 
T ) )  >"
The D (N ,t)  of the passing loop network at the time i described above is as shown 
in Figure 9.1. Obviously, D (N,t) is a subgraph of the underlying network N. but 
it may not still be a network.
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Figure 9.1: A graph representing the passing loop at t.
9.2 P rov ing  rou tes
One typical task of an interlocking is to set up or prove a route. A route is proved if 
the required functions as specified in the control table are all satisfied. Recall from 
Chapter 8, that these required functions are specified by a set of functions which 
corresponds to the safety rules. These functions are:
TCIRCUITS for the required track circuits,
NORM-POINTS for the points required NORMAL,
REV-POINTS for the points required REVERSE,
EXIT-SIGNAL for the exit signal,
ENTRY .SIGNALS for the entry signals of the conflicting routes,
CR.TCIRCUITS for the track circuits along the conflicting routes.
The specification for a route being proved will be a predicate asserting that the 
components returned by the above functions are at the required states. The HOL 
function ROUTE-PROVED is defined for this purpose.
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HOL Definition 102 (ROUTEJ>ROVEDJ)EF)
"ROUTE-PROVED r l  r  t  ■
l e t  r l s t  « COIFLICT.ROUTES r l  r  in  
((EVERY ( \ x .  TC.CLEAR x  t )  (TCIRCUITS r ) )  / \
(EVERY ( \ p .  PIT-IORMAL p  t )  (*ORM_POI*TS r ) )  A  
(EVERY ( \ p .  PIT-REVERSE p t )  (REV-POIITS r ) )  A  
(EVERY ( \ » .  ' (SIGIAL.FAULT i t ) )  (EXIT-SIGIAL r ) )  A  
(EVERY ( \ s .  01 s  t )  (EITRY.SIGIALS r  r l s t ) )  A  
(EVERY ( \ r .  TC.CLEAR x t )  (CR.TCIRCUITS r  r l s t ) ) ) "
In the above definition, the first argument rl is the list of all routes in the network. 
It is required to work out the conflicting routes. EVERY is a  pre-defined constant 
in HOL. The expression EVERY P [* i; .. .;x „ ]  evaluates to T if and only if Par, are 
true for 1 < t < n.
The action of setting up a route is usually initiated by the signalman, or by 
another system, such as the ARS system mentioned in Section 3.3.3, sending a 
request to the interlocking. The interlocking then checks the states of the required 
functions, and if any required points are not in the right position or if the required 
signals do not display the correct aspects, it will attempt to change their positions or 
aspects to the required states. If this succeeds the route is proved, and the predicate 
ROUTE-PROVED returns true. This procedure of route setting can be modelled as 
a  state machine which is discussed in the next section.
9.3 In terlock ings
Based on the discussion in the previous two sections, interlocking systems can be 
modelled by a finite deterministic automaton or finite state machine. The formaliza­
tion of state machines in HOL is described first, then a method of using this formal 
theory in the modelling of interlockings is described.
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9 .3 .1  S ta te  m ac h in e  th eo ries
Theories of deterministic and non-deterministic finite state machines in HOL have 
been developed by Loewenstein[47][46]. In his theory LSA, a labelled state automaton 
is represented by the predicates LSA or PLSA.
HOL Definition 103 (LSA)
"LSA (Q,l) • > Ts:nua->**. Q (• 0:*,s 0) A  
(It. I (e t,s t) (• (SUC t), a(SUC t)))H
HOL Definition 104 (PLSA)
"I(Q:(*•**)->bool) P I a. PLSA (Q,P,I) a «
(?s. Q(a 0. a 0) A
(It. P(a t. a t)) A  (It. I(a t, a t)(a(SUC t),a(SUC t))))"
In the definition of LSA, Q is a predicate asserting a set of possible initial states, N  
is a predicate asserting a set of next states, and e is the external signals including 
all the inputs and outputs. LSA specifies that there exists a state function s such 
that ¿(0) is an initial state and, given any time t, the state transition from s(t) to 
s(t +  1) satisfies the next state function. The definition of PLSA is similar except 
that a predicate P  asserting some properties of the machine is explicitly stated.
This theory can be used in reasoning about properties of a given machine based 
on the theorem LSA.eq.PLSA.
HOL Theorem 60 (LSA.eq.PLSA) 
h VQ PN.
(Ve s.Q (e,a) D P (e, *)) A (Ve a t 's '.  N (e, s) («', #') A P (e, •) D P (e\ •')) D 
(Ve".LSA(g,AT)ew= P LSA (g , P, JV)e")
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This theorem states that, if the machine has property P at its initial state, and if 
the machine has property P  at a state a implies the property also holds at the next 
state s ', then the machine has the property P. This theory can also be used in 
verifying the implementation of a machine by virtue of the theorem LSA.imp.LSA.
HOL T heorem  67 (LSA.impJ.SA)
t- v g , q 2 N i n 2.
(3R. (Vesj. Qi (e ,s j) D (3s3. Q i (c,s3) A R e s \  s3)) A 
(Vet's i  a\a2.R e a xa2 A N x (e, s i ) (e;,s',) D 
(3s'2. R e 's \ s'2 A JV3(e,S2) (e \s '3)))) 3 
(Ve. L S A fQ i,  iV ,)e  D L S A ( Q2, N 2)e)
This states that, if there exists a mapping R  between the states of the machine 
specified by (Q i,N x) and the machine specified by (Qi ,N 2), then the two machines 
are equivalent.
A pilot study of using this theory in the modelling of a level crossing protection 
has been carried out [26]. In this study, the control system of the barrier and signals 
was specified as an LSA machine with initial states INIT and next state function 
NEXT. The major safety property of this machine was specified such that not both 
railway traffic and road traffic is allowed to proceed at the same time. A theorem 
stating that the crossing control machine has such safety property was derived. 
Some details of the definitions and theorems mentioned are listed in Appendix E.
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Figure 9.2: An interlocking state machine.
9 .3 .2  Interlock in g as sta te  m ach ine
Using the theory described in above, an interlocking can be modelled by a determin­
istic finite state machine LSA. Shown in Figure 9.2 is a generic interlocking state 
machine consisting of two input streams, frm and / ten, a  list of outputs, Oact, and 
a list of states 5,nter.
The input stream Ireq feeds requests to the interlocking to perform some actions, 
such as setting up a route. Suppose that the only possible requests are to set up or 
to clear a route. A request can then be represented by a pair (action, route) where 
action is either mat or c l e a r  and route is the name of the route, e.g, S100S102.
The input stream I ten consists of the inputs from all the sensors of network 
components, such as track circuits and signal proving circuits. These reflect the 
current state of the network as described in Section 9.1.
The outputs in Oact drives the actuators, such as point machines and signals.
The LSA machine combines all the external signals into a  single argument e. For 
the generic interlocking machine, e would be a triple (Oact</re«'/«en)-
The states Sinter is the current internal states of the interlocking. The generic
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interlocking state machine may have the following internal states:
•  init is the initial state, in which no routes have been set up, all track circuits 
are CLEAR, all points are at their NORMAL position and all signals are ON;
• all-dear is the state in which no routes have been set up;
•  proving is the state the interlocking performs the tasks of proving a route;
• clearing is the state the interlocking performs the tasks of clearing a route;
• route j e t  is the state in which at least one route has been set up.
As part of the internal state, a set routeaet containing all the routes which have 
been set up should be included in Sinter- Clearly, in the state all-dear, routeaet 
must be empty. Thus, the state function a in the LSA machine should return a pair 
(atate, routeaet). The state transition diagram for this generic interlocking machine 
is shown in Figure 9.3.
Based on this state transition diagram and the above discussion, the initial state 
predicate can be expressed in HOL as the definition IMIT-DEF.
HOL Definition 105 (INITJ)EF)
“HIT ((O .act. I .req . I.sen ), S) - 
(S -  ( in i t .  { »>
(EVERY ( \ t .  t  -  clear) (FST I .s e n ;)  / \
(EVERY (\(p l,p 2 ) . pi - normal) (FST(SID X.sen))) A 
(EVERY SIO.IS.OI (SID(SID I.sen )))"
Similarly, the next state function can be specified as function NEXT shown below:
"IEXT ( ( 0 _ a c t , I . r a q ,  I . s a n ) ,  ( s t a t s ,  r o u t e s e t ) )
( ( O .a c t ' ,  I . r e q ’ , I . s e n ' ) ,  ( s t a t s ' ,  r o u t e s a t ') )  ■
( ( s t a t s  ■ i n i t )  \ /  ( s t a t s  « a l l . c l e a r ) )  •>
(((F S T  I . r e q )  ■ s e t )  ■> ( s t a t e *  ■ p ro v in g )  I ( s t a t s '  ■ s t a t e ) )  I 
( s t a t s  ■ p ro v in g )  ■>
(PROVE.ROUTE r o u t s s s t  (SID I . r e q ) )  A  ( s t a t s ’ ■ r o u t s . s s t )  A
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Figure 9.3: A state transition diagram of generic interlocking machine.
( r o u t s s a t ’ = ((S ID  I . r a q )  IISERT r o u t s s s t ) )  I 
( s t a t s  = r o u t e . s a t )  ■>
(((F S T  I . r a q )  = s a t )  »> ( s t a t e ’ = p ro v in g )  I ( s t a t e ’ ■ c l e a r in g ) )  I 
X s t a t e  = c l e a r in g  X
( ((S ID  I . r s q )  I I  r o u t e a e t )  ■>
( ? r .  ( r o u t e s e t  ■ < r> ) »>
(CLEAR.ROUTE r o u t e s e t  (SID I . r e q ) )  / \  ( s t a t e ’ -  a l l . c l e a r )  / \  
( r o u t e s e t ’ ■ { »  |
(CLEAR.ROUTE r o u t e s e t  (SID I . r e q ) )  A  ( s t a t e ’ * r o u t e . s e t ) )  A  
( r o u t e s e t ’ ■ ( r o u t e s e t  DELETE (SID I . r e q ) ) )  I 
( s t a t e ’ ■ s t a t e )  A  ( r o u t e s e t ’ * r o u t e s e t ) )
In this definition, the functions PROVE.ROUTE and CLEAR.ROUTE are called to 
perform the tasks of proving and clearing a route. Their specifications depend on:
1. the topology of the network, i.e., how complex is the network, how many routes 
are there and so on;
2. the safety rules, i.e., what are the required functions for each route;
3. the control algorithms, i.e., what are the possible requests and how to achieve
them.
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PROVE.ROUTE can use the predicate ROUTE.PROVED described in Section 9.2 and 
the functions for working out required track components described in Chapter 8 to 
check the conditions for setting up routes. The actions taken to prove a route will be 
to move and lock the points at the required position, to mark all the track circuit to 
be booked to prevent them from being included in a conflicting route and to instruct 
the signals to display the correct aspect. Note that PROVE.ROUTE proves a route 
in the context of routeset, which is passed as an argument, so that the route cannot 
be proved if it is in conflict with any one of the route already set up.
Now, properties of the generic interlocking machine can then be derived using 
the method described in Section 9.3.1., i.e., by defining predicates expressing the 
required properties and proving theorems asserting the equivalence of LSA and PLSA 
machines. The most important properties of an interlocking are safety and liveness.
One of the desired safety properties that any interlocking should possesses is that 
no conflicting routes can be set up at any time. This statement can be expressed in 
HOL as
II r l  r2 . (ROUTE I  r l )  A  (ROUTE I  r2 ) A  ’ ( r l  ■ r2 ) A  
(COIFLICTIIG.ROUTE I  r l  r2 ) =■>
I t .  * ( (PROVED.ROUTE I  r l  t )  A  (PROVE.ROUTE I  r2  t ) )
A predicate NO.CONFLICTING.ROUTES can be define to have this property. To 
show the generic interlocking machine has this property, the following goal can be 
set up:
! • .  L S A (IIIT , NEXT) •  ■ PLSA(I«IT, IO.COIFLICTIRG.ROUTES, IEXT) •
Induction can be used to  solve this goal. The induction principle for the deterministic 
state machine has been encoded in the theorem LSA.«q_PLSA. Modus ponens can be 
used with this theorem to solve the goal if the following two subgoals can be solved:
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1. the base case:
la a. XIXT («. a) -■> lO.COIFLICTXIG.ROUTES <•, •)
2. the induction step:
!• a •* •*. IEX T(«,a) / \  ■0_C0IFLICTI*G_R0UTES (e, a) ■■> 
IO_COIFLICTIIG_ROUTES ( • ' ,  ■ ')
The base case is clearly true because no route is proved in the initial state. The 
induction step is also true because the route proving functions called in NEXT require 
all the track circuits along the route to be CLEAR. Other desired properties can be 
deduced in the same way. Implementation of this generic interlocking machine can 
then be specified, and verification can be carried out by proving theorems of the 
form
*•. LSA (IIIT_IN P, IEXT.INP) •  — > LSA(XIXT. IBXT) •
where IMIT-IMP and NEXT.IMP are the initial and next state functions of the imple­
mentation.
The method of modelling interlocking using state machine has been described. 
This generic interlocking state machine is only the top-level. A large amount of 
research effort is still required to refine this model and to develop practical imple­
mentation.
C h ap ter  10
Conclusions and future 
research
To conclude this dissertation, a general discussion of the creation o f a 
generic abstract model, the applications o f such a model, the suitability 
o f HOL and issues in the method o f the research is given in this chapter. 
Possible future researches are indicated.
10.1 A  generic a b s tra c t m odel
The NETWORK theory is a generic abstract model of railway track networks based on 
well-founded mathematics. This model is abstract because it only captures the es­
sential topological relations of the network components and disregards any physical 
constrains and implementation technology. The model is primarily used for writing 
top-level specifications of interlocking systems and reasoning about their logical op­
erations. The networks being modelled are assumed to satisfy all physical constrains 
specified by regulations of the railway authorities, for example the distance between 
successive signals is not less than the service braking distance.
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Because of this abstraction, the theory is general enough to be used to model 
railway track networks of railway authorities with different standards. Although the 
terminology, interpretations, regulations and implementations may vary between 
different railway authorities, the basic principles of fixed block interlockings are 
essentially the same. These are:
•  division of tracks into block sections;
•  detection of trains by track circuit or other means;
•  regulation of traffic by signal aspects.
All these principles are expressed and modelled in the theory. The sectioning of the 
track leads to track component parts and the representation of parts by vertices of 
graphs. The notion of a train has not been explicitly modelled, but by the occupied 
state of track circuits. The modelling of signal has contained a  fair amount of detail, 
but the importance of the ON and OFF aspects has been stressed.
The theory has been developed in a rigorous manner, i.e., using only definitional 
extensions without introducing new axioms. It is based on the set theory and graph 
theory within the framework of HOL logic, therefore it is consistent. To improve 
the readability of the theories, the names of the logical constants are generally quite 
long.
10.2 A p p lica tions o f  th e  m odel
The safety record of the railway industry has been very good. This is achieved by 
the rigorous regulations developed through decades of working experience. As more
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and more new technology is being adopted by the industry, especially the use of 
microprocessors in controlling vital safety functions, it is very important to ensure 
that the high integrity and reliability of the interlocking systems are maintained. 
Due to the complexity of the new technology, more rigorous methods should be 
employed in the analysis, development and implementation of signalling systems.
Three case studies of applying the NETWORK theory have been described in Part III. 
The first two are in the area of signalling scheme design. The model is used in the 
CAD tools which help the signalling engineers in designing interlocking systems. 
This is certainly not the most critical part of an interlocking system. The reason for 
applying the network model in this area first is because the theory is new, and even 
the whole approach to signalling system design using formal methods is itself new. 
It would not be wise to  apply it in the most critical functions, such as the hardware 
and software of the interlocking processors, before more experience has been gained. 
This does not means th at there is lack of confidence on the abstract modelling of 
the track networks, but just to be more cautious in introducing new technology in 
safety-critical systems so that to minimize the risk of introducing unsafe factors into 
the systems.
Nevertheless, the generation and verification of formal specifications of railway 
track layout, and creation of control tables are very important steps in the process 
of signalling scheme design. By using more rigorous methods, more mistakes can be 
discovered in earlier stage, thus, it leads to better design and reduces costs.
Chapter 9 indicates a possible method of modelling, specifying and reasoning 
the vital safety functions of interlocking systems using the dynamic state of the 
network model and finite state machines. There are still many difficult issues which
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need to be solved before practical systems can be implemented, thus, more research 
is required. The example interlocking state machine shown in that chapter may 
have been oversimplified because many important features have been ignored, such 
as approach lockings. The actions for setting up and clearing routes have not been 
completely specified. These have to be solved in order to model and to formally 
specify a real interlocking system.
Safety is the paramount requirement of any interlocking system. Ultimately, an 
interlocking system is safe if it never allows any traffic which may lead to potential 
collision, even if there is equipment failure. The goal, stating that no conflicting 
routes can be proved at the same time, shown in Section 9.3.2 is only one of many 
properties a safe interlocking system should possess. Examples of propositions con­
tributing to the total safety of a interlocking system include:
• a route cannot be set up until all required functions are satisfied;
• an approach locked point cannot be switched.
The ultimate goal of liveness of a railway network can be expressed as the ability 
of running the timetable. Some of provable liveness statements are:
• there is a route from A to B for some specific A and B;
• there exists a  time, the required route from A to B can be set up.
When using a  state machine to model the control loop of interlockings, the 
eventual occurrence of the transition to the next state and the maximum time 
required for this transition to happen are two key properties contributing to the 
total safety and liveness of the system.
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Traditionally, the concept of liveness is not treated as being important and ex­
plicit as safety. This is probably because there is always provision for overriding 
the system, such as giving authority to a  driver to pass a signal displaying the ON 
aspect in situations arisen from faulty equipment. This prompts a theory of abnor­
mal operations, i.e., a theory modelling the regulations and procedures for recovery 
from equipment failure.
The properties discussed in the previous paragraphs imply that a full temporal 
logic may be required in the modelling of the interlocking. Furthermore, the generic 
interlocking state machine specified in Section 9.3.2 is only a top-level specification. 
To develop a practical interlocking system still requires a large amount of research 
effort to refine this top-level model down to some detail levels before an implemen­
tation can be developed. The verifications between these levels have to be carried 
out to show the implementation model possesses the same safety properties.
10.3 T h e  HOL sy stem
The application of formal methods in the design of railway signalling systems is 
still a new subject. From the experience of the current research carried out by 
the author, HOL has the following four major advantages: generality, conciseness, 
consistence and extensibility.
Generality is due to the underlying logic which is a general higher-order math­
ematic logic. Although, HOL was initially used for hardware verification, it has 
not been designed for any specific application, its generality making it well suited 
for many diverse applications areas. It is certainly suitable for railway signalling
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application. Because of its generality, one can deduce general properties for all 
networks.
Conciseness is due to the fact that the underlying logic is higher-order. This 
allows very compact expressions being written. In addition, higher-order functions 
provides a  very suitable way of modelling time-varying states of the system and 
components.
Consistence is guaranteed by the strongly typed meta-language and the ways a 
theory can be extended. By using only definitional extensions to theories, no logical 
contradiction will be introduced.
Extensibility provides a powerful means of adapting the system for different 
application areas. Since the user is able to add new libraries and new theories, 
a sub-system with interface more convenient for the application at hand can be 
developed.
The HOL system is an integrated system for developing system specifications 
at various levels and for reasoning and verifying them. However, there are some 
drawbacks. The learning curve is very steep, and demands considerable skill if the 
theorem prover is used efficiently. This hinders its use by practicing engineers and 
designers who are usually not familiar with formal logic and theorem proving. This 
can be remedied by providing better interface to the system, such as a windowing 
environment, and by providing more automatic tools for specific applications, such 
as the network verifier.
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10.4 M eth o d o lo g y  issues
The approach of this research is to develop a general theory and then apply it to 
more specific problem. The advantage of this approach is that the general theory, 
namely the graph theory, provides a sound mathematical structure as a foundation 
on which more specific arguments can be based. Railway track networks are fairly 
complicated, an abstract model of them must rely on some well-founded structures. 
They are intrinsically well suited to be represented by graphs. Adopting graphs 
as the structure of track networks allows many well known algorithms on graphs 
to be used; particularly important are the algorithms for finding paths. Without 
a  properly defined data structure, it would be very difficult to specify and model 
track networks and to derive their useful properties.
Graph theory has been applied in numerous practical problems in very diverse 
scientific and engineering fields. In addition to its use in railway signalling, the 
graph theory developed in HOL can provide a starting point for other applications. 
For example in the transport industry, the problem of finding the most economical 
route of delivering goods and the problem of maximizing the network capacity can 
be solved using graphs.
Verification by automatic theorem proving is a method developed in this research 
for verifying railway layout designs (described in Chapter 7). This approach to 
verifications relies on the development of a generic abstract model, and a proof 
strategy based on this model. Each specific design is then verified against this generic 
model, and specific instances of the general theorem are automatically deduced using 
the proof strategy. This approach can be used in other application areas as well.
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The major advantages of this approach are that it automates the theorem proving 
process and it provides an easy-to-use tool for practicing engineers and designers. 
Since there is a misconception that formal methods are very difficult to  use, the 
second point is very important in persuading industry to adopt them.
The research presented in this dissertation is a small step towards the appli­
cations of formal methods in practical safety-critical system design. The author 
hopes that this will spark off more research effort in applying formal methods in 
system analysis and design in the signalling industry and other industries which use 
safety-critical systems.
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A p p en d ix  A
HOL theories
This appendix lists all the theories described in Part II in the format similar to 
the output of the HOL utility function p rin t-th eo ry . Each theory is listed in a 
separate section. There are possibly six subsections in each theory: parents lists 
the parent theories, types lists the names of types defined in the current theory, 
constants lists the names and types of all constants defined in the current theory, 
infix lists the name of those constants which have infix syntactic status, definitions 
lists all theorems associated with constant definitions and theorems lists all theorem 
saved in the current theory.
A .l T h e  th e o ry  fune
Parents 
HOL se ts
— > (*) s e t  -> ( ( * * ) s e t  -> ((• -> * * )  -> b oo l)) "
— » ( *) s e t  -> ( ( * * ) s e t  -> « • -> * * )  -> b oo l)) "
>— > ": ( * ) s e t  -> ( ( * * ) s e t  -> « • -> * * )  -> b oo l)) "
<— > (*) s e t  -> ( ( * * ) se t  -> ((• -> * * )  -> b oo l)) "
FUNJNV ": ( * ) s e t  -> ( ( * * ) s e t  -> « • -> * * )  -> (*•  -> •)»>
FUN.PINVERSE " : ( * ) s e t  0 (*e )se t ->
((* -> **) -> ((** -> *) -> bool))"
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FUN-INVERSE " : ( * ) s « t  • (••)••« ->
(< *  ->  * * ) ->  ( ( * *  ->  * )  ->  b o o l ) ) "
Infixes
— > " : ( * ) s « t  ->  ( ( * * ) s « t  ->  ( ( *  ->  * * )  ->  b o o l ) ) "
- - »  " : ( * ) « « t  ->  ( ( * * ) s « t  ->  ( ( *  ->  * * )  ->  b o o l ) ) "
>— > " : ( * ) s « t  ->  ( ( * * ) s a t  ->  ( ( *  ->  * * )  ->  b o o l ) ) "
<— > " : ( * ) s « t  ->  ( ( * * ) s e t  ->  ( ( *  ->  * * )  ->  b o o l ) ) "
D efinitions
FUI-DEF K V A 0/ . * ~ >  A 0/  =  (V x .x lN  A D / x I N f i )
FUN .ONTO .DEF K V A f i / . l - - »  A  B  f  =  (V *. *  IN A  D J x  IN B )  A 
(Vy. y IN B  D  (3* .  x  IN A  A (y  =  / * ) ) )
FUN -ONE-ONE J>EF I- VA / . $ > — > A  B  f  =  (V x. x  IN A  D f x  IN B )  A 
(V x y .x IN  A  A y  IN A  A ( / x  =  f  y )  D ( x  =  y ) )
FUN.ISO-DEF K V A  B / . %< — >  A  B  f  =  $ > - ->  A  B f  A S — »  A B J  
FUN-INV-DEF K VA B  f  y.  FUN JN V  A B  f  y  =  ( (y  IN B  A (3x .  x  IN A A 
(*  =  / * ) ) )  => ( e x .  x  IN A  A (y  =  / x ) )  | ( e x .  x  IN A))
FUN .P INVERSE-DEF K VA B  f g .  FUN-PINVERSE (A , B )  f g  =  $— > A B f  A 
t — > B  A g  A  (V x. x  IN A D ( l o y / *  =  * ) )
FUN-INVERSE JDEF
\ - 1A B  f  g.  FU N-INVERSE (A , # ) / s  =  FUN.PINVERSE (A , B )  f g  A 
FU N .PIN V E R SE (0, A ) y /
Theorem s
FUN .ONTO-o K VA B C  f g .  $ — »  A B f  A t — »  B C g  D  $ - - »  A C ( y o / )  
FUN-ONE.ONE-o V A  B  C  f  g . * > ~ >  A  B  f  M > — > B C g D  l > — > A C ( y o / )  
FUN-ISO-o h V A B C  f g . t < — > A B f  A $ < -->  B C g D t < — > A C ( g o f )  
FUN.TY K V A H / . t > — > A B / V  I — »  A  B  f  D  I — > A 0/
FUN-INV.TY K VA / .  -«(A =  { } ) D $ - - >  f l  A (F U N JN V  A B f )
LEFT.FINV K VA / .  ->( A =  { }) A
• > — > A B f D  FUN.PINVERSE (A , f? ) / (F U N J N V  A B f )
RIGHT-FINV K VA / .  ->( A =  { } ) A
I — »  A B f  D  F U N .P IN V E R S E (B , A ) (FU N JN V  A  B  f )  f
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LEFT.RIGHT-PIMV I- V A  B  f  g . t — > A B f  A  $ - ->  B  A g  A
F U N .P IN V E R S E (A ,  B )/ j>  D  $>— > A B f  A t — »  B A y  
ISO -IN VERSE  h V A B / y . $ ~ > A B f  A t — > B  A g  A
F U N J N V E R S E ( A , B ) / y  D  $<— > A B f  A « < - ->  B A y  
FUN-EMPTY-LEFT h ( V B / . t ~ > { }  B / )  A  ( V B / .$ > -->  { } B / ) A
( V B / . • - »  { } B /  =  ( B  =  { } ) ) A ( V B / . $ < - >  { } B /  =  ( B  =  { } ) )  
FUN-EMPTY-RIGHT h  ( V A  / . I — > A  { }  /  =  ( A  =  { } ) )  A 
(V A  / . $ > - >  A { } /  =  (A  =  {  } )) A
( V A / .$ — »  A {  } /  =  (A  =  { } ) ) A ( V B / .$ < -->  A {  } /  =  (A  =  { } ) )  
FUN-I H (V A . $— > A A I ) A ( V A . S > — > A A I ) A ( V A . t — »  A  A I )  A
(VA. $<— > A  A l )
ISO -F IN V  I - V A B / .$ < - ->  A B  f  D  $<— > B  A (F U N J N V  A B f )  
__________________________ End of theory f u n c _________________________________
A .2 T h e  th e o ry  graph
P arents
HOL s e ts  fune
C onstants
IS.EDGE •  (* •  • • )  -> ( (* )s « t  • ( * • ( * •  • • ) ) s s t  -> bool)" 
IS-VERTEX -> ( (•)■ •«  » ( * • ( * •  *•))■•« -> bool)" 
DELETE-EDGE " :(* ) s « t  • ( * • ( * •  * * ))s s t ->
( * • ( * •  * * )  ->  ( * ) s e t  • ( * • ( * •  * * ) ) s « t ) "  
DELETE-VERTEX " :(* ) s « t  • ( * • ( * •  •* )) s o t  ->
(* -> (* )so t • ( * • ( * •  * * ))s« t)H 
INSERT.VERTEX -> <(*)sot • ( * • ( * •  **))s« t ->
(•)sot • ( * • ( » •  •*))sot)"
INSERT-EDGE •  (* •  **) -> ( ( a ) s a t  • ( * • ( * •  •* )) ••«  -> 
(* )s« t  • ( * • ( * •  * * ))s« t)"
G-INTER (* )s s t  •  (* • 
( (* ) s e t  •  (* •  (
(* •  * * ))s« t ->
G.UNION " : (* )s* t •  (* • 
< (*)s« t • (•  •  1
( •  i  * * ))s« t ->
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ejrc • (• • ••) -> *M
e.de* ” : • • ( * •  *• )  - >  • "
elb • (•  •  *• )  ->  • * "
GRAPH ": ( * )a a t  • ( * • ( * •  * *) )a a t  -> boo l" 
NULL.GRAPH " : ( * )a a t  • ( * • ( * •  * *) )a a t "
VS ": ( * )a # t  • ( * • ( * •  * *) )a a t  -> ( *)a a t "
ES " : (*)aat • ( * • ( * •  * *) )a a t  ->
( * • ( * •  * * ) )a a t "
IGRAPH " : ( * )a a t  • ( * • ( * •  * *) )a a t  -> boo l"
LOOP " : * • ( • •  *• ) -> boo l"
HAS.LOOP " : ( * )a a t  • ( • • ( * •  * *) )aa t  -> boo l" 
MULTI.EDGE ": ( * )a a t  • ( * • ( * •  • *))aa t -> b oo l" 
SIMPLE.GRAPH " : ( * )a a t  • ( * • ( * •  *» ))aa t ->  boo l" 
FINITE-GRAPH ": ( * )a a t  • ( * • ( * •  * *) )aa t  -> boo l" 
VER.ADJA ": ( * )a a t  » ( * • ( * •  * *) )a a t  ->
( *  -> (• -> b o o l)) "
E.ADJA ": ( * )a a t  • ( * • ( * •  * *) )aa t  ->
( * • ( * •  * * )  -> ( * • ( * •  ••) -> b o o l)) " 
INCIDENT.FROM " :(« )a a t  • ( * • ( * •  **))aat ->
(• -> ( • • ( * •  •• ))aa t)"
OUT.DEGREE " : ( * )a a t  » ( * • ( * •  * *) )a a t  -> (• ->  nua)" 
INCIDENT.TO " : ( * )a a t  • ( • • ( * •  * *) )a a t  ->
( *  ->  ( » • ( * •  * * ) ) a a t ) "
IN.DEGREE " : ( * )a a t  • ( * • ( * •  * *) )aa t  -> ( *  ->  nua)" 
INCIDENT.WITH " : ( * )a a t  • ( * • ( * •  * *) )a a t  ->
(• -> < • • < • •  * * ) )aa t) "
DEGREE " : ( * ) a a t  • ( * • ( * •  * * )) a a t  -> ( •  -> nua)" 
IS-SUC.VER " : ( * ) a a t  • ( « • ( * •  * * )) a a t  ->
( *  -> ( *  ->  b oo l)) "
IS-PRE.VER " : (*)aa t  • ( * • ( * •  * *) )aa t  ->
( *  -> ( *  -> b oo l)) "
SUC.VERS " : ( * )a a t  • ( * • ( * •  * *) )aa t  ->
( *  -> ( * )a n t ) "
PRE.VERS " : ( * )a a t  • ( • • ( * •  * *) )aa t  ->
<• -> ( * )a a t ) "
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EDGES.BETWEEN ":(• )• • « • ( * • ( * •  a a))sa t ->
(* ->  (* ->  ( * • ( * •  * * ) )M t ) ) "
SUBGRAPH " :(* )s a t  • ( * • ( * •  *•))■•« ->
(C*)set • ( * • ( * •  **))sat ->  bool)"
PSUBGRAPH " : (* )sat • ( * • ( * •  ->
((• )s a t • ( * • ( * •  **))set ->  bool)"
MK.SUBGRAPH ":<* )sa t • ( * • ( * •  *•))••« ->  ((•  ->  bool) ->
((*  i  (* • **) ->  bool) ->  (* )sa t • ( * • ( * •  * * ))s a t ))"  
GRAPH .ISO " :(a )s a t  • ( * • ( * •  ••))■•« ->
C(* )sot • ( * • ( * §  **))sat ->
((*  ->  * ) • ( * • ( * •  **) - > * « ( * §  **)) ->  b o o l))"
Infixes
IS.EOGE • (* • **) ->  ((* )s e t • ( * • ( * •  **))sat ->  bool)"
IS.VERTEX ->  <(*)sat • ( • • ( • •  a*))sat ->  bool)"
DELETE-EDGE " :(* )s a t  • ( * • ( * •  **))set ->
( * • ( * •  * * )  - >  ( * ) s a t  • ( * • ( * •  ♦ • ) ) s a t ) "
DELETE.VERTEX " :(* )s a t  • ( * • ( * •  *•))■•« ->
(* ->  (* )sat • ( * • ( * •  * * ))s a t)"
INSERT.VERTEX ->  ( (a )s a t  • ( • • < • •  **))sat ->
(* )set • ( » • ( * •  * * ))s a t)"
INSERT.EDGE • (• • ••) ->
((* )s e t  • ( * • ( * •  * * ))sat ->  (* )sat • ( * • ( * •  * * ))s a t)"  
G JN TER  " :(* )s a t  • ( * • ( * •  **))sat ->
((* )s e t  • ( * • ( * •  * * ))sat ->  (* )set • ( * • ( * •  * * ))s a t)"  
G.UNION " :(* )s a t  • ( * • ( * •  ••))■•« ->
((* )s e t  • ( * • ( * •  **))sat ->  (* )set • ( * • ( * •  * * ))s a t)"
Definitions
a jrc_D EF I- Ve. e_srce =  FST e 
a_das_DEF I- Ve.e.dese = FST (SNDe) 
albJ)EF I- Vr.elbr = SND(SNDe)
GRAPH J)EF h VV E.  GRAPH (V, E )  =  (Ve. a IN E  D a_src e IN V  A a .das IN V)
NULL .GRAPH I- NULL-GRAPH =  { } , { }
VS.DEF h VG. VS G  = FST G
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ES.DEF VG.ESG = SNDG 
IS-EDGE.DEF I- Ve G. e IS.EDGE G = e IN ES G 
IS.VERTEX J)EF \~VvG.v IS.VERTEX G = t> IN VS G 
IGRAPHJ5EF h VV E. IGRAPH (V, E)= IMAGEe_*rc E SUBSET V A 
IMAGEe_de«£ SUBSET V 
LOOP.DEF H Ve. LOOP e = (e_src e = e.de* e)
HAS-LOOP-DEF h VG. H AS-LOOPG = (3e.e IN ESG A LOOP e)
MULTI-EDGE.DEF I- VG. MULTI-EDGE G = (Be, ea.e, IN ESG A ea IN ESG A 
-<(e, = ea) A (e_srce, = e_srcea) A (e_dese, = e_desea))
SIMPLE.GRAPH-DEF K VG. SIMPLE.GRAPH G = GRAPH G A ^ HAS.LOOP G A 
-•MULTI-EDGE G 
FINITE-GRAPH J)EF
I- VG. FINITE-GRAPH G = GRAPH G A FINITE (VS G) A FINITE (ES G) 
VER-ADJA.DEF h VG «>, va. VER-ADJA G t>, wj = GRAPH G A w, IS.VERTEX G A
wa IS-VERTEX G A (Be. e IS.EDGE G A ((e-srce = t>,) A (e_de*e = t>a) V 
(e.*rce = t>2) A (e.de$e = »,)))
E-ADJA.DEF I- VGe, ea. E-ADJAGe, ea = GRAPH G A e, IS.EDGE G A 
ea IS-EDGE G A ((e-de*e, = e_*rcea) V (e.de*e2 = e-srce,))
INCIDENT-FROM-DEF
h VG t>. INCIDENT-FROMGv = {e | e IS.EDGE G A (e_«rce = »)}
OUT .DEGREE J)EF h VG v. OUT.DEGREE Ge = CARD (INCIDENT.FROM G w)
I NCI DENT-TO .DEF h VG t>. INCIDENT.TO G t; = (e | e IS.EDGE G A (e_des e = t»)} 
IN-DEGREE .DEF h VG w. IN-DEGREE G w = CARD (INCIDENT-TOG w)
INCIDENT.WITH-DEF h VG v. INCIDENT-WITH G v =
(e | e IS.EDGE G A ((ejrce = v) V (e.dese = t>))}
DEGREE-DEF h VG w. DEGREE G » = IN.DEGREE G v + OUT.DEGREE G r 
IS-SUC.VER J)EF h VG r, va. IS-SUC.VER G v, »3 = (Be.e IS-EDGE G A 
(e-srce = t»,) A (e.de*e = »a))
IS-PRE.VER-DEF I- VG w, w,. IS.PRE.VER G v, «3 * (3e. e IS-EDGE G A 
(•-dese = t>,) A (ejrce = wa))
SUC-VERS-DEF
I- VG v. SUC.VERSG v = { v ' \ v ' IS-VERTEX G A IS-SUC.VER G »»'}
P RE .VERS-DEF
h VG w. PRE.VERS G v = {v1 \ v' IS-VERTEX G A IS-PRE.VER G vr'} 
EDGES -BETWEEN -DEF I- VG t>, ra. EDGES.BETWEEN G vt v2 =
(e | e IS-EDGE G A (e_src e = t>,) A (e.des e = «3)}
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DELETE-EDGE-DEF I- VC? t .  G DELETE.EDGE e  =  VS G ,  ES G  DELETE e  
DELETE-VERTEX _DEF h  V G  v. G DELETE-VERTEX v  =
VS G  DELETE w, ES G DIFF INCIDENT.WITH G v 
INSERT .VERTEX-DEF h Vt>G.v INSERT .VERTEX G = v  INSERT VS G , ES G 
INSERT -EDGE-DEF h  Ve G. e  INSERT-EDGE G =  VS G ,  ( ( e  jrc c  IS-VERTEX G A 
e - d e s e  IS-VERTEX G) => e INSERT E S G  | E SG )
G.INTER.DEF I- V Gi G a . G , GJNTER G a =  VS G\ INTER VS G a , ES Gx INTER ES G a 
G.UNION.DEF
H VG, G a.G, G.UNION G a =  V SG , UNION V S G a,ESG , UNION ES G a 
SUBGRAPH-DEF h  Vff G .  SUBGRAPH // G  =  GRAPH // A GRAPH G  A 
VS H SUBSET VS G  A ES H SUBSET ES G  
PSUBGRAPH.DEF h  V// G .  PSUBGRAPH f l G  =  SUBGRAPH H  G  A 
(VS 7 /  PSUBSET VS G  V ES H PSUBSET E S G )
MK-SUBGRAPH-DEF h VG /t> fe . MK-SUBGRAPH G f v f e  =
{t> | v IS-VERTEX G A f v v ] ,
{« | e IS.EDGE G  A fee A  / v (c j rce) A / r  (e.desf)}
GRAPH-ISO.DEF h VG f  g. GRAPH.ISO G  H ( / ,y )  = GRAPH G  A GRAPH tf A 
$ < ->  (VS G )  (VS tf) / A $ < ->  (ES G ) (ES ) j
Theorem s
•_src h Vp, pa s.e.src(p i,p2,s) = pt 
•-dss H Vp, a.e.des(pi,p2,*) — Pi 
• lb  VpiP2* *fo(Pi,P2,a) = »
VERTICES I- W  E . V S ( V , E ) =  V  
EDGES \ - W  E . E S ( V , E ) =  E  
GRAPH-EQUIV h VV £ . GRAPH (V, £ )  = IGRAPH (V, E )
GRAPH.EXISTS I- 3G. GRAPHG
GRAPH-PAIR h VG. GRAPHGD(G = VSG,ESG)
GRAPH-DECOMP h VG. GRAPH G = GRAPH (VSG, ESG)
GRAPH.EQ h  VG H. GRAPH G A GRAPH H D ((G =  ) =  (VSG =  VS H) A
(ESG = ES H))
NOT-VERTEX.NOT-EDGE h VG t>, t*  x. GRAPH G D (~>Pi IS-VERTEX G V 
-it* IS-VERTEX G D ->(t»i,w3,*) IS.EDGE G)
GRAPH-NOT-VERTEX JIOT-EDGE
h VG t>. GRAPH ( » A - 't i  IS-VERTEX G D (Vu*. -(t>,ti,x)IS.EDGEG)
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GRAPH-NOT.VERTEX-NOT-EDGE2
I- VG r. GRAPH G  A->v IS-VERTEX G  D (Vu *. --(1», r, z) IS-EDGE G) 
EDGE-EQ V- Ve, e2. (e, = e2) = (e_srce, = e_srce2) A (e.dese, =  eJe*e2) A
(elb e, =  elbe2)
GRAPH-DIRECTED h VG. SIMPLE-GRAPH G  D (Ve, e2. e, IN ES G  A e2 IN E SG  A 
(e_*rce, =  e.des e2) A (e.dese, =  e_srce2) D  ->(e, =  e2))
VER.INCIDENT.NOT-EMPTY
I- VG  r. GRAPH G A -.(INCIDENT-WITH G  r  =  { }) D rIS-VERTEX  G  
NOT-VER-INCIDENT.EMPTY
I- VG  r. GRAPH G  D ( - r  IS-VERTEX G  D (INCIDENT-WITH G  r  =  { })) 
GRAPH-EDGE-VERTEX h VGe. GRAPH G  A t  IS.EDGE G  D e_»rce IS-VERTEX G  A 
e-dcse IS-VERTEX G
NOT-IN.SAME-SET h Vx y s. y IN a A ->x IN a D -.(x =  y)
NOT-IN.SAME-GRAPH h  VG r  e. GRAPH G  A->v IS-VERTEX G  A 
e IS-EDGE G D ->(e_src e =  r) A ->(e_des e =  r)
VERTEX-EDGE I- VG  re. GRAPH G  A r  IS-VERTEX G  A
e IN INCIDENT.W ITHG v D  («_*rce =  r)  V (eJ«se =  r)
E.DELETE-ABSORP h VGe. GRAPH G  A -<e IS-EDGE G  D (G DELETE-EDGE e =  G)
V .DELETE-ABSORP
b VG  r. GRAPH G  A ->r IS-VERTEX G d ( G  DELETE.VERTEX r =  G) 
GRAPH -DELETE-EDGE h VGe. GRAPH G  D GRAPH (G  DELETE-EDGE e)
GRAPH-DELETE.VEATEX h VG r. GRAPH G D GRAPH (G DELETE-VERTEX r) 
DELETE-VERTEX.COMM h VG r, r2. (G DELETE-VERTEX r , ) DELETE-VERTEX v3 = 
(G DELETE.VERTEX r ,)  DELETE.VERTEX r,
DELETE.EDGE-COMM h VGe, e2.(G  DELETE-EDGE e,) DELETE.EDGE e2 =
(G  DELETE-EDGE e2) DELETE-EDGE e,
GRAPH-INSERT-VERTEX I- VC  r. GRAPH G  D GRAPH (r  INSERT.VERTEX G)
GRAPH-INSERT-EDGE I- VGe. GRAPH G  D GRAPH (e INSERT-EDGE G)
INSERT-VERTEX-COMM I- V G r ,r j . r ,  INSERT-VERTEX ( r ,  INSERT.VERTEX G) ■  
r, INSERT.VERTEX (r, INSERT.VERTEX G)
INSERT-EDGE.COMM h VG e, e2. e, INSERT-EDGE (e2 INSERT .EDGE G) = 
e2 INSERT.EDGE (e, INSERT .EDGE G)
IN-INSERT .VERTEX I- VerG . e IS-EDGE G  D e IS-EDGE (r INSERT-VERTEX G) 
IN.INSERT.EDGE h Ve e' G. e IS-EDGE G  D e IS-EDGE (e' INSERT.EDGE G)
INCIDENT-HITH-INSERT.VERTEX h VG r. GRAPH G  D
(^ rlS .V ERTEX G  D (INCIDENT.WITH ( rINSERT.VERTEXG) r =  { }))
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DELETE-IMSERT.EDGE h  V G  e .  GRAPH G  A
e  IS.EDGE G  D (e INSERT.EDGE ( G  DELETE-EDGE e)  =  G)
INSERT J>ELETE_VERTEX I- V G  v. GRAPH G  A
-i> IS-VERTEX G  D ( ( » INSERT .VERTEX G)  DELETE-VERTEX v *  G)  
VERTICES -I NSERT .EDGE h VGe. VS(e INSERT.EDGE G) =  V SG  
EDGES .INSERT-VERTEX h VG t;. ES (r INSERT-VERTEX G) =  E SG  
VERTEX-INSERT-VERTEX h V G x  y. x IS-VERTEX (y INSERT-VERTEX G ) =  (x =  y)V 
i  IS-VERTEX G
EDGE-INSERT-EDGE h  V G  e .  e_ src  c  IS-VERTEX G  A
e.d«*f IS-VERTEX G  D e  IS.EDGE ( e  INSERT.EDGE G )  
EDGE-IN-INSERT h  V G e . e j r c e  IS-VERTEX G  A
e . d c t r  IS-VERTEX G  D e  IS.EDGE ( e  INSERT.EDGE G )  
EDGE-IN.INSERT2 l - V G t ) , t ) j  * .  t>, IS-VERTEX G  A
wa IS-VERTEX G  D  ( » , ,  » a , x) IS.EDGE ( ( » » ,  » a ,x )  INSERT-EDGE G )  
VERTEX-IN-INS-VERTEX h V G  wo. v IS-VERTEX (u INSERT.VERTEX G )  =  (t> =  «) V 
t; IS-VERTEX G
V-INSERT-ABSORP
I- V G  t>. GRAPH G  A » IS-VERTEX G  D  (w  INSERT.VERTEX G  =  G )  
E-INSERT-ABSORP I- V G  e. GRAPH G  A e  IS.EDGE G  D  (e INSERT.EDGE G  =  G )  
FINITE-GRAPH-INSERT-EDGE
H V G e .  FINITE-GRAPH G  D FINITE-GRAPH (e INSERT.EDGE G )  
GRAPH-INTER h  V G , G a . GRAPH G ,  A GRAPH G a D  GRAPH ( G ,  GJNTER G a ) 
G-INTER.IDENT H V G . G  G JNTER G  =  G  
G_INTER_SYH H V G , G a . G ,  G-INTER G a =  G a G JNTER G ,
G-INTER-ASSOC h V G , G a G 3 .
( G ,  G-INTER G a ) G-INTER G 3 =  G ,  G-INTER ( G a G-INTER G 3 )
VERTEX-IN.INTER h  V G , G a ». «> IS-VERTEX ( G ,  G-INTER G a ) =  r  IS-VERTEX G ,  A
» IS-VERTEX G a 
EDGE-IN-INTER
I- V G , G a e .  e  IS.EDGE ( G ,  G-INTER G a ) =  *• IS.EDGE G ,  A e  IS.EDGE G a 
GRAPH-UNION H V G , G a . GRAPH G ,  A GRAPH G a D  GRAPH ( G ,  G-UNION G a ) 
G.UNION.IDENT h V G . G  G-UNION G  =  G  
G-UNION.SYM I- V G , G a . G ,  G-UNION G a =  G a G-UNION G ,
G-UNION-ASSOC h V G ,  G a G 3 .
( G ,  G-UNION G a ) G-UNION G 3 =  G ,  G-UNION ( G a G-UNION G 3 )
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VERTICES JN.UNION h  VG i  G 2 v , v2. GRAPH G ,  A GRAPH G j  A w, IS.VERTEX G i  A 
vj IS.VERTEX G a D t>, IS.VERTEX ( G ,  G.UNION G 2) A 
t>a IS.VERTEX ( G ,  G.UNION G a )
VERTEX JM.UII0M I- VGi G a ». » IS.VERTEX (G , G.UNION Ga) =  t> IS.VERTEXG, V 
t> IS.VERTEX Ga 
EDGE.I II-UNION
H V G , G a e .  e  IS.EDGE ( G ,  G.UNION G 2 ) =  «• IS.EDGEGi V e  IS.EDGEG a 
VERTEX-INSERT .EDGE
l - V G t i e . e  IS.VERTEX ( e  INSERT .EDGE G) = v IS.VERTEX G  
GRAPH .INSERT .EDGES h  V G  t>, v2. GRAPH G  A v ,  IS.VERTEX G  A
t»a IS.VERTEX G  D  (Vx,. GRAPH ((»,, v2, x ,) INSERT .EDGE G)) A 
(Vx2. GRAPH ( ( » a ,  t>,,x2) INSERT.EDGE G ))
G.UNION .INSERT-EDGES h VG i G 2 t>, »a.
GRAPH G ,  A GRAPH G 2 A t>, IS.VERTEX G ,  A i>2 IS.VERTEX G 2 0  
(Vx,. GRAPH ( ( v i ,  t>2,x,) INSERT.EDGE ( G ,  G.UNION G a ) ) )  A 
(Vx2. GRAPH ((»a, v,,x2) INSERT.EDGE ( G ,  G.UNION G , ) ) )  
G.INS-INS-E I- VGcj e2.
GRAPH ( e ,  INSERT.EDGE G )  A GRAPH ( e a INSERT.EDGE G )  D 
GRAPH ( e ,  INSERT.EDGE ( e 2 INSERT.EDGE G ) )  A 
GRAPH ( e 2 INSERT.EDGE ( e ,  INSERT.EDGE G ) )
G.UNION.INS.EDGES h  V G , G a u ,  v2. GRAPH G ,  A GRAPH G 2 A 
», IS.VERTEX G ,  A t>a IS.VERTEX G a D 
(Vxax,. GRAPH ((«a, va.*i) INSERT .EDGE 
( ( » a ,  INSERT.EDGE ( G ,  G.UNION G 2) ) )  A 
GRAPH ((rj, v,, xa) INSERT.EDGE 
((»i, t»a, x , ) INSERT.EDGE ( G ,  G.UNION G a ) ) ) )
SUBGRAPH-REFL I- V G . GRAPH G  3  SUBGRAPH G G  
SUBGRAPH .TRANS K V G , G a  C 3 . SUBGRAPH G ,  G a A 
SUBGRAPH G a  G 3 D  SUBGRAPH G ,  G 3
SUBGRAPH-ANT IS  YM h V G , G 3. SUBGRAPH G ,  G a A SUBGRAPH G 2 G ,  Z> ( G ,  =  G 2 ) 
SUBGRAPH .GRAPH I- V G  7/. SUBGRAPH f f G D  GRAPH G  A GRAPH / /
PSUBGRAPHSUBGRAPH h  V G  //. PSUBGRAPH H G D  SUBGRAPH H G  
PSUBGRAPH _IRREFL h  V G . GRAPH G  D -.PSUBGRAPH G G  
PSUBGRAPH.TRANS h  V G , G 2 G 3. PSUBGRAPH G ,  G a  A 
PSUBGRAPH G 2 G 3 D  PSUBGRAPH G ,  G 3 
PSUBGRAPH .DELETE .EDGE
H V G e .  GRAPH G AelS.EDG EG  D  PSUBGRAPH (GDELETE.EDGEe)G  
SUBGRAPH .DELETE-EDGE h V G f .  GRAPH G  D  SUBGRAPH (G DELETE.EDGE e)G
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SUBGRAPH-DELETE-VERTEX
I- VG t>. GRAPH G  3  SUBGRAPH ( G  DELETE-VERTEX v)G 
PSUBGRAPH-DELETE-VERTEX h  VG w. GRAPH G  A
t> IS.VERTEX G  3  PSUBGRAPH ( G  DELETE-VERTEX v) G  
MK.SUBGRAPH-GRAPH h  V G  / v / e .  GRAPH G  3  GRAPH (MK.SUBGRAPH Gfvfe)
HK-SUBGRAPH-SUBGRAPH
I - V G / » / c .  GRAPH G  3  SUBGRAPH (MK-SUBGRAPH G / w / e ) G  
GRAPH-ISO-AUTO h  V G . GRAPH G  3  G R A P H .ISO G G (U )
GRAPH-ISO-TRANS h VG i G 2 G3 f\gi /a $2. GRAPH.ISO G i G2 (/i.fli) A
GRAPH.ISOG 2 G 3 (/2,fl2) 3  GRAPH.ISO G ,  G 3 ((/2 o /,), (y2 o 5 l))
GRAPH-ISO-SYM
PVGHfg.  GRAPH JSO  G  H  (f,g) 3  ( 3 / ' s ' .  GRAPH.ISO G ( A f O )
GRAPH-ISO-SYM-INV I- VG ff /$. GRAPH JSO G  3
GRAPH.ISO // G (FU N JN V (V SG ) (VS H)f, FUN JN V (ESG )(E S  i/)y)
E n d  o f  t h e o r y  g r a p h
A .3 T h e  th eo ry  « l i s t
P a r e n t s  
HOL s o t s  g raph
C o n s ta n ts
ELEM " : ( * ) l i s t  -> (• -> boo l)" 
UNIQUE-EL ( * ) l i s t  -> boo l"
EL.SET **t ( * ) l i s t  ->  (• )aat"
D ISJ-LIST  ":  ( * ) l l s t  ->  « • ) l i s t  -> b o o l)" 
V.L " : ( « • ( * •  * * ) ) l i s t  -> ( * ) l i s t "
VER .L IST  " : < * • ( * •  * * ) ) l l s t  -> ( • ) l i s t "
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D efin itio n s
ELEMJJEF h (V*. ELEM [] * = F)A(VAiz. ELEM(C0NS At)* = (* -  A)vELEM/x)
UNIQUE-EL-DEF h (UNIQUE-EL [] = T) A(Nhdtl. UNIQUE-EL (CONS hdtl) = EVERY (A*. - (*  = hi)) tl A 
UNIQUE-EL tl)
EL-SET.DEF I- (EL.SET ( ) = { } )  A(Whd tl. EL-SET (CONS hi tl) = hd INSERT EL-SET tl)
DISJ-LIST-DEF h V/, l3. DISJ-LIST/, l3 = DISJOINT(EL.SET/,)(EL-SET/,) 
V-L-OEF h (V.L [] =  [)) A (VJu/ tl. V.L (CONS hd tl) = CONS (t.d«s hd) (V± tl)) 
VER-LIST_DEF h (VER-LIST ( ] * ( ) )  A
(VAd tl. VER-LIST (CONS hd tl) = CONS (t_wc hd) (V J. (CONS hd tl)))
T h e o rem s
MULLJIIL I- V/. NULL/ =  (/ » [ ) )
MULL-MOT .ELEM h V/. N U LL/D  (V *.-E L E M / *)
ELEM.CONS I- V/*y. E LEM /z => ELEM (CONS y/)z
ELEM-APPEMD H V/j /a z. ELEM  (APPEND/, / ,)  * = ELEM /, z  V ELEM /, x
ELEM.EL h V / z.E LE M / * D (3 n . *  =  ELn/)
IM.ELEM h Va. FINITE a D (3J. (V*. x IN a = ELEM / x))
UNIQUE-EL.TL h V/ ft. UN IQ UE.EL(CONShl) D UNIQUE.EL/
UNIQUE .EL-SIMP h Vz. UNIQUE.EL [z]
ELEM .MOT -UMIQUE-EL-COMS h V/A. ELEM/ A D -UNIQUE.EL(CONS A/)
NOT-ELEM-UNIQUE-EL-CONS
I-V/A. UNIQUE-EL / A -E L E M /A D UNIQUE.EL (CONS A /)
EL-SET .APPEND H V/, /,. EL.SET (APPEND /, /a) =  EL-SET /, UNION EL.SET/,
ELEM-IM-EL-SET I- V/ z. ELEM  / *  =  z IN EL.SET /
DISJ-LIST-EMPTY h V/. DISJ-LIST ( J / A DISJ-LIST / (]
DISJ-LIST .CONS h V/, / ,  A. DISJ-LIST (CONS A /,) / ,  = DISJ-LIST /, /a A -E L EM  /a A 
DISJ-LIST-APPEND
I- V/, /a /3. DISJ-LIST (APPEND /, /a) /3 =  DISJ-LIST /, /3a DISJ.UST /,13 
D ISJ-LIST -COMM t- V/, l2. DISJ-LIST/, l2 = DISJ-LIST/,/,
V-L-APPEMD I-VplPa.V.L(AP P EN D p ,p ,)  =  APPEND (VJ.p,)(V-Lp,)
NOT-MULL-VER-LIST K Vp. -NULLp D (VER-LISTp = CONS (#-»rc(HD p)) (V-Lp))
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VER-LIST.CONS
H Vp/». VER.LIST (CONS h  p )  = CONS (e_irc/i) (CONS (e Je* h )  (V_Lp)) 
NOT-NULL.VER-LIST.CONS h V//». -.NULL/ A (e_des h  =  e_src(HD/)) 3
(VER.LIST (CONS h i )  = CONS ( t  m c  h )  (VERJ.IST/))
TL-VER-LIST h Vp. -N ULLp  3  (TL (VER.LISTp) =  V.Lp)
VER.LIST.APPEND H Vp, pa.-NULLp, A -N U LLp j 3  (VERJ.IST(APPEND p, p,) =  
APPEND (VER .L ISTp,) (TL(VER.LIST p,)))
UNIQUE-EL-CONS h V//». UNIQUE.EL/ A -/» IN EL.SET/ 3  UNIQUE.EL (CONS h i )  
NOT-UNIQUE-EL-CONS h ' i l h . h  IN EL.SET/ 3  (UNIQUE.EL (CONS h i )  =  F)
UNIQUE-EL-APPEND h V / ,U N IQ U E .E L  (APPEN D / , /a ) =  UNIQUE.EL / ,  A 
UNIQUE.EL/j A D IS J .LIST / ,  /a 
UNIQUE.V_L.CONS h Vp h. U N IQU E.EL (V-L p) A
->ELEM (V.Lp) (e.des/i) 3  UNIQUE.EL (V.L (CONS h p ) )
UNIQUE.VER-LIST .CONS h  Vp/». -«NULLp A UNIQUE.EL(VER.LISTp) A 
(e-src(HDp) =  e.des/i) A -«LOOP/» A
-ELEM  (VER.LIST p) ( •  j r c  A) 3 UNIQUE.EL (VER.LIST (CONS h  p)) 
UNIQUE-EL.VER .LIST _TL h Vp. -.NULLp 3  (UNIQUE.EL(VER.LISTp) 3  
UNIQUE.EL (TL(VER .U ST  p)))
UNIQUE.VER-LIST-APPEND h  V p, p2G .  -.NULLp, A ->NULLp3 3
(UNIQUE.EL(VER.LISTp,) A UNIQUE.EL (VER.LISTpa) A 
DISJ.LIST(V.Lp,)(VJ.pa) A -<ELEM (VER.LISTpa)(e_src(HDp,)) 3 
UNIQUE.EL (VER.LIST (APPEND p, pa)))
End of theory « l i s t
A .4 T h e  th e o ry  path
P a r e n t s
HOL sets graph elist
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C o n s ta n ts
WALK-TAIL “ : ( * • ( * •  * * ) ) l i s t  ->
( ( * ) s « t  • ( * § ( * §  * * ) ) s« t  -> b oo l)"
WALK " :  C *)sot • < * § ( • •  * * ) ) s * t  ->
( ( *  • ( *  i  * * ) ) l i s t  -> boo l)"
W ALK.ENTRY " : < • • ( • §  • • ) ) l is t  -> •"
W ALK-EXIT " : ( • • ( * •  * * ) ) l i s t  -> •"
TRAIL " : ( * ) s « t  • ( * • ( * •  * * ) ) sa t  ->
( ( *  • C* • * * ) ) l i s t  -> boo l)"
PATH " : ( * ) s s t  • ( *  i  ( *  i  * * ) ) s« t  ->
( ( *  • ( *  # * « ) ) l i s t  -> boo l)"
PATH-ENTRY " : ( • # ( * §  * * ) ) l i s t  -> •"
PATH.EXIT " : ( • • ( * •  • • » l i s t  ->  •"
CONNECTED " : ( * ) s s t  • ( * • ( * •  * * ) ) s s t  -> bool"
DISJ.PATH " : ( * ) s s t  • ( * • ( * •  * * ) ) s * t  ->
(<• • (• • « » l i s t  ->  ((*  • <* 0 *•)) l i s t  ->  b o o l))"  
HAS.PATH " : ( « ) s « t  • ( * • ( * •  ••))s*t ->  (• ->  (• ->  b o o l))"
D efin itio n s
UALK-TAIL.DEF h (VG. W ALK-TAIL [ ] G  =  T) A
(YG hd tl. WALK.TAIL (CONS hd tl)G =  GRAPH G A hd IS.EDGE G A 
(NULL tl V WALK.TAIL UG A (e_des hd = e_*rc(HDi/))))
HALK.DEF K YG WALK G w = -NULL to A WALK.TAIL wG  
WALK .ENTRY _DEF h V/. W ALK-ENTRY / = e_*rc(HD/)
WALK-EXIT.DEF h Vhd tl. W ALK-EXIT (CONS hd tl) =
(NULL tl »  e-des hd | WALK-EXIT (/)
TRAIL.DEF h YG/.TRAILG/ =  WALK G / A UNIQUE.EL /
PATH.DEF h YG/.PATHG/ = T R A ILG /A UNIQUE-EL(VER.LIST/) 
PATH-ENTRY _DEF h Y /. PATH .ENTRY / =  a-«re(HD/)
PATH-EXITJ)EF I- Vp. PATH.EXITp =  WALK-EXITp
CONNECTED_DEF I- VG. CONNECTED G  =  GRAPH G  A (V r, r , .  r ,  IS.VERTEX G  A 
IS.VERTEX G  A -<(i>i =  o j)  3 (3/.  PATH G /A  
(t>, =  PATH-ENTRY/) A (o j  =  PATH.EXIT/)))
DISJ-PATH.DEF I -V G p ! p a . DISJ.PATH G p i  pa =  PATH G p i  A PATH G p a  A 
DISJ .LIST p , pa A DISJ.LIST (V.L p , ) (V.L p , )
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HAS .PATH-DEF I-VGt>, v ,. HAS.PATH G  t>, r j  = (3p. PATH G p  A 
(PATH-ENTRYp =  v,) A (PATH-EXITp =  t*))
T h e o re m s
PATH-TRAIL h  V / G .  P A T H  G l O T R A IL  G l 
TRAIL .WALK h  V /G .  T R A IL  G /  0  W A L K G /
PATH-WALK K V / G .  P A T H  G  / D W A L K  G  /
PATH-GRAPH h  V G  / .  P A T H  G  /  D  G R A P H  G  
PATH-MOT-MULL I- V p G .  P A T H G /  D ->N U L L /
PATH-WALK-EMTRY h  V p . P A T H -E N T R Y  p  = W A L K -E N T R Y  p  
PATH-COMMECTED
I- Vp/»G. PATHG (CONS/ip) A ->NULLp D (e .d e s / i  =  ejrc(HDp)) 
CONNECTED .GRAPH h  V G . CONNECTED G  D GRAPH G  
CONNECTED .SING h Vt>. CONNECTED ({»},{ })
WALK .ENTRY-CONS I- V p /» G . W A L K -E N T R Y  (C O N S  M  = e_*rc/» 
WALK-ENTRY-APPEND H V p , p ,  G .  W A L K  G  p ,  A
W A L K G p a  0  (W A L K -E N T R Y  ( A P P E N D  p , p a )  =  W A L K -E N T R Y p ,)  
WALKJEXIT.APPEND h  V p , p a  G .  W A L K  G  p ,  A
W A L K G p a  D ( W A L K -E X IT ( A P P E N D p , p a )  =  W A L K -E X IT  p a )  
PATH-ENTRY.SIMP I- V u  v x. P A T H -E N T R Y  [«, t;, *] = u 
PATH-EXIT JIMP I- V u  r  *. PA T H  .E X IT  [u ,  v, x] = t>
PATH .ENTRY_C0NS h  V p /» . P A T H .E N T R Y (C O N Shp) = « -« re /»
PATH-EXITjCONS h  V p / » . - N U L L p D  ( P A T H .E X I T (C O N S  A p )  =  P A T H -E X IT p )  
PATH-ENTRY-APPEND h  V /,  /a. PA T H  G  /, 0
( P A T H .E N T R Y ( A P P E N D / , / , )  *  P A T H .E N T R Y / ,)
PATH-EXIT-APPEND
I - V / ,  / a . - N U L L / a  O (P A T H .E X IT  ( A P P E N D / ,  l2) =  P A T H -E X IT /2 ) 
WALK-CONS K V p /» G . W A L K  G p  A /»  I S .E D G E G  A
( e - d e s / i  =  W A L K -E N T R Y p )  O W A L K 6 ' ( C O N S  A p )
WALK-APPEND H V p , p a  G .  W A L K  G  p ,  A W A L K  G  p a  A
( W A L K -E X IT p , =  W A L K -E N T R Y  p a )  D  W A L K G ( A P P E N D p ,  p , )  
WALK-CAT I- V G p ,  p a  ■ W A L K  G  p ,  A W A L K  G  p ,  A
( W A L K .E X IT  p ,  =  W A L K .E N T R Y  p a )  0  O p a .  W A L K G p s  A 
( W A L K -E N T R Y p , =  W A L K .E N T R Y  p , ) A 
(W A L K -E X IT p a  =  W A L K -E X IT  p a )  A (p , =  A P P E N D p , p j ) )
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PATH .EDGE JiO-LOOP I- V p A G . PATH G  (C O N S  hp) 3  - ( e_srcA = e .d e*A )
PATH.SIMP h V G  t. GRAPH  G  A e IS-EDGE G A -.LO O P e 3  PATH G [e]
PATH.COMS h Vp  A G. GRAPH G A PATH G  p  A A IS-EDGE G A 
(P A T H .E N T R Y p  =  e_d«* A ) A -«LOOP A A 
-E L E M  (V E R -L IS T p )(e _ s rcA ) A  -E L E M p A  3  PATH G (CO NS A p) 
PATH-CAT h V G  p i p ,. GRAPH G A DISJ-PATH G p ,  pa A 
(P A T H -E X IT  p i =  PA T H -E N T R Y  pa) A 
-E L E M (V E R .L IS T p j ) (P A T H .E N T R Y p ,)  D (B p a .PA TH G p aA  
(P A T H .E N T R Y p s  =  P A T H .E N T R Y p ,) A 
(P A T H .E X IT  P3 =  P ATH -E X ITpa ) A (pa =  APPEND  P l p2) )
PATH_APPEND I- V G p x pa-GRAPH G  A  D ISJ.PATH G p i pa A 
(P A T H .E X IT  p i =  P A T H .E N T R Y  pa) A
-E L E M  (V E R -L IS T p a M P A T H -E N T R Y p ,) 3  PATH G (A P P E N D p , p ,) 
PATH .NOT.NIL H V G .-P A T H  G ( )
WALK-TAIL.G-UNION I- V /G i G 2. GRAPH G i A GRAPH G2 A
W A L K -T A IL / G , 3  W A L K -T A IL / (G i G .UNION G a)
PATH.G-UNION h  V/ G , G a. GRAPH G ,  A G RAPH  G j  A 
PATH  G i  / 3  PATH (G ,  G .U N IO N  G a)/
WALK-TAIL_INS_VERTEX
I- V/ w G . W A L K .T A IL / G  3  W ALK .TA IL/ (t>  INSERT .VERTEX  G ) 
WALK-TAIL-INS-EDGE h V/«  G . W A LK -TA IL  / G  3  W A LK -TA IL/ ( «  INSERT .EDGE G ) 
PATH -INS-VERTEX h V/ vG. PATH GI 3  PATH  ( »  INSERT .VERTEX  G )/
PATH-INS-EDGE h V / e G .P A T H G /  3  PATH  (e  INSERT-EDGE G )/
PATH.INS.EDGE2 h V G  » ,  » 3. GRAPH G  A  v, IS .VERTEX G  A »3 IS .VERTEX G  A 
- ( v j  =  » 3) 3 (V i .  PATH ( ( r , ,  » 3,1)  INSERT.EDGE G )  ( » i , » a , i ] )  
PATH-IS.EDGE h V G  A /. PATH G  (C O N S  A l) 3  A IS.EDGE G  
PATH-ELEM-IS.EDGE I- V G  /. PATH G  / 3  (V * .  ELEM /1 3  *  IS.EDGE G )
PATH _IS .VERTEX h V G  A /. PATH G (C O N S  A/) 3  t j r c  A IS .VERTEX o  A 
* .d M  A IS.VERTEX G  
PATH -ELEM -VER-L I  S T . I  S -VERTEX
h V G /. P A T H G /  3  (V i .  ELEM (V E R .L IS T / )i 3 1 IS .VERTEX G ) 
PATH-INS-INS-CONS h VG  / t>i v2 1.
PATH  GI A r ,  IS .VERTEX G  A IS.VERTEX G  A(»3 =  P A T H .E N T R Y/ ) A - ( » ,  =  t * )  3  PATH ( ( » , , uj, i )  INSERT.EDGE
( » ,  INSERT-VERTEX  G ) )  (C O N S  ( » i ,  »3,1)/ )
CONNECTED-INS-EDGE
h V G . CONNECTED  G  3 (V e . C O N N E C TE D (e  INSERT.EDGE G ) )
_____________________________End of theory p a t h _____________________________
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":ShAspect" " : S h s ig "  ":SubAspect" ":Su b sig " " : J s ig "  ":MAspect" 
"¡Mtype" ":M s ig "  "¡S ig n a l"
C onstants
REP-ShAspect "¡ShAspect -> (one ♦  (one ♦  one ))ltree " 




REP-Shsig " ¡ S h s ig  -> (num -> ShAspect)ltree"
ABS-Shsig ":(num -> ShAspect)ltree  -> Sh sig "
SHUNTSIG " ¡ (nun -> ShAspect) -> Sh sig "
SHUNT.FUNC "¡S h s ig  -> (num -> ShAspect)"
SHUNT.ON " ¡ S h s ig  -> (num -> boo l)"
SHUNT.OFF " ¡ S h s ig  -> (num -> boo l)"
SHUNT.FAULT Sh sig  -> (num -> boo l)"
REP.SubAspect "¡SubAspect -> (one ♦  one)ltree"
ABS-SubAspect "¡(one  ♦  one )ltree  -> SubAspect" 
sub.not.show "¡SubAspect" 
sub.ofF "¡SubAspect"
REP-Subsig "¡Su b sig  -> (num -> SubAspect)ltree"
ABS-Subsig "¡(num -> SubAspect)ltree -> Subsig "
SUBSIG ":(num -> SubAspect) -> Subsig "
SUB.FUNC "¡Su b sig  -> (num ->  SubAspect)"
SUB.OFF "¡Su b s ig  -> (num ->  boo l)"
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REPJsig  " ¡J s ig  -> (nun ->  boo l)ltree "
A B SJs ig  " : (num -> b o o l) lt re e  -> J s ig "
JSIG ":(num -> boo l) -> J s ig "
J.FUNC " : J s ig  -> (num -> boo l)"
REP.MAspect ":MAspect ->  (one ♦  (on* ♦  (one ♦
(on* ♦  (on* ♦  (one ♦  (one ♦  o n e ) )) ) ) ) ) lt re e "
ABS.MAspect ": (one ♦  (one ♦  (one ♦  (one ♦  (one ♦
(one ♦  (one ♦  o n e ) )) ) ) ) ) lt re e  -> MAspect" 
green " : MAspect"
double-yellow ":MAspect" 
yellow MAspect"





REP.Mtype "¡Mtype ->  (one ♦  (one ♦  (one ♦  (one ♦  o n e )))) lt ree "






REP.Msig ":M s ig  -> (Mtype • (num -> M Aspect))ltree"
ABS.Msig "¡(Mtype • (num -> MAspect))ltree -> M sig"
MSIG "¡Mtype -> ((num -> MAspect) -> M sig )"
M .TYPE  "¡M s ig  -> Mtype"
M.FUNC "¡M s ig  -> (num -> MAspect)"
M .ASPECT "¡M s ig  -> (num -> MAspect)"
MAIN.ON "¡M s ig  -> (num -> boo l)"
MAIN.FAULTY -¡M s ig  ->  (num -> b oo l)"
MAIN-OFF "¡M s ig  -> (num -> boo l)"
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RED "¡N s ig  -> (num -> boo l)"
YELLOW  ":M s ig  -> (num -> boo l)"
REP-Signal " ¡ S ig n a l -> (num • N sig ♦
(num • (N sig  • J s ig )  ♦  (num • (Nsig • Subsig) ♦
(num • (N sig  i  (Subsig • J s ig ) )  *  num i  S h s ig ) ) ) ) lt r e o " 
ABS-Signal ":  (num • N sig  ♦  (num • (N sig  § Jsig ) ♦
(num • (H s ig  • Subsig) ♦  (num • (Nsig • (Subsig • J s i g ) )  ♦  
num • S h s ig ) ) ) ) lt ree  -> S ig n a l"
SIGNALM ":num -> (N sig -> S ig n a l) "
SIGNALMJ ":num ->  (N sig -> (J s ig  -> S ig n a l) ) "
SIGNALMS ":num -> (N sig -> (Subsig -> S ig n a l) ) "
SIGNALMSJ ":num -> (N sig -> (Subsig -> (J s ig  -> S ig n a l) ) ) "
SIGNALS ":num -> (Sh s ig  -> S igna l) "
SIGNAL-ID "¡ S ig n a l -> num"
SIGNAL.MAIN " ¡ S ig n a l -> N sig "
SIGNALJUNC " ¡ S ig n a l -> J s ig "
SIGNAL-SUB " ¡ S ig n a l -> Subsig "
SIGNAL-SHUNT "¡ S ig n a l -> Sh sig "
SIG.SFUNC "¡ S ig n a l -> (num -> NAspsct) • ((num -> bool) •
(num ->  SubAspect)) ♦  (num -> ShAspact)"
ON "¡ S ig n a l -> (num -> boo l)"
OFF " ¡ S ig n a l -> (num -> boo l)"
SIGNAL-FAULT " ¡ S ig n a l -> (mm -> b oo l)"
Definitions
ShAspsct.TY-DEF h 3 r e p .T Y P E -D E F IN IT IO N ( T R P (» =  INLons) A 
(LENGTH tl =  0) V (» =  INR(INLone)) A (LENGTH tl =  0) V 
(o =  INR (INRone)) A (LENGTH tl = 0)))rep 
ShAspsct-ISO-DEF H (Va. ABS-ShAspect (REP-ShAspect a) =  a) A 
(Vr. TRP(A»</.(v =  INLons) A (LENGTH tl = 0) V 
(t> =  INR (INLons)) A (LENGTH!/ =  0) V (v =  INR(INRons)) A 
(LENGTH tl =  0))r  =  (REP-ShAipsct (ABS.ShA*psct r) =  r)) 
sh.onJ)EF I- sh.on =  ABS-ShAspect (Node(INLone) []) 
sh.off-DEF I- sh.off =  ABS-ShAspect (Nods(INR(INLons))[])
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sh_faulty-DEF I- sh.faulty =  ABS.ShAspect (Node(INR(INRone))[])
Shsig.TY_DEF 1- 3rep. TYPE-DEFINITION (TRP(At»«. (3/. » =  /) A 
(LENGTH tl -  0))) rep
Shsig_IS0_D E F I- (Va. ABS-Sh*ig(REP-Shsiga) =  a) A (Vr. TRP(At>«. ( 3 / .  t> =  / )  A 
(LENGTH «  =  0 ) )r  = (REP-Shsig(ABS-Shsigr) =  r))
SHUMTSIG_DEF h V/. SHUNTSIG / =  ABS-Shsig(Node / (])
SHUNT-FUNC-DEF I- V«. SHUNT.FUNC (SHUNTSIG a) = s 
SHUNT_0N_DEF h Vj I. SHUNT.ON (SHUNTSIG a) t =  (a  t =  show)
SHUNT-OFF-DEF h V« t. SHUNT.OFF (SHUNTSIG i)  t =  (st =  «h.ofF)
SHUNT .FAULT J)EF h V i i. SHUNT-FAULT (SHUNTSIG i ) t  =  ( i l  =  sh_feulty)
Sub A sp ec t -TY _DEF h 3rep. TYPE-DEFINITION (TRP (Xvtl. (» =  IN L o n e ) A 
(LENGTH «  =  0) V (t> =  INRone) A (LENGTH tl =  0))) r e p  
SubAspect-ISO-OEF I- (Va. ABS-SubAspect (REP-SubAspect a) =  a) A
(Vr. TRP(At»«.(t> = INLone) A (LENGTH tl = 0) V (» =  INRone) A 
(LENGTH tl =  0)) r =  (REP-SubAspect (ABS-SubAspect r )  =  r)) 
sub .not -show _DEF I- sub.not.show =  ABS-SubAspect (Node(INLone) []) 
sub_off-DEF I- sub .off = ABS-SubAspect (Node (INRone) (])
Subsig-TYJ)EF I- 3rep. TYPE-DEFINITION (TRP (Xvtl. (3/. v *  /) A 
(LENGTH «  =  0))) rep 
Subsig_IS0J>EF
h  (Va. ABS-Subsig (REP-Subsig a) =  a) A (Vr. TRP (Art/. (3/. v =  / )  A 
(LENGTH tl =  0)) r =  (REP-Subsig (ABS-Subsig r)  =  r))
SUBSIG.DEF h V/.SUBSIG / =  ABS-Subsig (Node /[ ])
SUB-FUNC.DEF h Vi. SUB.FUNC (SUBSIG a) *  i  
SUB.0FF-DEF h V i t. SUB.OFF (SUBSIG i)  t =  (• t =  sub .off)
Jsig-TY-DEF h 3rep. TYPE-DEFINITION (TRP (At> « .  (3/. v =  J) A 
(LEN G TH « =  0))) rep
Jsig.ISO-DEF h (Va.ABSJsig(REPJsiga) = a) A (Vr. TR P(At»«. (3 / . v = / ) A 
(LEN G TH  «  = 0 ))r  = (REP Jsig(ABS Jsig r) = r ) )
JSIG.DEF h V/. JSIG / =  ABS Jsig (Node/())
J.FUNC-DEF K V j. J-FU N C (JS IG j') ■  j
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MAspect_TY_DEF h 3rep. TYPE.DEFINITION (TRP (Av t/. (t> = INLone) A 
(LENGTH tl = 0) V (r = INR(INLone)) A (LENGTH t/ = 0) V 
(r = INR(INR(INLone))) A (LENGTH!/ = 0) V 
(t> = INR(INR(INR(INLone)))) A (LENGTH tl = 0) V 
(v = INR (INR (INR (INR( INLone))))) A (LENGTH tl = 0) V 
(t> = INR(INR(INR(INR(INR(INLone)))))) A (LENGTH«/ = 0) V 
(v = INR (INR (INR (INR (INR (INR (INLone))))))) A (LENGTH tl = 0) V 
(v = INR (INR (INR (INR(INR(INR (INRone))))))) A 
(LENGTH tl = 0)))rep
MAepect-ISO-DEF I- (Va. ABS.MAspect (REP.M Aspect a) = a) A 
(Vr. TRP(At>«/. (t> = INLone) A (LENGTH tl = 0) V 
(t; = INR(INLone)) A (LENGTH tl = 0)V (t> = INR(INR(INLone))) A 
(LENGTH t/ = 0) V (» = INR (INR (INR (INLone)))) A 
(LENGTH t/ = 0) V (v = INR (INR (INR (INR(INLone))))) A 
(LENGTH 1/ = 0) V (v = INR (INR (INR (INR (INR (INLone)))))) A 
(LENGTH tl = 0) V(t> = INR (INR (INR (INR (INR (INR (IN Lone))))))) A 
(LENGTH tl = 0) V(i> = INR (INR (INR (INR (INR (INR (INR one))))))) A 
(LENGTH tl = 0))r = (REP-MAspect (ABS.MAspect r) = r)) 
green_DEF I- green = ABS.MAspect (Node(INLone) []) 
double_yellow_DEF I- double-yellow = ABS.MAspect (Node(INR(INLone)) []) 
yellowJ)EF h yellow = ABS-MA.pect (Node(INR(INR(INLone)))[]) 
red-DEF h red = ABS-MAspect (Node (INR (INR (INR (INLone)))) (]) 
green.flash.DEF
t-green-flash = ABS M Aspect (Node (INR (INR (INR (INR (INL one))))) []) 
double.yellow.flaeh.DEF h double.yellowJIash =
ABS.MAspect (Node (INR (INR (INR (INR (INR (INLone)))))) []) 
yellow_f lash-DEF h yellow-flash =
ABS.MAspect (Node(INR(INR(INR(INR(INR(INR(INLone)))))))[]) 
faulty .aspect J)EF I- faulty aspect =
ABS.MAspect (Node (INR (INR (INR (INR (INR (INR (INRone))))))) []) 
Mtype.TY.DEF h 3rep.TYPE.DEFINITION(TRP(At>//. (v = INLone) A 
(LENGTH t/ = 0)V(v = INR (INLone)) A (LENGTH tl = 0) V 
(v m INR(INR(INLone))) A (LENGTH«/ = 0) V 
(v m INR(INR(INR(INLone)))) A (LENGTH tl  = 0) V 
(t> = INR (INR (INR (INRone)))) A (LENGTH tl = 0))) rep 
Mtype_IS0_DEF h (Va. ABS-Mtype (REP.Mtype«) = a) A
(Vr.TRP(Aoi/.(e = INLone) A (LENGTH*/ = 0) V
(v= INR (INLone)) A (LENGTH*/ = 0) V (w = INR(INR (INLone))) A
(LENGTH tl = 0) V (e = INR (INR(INR (INLone)))) A
(LENGTH </ = 0) V (r = INR(INR(INR(INRone)))) A
(LENGTH t/ ^ 0))r = (REP.Mtype(ABS-Mtype r) = r))
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two_aspect.DEF I- two_aspect =  ABS.M type (N ode (IN Lone )[]) 
three_aspect_DEF h three_a$pect =  A BS.M type  (Node(IN R (IN Lone)) []) 
four.aspect-DEF I- four-aspect =  ABS.M type ( N o d e (IN R (IN R (IN Lone ))) []) 
t  b o  .repeat-DEF I- two-repeat =  A B S .M typ e (N o d e ( IN R ( IN R ( IN R ( IN Lo n e ))))[ ] )  
th re e  .repeat-0EF
h  three-repeat =  ABS.Mtype ( Node ( IN R ( IN R ( IN R  (IN Rone)))) []) 
Msig.TY.DEF I- 3rep. T Y P E -D EF IN IT IO N  ( T R P ( \ v  t l . (3 M f. v  =  M ,f )  A 
( LEN G TH  t/ =  0 ))) rep 
Msig-ISO-DEF
I- (Vo. A B S.M s ig  (RE P .M siga) = a) A (Vr. T R P  (Xv tl. (3Af f .  v = Af, / )  A 
(LEN G T H  tl =  0 ) ) r  =  (R E P .M s ig (A B S .M s ig r)  =  r ))
MS IG-DEF h V A f /. M S IG  A f f  =  A B S .M s ig ( Node  ( Af, /) ())
M-TYPE.DEF h  Vtypeaf. M .T Y P E  (M SIG  type a f )  =  type 
M-FUNC.DEF h Vtype af.  M ^ U N C  (M SIG  type a f )  =  a f  
N-ASPECT.DEF h Vtype a f  t. M -A SP E C T  (M S IG  type af)  t =  a f t  
MAIN-ON.DEF h Va t. M A IN .O N  a t •  (M -A S P E C T  a t =  red)
MAI I-FAULTY-DEF I- Va t. M A IN -FAU LTY a t =  ( M  .ASP EC T  at  =  faulty .aspect) 
MAIH-OFF.DEF I- V a t .  M A IN .O F F a t =  -M A IN . O N  at A -M A IN -F A U L T Y a t  
RED-DEF h  Vat. R E D  a t  =  (M -A SP E C T  at  =  red)
YELLOW_DEF I- Va t. Y E LL O W  a t -  (M  -A S P E C T  a t =  yellow)
Signa l-TY -DEF h 3rep. T Y P E -D EF IN IT IO N  ( T R P  (Art/. (3n M .v  = IN L (n , A#)) A 
(LEN G TH  tl =  0 ) V (3n  M  J . v  =  IN R  ( IN L(n , Af, J ) ) )  A 
(LEN G T H  t/ =  0) V  (3n Af S'. t> =  IN R  (IN R ( IN L (n ,  Af, S ' ) ) ) ) A 
(LEN G T H  tl =  0 )V (3 n  M  S '  J . v  =  IN R  ( IN R ( IN R ( IN L (n ,  A/. S',./))))) A 
(LEN G T H  tl =  0) V  (3 n S '.  t> =  IN R  ( IN R  ( IN R ( IN R (n ,  S'))))) A 
(LEN G T H  t/ =  0 ))) rep
S ig n a l- IS 0 .D E F  h (Va. ABS-S ign a l(R EP .S ign a la) =  a) A
(Vr. TRP(A«»t/. (3n  Af. t> =  IN L (n ,  A f )) A (LENG TH  tl =  0) V 
(3n  M J. v = IN R ( IN L (n ,  M.J)))  A (LEN G TH  t/ = 0) V 
(3n  Af S '.  t> =  IN R ( IN R ( IN L (n ,  A f , 5 ') ) ) )  A (LEN G TH  tl =  0) V 
(3n  M S ' J.v  =  IN R ( IN R ( IN R ( IN L (n ,A / . S ', ./))))) A 
(LEN G T H  t/ =  0) V ( 3n S ' ,  v =  IN R  ( IN R  ( INR (IN R  (n, 5 ') ) ) ) )  A 
(LEN G T H  tl =  0 ) ) r  =  (R E P -S igna l(A BS-S igna lr) =  r))
SIGNALM-DEF h Vn M .  S IG N A LM  n Af =  A B S -S ig n a l(Node( IN L (n . .V/))[]) 
SIGNALMJ-DEF h Vn Af J. S IG N ALM J n Af J  =
ABS-Signal (N o de (IN R (IN L (n , A f , ./)))[])
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SIGNALMS .DEF h Vn A# S ' .  SIGNALMS n  M  S ' =
ABS-Signal (Node (IN R (IN R ( IN L (n, M ,  S ') ))) [))
SIGNALMSJ-DEF h Vn M  S '  J .  SIGNALMSJ n M  S '  J  =
ABS-Signal (Node(INR(INR (INR(INL(n, M ,  S ' ,  J ) ) ) ) )  [])
SIGNALS .DEF h Vn S ' .  SIGNALS n S '  =
ABS-Signal (Node(INR(INR (INR(INR(n,5 ')))))(])
SIGNAL-ID-DEF h (Vid m. SIGNAL JD (SIGN ALM id m) *  id) A 
(Vid m j .  SIGNALJD (SIGNALMJ id m j )  =  id )  A 
(Vtd m *. SIGNAL JD (SIGN ALMS i d m s )  = id)  A 
(Vid m s j .  SIGN AL JD (SIGNALMSJ i d m s j ) =  id )  A 
(Vid aA. SIGNAL JD (SIGNALS id  sh )  = id)
SIGNAL-NAIN-DEF h (Vidm. SIGNAL-MAIN (SIGNALM id m) = m )A  
(VidmJ. SIGNAL-MAIN (SIGNALMJ id m j)  = m) A 
(Vid m 5. SIGNAL-MAIN (SIGN ALMS id m «) = m) A 
(Vid m s j .  SIGNAL-MAIN (SIGNALMSJ i d m s j )  =  m)
SIGNAL JUNC.DEF h (Vidm>. SIGNAL JUNC (SIGNALMJ i d m j )  =  j )  A 
(V idm aj. SIGNAL JUNC (SIGNALMSJ i d m s j )  s  j )
SIGNAL-SUB-DEF h (Vidm a. SIGNAL-SUB (SIGNALMS id m a) = a) A 
(Vid m a j. SIGNAL-SUB (SIGNALMSJ i d m a j ) = s )
SIGNAL .SHUNT-DEF K Vid a/t. SIGNAL-SHUNT (SIGNALS id aA) «  ah  
SIG-SFUNCJJEF
h (Vidm. SIG-SFUNC (SIGNALM id m) = INL(M.FUNC m, ARB. ARB))A 
( V i d m j .  SIG-SFUNC (SIGNALMJ i d m j )  =
INL(M.FUNCm,JJUNC>, ARB)) A 
(Vid m a. SIG-SFUNC (SIGNALMS id  m  a) =
INL(M-FUNC rn, ARB.SUB-FUNC.-*)) A 
(Vid m a j .  SIG-SFUNC (SIGNALMSJ id m a j )  =
INL (M.FUNC m, J.FUNC j ,  SUB-FUNCa)) A
(Vid  ah.  SIG-SFUNC (SIGNALS id ah) = INR (SHUNT.FUNC ah))
ON .DEF h (Vid m l. ON (SIGNALM id  m) I = MAIN.ONmi) A
( V i d m j t .  ON (SIGNALMJ t d m  j ) t =  MAIN.ONmi) A 
(Vid m al.ON (SIGNALMS i d m a ) t  = MAIN.ON m l)A  
( V i d m a j t .  ON (SIGNALMSJ t d m a j ) t =  MAIN.ONmi) A 
( V i d ah  t. ON (SIGNALS id  aA) t = SHUNT.ON aA t)
OFF -DEF h (Vid m i. OFF (SIGNALM id m )t = MAIN-OFF m i) A
(Vidmji.OFF(SIGNALMJ i d m j ) t  = MAIN.OFFmi) A 
(Vid m 31. OFF (SIGNALMS i d m a ) t  = MAIN.OFF m i) A 
(V idm a;t. OFF (SIGNALMSJ id m a j ) t  = MAIN.OFF m i) A 
(Vid aAi. OFF (SIGNALS i d a h ) t  *  SHUNT.OFF aA i)
SIGNAL-FAULT-DEF I- Va t. SIGNAL-FAULT a t *  -(O N ai V OFFai)
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Th eorem s
S hA spac t-A x iom  h  Ve0 ei e a . ( 3 V /n . ( / n s h jo n  =  e0 ) A ( /n s h _ o ff  =  e \ )  A 
( / n s h  .faulty  =  e a ) )
S h A s p a c t .c o n s t  _ d i s t
h  ->(sh_on =  sh .o fF ) A -«(sh-on =  sh .fau lty ) A -«(sh-off =  sh .fa u lty ) 
S h A sp a c t .INDUCT h  VP. P s h . o n  A P s h .o f f  A P sh - fa u lty  D (V S '. P S ')  
S h A s p a c t- c a s a s  I- V 5'. ( 5 '  =  sh .o n )  V ( 5 '  =  $h_off) V ( S '  =  sh .faulty) 
S hsig -A x io m  h  V /. ( 3 V /n . ( V / ' .  / n  (SHUNTSIG / ' )  =  /  / ' ) )
S h a ig -o n a .o n a  h  V / ' / " .  (S H U N T S IG  / '  =  SHUNTSIG / " )  =  ( f  =  / " )  
ShsigJM D U CT h  V P .(V / '.  P (SH U N TSIG  f ' ) )  D (V S '. P S ' )
S h s i g ^ a s a s  I- V S '. (HZ'. S '  =  SHUNTSIG / ' )
S u b A sp ac t.A x io m  I- Ve0 « i-  ( 3 V /n .  ( /n su b .n o t-s h o w  =  e0 ) A ( /n su b .o fF  =  e i ) )  
S u b A s p a c t .c o n s t jd i s t  I- -« (su b .n o t.sh o w  =  sub .off)
SubA spact.IN D U CT I- VP. P  s u b .n o t .show A P su b .o fF  D  (V S '. P S ')  
S u b A s p a c t- c a s a s  h  V S'. ( S '  =  sub .not .show ) V ( S ' =  sub_off)
S u b sig .A x io m  K V /. ( 3 V /n .  ( V / ' .  / n  (SUBSIG / ' )  =  /  / ' ) )
S u b s ig jo n a .o n a  h  V / ' / " -  (S U B S IG  / '  =  SUBSIG / " )  « ( / ' ■ / * )
SubsigJH D U C T  I- V P .(V / '.  P ( S U B S I G / ') )  3  (V S '. P S ')
S u b s i g ^ a s a s  K V S '. ( 3 / ' .  S '  >  SUBSIG / ' )
J s ig -A x io m  h  V /. (3 V /n . ( V / ' .  f n  ( JSIG / ' )  =  /  f ) )
J s ig .o n a .o n a  I- V / ' / " .  ( JS IG  / '  =  JSIG / " )  =  ( f  =  / " )
Js ig JN D U C T  h  V P. (V / '.  / > ( J S I G / ') )  3  ( V J .P Z )
J s i g . c a s a s  h  V J . ( 3 / ' . y  =  J S IG /* )
N A spac t J tx io m  I- Ve0 e i e a e4 e5 e6 «7- ( 3 V /n .  ( / n  g reen  =  e0) A
( / n  double.yellow  =  * i ) A ( / n  yellow =  ea ) A ( / n  red =  e 3 ) A 
( / n  green .flash =  e 4) A ( f n  double.yellow .flash =  e$)A  
( / n  yellow .flash =  ea ) A ( f n  faulty .asp ec t -  «7))
M A s p e c t .c o n s t .d i s t  h -<(green  =  double.yellow) A -«(green =  yellow) A 
-«(green =  red) A -«(green =  green_flash) A 
-«(green =  doub le .yellow  .flash) A -«(green =  yellow J la sh ) A 
-«(green =  fau lty  .a s p e c t ) A ->(double.yellow =  yellow) A 
->(double.yellow  =  red ) A -<(double.yellow =  green.flash) A 
-<( double.yellow  =  double.yellow J la s h ) A
-«(double.yellow =  yellow .flash) A -«(double.yellow =  fau lty  .a s p e c t) A 
-•(yellow =  red ) A  -«(yellow =  green-flash) A
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-■ (yellow =  double .yellow Jlash) A -■ (yellow =  yellow .flash) A 
-■ (yellow =  faulty .aspect) A -<(red =  green.flash) A 
-■ (red =  double-yellow .flash) A ->(red =  yellow .flash) A 
-•(red =  faulty .aspect) A -■ (green .flash =  double-yellow .flash) A 
-•(green-flash =  yellow .flash) A -■ (green .flash =  faulty .aspect) A 
-<(double_yellow Jlash =  yellow Jlash) A
-•(double-yellow Jlash =  faulty .aspect) A -•(yellow Jlash =  faulty .aspect) 
MAspect-INDUCT h VP. P  green A P  double.yellow A P  yellow A P  red A P  green.flash A 
P  double .yellow Jlash A P  yellow Jlash A P  faulty .aspect D (VAf. P  A f ) 
MAspect.cases h V M .  ( M  =  green) V (Af =  double-yellow) V (Af = yellow) V 
(Af =  red) V (Af =  green.flash) V (Af =  double.yellow Jlash) V 
(Af =  yellow .flash) V (A# =  faulty.aspect)
NtypeJtxiom
I- Veo e\ e2 e3 e4. (3V/n. (/ n two aspect = eo) A (f n  three .aspect = e \) A 
(/n four-aspect =  e2) A (/ntwoj-epeat =  e3) A ( f n  three .repeat =  e4)) 
Mtype-const-dist I— >(two.aspect = three.aspect) A ->( two-aspect =  four-aspect) A 
-■ (two.aspect =  two.repeat) A ->(two_aspect =  three.repeat) A 
-•(three-aspect =  four aspect) A -•(three .aspect =  two .repeat) A 
-•(three-aspect =  three.repeat) A -■ (four-aspect =  two .repeat) A 
-•(four-aspect =  three.repeat) A -<(two_repeat =  three .repeat) 
Mtype-IMDUCT I- VP. P  two .aspect A P  three .aspect A P  four .aspect A P  two .repeat A 
Pthree.repeat D (VAf. P A f)
Mtype.cases h VAf. (Af = two-aspect) V (Af = three aspect) V (Af = four-aspect) V 
(Af =  two_repeat) V (Af =  three-repeat)
Nsig-Axioa h V/. (3V /n . (VAf / '.  /n  (MSIG Af / ')  = /  Af /*))
Nsig.one.one h VAf / '  Af' /" .  (MSIG Af / '  = MSIG M' f")  = (Af = A f^ A t/1 = /" )  
Msig-INDUCT h VP. (VAf / '.  P(MSIG Af / ') )  3  (VAf. PAf)
Nsig-cases I- VAf. (3  Af' / '.  Af = MSIG Af' / ')
Signal-Axiom I- V/0 fx /a  / 3 / 4. (3V/n. (Vn Af. / n  (SIGNALM n Af) «  / 0 n Af) A 
(Vn Af J. f n  (SIGNALMJ n Af J )  = / ,  n Af J )  A 
(Vn Af 5 '. f n  (SIGN ALMS n M S ' )  = f 2 n Af S ' )  A 
(Vn Af 5 ' J .  f n  (SIGN ALMSJ n Af S '  J )  = / 3 n Af S '  J)  A 
(Vn S ' ,  f n  (SIGNALS n S') -  / 4 n 5 '))
Signaljone-one I- (Vn Af n' Af'. (SIGNALM n Af = SIGNALM n' Af') =
(n = n ') A (Af = Af'))A
(Vn M J n ' M '  P .  (SIGNALMJ n Af J  = SIGNALMJ n' Af' P )  =
( n e n ') A ( A f  = A/') A (J  = J '))  A
(Vn Af 5 ' n ' Af'  5". (SIGNALMS n Af S ' = SIGNALMS n' Af' S") =
(n = n ') A (Af = Af') A (5 ' = S")) A
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(V n  M S ' J n '  M '  S "  J ' .  (SIGN ALMS J n M  S ' J  =
SIGNALMSJ n'  M '  S"  J ' )  =
( n  =  » ')  A  (A# =  M ' )  A  (S '  =  S " )  A (J  = J ' ) )  A
(V n  S '  n' S (SIGNALS n  S '  =  SIGNALS n' S " )  *  (n  =  n ')  A  (S '  =  5 " ) )
S ig n a l_ INDUCT I- VP. (Vn M .  P  (SIGNALM n M )) A
(V n  M  J. /»(SIGNALMJ n M  J ) )  A (Vn M  S' . /»(SIGNALMS n M  S'))  A 
(V n  M  S '  J. P  (SIGNALMSJ n M S ' J ) ) A  
(V n  S' .  P (SIGNALS n  S'))  D (V S '.  P S ' )
Signal .cases
h  V S '.  (Bn  M. S '  =  SIGNALM n  M )  V (Bn M J . S '  = SIGNALMJ n M  J )  V 
(B n  A/ S " .  S '  = SIGN ALMS n M  S " )  V
( 3 n  M  S '  J .  S '  «  SIGNALMSJ n U  S " J )  V (3 n  S ’ . S '  =  SIGNALS n S ’ ) 
smj«TJI0T-O» J ir F  l-V .I. ->( SHUNT.ON.IA SHUNT.OFF a I)
SIGNAL.STATE H V»I.ON 3 1 v OFF b I v SIGNAL-FAULT1 1 
SIGNAL JiOT-UN-QFF I- V« I. -.(ON J I  A OFF a I)
_________________________ End of theory SIGNAL---------------------------------------
A.6 T h e  th eo ry  TRACK
Parents
SIGNAL
T y p es






" : P p o s  ->  (o n e  ♦ (o n e  ♦ o n e ) ) l t r e e "  
" : ( o n e  ♦ (o n e  ♦  o n e ) ) l t r e e  ->  P p o s"  
"  : P p o s "




" :P p o s "
"  : P l o c  ->  (o n e  ♦ (o n e  ♦ (o n e  ♦ o n e ) ) ) l t r e e "  
"  : ( o n e  ♦ (o n e  ♦ (o n e  ♦ o n e ) ) ) l t r e e  ->  P lo c "
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free_move ":P loc" 
free_nor_rev ":P loc" 






’¡Point -> (num • ((num -> Ppoa) i  (num -> P lo c ))) ltre e "  
'¡(num •  ((num -> Ppos) i  (num -> P lo c ) ) ) l t re e  -> Point" 
'¡num -> ((num -> Ppos) -> ((num -> Ploc) -> Poin t))" 
'¡P o in t -> num"
PNT.POS '"¡Point -> (num -> Ppos)"
PNT.LOC "¡P o in t -> (nun -> Ploc)" 
PNT.RLOCKED "¡P o in t -> (num -> bool) 1 
PNT.NORMAL "¡P o in t -> (num -> boo l)" 
PNT.REVERSE "¡P o in t -> (nun -> bool)"
REP-Tstate " ¡T s ta te  -> (one ♦ (one ♦ o n e ))ltre e"
ABS.Tstate ":(one  ♦ (one ♦ o n e )) l tre e  -> T state"
occupied "¡T sta te"
locked " ¡T state"
dear "¡T sta te"
REP.Tcir " ¡T cir -> (num •  (num -> T s ta te ) ) l t r e e "
ABS-Tcir "¡(num •  (num -> T s ta te ) ) l t r e e  -> Tcir"
TCIR ":num -> ((num -> T s ta te )  -> T cir)"
TCJD "¡T c ir  -> num"
TC.SFUNC "¡T c ir  -> (num -> T s ta te )"
TC.ST "¡T cir -> (num -> T s ta te )"
TC.OCCUPIED "¡T c ir  -> (nun -> bool)' 
TC.CLEAR "¡T c ir  -> (num -> bool)" 
TC-LOCKED "¡T c ir  -> (num -> bool)"
REP Join "¡Jo in  -> (one ♦ (one ♦ (one ♦ o n e ))) lt re e "
ABS Join "¡(one ♦ (one ♦ (one ♦ o n e )) ) lt re e  -> Join"
J .conduct " : Join"
J -insulate " : Join"
J.overlap "¡Jo in"
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J.terminate "  : Join" 
ISJC O N D  "  : Join  -> bool" 
ISJ IN SU  "¡J o in  -> bool" 
ISJO V ER  "¡J o in  -> bool" 
IS J T E R M  "¡Jo in  -> bool"
D efin ition s
Ppos.TY.DEF K 3rep. TYPE-DEFINITION (TRP (At> tl. (» =  IN Loo«) A
(LENGTH tl =  0) V (» =  INR (INLone)) A (LENGTH tl =  0) V 
(v =  INR (INR one)) A (LENGTH tl =  0))) rep 
Ppos.IS0.DEF I- (Va. ABS.Ppos ( REP.Pposa) =  a) A
(Vr. TRP (At> </.(« =  INLone) A (LENGTH«/ =  0)V  
(r =  INR (INLone)) A (LENGTH «/ =  0) V (» =  INR (INR on«)) A 
(LENGTH«/ =  0 ))r =  (REP_Ppos(ABS.Ppos r) =  r)) 
normal_DEF I- normal =  ABS.Ppos(Node (INLone) []) 
reverse_DEF h reverse =  ABS.Ppos( Node (INR (INL one)) []) 
aoving-DEF h moving =  ABS.Ppos(Node(INR(INRone))[])
Ploc-TY_DEF H 3rep. TYPE.DEFINITION (TRP (Aw tl. (v =  INLone) A
(LENGTH«/ =  0) V ( r  =  INR (INLone)) A (LENGTH«/ =  0)V  
(v =  INR (INR (INL one))) A (LENGTH«/ =  0) V 
(e =  INR(INR(INRone))) A (LENGTH«/ =  0)))rep 
Ploc.IS0.DEF 1* (Va. ABS.PIoc ( REP.PIoc a) =  a) A (Vr. TRP (Xvtl. (t> =  INL one) A 
(LENGTH tl =  0) V (t> =  INR (INLone)) A (LENGTH tl =  0) V 
(» =  INR(INR(INLone))) A (LENGTH«/ =  0)V  
(t-= INR (INR(INRone))) A 
(LENGTH«/ =  0 ))r =  (REP.Phc(ABS.PIocr) =  r)) 
free-move-DEF I- freejnove =  ABS.PIoc (Node (INLone) []) 
frea-nor_rev_DEF h free_nor_rev =  ABS.PIoc (Node ( INR (INLone)) [ )) 
free-rev .nor J)EF I-free_rev_nor =  ABS.PIoc(Node(INR(INR(INLone)))(]) 
remote .locked _DEF h remote Jocked = ABS.PIoc (Node (INR (INR (INR one))) []) 
Point-TY-DEF h 3rep. TYPE-DEFINITION (TRP(At></. (3n /<>/,. t- *  n,/0,/i) A 
(LENGTH tl m0))) rep
Point JSOJJEF h (Va. ABS.Point (REP.Point a) =  a) A 
(Vr. TRP(Awt/. (3n/o/i. v = n,fo,fi) A 
(LENGTH«/ =  0))r =  (REP.Point (ABS.Point r) =  r))
POIMTJJEF h Vn/o/|. POINT n/o/i =  ABS.Point (Node (n,/0,/,)[))
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PUT_ID_DEF F Vnp o a  lo c . PNTJD (POINT n p o a lo c )  =  n  
PNTJ»OS_DEF I- Vn p o a  lo c . PNTJ*OS( POINT n  p o a  lo c )  =  poa  
PMT-LOC-DEF I- Vn p o a  lo c . PNT_LOC( POINT n p o a  lo c ) = lo c  
PHT-RLOCKED.DEF F Vpt. PNT.RLOCKEDpt = (PNT.LOCpt = remote-locked)
PNTJiORMALJ)EF F Vpt. PNT.NORMAL p t = (PNT-POSpi = normal) 
PNT-REVERSE-DEF F Vpt. PNT.REVERSEp t = (PNT.POSp t = reverse) 
Tatate_TY-DEF F 3rep. TYPE.DEFINITION (TRP ( X v t l . (w = INLone) A 
(LENGTH t l = 0) V (t> = INR (INLone)) A (LENGTH t l = 0) V 
( v  = INR (INRone)) A (LENGTH t l  = 0))) r e p  
TstateJSO-DEF I- (Va. ABS.Tstate(REP.Tstatea) = a) A
(Vr. TRP(Avt/. (» = INLone) A (LENGTH t l  = 0) V 
(w = INR (INLone)) A (LENGTH t/ = 0) V (» = INR (INR one)) A 
(LENGTH t l = 0))r = (REP.Tstate(ABS.Tstater) = r)) 
occupied-DEF h occupied = ABS-Tstate( Node (INLone) []) 
lockadJ)EF I- locked = ABS.Tstate (Node (INR (INLone)) [ ]) 
clear_DEF h clear = ABS.Tstate (Node (INR (INRone)) [ ])
Tcir.TYJ)EF h 3rep. TYPE-DEFINITION (TRP (Aw t l . (3n /. w = n, /) A 
(LENGTH t l = 0))) r e p  
Tcir-IS0_DEF
h (Va. ABS.Tcir(REP.Tcira) = a) A (Vr. TRP(Awl/. (3n/. w = n,/)A 
(LENGTH// = 0))r = (REP.Tcir(ABS.Tcirr) = r))
TCIR.DEF h Vn /. TCI R n / = ABS.Tcir (Node (n, /) [))
TC-ID.DEF h Vna.TCJD(TCIRns) = n
TCJSFUNC-DEF I- Vna. TC-SFUNC(TCIRna) = a
TC-ST.DEF h Vn a t . TC-ST (TCIR n a ) t  =  a t
TC-OCCUPIED-DEF I- Vc t . TC.OCCUPIED c  t  =  (TC-STc! = occupied)
TC.CLEAR.DEF I- Vc t . TC-CLEARc t = (TC-ST c t * clear)
TC -LOCKED _DEF F Vet. TC-LOCKED ct = (TC-ST ct = locked)
Joln.TY.DEF F 3rep. TYPE-DEFINITION (TRP (Avt/. (w = INLone) A
(LENGTH// = 0)v(t>= INR (INLone)) A (LENGTH // = 0) V 
(w= INR(INR(INLone)))A (LENGTH// = 0)V 
(w = INR(INR(INRone))) A (LENGTH t l » 0)))rep 
Join_IS0-DEF F (Va. ABS Join (REP Join a) = a) A (Vr. TRP (Aw 1/. ( v  = INLone) A 
(LENGTH t l  = 0) V (w = INR (INLone)) A (LENGTH // = 0) V 
(w = INR(INR(INLone))) A (LENGTH// = 0)V 
(w = INR (INR (INR one))) A
(LENGTH// = 0))r* (REP Join (ABS Join r) = r))
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J.conduct_DEF h J-conduct = ABSJoin (Node(INLone)[])
J_insulate_DEF I- J-insulate = ABSJoin (Node (IN R( INI one)) [])
J .overlap J)EF h J .overlap = ABSJoin (Node (INR (INR (INLone))) [ ]) 
J-term inate J3EF h  J .terminate = ABS Join (Node (INR (INR (INR one))) [])
IS JCONDJJEF h V>. ISJCOND j =  (j = J.conduct)
ISJIMSU-DEF h Vj. IS JINSU j = ( i  = J .insulate)
IS.J0VERJ5EF h V>. ISJOVER j  = ( j  = J.overlap)
IS JTEJUf-DEF H V>. ISJTERM j = (j = J.terminate)
T h e o rem s
Ppos-Axiom h Ve0 «i «3.(3V/n. (/n normal = e0) A (/n reverse = « i) A 
( /n  moving = «3 ))
P pos.const.d ist
h -»(normal = reverse) A -»(normal = moving) A -»(reverse = moving) 
Ppoa.INDUCT I- VP. P  normal A P  reverse A P  moving 3 (VP/. P  P /)
Ppoa.cases h V P . ( P  = normal) V ( P  = reverse) V ( P  = moving)
Ploc-Axiom h V«oei «3«3. (3V/n.(/nfreejnove = «0) A (/nfree_norjev = «1 ) A 
(/nfree-rev-nor = e3) A (/n remoteJocked = c3))
Ploc .const _d i s t  h -»(free_move =  free_nor jev) A -»(free .move =  free .rev j i or) A 
-■ (free.move =  remoteJocked) A -»(free.nor.rev =  free_rev.nor) A 
-»(free_nor_rev =  remoteJocked) A -»(free jev-nor =  remoteJocked) 
Ploc .INDUCT H VP. P  freejnove A Pfree_nor jev A Pfreejev jior A 
P  remoteJocked 3 (V P .  P P )
Ploc .cases I- V P . ( P  = free.move) V ( P  = free_nor jev) V ( P  = free.rev.nor) V 
( P  = remoteJocked)
Point Jlxio« h V/. (3V/n. (Vn / 0 / , . /n (POINT n /„  / 1 ) = / n / 0 / 1 ))
Point.one.on# I- Vn / 0 / 1 n' /J  /,'. (POINT n f0 fi = POINT n' / ¿ / ¡ ) > ( n s  n') A
(/o = /¿) A ( / .  = /,')
Point .INDUCT h VP. (Vn / 0 / 1 . P  (POINT n / 0 Jx)) 3  (VP. P  P )
Poin t.cases h V P . (3 n /<>/,. P  = POINT n / 0 / i )
Tstate-Axioa I- V«0  «1 ej. (3V/n. (/n occupied = e0) A (/n locked = ej) A 
( /n  clear = e2))
T sta te .c o n s t.d is t
K -»(occupied = locked) A -»(occupied = clear) A -»(locked = clear)
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T s ta te  .INDUCT h VP. P  occupied A P  locked A P  clear D (VT '. P V )
T i t t t t x U M  h Y T .  ( V  =  occupied) V ( r  =  locked) V ( r  =  clear)
T c ir  .Axiom h V / . (3 V / n . (V n / '. / n (T C IR n / ')  =  / n / ') )
Tc ir.one.one 1- Vn / ' n ' f " .  (T C IR  n  / ' =  T C IR  n ' / " )  =  (n  *  n ')  A ( f  =  / ")
T c i r  JMDUCT I- VP. (Vn / '. P  (T C IR  n  / ') )  D ( Y T .  P  V )
T c ir . c M e e  h Y T ' .  (3n  / '. V  =  T C IR  n / ')
Jo in-Axiom  I- Veo e x e2 e3- (3V/n. (/ n  J.conduct =  e0) A (/ n  J.insulate =  e i) A 
(/ n  J-overlap =  e2) A (/n  J .terminate =  63))
J o in .c o n s t .d is t  h -i(J_conduct =  J .insulate) A ->(J.conduct =  J .overlap) A 
->( J.conduct =  J .terminate) A -<(J jnsulate =  J.overlap) A 
->( J .insulate =  J.terminate) A -i(J .overlap =  J.terminate)
Jo inJND U CT
I- VP. P  J.conduct A P  J .insulate A P  J.overlap A P  J-terminate D  (VJ. P  J )  
J o in .c a se s  I- VJ. ( J  =  J.conduct) V ( J  =  J Jnsulate) V ( J  =  J .overlap) V 
( J  =  J-terminate)
-------------------------------------------End  o f theory TRACK--------------------------------------------
A .7 T h e  th eo ry  PART
P a re n ts  
TRACK SIGNAL
T y p e s
" :Pa rt" " : E lb l"
C o n s ta n ts
REP.Part ":P a rt  -> (num ♦  (num • T c ir  ♦
(num • (T c ir  • ((num • num) • (num • num))) ♦  
num • (T c ir  0 (Point • (num • (num • num )))))))  lt re e " 
ABS.Part "  : (num * (num • T c ir  * (num 0 (T c ir 0
((num 0 num) 0 (num 0 num))) ♦  num 0 (T c ir  0 (Point 0 
(num 0 (num 0 num )))))))ltree  -> Part"
BPART :num -> Part"
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TPART ":nvuB ->  (T c ir  ->  P a rt ) "
DPART " :num ->  (T c ir  -> (num • num -> (num • num -> P a r t ) ) ) "
PPART " :num -> (T c ir  -> (Po int ->  (num • (num • num) -> P a r t ) ) ) "
PART-ID ":P a rt  -> num"
PART.CIRCUIT ":P a rt  -> T c ir "
PART .POINT "  :Part -> P o in t"
PART.PNT.TRAILING ":P a rt  ->  num"
PART.PNT.NORMAL ":P a rt  -> num"
PART.PNT.REVERSE ":P a rt  -> num"
PART.DIA1 "  :Part -> num • num"
PART.DIA2 ":P a rt  -> num • num"
IS-BPART ":P a rt  -> boo l"
IS-TPART ":P a rt  -> boo l"
IS-DPART ":P a rt  -> boo l"
IS.PPART "¡P a rt  -> boo l"
REP.EIbl " :E lb l -> (Jo in  • S ig n a l ♦  J o in ) lt ro a "
ABS.EIbl "¡ ( J o in  • S igna l ♦  J o in ) ltra a  -> E lb l"
ELBLSIG "¡ J o in  -> (S ig na l -> E lb l ) "
ELBL "¡ J o in  -> E lb l"
IS-ELBL.SIGNAL " ¡ E lb l  -> boo l"
ELBL.SIGNAL " ¡ E lb l  -> S ig n a l"
ELBL JO IN  " ¡ E lb l  -> Jo in "
D efin itio n s
Part-TYJDEF I- 3 r e p . TYPE-DEFIN IT ION(TRP(Ari/.(3n. v =  INLn) A
(LENGTH t l = 0) V (3n r .  v = IN R (IN L(n,7v ))) A (LENGTH t l  =  0) V 
( I n T * p o p i - v  -  IN R (IN R (IN L(n ,r,p o ,P i))))  A (LENGTH t l = 0) V 
( 3 n T P p . v =  INR(INR(INR(n,r, P , p ) ) ) ) A (LENGTH!/ = 0)))rcp 
Part .ISO-DEF
(-(Va.ABS-Part(REP-Parta) =  a) A (Vr. TRP(At></.(3n. t; =  IN Ln ) A 
(LENGTH tl =  0) V (3n V .  v =  INR (INL(n, 7*))) A (LENGTH*/ =  0) V 
(Sn T 'p o P i.v  =  IN R (IN R (IN L(n ,r.p o ,P i))))A (LEN G TH H  =  0) V 
( 3 i» r  P p . v =  IN R ( IN R ( IN R (n ,r ,P .p ))) )A  
(LENGTH *  0 ))r  *  (REP-Part(ABS.Partr) =  r))
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BPART.DEF I-Vn. BPART n =  ABS.Part(Node(INL n) [])
TPART-DEF I- V nT '.  TPART n T '  =  ABS.Part(Node(INR(INL(n,:r')))[])
DPART_DEF h Vn V  Po Pi ■ DPART n V  po Pi =
ABS.Part (Node (INR (IN R(IN L(n ,r ',po, P i))))[])
PPARTJ5EF h Vn T '  P  p. PPART n T '  P p  =
ABS.Part (Node ( IN R (IN R (IN R (n ,r,P ,p ))))[])
PART JDJ)EF h (Vn. PARTJD (BPART n) =  n) A (Vn t. PARTJD (TPART n t) =  n) A 
(Vnt n, n2. PART.ID (DPART n tn , nj) =  n) A 
(Vn tpn3. PART_ID(PPART n t p n 3) =  n)
PART-CIRCUIT -DEF h (Vn tc. PART .CIRCUIT (TPART n te) =  tc) A 
(Vntcn, n2. PART-CIRCUIT (DPART n icn, n2) =  tc) A 
(Vn tcpn3. PART.CIRCUIT (PPART n t c p n 3) =  tc)
PART -PO INT J)EF h V ntcpn3. PART-POINT (PPART ntcpn3) =  p 
PART-PNT.TRAILING-DEF
I- V n tcp n 3. PART.PNT.TRAILING(PPART n tcp n 3) =  FSTn3 
PART-PNT-NORMAL-DEF
h Vn tcpn3. PART.PNT.NORMAL (PPART n tcpn3) =  FST (SN D  n3)
DART PVT RFVFR«;F npr
h Vn t cpn3. PART.PNT.REVERSE (PPART n tcpn3) =  SND  (SND n3) 
PART-DIA.DEF h Vn tc n, n2. PART-DIA1 (DPART n tcm n2) =  n,
PART-DIA2.DEF h Vntcn, n2. PART.DIA2(DPART n ten, n2) =  n2 
IS-BPART.DEF
h (Vn. IS.BPART (BPART n) =  T) A (Vn  t. IS.BPART (TPART n t) =  F)A 
(Vn t n, n2. IS.BPART (DPART n t n, n2) =  F) A 
(V n tpn 3.IS .BPART(PPARTn tpn3) =  F)
IS-TPART.DEF
K (Vn.lS-TPART(BPART n) =  F)A(Vnt. IS.TPART(TPART nt)  =  T)A  
(Vn t n, n2. IS.TPART (DPART n t n, n2) =  F) A 
(Vn t p n 3. IS.TPART( PPART n tp n 3) =  F)
IS-DPART.DEF
H (Vn.lS.DPART( BPART n) =  F) A (Vn t. IS.DPART (TPART nt) =  F)A 
(Vntn, n2.IS.DPART(DPART n tn ,n 2) =  T) A 
(V n tpn 3. IS.DPART (PPART n t p n 3) =  F)
IS-PPART.DEF
I- (Vn. IS.PPART (BPART n) =  F) A (Vn f. IS.PPART (TPART n t) =  F)A  
(Vn t n, n2. IS.PPART (DPART n t n, n2) =  F) A 
(Vn tpn 3. IS.PPART(PPART n tp n 3) =  T)
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Elbl-TY-DEF h 3rep. TYPE-DEFINITION (TRP(Aw t l.{3J S'. v =  INL ( S')) A 
(LENGTH tl =  0) V (3.7. t; =  INR J)  A (LENGTH tl =  0))) rep 
Elb lJSOJ>EF h (Vo. ABS.EIbl (REP-Elbl o) =  o) A
(Vr. TRP  (At; tl. (3J  S'. v =  INL (J,  S')) A (LENGTH tl =  0) V 
(37.« =  INR J)  A (LENGTH t/ =  0)) r =  (REP-Elbl (ABS.EIbl r) =  r)) 
ELBLSIG-DEF h V J  S'. ELBLSIG J  S'  =  ABS.EIbl(Node(INL(7,5 '))  [])
ELBL.DEF h VJ. ELBL./ =  ABS.EIbl (Node (INR 7 )[])
IS-ELBLJSIGMAL.DEF I- i j  s. IS.ELBL.SIGNAL (ELBLSIG j  a) =  T 
ELBL-SIGMAL-DEF I- Vjs. ELBL.SIGNAL(ELBLSIG j  s) =  j 
ELBL-J0IN.DEF
h (Vj ELBL JO IN  (ELBLSIG j  a) =  j )  A (Vj. ELBL JO IN  (ELBL j)  =  j )
Theorem s
Part-Axiom h V/0 /i /a fa. (3V/n. (Vn. f n  (BPART n) =  /0 n) A 
(Vn V .  f n  (TPART n V )  =  / ,n  V )  A 
(V n rp o p , ./ n (D P A R T n rp o p 1) =  /2n r Pop1)A 
(Vn T 'P  p./n( PPART n T 'P p )  =  f 3n T 'P p ) )
Part Jnduct h VP. (Vn. P  (BPART n)) A (Vn T'. P (TPART n T ') )  A 
(Vn r  po P!. P  (OPART n r  po p !)) A 
(Vn V  P1 p. P (PPART n T ' P ' p)) D (VP*. P  P ')
Part_on«_on« h (Vn n'. (BPART n =  BPART n') =  (n =  n ')) A
(Vn V n ' T " .  (TPART n T '  =  TPART n 'T") =  (n =  n ') A ( T  =  T "))  A 
(Vn r  po p, n ' T " p(, p{. (DPART n V  pop, =  DPART n ' T "p& pj) =
(n =  n ') A ( r  =  T") A (po =  P&) A (p, =  pj)) A 
(Vn V  P  p n' T" P' p'. (PPART n V  P p =  PPART n ' P "  P* p>) =
(n =  n ') A (T* =  T") A (P  =  P /) A (p =  p'))
P a rt-d ist in c t  h (Vn n ' P '. ^ ( BPART n =  TPART n' T')) A
(Vn n 'P 'pop,.--( BPART n =  DPART n 'P 'pop i)) A 
(Vn n ' V  P  p. -i( BPART n =  PPART n ' V  Pp )) A 
(Vn P ' n ' T "  po P i. --(TPART n P ' =  DPART n' T" po p ,)) A 
( i n T ' n ' T ' P p .  --(TPART n T ' =  PPART n 'P " P p ) ) A  
(Vn T ' po Pi n ' P "  Pp.--(DPART nP 'poP i = P PART n' P "  P  p)) 
Part-cases h V P /.(3n .P/=  BPART n) V (3nP '. P ' =  TPART n f )  V 
(3 n T /p0 p i.P /=  D P A R T n rp o P i)V  
(3n V  P"p .P , = PPART n V  P " p)
Elbl-Axiom h V/0 /j. (3V/n. (VJ S'. f n  (ELBLSIG J S') = f 0 J  S') A 
(V././n(ELBL7) =  /, J))
Elb l-Induct h VP. ( i J  S'. P (ELBLS IG 7  5 ') )  A (VJ. P (ELBL  J)) D { i E . P E )
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K lb ljO M jO M  h (V7 S ' V  S " . (ELBLSIGy S ' =  ELBLSIG J 'S ")  =  (J  =  y ')  A 
(S ' =  s " ) )  a  ( v y  y'. ( E iB L  y =  ELB Ly ') =  (y =  y '))
E lb l-d is t in c t  I- Vy 5 ' y '. --( ELBLSIG J  S '  =  ELBL y ')
E lb l.ca sa s h V£. (3y  S '. £  =  ELBLSIG y  S ')  V (By. £  =  ELBL J )
End of theory PART
A .8 T h e  th eo ry  NETWORK
P aren ts
HOL sa ts  func graph a l i s t  path PART
C onstants
NFC " : (Pa rt)sat • (Part • (Part • E lb l) ) sa t  -> (Part -> b oo l)"
NJOIN "¡ (P a rt )so t  • (Part • (Part • E lb l) ) se t  ->
(Part -> (E lb l -> (Part -> (E lb l ->
(Pa rt)sat i  (Part • (Part • E lb l) ) s a t ) ) > ) "
NETW ORK ": (P a rt )sa t  • (Part • (Part • E lb l) ) sa t  -> boo l"
Definitions
NFC.DEF h (VJVn. NFC AT (BPARTn) =  IN.DEGREE ^V(BPARTn) <  1)A 
(WV ni. NFC Ar (TPART nt) =  IN.DEGREE N  (TPART n t) <  2) A 
(VAT n t P n 3. NFC JV(PPART n * P n 3) =
IN.DEGREE N  (PPART n t P n3) <  3) A (VAT n t n, na.
NFC .V (DPART n t nt na) =  IN.DEGREE A (DPART n t n, na) < 4) 
NJOIN J)EF h VAT r»i sj na sa. NJOIN N  rta «i na aa =  (nj, na,«i) INSERT.EDGE 
((na,n i,s3) INSERT.EDGE (na INSERT.VERTEX AT))
NETWORKJ)EF h VW. NETW ORK .V =  (VP. (Vn. P({BPART  n ) ,{ })) A
(Vn t. P ({T P A R T  n < } , { } ) )  A (V n lpn 3. P ({P P A R T  n f p n 3} ,{ })) A 
(Vn t n, n2. P  ({DPART n tn , n ,} , {  })) A (VAT'p, ft. P  AT' A 
-(p, =  Pi) A Pi IS.VERTEX N ' A NFC S 'p, A 
NFC AT'pj 0  (Vs, a2. P(NJO IN  N 'p\ a\ pa * a))) D P  N)
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Theorem s
NETWORK .BUFFER h Vn. NETWORK ({BPART n} , { })
NETWORK .TRACK h Vn t. NETWORK ( {TPART n <} , { })
NETWORK JOINT h Vn t p n 3. NETWORK ({PPART n t p n3}, { })
NETWORK-DIAM h Vn t m n2. NETWORK ({OPART n t n, na}, { })
NETWORK .SIMP h Vn. NETWORK ({n} ,{ })
NETWORK -NJOIN I- VAT. NETWORK N D (Vn, n2. n, IS.VERTEX N  A -.(n, = na) A 
NFCJVn, ANFCiVnj D (Vs, *a. NETWORK(NJOIN AT n, s, nasa))) 
NETWORK .INDUCT h VP. (Vn. P({BPART n} , { })) A (Vn t. P({TPART nl),{ })) A 
(Vnipn3. P({PPART nlpn3},{ })) A 
(Vn t n, na. P({DPART n t n, n2}, { })) A 
(VAT P1 P2. P  N  A -<(pi = P2) A pi IS.VERTEX N  A NFC Af p, A 
NFC N  p3 D (Vs, a2. P (NJOIN N p\»\p2 «3))) 0 
(VJV. NETWORK A :> PA)
NFC JIMP K Vn. NFC({n} ,{ })n
NJOIN-EXP h VAT n, a, na aa. n, IS.VERTEX AT A ^ na IS.VERTEX AT D 
(NJOIN A n, a, na s2 =
na INSERT VS A,(n,,na,a,) INSERT ((n2, n,,aa) INSERT ES AT)) 
NJOIN-EXP2 h VAT n, a, n2 aa. n, IS.VERTEX Af Ana IS.VERTEX AT D 
(NJOIN AT n, a, naa2 =
VS AT,(n,,na.i,) INSERT ((na,n,,aa) INSERT ES AT))
NETWORK .GRAPH h VAT. NETWORK JV D GRAPH N
NOT .VER .IMP JIFC I- VAT p. NETWORK N D (-p IS.VERTEX N  3 NFC Af p)
NETWORK .FINITE h VA. NETWORK AT D FINITE (VS AT) A FINITE (ES AT)
NETWORK-FINITE-GRAPH h VA. NETWORK N D FINITE.GRAPH N 
NETWORK .CONNECTED H VA. NETWORK N 0 CONNECTED A 
_________________ End of theory NETWORK----------------
A p p en d ix  B
M L source listings
This appendix lists all the ML source files which create the theories in Appendix A. 
Each file is listed in a  separate section.
B .l  T h e  file mk_func.ml
naa.thaary‘ fune*; ; 
lo a d . l ib ra ry '• •«•';
nan.apacial.symbol ' —» '  ; ; 
naa.apacial.ayiabol <>—> • ; ;  
nsw.spacial.symbol
la t  FUI.DEF -  n s s . in f i x .d s f in i t io n ( ' FUI.DEF' ,
••$--> * • (*:•->••) -  ( l a .  (a  »  ft) — > « f  a) I I  »>>"> ü
la t  F U l .0 IT 0 .D ir -  n a a . in f ia .d a f in it lo n (1 FUl.OSTO.DEF' ,
•••--» (A : (a )a a t > (B :(a a )aa t)  f  -  
( l x .  (a I I  â> - ->  ( f  a ) I I  ■) A  
( l y .  ( y  I I  •> — > (T a . (a I I  A) A  ( y  -  f  a ) ) ) " ) ; s
la t  F U f .0 1 l.0 l l .D E F - n a a .in f ia .d a f i» it lo a < ,FU1.01«.011.D«F‘ .
"• > -->  (A :(a )a a t )  (B :(a a )a a t) f  •
( l x .  (a I I  A> — »  ( f  a) I I  B> A
( la  y . (a U  A ) A  ( y  I I  A ) A  ( ( f  a) -  ( f  y>> — > (a -  y>>">;;
la t  F U I . ISO.D IF ■ n a a .in f i i .d a f  in i t io n i‘ FUS.ISO.DBF' ,
“!< - ->  (A : (a )a a t ) (l :(a a )a a t>  f  ■
( (A  >— > ■> f )  A  ( (A  — »  1) f > " ) i l
la t  FU l.O lTO .o  ■ p ra va .th a C F U l.O IT O .o ' ,
“ ! (A :  (a )a a t) 1 C ( f : — >aa) (g :ss->sss>.
( (A  - - »  B) f )  A  ( ( I  - - »  C> g) — > ((A  — »  C) (|  a f> ) ‘\  
PU1I.AEWAITE_TACCFU1.0IT0.DIF ;o.THS] T i l l  AEPEAT 0E1.TAC THES STEIP.TAC 
THE! C01J.TAC THE! OEI.TAC THE! STKIP.TAC THES 1ES.TAC THE! RES.TAC
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T U I  EXISTS.T4C
THES SUBSTl.TAC (ASSUME " y  -  ( f - > •••) x">
THES SUBSTl.TAC (ASSUME "X  »  ( f :0 ->  ••) x »» ">
THE! CO IJ.TAC THULC FIEST.ASSUN ACCEPT.TAC; U F L .T A C ]>; ;
lo t  FUS.OSE.OIE.o -  prova.thaCFUS.OSE.OSE.o' ,
" ! (A : ( * ) M t>  B C (f:a-> aa>  (g :aa-> aaa).
( (A  > -->  B> f )  A  ((B  > -->  C) g) - ->  ((A  >— > C> (g  o f ) ) " .  
PUU.BEVBITE.TACCFUI_OBE_OSE.DEF ;o_THM] TH U BEPEAT OU.TAC TH U STBIP.TAC  
THIS COIJ.TAC T H U  BEPEAT O U .TAC TH U STBIP.TAC TMU BU .TAC THE! BES.TAC) ; ;
la t  F U l.IS O .o  -  p ro v«_ tha ('F U B .IS O .o ' ,
"I(A:(•)••«) • C (<:•->••) (g:••“>•••).
( (A  <— »  B) f )  /\ ((B  <— > C> g) •■> ((A  < -->  C ) (g  o f )> " ,  
PUU_UWBITE_TAC[FUB_ISO_DEF;o_THM] TH U BEPEAT O U .TA C  THU STBIP.TAC 
TH U INP.BES.TAC FUB.OBTO.o THES IMP.BIS.TAC FUB.OBE.OSE.o 
TMU COHJ.TAC THEM FIBST.ASSUM ACCEPT.TAC) ; ;
la* FUI.IBV.D EF -  n a o .d a f in it io n ( ‘ FUI.ISV.DEF' ,
"FUM.IMV ( A : (•>••*) (B :(••)••*) f  y  ■
( ( y  I I  B> A  <?x. ( x  IB  A ) A  <y • f x>>> ■>
(•x. ( x  IB  A ) A  (y  -  f  x ) ) I (Ox. x IB A)
I « t  FUB.PIBVEM E.D U -  n « x _ d « f in it io n ( ‘ FUB.PIBVEBSE.DEF' ,
"FUH.PIBVEBSE (A ,B ) (*:•->••) g  ■
(A  — > B )f  A  (B  — > A )g  A  ( l x .  (x  IB A) — > <(g • f ) x  - x) )") j ;
la t  FUB.IBVEBSE.DEF -  naa.daf in i t io n ( ‘ FUH.IBVEBSE.DEF1 ,
"FUH.IHVEBSE (A ,B ) (*:•->••) g  -
(FUH.PIBVEME (A .B ) t g ) A  (FUB.PIBVEUE (B .A ) g
1«« FUB.TT ■ p rc * * .th » ( ‘FUB.TT‘ ,
" !A B (< :• ->••). (A >— > B> f  \/ (A —  »  B> 1 — > (A —  > B ) f " ,  
PUU.OBCE.BnBITB.TAC CFUB.OBE.OBB.DU i FUB.OBTO.DU ; FUB.DEF]
THEB UPEAT OEH.TAC THEH DISCH.TMU STBIP.ASSUHE.TAC 
TMU FIUT.ASSUN  ACCEPT.TAC) ; ;
U B  FUH.IHV.TT -
lo t  l « x  -  OBCE.UHBITE.BULE [EQ.STM.EQ] HEHBEB.HOT.EMPTT in 
p ro v «.th a ( 'F U H .IB V .T T 1.
“ !A  B ( f  :•->••) . ‘ (A ■ < »  “ > (B — > AXFUH.IHV A B f ) ” ,
BEPEAT O U .T A C  TM U B n B IT E .T AC [F U H .D U ;F U B .IB V .D U ;I«i]
TMU DISCM.TAC TNEB BEPEAT STBIP.TAC TMEB COBD.CASU.TAC 
THEILC
POP.ASSUN ( \ t .  8TBIP.ASSUNE.TAC ( ( SELECT.BULE o C0BJUBCT2) t ) ) s  
FIBST.ASSUM ( \ t .  NATCN.ACCEPT.TAC ( SELECT.BULE t ) ) ] ) ü
l « t  LEFT.FIBV a p ro «a .tk a ( ‘LEFT.FIBV*,
"14 B ( f  :•■>••> . ' ( A  -  ( } )  A  (A > -->  B )f — >
FUB.PIBVEBSE (A .B ) f  (FUB.IBV A B « ) " ,  
PUU.BUBITE .TACCFU B.P IBVEU E.D U ] TN U BEPEAT OU .TAC TMU STBIP.TAC 
T H U  IH P .U S .T A C  FUB.TT TMU IH P.U S.TAC FUB.IBV.TY
THEM UPEAT COBJ.TAC THEB (FIUT.ASSUM MATCH.ACCEPT.TAC OULSE ALL.TAC > 
TMEB PUBE.BEHBITE.TACCFUB.IHV.DBFio.TMN]
THEH UBDISCN.TAC " (A  > " >  B X f  :*->ao)»
TNEB PUU.OBCE.BUBITE.TACCFUB.OBE.OBE.DEF]
TMEB UPEAT STBIP.TAC TN U  US .TAC
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THE! SUBQOAL.TKEI "<?*>. *• II A /\ ((*:•->••) * - f *'>)“ ASSUHE.TAC
EXISTS.TAC THE! COIJ.TAC THEIL[FIAST.ASSUH ACCEPT.TAC; EEFL.TAC] ;
ASH.REMRITE.TACQ THAI POP.ASSUH <\t. STRIP.ASSUHE.TAC (SELECT.RULE t)> 
THE! RES.TAC TIE! FIRST.ASSUH <\t. ACCEPT.TAC (STB «>>]>; I
lot EIOHT.FIIV - prove.thaCRIOHT.FIlV' ,
•MA B (*:•->••). -(A ■ {» /\ (A --» B)f «->
FUI.PIIVEASE (B,A> (FUI.IIV A B f> f",
PURB_REMRITE_TAC[FUI_PIIVEBSE_DEF] THE! KEPEAT OEI.TAC THEE STBIP.TAC 
THEI IBP.AES.TAC FU1.TT TIE! IBP.BES.TAC FUI.IIF.TT
THE! EEPEAT COIJ.TAC THEE (FIBST.A3SUB BATCH.ACCEPT.TAC OBELSB ALL.TAC ) 
THEI PURE_EEMBITE.TACCFUI_IIV.DEF;o_THB]
THEI UIDI3CH.TAC "(A --» l>(f:
THEI PURE.OICE.REHRITE.TACCFUI.OITO.DEF]
THE! REPEAT STRIP.TAC THU AES.TAC
THE! SUBOOAL.TKEI "(?»•. H> II A /\ «»:••) ■ f «>))" ASSUf-.B_TAC 
THEILC
EXI8TS.TAC •■«>:••• THEI COIJ.TAC THEI FIR3T.ASSUH ACCEPT.TAC;
FILTER.ABH.REMRITE.TAC (\t .not<f»t(»trip.coBb t) ■ :••-»••-»bool")) □
THEI POP.ASSUH (\t. STRIP.ASSUHB.TAC <SELECT.RULE t>>
THEI FIR8T.ASSUH <\t. HATCH.ACCEPT.TAC (STB »))]);;
lat LEFT.RIOHT.PIIV * prove.that‘LEPT.RIOHT_PIIV‘,
“IB B <f:•->••) g.
(A — > B)f /\ (B — > A)g /\ FUI.PIIVERSE (A.B) f g — >
U  >— > B)f /\ (B --» A)g",
REPEAT OEI.TAC THE! REMRITE.TAC
CFUI.DEF;FUI.0IE.0IE.DEF;FUI.OITO.DEF;FUI.PIIVERSE.DBF; o.THB]
THU REPEAT STRIP.TAC THE! AES.TAC THIRL [
UIDISCH.TAC "<g:oo->o)(f y ) • y "
THE! DISCH.THEI <\t. SUB8T1.TAC (STB t>>
THEI UIDISCH.TAC "(g:oo->o>(f *) - 
THE« DISCH.THEI <\*. SUBST1.TAC (STB t)>
THEI AP.TERH.TAC THU FIRST.ASSUH ACCEPT.TAC;
EXISTS.TAC "(f:•->••) y "
THEI COIJ.TAC THU (COIV.TAC STH.COIV ORELSE ALL.TAC>
THEI FIRST.ASSUH ACCEPT.TAC]);;
lot ISO.IIVERSE * prow.tha( ‘ ISO.IIVERSE',
•I* B (<:•■>••) g.
(A --> B)f /\ (B — » A)g /\ FUI.IIVERSE (A.B> * I “ >
(A <— > B)f /\ (B <--> A )g" ,
REPEAT OEI.TAC THEI REMRITE.TAC[FUI.ISO.DEF;FUI.IIVERSE.DEF]
THEI REPEAT STRIP.TAC THEI IHP.RES.TAC LEFT.RIOHT.PIIV);;
lot FUI.EHPTT.LEFT -
lot loal ■ TAC.PROOFC ([) , "!B (f :•->••). «} --> B)f>, 
REMRITE.TAC[FUI.DEF;IOT.II.EHPTT]) la 
lot lea2 ■ TAC.PROOFC ([] , “IB (f:o->oo). ({} >— > B)f>, 
REMRITI_TAC[FUI_OIE_OIE_DEF¡IOT.II.IHPTY]> la 
lot loa3 - TAC_PR00F<<[], "!B (f:o->oo). (({) — »  B)f - (B - {»)••), 
REMRITE.TAC [FUI.OITO.DEF ilOT.II.EHPTY]
THEI OEI.TAC THEI COIV.TAC (OICE.DEPTH.COIV FORALL.IOT.COIV)
THEI REHRITE.TACCHIHIIR.IOT.BHPTV]) la
lot 1ob4 ■ TAC_PR00F(([] , "IB (f:o->oo). (({> «--> B)f - (B -  {»))"), 
REPEAT OEI.TAC THEI
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REURITE.TACCFOT.IS0.DEF;l*a2;laa3]) la  
aava.thaC ‘ FOT.EHPTY.LEFT' , L IS T .CO IJ C la a l;l* a 2 ;la a 3 ;la a « ]> ; i
la* FUH.EHPTY.RIOHT -
l# t  la a  -  COBV.RULE (OECE.DEPTH.COST «0T.KXISTS.C0IV)
C O U .A L l (PUKK_0«CS_EKVIITK.10LK[«OT.CLAUSES] 
CCOHTMPOSCsndCEQ.IHP.RULE (SPKC.ALL HEHBER.HOT.EHPTY)) )  ) )  > la  
la* la a l -  TAC.PROOPCCD . " !A  ( f :# -> a a ). (A - ->  < » f  ■ (A -  < > )" ). 
«KHTE.TACCFOT.DEF; EOT. II.EMPTY]
THEE EEPEAT OEI.TAC THEE COBV.TAC (OICK.DEPTH.COEV FORALL.EOT.COI») 
TH U  REMRITE.TACtHEHBKR.EOT.EMPTY] ) la  
la* laa2 ■ TAC.PROOF((□  , " IA  < f:* -> aa). (A  > -->  < » f  -  (A ■ < » " > ,  
«URITE_TACCFOT_OEE.OEE.DEF; EOT. IB.EMPTY]
TIKE EEPEAT OEB.TAC THEE EQ.TAC T H U  STRIP.TAC 
THULC IMP.RES.TAC la a ;
ASM.REHRITE.TAC[EOT.IE.EMPTY]]) la
la* laa3 -  TAC.PROOFCC □  . " !A  C f :•->**>. ( (A  - - »  < > )f -  (A • { » ) " ) ,  
UURITE.TACCFOT_OITO.DEF; EOT. IE.EMPTY]
T H U  O U .TA C  TH U EQ.TAC 
THULC MATCH.ACCEPT.!AC laa ;
D IECH.TH « ( \ t .  SUBST1.TAC t )  THEE AEWRITE.TACCEOT.IH.EHPTY]])  la 
la t  la a «  -  TAC.PROOFCC □  . -MB < f;*->**>. ( (A  <--> <>>* -  (A  -  < » > " ) , 
REPEAT O U .TAC THEE
REURITE.TACCFOT.ISO.DEF; laa2; l ta 3 ]) la  
aa*a_tha< ‘ FOT.EMPTY.RIGHT' , LIST.COBJ C la a l; laa2; la a S ; la a « ] ) ; i
la t  FUB.I a
la t  la a l -  TAC.PROOFCC □ ,  "!A :< a )a a t. (A  — > A) < I:a -> a > "> , 
REURITE.TACCFOT.DEF; I.THM] > la
la t  laa2 -  TAC.PROOFC( □ .  “ IA :(* )* a t. (A  > -->  A ) < I:a -> * > ") , 
REURITE.TAC [FOT.OEE.Ore.DEF; I  _THM]
T H U  «P E A T  STRIP.TAC TH U FIMT.ASSWM ACCEPT.TAC) la  
la t  laaS ■ TAC.PROOFCC □ ,  " ! A : ( * ) ia t .  (A — »  A) 
REURITE.TACCFOT.OHTO.DEF; I  _THM]
THEE REPUT STRIP.TAC TH U EXIETS.TAC '•»:*" THEE 
ABM.RURITE.TACC]> In
la t  la a «  -  TAC.PROOFC( □  , "IA :C*>aat. CA « - ->  A ) < I:a -> a )«> , 
«URITE.TACCFOT_ISO.DEF; I.THM]
T H U  REPEAT STRIP.TAC THULC
MATCH.ACCEPT.TAC laa2 ; HATCH.ACCEPT.TAC la a3 ])  la  
a a va .th a C 'F O T .I ', LIST.COEJ C la a l; laa2; laa3; la a « ] ) ; ;
la t  ISO .F IBV ■ prova.thaC1 IS O .F IE »1,
“ 1A B C f:•->••>. CA < -->  B )f — > CB < -->  AM FOT.IEV A B f> “ ,
REPUT Q U .TAC TH U RURITE.TACCFOT.ISO.DU]
TH U  ASH.CASES.TAC ''CA;Ca)aat> ■ < )"
THEE ASM.REURITE.TACCFOT.EHPTY.LEFT; FUE.EHPTY.RIOHT]
THEE ASN.CASES.TAC "CB:C*>a*t> -  {> "
THEE ASH.MHRITE.TACCFOT.EMPTY.LEFT;FUH.EMPTY.RIGHT]
THEE REPEAT STRIP.TAC T H U  NAP.EVERY IMP.RES.TAC 
[FU E.TY; FOT.IHV.TY; LEFT.FI BY; RIOKT.FIHV; LEFT.RIGHT.PIBV]
THEE FIUT.ASSUH HATCH.HP.TAC THEE FIUT.ASSUH HATCH.ACCEPT.TAC) | i
e lo sa .th a o ryC ); ;
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B .2  T h e  file  ink-graph.m l
x<-------------------------------------------------------
P IL I :  ak.g rap h .a l  *ar:0.3
AUTHOR: Hal Hong DATE: 1 AUO 1990 aodafiad Jun 91
ass.tkaory ‘graph* ; 
load.llbrary'aats* i ;
«• ».p aran t‘ fune‘ : ; 
a u to lo a d .a ll'fune' ;;
s s t . f la g C  sticky*  ,tru a ) -, ;
X----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *
X- Qaaaral thaoraaa and t a c t ic »  n««d«d In  t h is  thaory -S  
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *
lot PAIR.EQ.Eq - TAC.PR00F( ( C] .







lot PAIR.EOT.EQ - TAC.PR00F(( □  ,
"!(»:•> (b:••) a y. -<<a,b> ■ (a.y)) » *<a • a) \/ *(b - y)").




THU OHCE.REHRITE.TACC] ) ; ;
1st BOT.HULL.APPEBD - TAC.PROOFC(C].
-!«»:• list) 13. ‘HULL 13 — > 'HULL (APPEED 11 13)“).
LIET.IBDUCT.TAC THEE (REHRITE.TACCAPPEHD;BULL]))! ;
1st BULL.EIL “ TAC_PR00F(<[],
*Ml:(*>llSt. BULL 1 ■ (1 ■ Cl>"),
LIST.XHDUCT.TAC THEE (REHRITE.TACCEULL ¡EOT.COES.IIL] ) ) J i 
Ut  HD.APPEBD • TAC.PR00F( ( [] ,
"tpi p3: (•)list. ('BULL pi) -■> (HD (APPEBD pi p3> ■ HD pl)H>. 
LIIT.IHDUCT.TAC THEELC 
REHRITE.TACCAPPEHD;EULL] :
OHCE.REHRITE.TAC CAPPEBD: BULL] THEE REHRITE.TACCHD]] ) ; ;
1st ETOT.APPEED - TAC.PROOF(<[] ,
“1(11 :• list) 13 P. EVERY P (APPEHD 11 13) ■ (EVERY P 11) A  (EVERY P 13)“), 
LIST.IHDUCT.TAC THEHLC 
REHRITE.TACCAPPEED:EVERY.DEF] :
OHCE.REHRITE.TACC APPEHD ; EVERY_DEF] THEE OHCE.REHRITE.TACCEVERY.DEF]
THEE ASH.REHRITE.TACC] THEE REHRITE.TACCCOEJ.ASSOC]] > i ;
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le t  DISJOIIT.IISUT.IHP -  TAC_P100F( ( □  ,
“ ! (* : • )  •  t .  D i s j o i n  ( s  i i s e r t  •> t  ■■>
(D i s jo in  ■ t )  A  •(«  id t> " ).
UWRITE.TAC(DISJOIIT.DEF ; IISEBT. I  ITER]
THU REPEAT QEI.TAC THU COID.CASU.TAC 
THU UWIITE.TACCIOT.IISUT.EHPTY]);;
U t  I I . IH P . I I .U I IO I  -  TAC.PROOF(  ( [ ]  ,
“K b :*) s t. (x I I  «) — > x  I I  (• UIIOI t>">, 
UW 1ITE_TAC[II_UII0I;01_IIT10_THH2] )  ; ;
X Vortex, Edga and Graph ara  d a flaa d  aa abbraviationa fo r  tha tjrpaa aaadX 
X to represent v e r t ic e s , edges and graphs. X
la t  Vorte x ■ and
Edga • * ¡(a  I  a  I  aa )“  and
Graph a "  : (a )a a t • (a • a • a a )a a t"n
X Tha fa lla a ia g  thraa d a f in it lo n a  ara raqaied by tha d e f in it io n  a f graphX 
X a .a re (a ) la  tha soarca o f  an adgo a X 
X a.daa(a ) la  tha d a a tln a tlo n  o f  an adga a X 
X a lb (a ) la  tha la b a l o f  an adgo a X
X----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1
la t  e.arc.DEF ■ n o a .d a f ln lt io n ( 'e .s r c .D E F ',
"a .a rc  (a : ‘ Edga) -  FST a“ )  ; ;
la t  o.des.DEF ■ n a s .d a f ln lt lo n (1 e.des.D EF',
"a .das (a :-E dga ) -  FST (S ID  a )“ ) ; ;
la t  alb.DEF -  n a s .d a f in lt lo n i‘ a lb .D E F ',
“a lb  (a : 'M g s )  ■ SID (S ID  a ) “ ) ; ;
1st a .a re  ■ p ro va .th a (‘ a .s rc * , ” !p l p2 a. s .a re ((p l,p2 ,a ):* E dga) ■ p i“ , 
UPEAT QEI.TAC THE! PU U .O IC E .U U IITE .TA C C s.src.D E F]
T H U  PUU .0 ICE_UU 1 ITS .TACCFST] TH U U FL.TAC) ¡ ¡
1st a.das -  p roas.tha iCa.da s' . “ !p l p2 s . s_dss((p l ,p2 ,s ) l*Mga> ■ p2“ , 
UPEAT Q U .TAC T H U  P U U .O IC E .U U lITE .T A C C s.d as .D U ]
T H U  PURE.REU1ITE.TAC [FST ; S ID] T H U  U FL.TAC) ; ¡
1st a lb  -  p ro ra .th n iC a lb ' . " ! p l  p2 s . a lb ((p l ,p2.s> : ‘ Edgo) -  s " ,
REPEAT Q U .TAC T H U  PUU_OICE.UWRITE.TAC[alb_DEF]
T H U  PUU .UW llTE .TACCFST ;S ID ] TH U U FL.TAC) ; ;
X - A graph, by d e f in i t io n ,  I s  a p a ir  o f so ts , ahora -X  
X - V Is  tha ra rta x  s a t , which can bo a sat o f  any typo  and -X
X - E la  tha adgo sot sh ich  I s  a sat o f  wartax p a irs  and la ba ls . -X  
X* Tha ce astra in t on graph I s  th a t a l l  wartlcas appaarad l x  -X  
X* tho vartax p a irs  In  ths  adga sat ara naabars o f tha vartax sa t. -X
X------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- X
la t  Q1APH.DEF ■ n ss .dafin ltlon ('Q R A P H .D E F ' ,
"01APH ( ( V : (*Vartax> sat> , ( E : ( ‘ Edge>sat ) ) -
la .  a I I  E “ > ( ( ( a .s r c  a ) I l  V) A  ((s .d a s  s ) I I  V)>“ >;s
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X -  A sp ec ia l graph ia  tha aapty graph -X  
la t  IUU..GAAPH ■ na a .d a f in it lo n ( 'lULL.GRAPH' ,
"lULL.GRAPH • ( (EMPTY : (*Vartaz)sa t) ,  (EMPTY: (* E d g a )sa t))" ); ;
X Tha va r tic a s  aat og a graph X
la t  VS.DEF ■ n e a .d e f in it io n C  VS.DEF*, "VS <0:*0raph) ■ FST 0 " ) ; ;  
X Tha adga aat a f a graph X
la t  ES.DEF -  n a s .d a fln it io n t 'E S .D E F ' , "BS (G :"Graph) ■ SID 0 " ) ; ;
la t  VEBTICBS ■ p ro ve .th a t ‘ VERTICES'.
“ ! ( f :(* Vartaa) a a t)  (B :('B d g a )a a t). VS(V.E) ■ V " ,
REWRITE.TAC [VS.DEF ; FST] ) i ;
la t  EDGES -  p ro v e .th a t ‘ EDGES' ,
“ ! (V : ( " Ve rtez) s e t ) (E : (*Edga>aat). ES(V,E) -  E " ,
REVAITE.TAC [ES.DEF; SID] ) ; ;
X -  a  IS.EDGE G i f f  a  i a  In (ES G) -X
l a t  IS.EDGE.DEF » n a a . i a f i z .d a f in i t ia n t  • IS.EDGE.DEF1 ,
"IS.EDGE a (0 : ‘ G raph) -  a  I I  (ES Q)“ ) ; ;
X- * IS.VERTEX a i f f  a  la  la  (VS 0> -X
l a t  IS.VERTEX.DEF -  n a s . i n f  iz .d a f  in i t ia n t  ‘ IS.VEKTU.DEF',
"IS.VERTEX » (0 :  "Graph) ■ * Il (VS G )" ) ;;
X--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1
X " Sana baaic fa c ts  absut graph -X
X- Thara a z ls t s  a  g rap h  -X
l a t  GRAPI.EXISTS -  p ra v a _ th a ( ‘GRAPH.EXISTS1 ,
"?(0 :"G raph). GRAPH 0 " ,
EXISTS.TAC "HULL.GRAPH : "Graph"
THE! REHRITE.TAC [lULL.GAAPM ; GRAPH.DEF ; I0T . II.EMPTY] ) ; ;
l a t  GRAPH.PAIR ■ p r o v e . th a t ‘GRAPH.PAIR',
"K O :"Graph). ORAPH 0 —> (Q ■ (VS G, ES G ))1' ,  
REHRITE.TACCVS.DEF;ES.DEF]) ; ;
l a t  GRAPH.DECOHP -  prera.that'GRAPH.DECOMP' ,
“ !(0 :-G raph ). (GRAPH 0) ■ (GRAPH (VS 0 , ES « ) ) “ ,
REHRITE.TAC [VS.DEF ; ES.DEF] > ; ;
l a t  GRAPH.EQ -  p rav a _ th a (  ‘GRAPH.EG' ,
" ! (G : 'G raph) H. GRAPH 0 A  GRAPH H —>
((0  -  H) -  (((V S 0 )  ■ (VS H)> A  ((ES 0) -  (E l H>>>>", 
REHRITE.TAC[VS.DEF ; ES.DEF]
THU REPEAT STRIP.TAC THU HATCH.ACCEPT.TAC PAIR.EG.EQ) ; ;
la t  IOT_VnTEX.IOT.EDGE * prova.that ‘ IOT.VERTEX.IOT.EDGE' .
"!(G :"G ra ph ) v l  v2 z .  (ORAPH 0) ■•>
( " v l  IS.VERTEX 0 \/ *v2 ».VERTEX 0) -• » "(v i.v3 ,R >  ».ED G E G ", 
PURE.OICE.REVRITE.TAC[GRAPH.DECOHP] THE! 
PURE.RURITE.TAC[ORAPH.DEF;».EDOE.DEF; IS.VERTEX.DEF]
THEI REPUT G E I.TA C  THE! STRIP.TAC T H U  COIV.TAC C0ITRAP08.C0IV
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T IE !  EEHBITE.TACCDE.HOEQAI.TKH] THE! DISCH.TAC THE! IES.TH EI IP .T AC  
T H U  M M ITB .TAC Ca.a re le.dea] THE! aep eat  STEIP.TAC 
THE! FIMT.ASSUH ACCEPT.TAC) ; ;
le t  aUPH.IOT.VEETEX.EOT.ED aE- p rove_tha(‘aUPH_IOT_VEBTEX_IOT.BDOB\
" I  ( a : -Qraph) V . (OUPH 0> A  '<* IS.VEETEX 0) —  > 
la  a . ' ( ( * , » , x )  IS .ED O Ea)“ ,
PUM.OICE.EEHEITE.TACCaEAPH.DECOHP]
THE! MHEITE.TACCOBAPH.DEF;I8.ED0E.DEF; I8.VEETEX.DEF]
T i n  U P  EAT OEI.TAC T i l l  STEIP.TAC TIES EEPEAT OEE.TAC 
T i n  ASSUH.LIST ( \ u l .  ASSURE.TAC
(COETUPOS (ISPEC • (* .n ,x ):-E d g .' (a t  3 asl>>>)
THEE POP.ASSUH ( \ t . ASSUHE.TAC (MHEITE.EULE[DE.HOBaAI.THH;a.daa ;a _ a rc ] t)>  
T H U  EES.TAC); ;
la* aEAPH_IOT_VKETEX_EOT_EDCE2 -  p rove_tha(‘aBAPH_E0T_VEBTEX_I0T_ED0E2 ‘ ,
“ 1(0: *araph) v . (OUPM 0) A  *(v IS.VEETEX 0) —  > 
la  a . * ( ( a .v , l )  IS.EDOE 0 )“ ,
PUM .OICE.EEHEITE.T AC [OUPH.DECONP]
T i n  EEHEITE.TACCOEAPI.DEF; IS.ED0B.DEF; IS.VMTEX.DEF]
T H U  EEPEAT a n .T A C  THEI STEIP.TAC T i n  REPEAT OEI.TAC 
T H U  ASSUH.LIST (\ a a l. ASSUHE.TAC
(COETMPOS (ISPBC ” (u ,v .x > : “Edge" (a l 3 M l » »
THEI POP.ASSUH < \t. ASSUHE.TAC ( EEHEITE_EULE[DE.HOEOAl.THH;e .dee; a .a rc ]  * )) 
T H U  EES.TAC); ;
X -  Loopa and a u lt ip le  edges -X
X--------------------------------------------------------------------------X
X -  A lo o p  la  aa adga having id e n t ic a l end pain ts -X  
le t  LOOP.DBF ■ n e s .de fla itioa C LO O P .D EF ',
"LOOP <e:'Edge) -  (e .s re  e -  e.daa e>"> j|
l e t  IAS.LOOP.DEF -  n e e .d e f la l t i o n i ‘lAS.LOOP.DEF' .
"IAS .LOO P 0 -  T ie : ‘ Edge), (a  IE  ( U  0 )) A  (LOOP e ) " ) ; s
X* H u lt ip le  edges a rs d is t in c t  edges but having the saae end pointn -X  
1st HULTI.EDOE.DEF -  nev.def in i t io n i  ‘ HULTI.EDOE.DEF* ,
"HULTI.EDOE 0 -  T(ali*Edga> e3.
(a l  IE  (ES 0>> A  (a3 IE  (ES 0 ))  A  '< a l -  a3> A 
(a .s rc  e l -  a .s rc  e3> A  (a .daa a l -  e.das a3>">; ;
X -  S tap le  graphs -X
X A s ta p le  graph is  a graph s ith o u t loop and s itho ut a u lt ip lo  edgos X 
le t  SIHPLE.OUPH.DEF -  nev.def in  i t  ion ( ‘ SIHPLE.QBAPH.DEF' .
"SIHPLE.OEAPH (0 : ‘ 0raph) -  
(O UPH  0) A  "(IAS.LOOP 0) A  • (HULTI.EDOE 0 )“ ) ; ;
lo t  la a a a l -  TAC.PE00F((C1.
"1 (0 : *0raph) a. HAS.LOOP 0 A  a IE  (ES 0) — > ’ (o .a rc  a ■ e .daa a>">, 
UP E A T  O U .TA C  TIES EEHEITE.TACCHAS.LOOP.DEF¡LOOP.DBF]
T H U  COSV_TAC(OSCE.DEPTH.COSV I0T.EXISTS.C0EV)
T H U  STEIP.TAC T H U  EES.TAC THEI IHP.BES.TAC IH P .F ); ;
lo t  SIHPLE.IO.LOOP -  TAC.PEOOF < ([ ]
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" IQ ¡ ‘ Graph.
s ir p l e . osape a ■•> ( t* .  (• I I  ( is  G>> “ > '(a .a rc  • ■ « .d a *  • )> "), 
tEtltITB_TAC[BIEPLE_OtAPt_DtF]
T i n  U P U T  STtIP .TAC TEES IRP.IES.TAC 1 « M » I I
X -  I -  Is  p. '(P S T  s * PST y )  \/ '(BED I  ■ lit T ) •“ > *<■ • y> -X  
Id*  p a lr . la a M  -  OEB.ALL ( SEES I TE.SULElDE.EOSOAS.TEE]
(COSTSAPOK fa t(EQ .IRP.tU LE  (SPEC.ALL PAIt.IQ.BQ>>>>): :
la* a q .la a u  -  TAC.PtOOP((  □  .
” !(*:*> b <c:•> d. (a  ■ d> A  <b ■ c> “ > <*(* ■ b> ■•> ' ( a  ■ *>>">, 
SEPEAT OEB.TAC TEES STtIP .TAC TEES ASR.tBEtITB.TACQ>;!
la*  EDOB.EQ ■ p ro va .th a t‘ EDQE.EQ1,
" I ( a l : 'Edga) a t . (a l ■ *2> ■
((a .a rc  a l ■ a .a rc  a2> A  (a.daa a l ■ a.daa a2> A  (a lb  a l  ■ a lb  • ! )> “, 
tBVBITE.TAC[a.arc.DEP;a.daa.DEF; alb.DCF;PAIt.BQ.EQ]) :  ;
X -  A a t l-p a ra l la i  adgaa la  a a lap la  graph ara d la t la c t ,  aa 
a lap la  graph la  d iractad -X  
la t  OtAPR.DIUCTBO * prova.that ‘ OtAPt.DIlECTBD*.
"1 (0 : 'G rap h ). (SIRPLE.GtAPH G> ■■>
( la t  a2. (a l  IB  ( U  0>> A  (*2 IB  (BB Q>> A
(a .a rc  a l ■ a.daa a2> A  (a.daa a l ■ a.a rc a2> —» " ( a l  ■ a2>>", 
OSCB.tBEBITB.TAC[EDGE.EQ] TEES OEB.TAC TEES STtIP.TAC 
TEES SEPEAT an.TA C TRES STtIP.TAC
TEES IRP.IBB.TAC SIRPLB.BO.LOOP TEES ASH .tB VIITt.TAC l J )  ; ;
X------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------X
X -  A graph la  f la t t a  l f f  bath vartaa aat aad adga aat ara f la t t a  -X
X ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------X
la t  PIBITB.OtAPR.DBP ■ aa a.dafla itioa('F IS lTE .Q tA P E .D EF ' ,
PISITE.OSAPE (G:*Grapb> -  (OtAPE G) A  
PISITB (VB 0> A  PISITE (BS 0>">ü
X------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ X
X -  Adjacaacy ra la t la a a  -X
X ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------X
X -  va rtlcaa  ara adjacaat l f  tbara la aa adga caaaactlag thaa -X  
la t  VEt.ADJA.DCF -  aaa.daflaltlaa(•VBt.ADJA.DBF*.
"VBt.ADJA O *1 (*2:a) a
(OtAPE 0> /\ (*1 II.V E S T E ! 0) A  (*2 IB.VBtTBE 0> A  
(T(a:*Bdga>. (a IS.EDOE G) A  « ( a .a r c  a •  a l )  A  (a.daa a • r2>> V  
((a .a rc  a > «2> A  (a .daa a -  v t » » ”>si
X* taa adgaa ara adjacaat l f  thap lacldaat a ltb  a ceaaoa va rta a  -X  
la t  E.ADJA.DBF -  aaa.daflaltlaa(■E.ADJA.DBP*,
"B.ADJA O a l (a2:*Bdga> *
(OtAPE 0> A  (a l  IS.BDOB 0> A  (a2 IS.EDOE 0) A  
((a.daa a l ■ a .a rc  a l )  \/ (a.daa a2 ■ a .a rc  a l ) ) " ) ! !
X -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
X -  lacldaat ra la t la a a  a f vartaa -X
X -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
X -  A aabaat a f adgaa a f graph 0 ahlch la  lacldaat fra a  v -X  
la t  IBCIDBBT.FtOH.OBP -  a a a .d a fln lt la a (•ISCIDEST.PtOR.DEP‘ . 
"IICIDBST.PtOR (0 : ‘ Graph> v a
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<• I (• is.EDGE Q) A  (e .a rc  a ■ v)
X -  the out degree o f v  la  tha ca rd in a l o f tho sot IIC ID E IT .FR O H  -X  
lo t  OUT.DEaREE.DEF -  noo.dof ln it lo n (  ‘ OUT.DEGREE.DEF1 ,
"OUT.DEGREE <0:-Graph) »  -  CàtO (IIC ID EIT.FkOR G ▼>“ > ; ;
X - S to ile r  fo r  lncldaat to  a vartos -X
la t  IICIDEBT.TO.DEF -  n o o .d o f in lt lo n (‘ IICIDEET.TO.DEF* .
" IIC ID E IT .T O  (0 : -Graph) * -  
{a  I (o  IS.EDGE 0) A  (s .das a -  * )> " ) ; ;
t -  tho In  dogroo o f  v la  tho ca rd in a l o f tho aot I IC ID E IT .T O  -X  
lo t  II.DEGUE.DEF -  n a a .da fia itlo nC 1 II.DEGREE.DEF1 .
"II.DEOKEE (0 : 'G raph) «  -  CARD (IIC ID E IT .T O  0 v > "> ;;
X -  A subsat o f adgos o f  graph 0 ohich is  incldant o it h  »  -X  
lo t  IICID EIT.H ITH .D EF * na o .d o fin ition C •IIC ID E IT .IITH _D E F ‘ ,
"IIC ID EIT.W ITH  (0 : -Graph) * ■
(s  I (o  IS.EDGE 0) /\ ( (o .s rc  a ■ » )  \/ (o .das a “  * )> }"> ;;
X - Tha to ta l dograa o f a verte* is  tha sub o f tha abova too -X  
lo t  DEOKEE.DEF -  nas.doflnitionCDEGREE.DEF',
"DEGREE (G :-Graph) V -  (II.DEOEEE 0 *> ♦ (OUT.DEGREE 0 o )“ ) i J
X-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------X
X* Saccassor and predecessor re la tio n s  o f vortaa -X
X-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------X
X IS.SUC.VER 0 v l  «2 i f f  o2 is  a successor o f  v l  X 
lo t  I8.SUC_VER.DEF "  n a s .d a f ln lt io n (' IS.SUC.VER.DEF*,
"IS.SUC.VER (0 : ‘ Graph) *1 *2 -
Ta. (a IS.EDGE 0) A  (o .s rc  a ■ ol> A  (o .dos a -  * 2 ) " ) ; ;
X IS.PRE.VER G v l  v2 i f f  v2 is  a predecessor o f v l  X 
lo t  IS.FIE.VER.DEF ■ aao.daf la lt lo n (  • IS.PRE.VER.DEF' .
"IS .PRE.VER (0 : -G raph) v l  v2 ■
To. (a IS.EDGE G) A  (a.daa a ■ v l )  A  (a .s rc  a "  v 2 )"> n
X SUC.VERS 0 v d e liv e rs  a sot o f  a l l  vo rtice s  shlch a re  succassars o f v  X 
lo t  SUC.VERS.DEF ■ n a o .d e fln lt lo n (‘SUC.VERS.DBF1.
"SUC.VERS (G :-Graph) V ■
<V> | (v> IS.VERTEX G> A  (IS.SUC.VER a V V » ) > " ) j J
X PRE.VERS G v d e liv e rs  a sat o f  a l l  vo rtice s  sh lch  a re  prsdacossors o f  v X 
lo t  PRE.VERS.DEF -  n o s .d a f in it io n i‘ PRE.VERS.DEF•.
"PRE.VERS (G :‘ Graph) v -
<V> I ( V  IS.VERTEX 0) A  ( IS .P U .V n a  V V »)> ") |J
X EDGES.BETVEEI G v l  v2 d o liva rs  a sat o f odgo(s) 
a l l  o f shich are f ro a  v l  to  v2 X
lo t  EDOES.BETVEEI.DEF ■ noo.daf in it lo n (  ‘ EDOES.BETVEU.DEF' .
"EDGES.BETVEEI (0 : ‘ Graph) v l  v2 -
<a I (a IS.EDGE 0) A  (a .s rc  a ■ v l )  A  (a .dos a ■ v 2 )} "> ;;
la t  g . la a a « l -  TAC.PR00F(( □  , 
" K G : ‘ Graph). (GRAPE 0) —  >
la . (a I I  (ES 0 )) — > ((a .s rc a) I I  (VS 0 ))  A
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((•.«•• •> I I  (VS 0 ) ) " ) .
D K i . u n i i t . n c  io r a p i_decomp]
THE! REWRITE.TAC(ORAPH.DEF ; VEIT ICES ; EDGES] ) ; ;
lo t  VER.IIC ID EIT.IOT.EHPTY -  p rovo.t h « (  ‘ VER.I  ICIDUT.IOT.EMPTY ' ,
" • (0  : ‘ Graph) V.
(ORAFI 0) A  ‘ (( IIC ID E IT .V IT H  0 *) • EMPTY) ■■> (v  IS.VERTEX 0 )" .  
R H IR IT l.T A C [IIC IO C IT .M IT I.D ir ; IS .  VERTEX.DEF; IS.EDOB.DEF]
T i l l  REWRITE.TAC[OES.ALL <8YB (SPEC.ALL RRRBRR.IOT.ERPTY)>]
THE! COIV.TAC (DEPTH.C01V SET.SPEC.COIV)
THE! COIV.TAC (OICE.DEPTH.COIV SYB.COIV)
T IE ! REPEAT OEI.TAC T IB I STRIP.TAC
THE! IBP.RES.TAC | . I « M l  T i l l  ASH.REWRITE.TACl] ) ; ;
lo t  IOT.VER.IICIDEIT.EMPTY ■ prova.th a ( ‘ IOT_VER_IICIDEBT_EHPTY*,
" l ( 0 : ' 0roph) V.
(ORAFI 0) — > -< v  IS.VERTEX 0) — > ( ( I IC IO E IT . I IT H  0 v ) ■ EMPTY)",
REPEAT OEI.TAC T IE ! STRIP.TAC T IE !  CO IV.TAC COITRAPOS.COIV
THE! REVRITE.TACl] T IE ! D ISCI.TAC THE! IMP.RES.TAC VBR.IIC IDEIT.IO T.BM PTY); ;
lo t  ORAPM.EDOE.VERTEX -  p rovo_thn(‘QRAPH.EDGE.VERTEX' ,
"  ! (0 : ~Oroph) o. (ORAFI 0) A (o IS.EDGE 0) — >
((• .■ re  •> IS.VERTEX 0) A  ((o .d oa  •) IS.VERTEX 0 ) " ,
REWRITE.TAClIS.VERTEX.DEF; IS.EDOE.DEF] THIS REPEAT OBI.TAC TIES STRIP.TAC 
TIES IMP.RES.TAC g .lao n a l T IE ! ASM.REWRITE.TAC[] ) ; ;
lo t  I0 T .II.S A H E.S E T  -  p rovo_thn(, IOT_I■_SAHE_SET, ,
"•(«:•) f o. y II • A  ’« II • ■■> ‘(«■y)",
REPEAT OEI.TAC T IB I ASH.CASES.TAC " « :•  -  F "
T E H  ASI.REVRITE.TAC1I0T.UD]> ;;
lo t  I0 T . II.SAME.ORAPI ■ p rovo.th a (110T. II.S U E .O R A P H ' ,
"1(0 ; ’ Graph) v  o.
(GRAPH 0) A  - <v IS.VERTEX 0) A  <• IS.EDOE 0) — >
’ (o .o re  • ■ v )  /\ "(o .do o  • ■ » ) " ,
REWRITE.TAClIS.VERTEX.DEF ; IS.EDOE.DEF]
T IE ! REPEAT OEI.TAC THE! STRIP.TAC
T IS I INP.RES.TAC (REVRITB.RUUCIS.VERTEX.DEF;IS.EDOE.DEF]
0 RAPI.EDOE.VERTEX)
TIES IMP.RES.TAC IOT.II.SANE.SET
TIES COIV.TAC (O ICE.DEPTI.COIV SYB .COIV) T IB I ASM.REWRITE.T A C I]) ; s
lo t  VERTEX.EDOE -  p ro vo .th n (‘ VERTEX.EDOE' ,
" 1(0  : ‘ Oroph) v o.
(ORAFI 0 ) A (v  IS.VERTEX 0) A (• I l  (U C ID U T.W ITH  0 v>> —>
((• .o re  o ■ v> \/ (o.doo • • v>>",
REHRITE.TAC1IICIDUT.W ITI.DEF]
T H U  COIV.TAC (DEPTH.COIV SET.SPEC.COIV)
Tin REPUT O U .TA C  Tin STRIP.TAC THE! ASH.REWRITE.TACf] ) ; ;
t -  D E LE TIO I------DELETE.EDOE dolotoo on odgo fro n  tho graph -X
l -  DELITE.VERTEX dolotoo • vortoo and o i l  odgoo incidont w ith I t  -X
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 1
lo t  DELETI.EDOE.DEF -  n o v . in f la .d o f ln i t lo n ( ‘DELETE.EDGE.DEF1, 
"DELETE.EDOE (0;*0roph) o -  ((VS  0 ) ,  ( ( IS  0) DELETE • >>");;
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((a .daa •> I I  (15 0))**),
l « t  VER.ISCIDEIT.BOT.EHPTY - th*( ‘ YEA. I IC ID U T.IO T.EHPTY '
" t ( 0 : *Oraph) *.
(a u ra  o> /\ • ( (B W I J W  o *) -  r a m )  — > <» i s . ver tex  o >".
REWAITE.TACCIHCIDEBT.WITH.DEF; IS.VEITEX.DEF; IS.EDOE.DEF]
TH U UW AITE.TACCOU.ALL (SYH (SPEC.ALL HEHBU.BOT.EHPTY > > ]
TKEI COIV.TAC ( DEPTH.C01V SET.SPEC.COIV)
T i l l  COIV.TAC (O ICE. DEPTH .COW STH.COIY)
THE! REPEAT OEI.TAC THEE STEIP.TAC
THE! IHP.RES.TAC ( . l t a a t l  THEE ASH.REVAITE.TACC]) ; ;
la t  B O T.VEE_IIC IDEIT.EHm  -  pro*a_thw('lOT.VEA.IBC ID EIT.EHPTY'.
"!< 0 :-G raph) *.
(ORAPH 0) ” > - (*  IS.VERTEX 0> - ->  ((IBCIDEIT.W ITH 0 *> -  EHPTY)",
REPEAT O n .T A C  THE! STE IP .TAC THEE COIV.TAC COBTRAPOS.COIV
TH U REWRITE.TACU THEE DISCH.TAC THEE IHP.RES.TAC V IA .IIC ID E IT .IO T .E H P T Y); ;
la t  ORAPH.EDQE.VERTEX -  p ra va _ th a (‘ORAPH.EDQE.VERTEX' ,
"1 (0 :~Qraph) a. (ORAPH 0 ) A  (a  IS.EDOE 0) — >
( ( m m  a) IS.VERTEX 0 ) A  ((a .da a  a) IS.VERTEX 0 )" ,
REWRITE.TAC[IS.VEETEX.DBF; IS.EDOE.DEF] THEE REPEAT OEI.TAC THEE STRIP.TAC 
T i l l  IHP.RES.TAC g .la a B a l THEE ASH.REWRITE.TACC]>:;
la t  IOT.II.S A H E .SE T  ■ prova_thm( 'E O T .II.S A H E .S E T',
" !(* :• )  f  I .  f  M  I  A  -«  IB  a -■> - (* -v > " .
REPEAT QEE.TAC THEE ASH.CASES.TAC "a : a ■ f"
TREE ASR_AEWRITE_TAC[BOT.ABD] ) ;;
la t  EOT.II.SAHE.ORAPH ■ prova_tha( 'IOT.II.SAHE.ORAPH' ,
“ f (0 : "Graph) * a.
(ORAPH 0> A  "(* IS .VERTEX 0) A  (a  IS.EDOE 0> — >
*(a_#rc a •  v )  A  ’ (a .d a a  a •  v>“ .
REWRITE.TACCIS.VERTEI.DEF; IS.EDOE.DEF]
TNEI REPEAT OEI.TAC THEE STEIP.TAC
T H U  IHP.RES.TAC (REWEITE_RULE[IS_VERTEX.DEF: IS.EDOE.DEF]
ORAPM.EDOE.VERTEX)
TIES IHP.RES.TAC IO T .II.S A H E .S E T
TH U COIV.TAC ( OICE.DEPTH_C0IV SYH.COIV) T H U  ASH.AEVAITE.TACC]) ; ;
la t  VERTEX.EDOE -  prova.thaK ‘ VERTEX.EDGE' ,
"1 (0 :‘ Oraph) * a.
(ORAPH 0) A  (» IS.VERTEX 0) A  (a I I  ( I IC ID U T .W IT I 0 *>> —>
((a .a rc  a ■ v> \/ (a .daa  a ■ * ) ) " ,
R U R ITE .TA C C IIC ID U T.W ITH .D U ]
TH U COIV.TAC (D U TH .CO IV  SET.SPEC.COIV)
TH U REPEAT O U .TA C  T H U  STEIP.TAC THU ASH.EURITE.TACC] > : i
X- DELETE.VERTEI d a la taa  a vartaa and a l l  adfaa incida nt w ith  i t  -X
X--------------------
X -  DELETIOI ------ DELETE.EDOE froai tha graph -X
X-
la t  DELETE.EDOE.DEF ■ naa.lnf ia.daf inition( 'DELETE.EDOE.DEF‘ . 
"DELETE.EDOE (O ^O rap h ) a ■ ((VS  0 ),  ((ES 0 ) DELETE a ) ) ' ' ) ; ;
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l«t DELETE.VERTEX. DEF ■ H i . i l f  la .d o f  l » i t lo n (  ‘ DELETE. VERTEX.DEF* , 
"DELETE.VEETEX ( 0 : "Graph) V -  
« ( V S  0) DELETE *>. ( ( IS  0) DIFF ( IICIDEBT.WITH 0 v ))> “ > ü
l « t  E.DELETE.ABSORP -  p ro »«_ th « (‘E_DELETI_ABSORP',
"  ! <0 : ‘ Graph> •.
(GRAPH 0) A  -< • I8.ED0E 0) —> <(DELETE.EDO« 0 •) -  0 )" , 
AEMAITE.TACCI3_ED0E.DEF ; DELETE.EDOE.DSF]
THEE AEPEAT OE I.TA C  THE! 8TEIP.TAC
TRES IHP.RES.TAC DELETE.lOI.ELEHEIT TREE ASR.EEM1 ITE.TAC□
THE! IRP.RES.THEI ( \ u i .  HATCH.ACCEPT.TAC (STH ••■>) OAAPH.PAIR) ; ;
l . t  Y.DELETE.ABSORP -  p r « v « .th a (1 » . DELETE.ABSOAP* ,
" ! ( 0 : ‘ Graph) *.
(QAAPH 0) A  '(* IS.TEBTEX 0) --> ((DELETE.VERTEX Q v )  - 0 )" ,  
REMRITE_TACCIS.VERTEX.DEF ; DELETE.VERTEX.DEF]
THE! REPEAT GES.TAC TH U STRIP.TAC 
THE! IHP.RES.TAC DELETE.BOB.ELEHEET
TIER IHP.RES.TAC (AEW RITE.AULEHS.VUTU.DEF] BOT.VER.IBCIDKBT.EHPTT) 
THIS ASH.REMRITE.TACCDIFF.EHPTT]
TREE IHP.RES.THEB (\aaa. HATCH.ACCEPT.TAC (8VH «■■>) QRAPR.PAIR) i ;
l « t  aRAPH.DELETE.EDaE « p ro »«_ th » ( ‘ORAPH.DELETE.EDflE1 ,
"  !0  : CO r«p h ) ( a i ' l d f a ) .
(ORAPH 0) — > (ORAPH (0 DELETE.EDOE •)>",
REHRITE.TAC [DELETE.EDOE.DEF]
THE! OBCE.REWRITE.TACCORAPR.DECOHP]
TREE REMRITE.TAC [VERTICES ;EDOES ; ORAPH.DEF ; IB.DELETE]
THE! REPEAT STRIP.TAC THES RES.TAC TRES ASH.RXMRITE.TACC] ) S i
lo t  GRAPH.DELETE.VERTEX «  p ro »«_ t h « ( ' ORAPR.DELETE.VERTEX1 ,
“ !0 : ("G raph) < v:"Vart«K > .
(GRAPH 0) — > (GRAPH (a DELETE.VERTEX V>>", 
pgRX.OBCE_REHRITE.TACCDELETE.VERTRX.DRF]
THEH PURE_OBCE.REMRITE.TAC [GRAPH.DECOHP]
TREE REMRITE.TAC [VERTICES ¡EDGES;
GRAPH.DEF ; IB . DELITE ; IB.D IFF ; IBCI DEBT.WITH.DEF]
THEB COBV.TAC (DBPTR.COBV SET.SPEC.COBV)
THEB REMRITE.TAC[IS.EDGE.DEF;DE.HORGAB.THH]
THEB REPEAT G EI.TAC THEB STRIP.TAC TH U G U.TAC T H U  STRIP.TAC 
TH U RES.TAC THE! ASH.REWRITE.TAC[] ) ; ;
l . t  DELETE.VERTEX.COHH -  p ro » « . t lu i( ‘ DELETE.VERTEX.COHR' ,
" ! (G : "Graph) v l  *2.
((0  DELETE.VERTEX *1) DELETE.VERTEX *2> •
((G  DELETE.V IRTU *2) DELETE.VERTEX * 1 )".
REMRITE.TAC [DELETE. VU TU .D E F  ; VERTICES ; EDGES ; PAIR.EQ]
THEI REPEAT OEB.TAC TREI COBJ.TAC TNIBLC 
HATCH.ACCEPT.TAC DELETE.COHH ;
REMRITE.TAC [DIFF.DEF ; IBCIDUT.MITR.DEF ; IS.EDQE.DEF ; EDGES]
T in  COBV.TAC ( DEPTH.COBV SET.SPEC.COBV)
THEB REMRITE.TACCEXTUSIOB] T H U  COBV.TAC (DEPTH.COBV SET.SPEC.COBV) 
TH U REMRITE.TAC[DE.HORaAB.THH] THEI G U.TAC THEI IQ .TAC  
TH U STRIP .TAC TH U R U .TAC  THEI ASH.REMRITE.TACQ]  > i ;
l « t  DELETE.EDGE.COHH ■ p ro » « .th « (  ‘ DELETE.EDGE.COHH1 .
"1 (0 : 'G raph) «1 «2.
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(<a DELETE.EDGE a t )  D ELITS.EDO! *2) ■
( ( Q  DELETE .EDGE *2) DELETE.EDGE • ! )" ,  
S n E IT E .T A C  [DELETE. EDGE. DEF ; VEST I  CSS ; EDGES ,PAIB.EQ] 
THEE HATCH.ACCEPT.TAC DELETE.CONN) ;  ;
X------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 1
X -  IIS E E T X 0 1 ----- adding T a r ta r  n r ndgn to  • graph -X
X-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --
X IS SE E T .TESTEZ adds a Tartar la ta  a graph X
1st I IS E S T .TESTEZ.DEF ■ n s s .la f  lx .d a f  la it ia n (  • I1SEST.TESTEZ.DEF' ,
“ I  SS EST. TESTEZ * (G :’ Graph) -  <T IISEBT (TS 0 ) ,  (ES 0> >**>::
1st GS AP h .IIS E B T .TESTEZ -  p ro aa .tha l ‘ OBAPH. IISEB T. TESTEZ ' ,
"1 (0 : ’ Graph) T. (GSAPN 0) — > QBAPKv ISSEST.TESTEZ 0 )" ,
S ETS ITE.TAC[ IIS ES T .TESTEZ.DEF] THE! OICE.BEWBITE.TACCOBAPH.DECOHP]
T IE I  EEHSITE.TAC[QEAPI.DEF:ES.DEF;TS_DEF; IS .IIS E B T ]
ra n  DEFEAT STEIP.TAC TMEI SES.TAC T U I ASN.BEVSITE.TACC] > ; ;
1st IISEBT.EDGE.DEF -  n a a . la f l r .d a f la l t la a ( ' ISSEST.EDGE.DEF',
"IHSEBT.EDGE a (0 : ’ Graph) -  <<TS 0 ).
( (  ( (a .a rc  a) IS .TESTEZ Q) A  « a .d s s  a ) IS . TESTEZ 0>> »
(• IISEBT ( IS  0>) I (ES 0>>>">;;
is «  OEAPM.IISEST.EDGE -  proYa.thaCOSAPH.IISEST.EDGE1 .
**l(0: ’ Graph) a. ( G SAPH 0) —  > 0 SAPH (a IISEST.EDGE G ) - .
SEVSITE.TACdlSEST.EDGE.DEF] TIBI OKE_EEHIITE_TAC[OBAPI.DBCONP]
T in  BEWEITE_TAC[QBAPH.DEF ; I S . TESTEZ. DEF : TEST ICES ; EDGES] 
r a n  SEPEAT OEI.TAC THU STSIP.TAC THU COID.CASES.TAC THEILI 
EEMEITE.TAC[II.ISSEET] THEI OU.TAC TIES STEIF.TAC
r a n  bes. tac r a n  asn. eeheite. tac[]  ;
FIEST.ASSUH HATCH.ACCEPT.TAC] ) ; -,
la t  IB S U T .TESTEZ.COM -  p rava .th a ( ' IISEST.TEBTEZ.COHH ‘ ,
•*1(0 : ’ Graph) v l  *2.
(T l XISEST.TESTEZ (v2 IISEST.TESTEZ 0)> •
( v2 IIS EB T .TESTEZ (*1 IIS E S T .TESTEZ G))**,
EENBI TE.TAC [ I  ISEST.TESTEZ.DEF ; TESTI CEI : EDGES : I S .TESTEZ.DIF : PAIB.EQ)
T in  SEPEAT QEI.TAC TH U  HATCH.ACCEPT.TAC IlS nT .C O H N ) : ;
l a t  I IS nT .E D O B .com - praTa_thaCIISEET_IDOE.com ' ,
•• * (0 : ‘Graph I al a2 .
( a t  IISEST.EDGE (a3 IISEST.EDOE 0 )) -  (a2 IISEBT.EDOE (a l IISEET.EDOE 0 )> ". 
BEKS I  TE.TAC [IISEST.EDGE. DEF : TEST ICES : EDGES ; IS_TIETEZ.DEF.PAII.EQ]
THU EEPEAT OES.TAC THEI COID.CASES.TAC r a n  COED.CAIES.TAC 
THU PVES.EEHEITE.TAC[COID.CLAUSEI]
T H U  (HATCH.ACCEPT.TAC IIS ES T .co m  OSELSE E E FL.TA O ) ; ;
la t  E O O E .II.IIS E S T .TESTEZ -  p ra va .th a C  I I . I IS E S T .TESTEZ' ,
"l(a :* E dga>  Y 0. (a  IS.EDGE 0) — > (a  IS.EDGE ( t  IISEBT.TEETH 0>>", 
EEMEITE.TACtll.EDOE.DEF ; EDGES ; I I IE E T .TESTEZ. DEF] T H U  SEP EAT O U .TAC 
ra n  CO U.CASU.TAC T H U  BEH BITE_TAC[II-IISnT;OE_IITHO_THir2]>; ;
la t  E M E . I I . I im T .E D O B -  p ra va .th a C  I I . I IS U T .E D O E ' .
" I (a  : ’ Edga) a ' 0. (a  IS.EDGE 0) - »  (a IS.EDOE (a ' IISEST.EDOE 0 ) ) " ,  
BEHIITE.TACIIS.EDGE.DEF : EDGES . IISEBT.IDOE.DEF] TH U SEPEAT OU.TAC
r a n  c o n .c A iu .T A c  r a n  im iT E .T A C d i .iisB E T iO E .iin o .T n n ]) : i
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la t  IHCIDEHT.W ITH.IHSUT.VnTEX -  prova_tha('IHCIDEHT.W ITH.ISSnT.VERTEX', 
"!(0 :'G rap h>  *. (GRAPH 0 ) — > '( *  IS .VU T E X  0> — >
((IHCIDEHT.WITH <» IHSERT.VERTEX 0) ») ■ { » “,




T E H  COSV.TAC (DEPTH.CORY SET.SPEC.COB*>
THEE OEH.TAC TEEB EQ.TAC TEEBLC
STRIP.TAC TEEE IHP.RES.TAC (REERITE.RULEClS.EDOE.DEF] EOT.IB.SRHE.ORAPE);
REWRITE.TAC[IOT_II_EHPTT]] ) ; ;
1st • -  (QSCE.REWRITE.RULE[EQ.SYH.EQ] IS.EDOE.DEF) in  
(RURITE.RULECa] (SPEC "(ES  0 ): ('E d g a )a a f '
(SPEC "a :'E d ga " (IBST.TTPE C":*Edga". " : a " ]  IBSERT.DELETE) ) )> ; ;
la t  DELETE.IBSERT.EDGE • p ro va .th aC  DELETE. IH S n T .E M E ',
"1 (0 : 'Graph) a . (GRAPH 0) A  (a IS.EDGE 0) — >
((•  IESERT.EDGE (G DELETE.EDGE •>) ■ G )" ,
REWRITE.TACCIHSERT.EDGE.DEF ¡DELETE.EDaE.DEF; VERTICES;EDGES]
T H U  REPEAT GEH.TAC THEE STRIP.TAC
T H U  IHP.RU.TKEH HP .TAC ORAPH.EDOE. VERTEX
T H U  REWRITE.TAC [ I  S.VERTEX.DEF ¡VERTICES ¡EDGES]
TH U REPEAT STRIP.TAC T H U  RES.TAC T E U  ASH.RURITE.TACC]
TH U IHP.RES.THES ( \ t . REWRITE.TAC[t] > l M U l
T E U  COHT.TAC STH.COHV T H U  I  HP.RES.THU HATCH.ACCEPT.TAC GRAPH.PAIR); ;
ln t  IESERT.DELETE.VERTEX -  p ro va .th a (‘ I1SERT.DELETE.VERTEX1,
"1 (0 :'G raph) w. (GRAPH 0) A  '( *  IS.VERTEX 0) — >
( ( (*  IESERT.VERTEX 0 ) DELETE.VERTEX *> -  0 ) " .
REPEAT QU .TAC T H U  STRIP.TAC
T H U  IHP.RES.TAC IB C ID U T .W IT H .IB S n T .V U m
T H U  REHRITE.TACCIBSnT.VERTEX.DEF:DELETE.VERTEX.DEF;VERTICES:EDGES]
T H U  IHP.RES.THEH ( \ t . COHV.TAC (OHCE.DEPTH.COHV (RURITE.COSV t>>>
GRAPH.PAIR
T H U  RURITE.TACCPAIR.EQ: VERTICES; EDGES] T H U  COHJ.TAC THEHLC 
REWRITE.TAC [DELETE. IH S U T]
TH U ASSUH.LIST (V a s a l. HP.TAC ( REWRITE.RULE CIS. VERTEX.DEF] ( a l  2 aaal>>)
T H U  REWRITE.TAC CDELETE.EOE.ELEHEBT] |
POP.ASSUH (\ t .  REWRITE.TAC[(REWRITE.RULE[IISERT.VERTEX.DEF: VERTICES ¡EDOES] • ) ]) 
T H U  HATCH .ACCEPT.TAC DIFF.EHPTT] > ; ;
1st VERT ICES. IBSERT.EDGE -  p ro »a .th s (‘VERTICES.IHSERT.EDGE“ ,
"1 (0 : 'Graph) a. VS(a IHSERT.EDGE 0) ■ VS 0 ".
REPEAT G U .TAC  THEE REWRITI.TAC[ISSERT.EDOE.DEF ¡VERTICES]) i i
la t  EDGES.IiSERT.VERTEX -  p ro va .tha t‘ EDOES.IESERT.VERTEX',
" t (0 : 'G raph) *. ES(v IHSERT.VERTEX 0) ■ U  0 ".
REPEAT G U.TAC T H U  REWRITE.TAC[IHSERT.VERTEX.DEF: EDGES]) |;
la t  VUTEX.IBSERT.VUTEX -  p rova.tha( ‘ VERTEX.IHSERT.VERTEX' ,
"1 (0 : 'G raph) a y .
(a IS.VERTEX (y  IHSERT.VERTEX 0)> -  ( ( a  -  y )  V/ (a ».VERTEX a ) ) " ,
REWRITE.TACCIHSERT.VERTEX.DEF: IS.VERTEX.DEF: VERTICES : IS.IHSERT] ) ; ;
1st EDGE.IBSnT.EM E -  p ro va .th a (' EDGE.ISSERT.EDGE1 ,
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" ! (0  : ~Qr«ph) . .
« • .a r c  •) IS.VERTEX a> A  ( ( « .d a «  •> IS .V O T E ! 0) — >
(• IS.EDGE (• ISSERT.EDGE 0 ) ) " .
REPEAT STRIP.TAC T IE !
ASH.REHRITE.TAC[  »SERT .EDGE. DEF ; I  S.EDOE.DEF ; EDGES ; » . » S E R T I  > ; |
la t  EDGE.» . » S E R T  -  p ro* «.tha( ' EDGE.» . » S E R T ‘ ,
"  ! (0 : ‘ Graph) a . ((a .a re  a> » .VE R T E X  0) A  ((a.daa a) » .VER TEX  0) 
— > (a » .E D G E  (a  IISERT.EDOE O ) )” ,
REPEAT STRIP.TAC THEI PURE.OICE.REHRITE.TAC[ »S E R T .EDGE.DEF]
THEE ASH.REMRITE.TAC[».EM E.DEF ; EDGES ; » . » S E R T I  > ; ;
la t  EDGE.IR.IBSERT2 -  «a*a_thi»( ‘ ED aE_»_»SERT2‘ ,
PURE.OICE.REHRITE. RULE [« .a rc  ¡a .daa]
(GEIL ( " 0 : ‘ G raph"; " * 1 ; "* 2 :a " ;
(ISPEC “ (*1, v2 ,a ) : "Edga" (SPEC "0 :-0 ra p h " E D G E .» .»SERT) >>> ¡ ¡
la t  VERTEX.I I .  1ER.VERTEX -  prova.thaK • VERTEX.».IBS.VERTEX1 ,
" K G : ‘ Graph) * u.
(* 18.VERTEX (u  IBSERT.VERTEX a>> -  (v -  u) \/ ( «  ».VERTEX G )1' ,  
REHRITE.TACCIBSERT.VERTEX.DEP; IS .VERTEX.DEF; VERTICES ; IB . IBSERT] > ; ;
la t  IB.IBSBRT.ARSORP -  TAC.PROOFUQ ,
•Ma <«:a>. (a  I I  a ) — > < (« IBSERT a ) -  a ) " ) ,
P 'tK _REWRITE.TAC [IBSERT.DEF ; EXTEBSIOB]
T IEB REPEAT STRIP.TAC TREB COBV.TAC (OBCE.DEPTH.COBV SET.SPEC.COBV) 
THES EQ.TAC TRES STRIP.TAC THES ASH.REHRITE.TACa > ; ;
la t  V . IBSERT.ABSORP -  p rova.th a (‘V.IBSERT.ABSORP1,
" K G : ‘ Graph) v .  (GRAPH G) A  ( «  IS.VERTEX G) -■>
<(* »S E R T .VERTEX 0) ■ G )" ,
REHRITE.TACCIHSERT.VERTEX.DEP ; IS.VERTEX.DEF]
THEI REPEAT STRIP.TAC THES IHP.RES.THSS SURST1.TAC GRAPH.PAIR 
TIEB PURE.UVRITR.TACCVXRTICRS ¡EDGES]
THES IHP.RES.TREB SUBST1.TAC IB.IBSERT.ABSORP TH U REFL.TAC) ; ;
la t  B.IBSERT.ABSORP -  p rova.tha('E.IBSERT.ABSORP<.
" K G : ‘ Graph) a . (GRAPH G) A  (a  ».ED G E  0) — >
((a  IRSERT.EDOE G) -  G)“ ,
REHRITE.TACCIBSERT_EDGE.DEP] THEB REPEAT STRIP.TAC 
THEB IHP.RES.TAC GRAPH.EIME.VERTEX THEB ASH.REHRITE.TACC]
THEB IHP.RES.TAC IS .EIM I.DEF THEB IHP.RES.TREB SUBST1.TAC IB.IHSERT.ABSORP 
THEB COBV.TAC (OSCS.DEPTH.COBV STR.COBV) THEB IHP.RES.TAC GRAPH.PAIR);;
la t  FIHITE.aMPN.IHSERT.EDGE ■ p ro va .th«( ‘FIBITE.ORAPH.IISERT.EDOE' ,
"*(0 : ‘ Graph) a . FIBITE.GRAPH G —  > FIHITE.ORAPHU »S E R T .EDGE O ) " ,  
PURE.OHCE.REHRITE.TACCPIBITE.GMPH.DEP]
THEB REPMT STRIP.TAC THEBLC
I  HP.RES.THEB ( \ t .  HATCH. ACCEPT.TAC t )  GMPH.IISERT.EDOE;
PURE. REHR IT E .TACCVERTICES ; »S E R T .EDGE.DEP]
THEB FIRST.ASSUH ACCEPT.TAC;
PURE.REHRITE.TACCEDGES; IBSERT.EDGE.DEF]
THEB COHD.CASES.TAC THEB PURE.ASH.REHRITE.TACCPIBITE.IBSERT]]) ¡ ¡
S G .» T E R ----- ln ta ra a c tio a  a f tae graph« S
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1st O .IITER.D EF -  a s s . ia f is .d s f la it is a ( 'Q .I IT E R .D E F ' ,
"O . IB T U  (01 : -Graph) 02 •
(( (V S  01) i s m  (VS 02>). ((ES  01) I  STBS (ES 9 2 ) ))“) ; ;
1st O S AP M .IS m  -  provs_tha( ‘ OEAPM.ISTEB1 ,
"1(01 : ‘ Graph) 02.
(a u r a  o i>  A  (a u r s  02 ) — > (o u p e  (0 1 o . i s m  02>>",
PUEE.OBCE.REHtITE.T«C[aUPH.DECOHP]
T I U  PUU.OBCE.EEHBITE.TACCa.IBm.DEF]
TEES PUU.OBCE.EEHEITE.TACCVEBTICES ; EDO ES]
TH U PUU.OBCE.EnEITE.TAC[aUPH.DEF]
TH U REPEAT CEI.TAC T H U  STE1P.TAC T H U  E U E lT E .T A C C IB .IS m ]
TH U a U .T A C  T H U  STEIP.TAC T H U  E U .T A C  TH U ASH.EEHEITE.TACQ > ; ;
1st a .IB T U .ID E E T  -  p rovs_tha( 'O . IE T t t . ID U T ' ,
” ! ( 0 : ‘ O rap h ). (0 O.IBTEE 0> -  0” .
OU.TAC THU EURITE.TACCa.IBTU.DEF ; IBTER.IDEHPOT ; VS.DEF. ES.DEF] ) ; ;
1st O .IS m .S T R  -  p rs v s .th a C a .IE T U .S T H 1 .
" !  (01 : *Oraph) 02. (01 O .H T O  02) • (02 a .IH T U  0 1 )".
REPEAT O U .T A C  T H U  RURITE_TACCO.IBm_DEF;PAIR_EQ]
T H U  COBJ.TAC T H U  HATCH.ACCEPT.TAC IHTEE.CONH) ; ;
1st a . i s m . u s o c  -  p ro * s_ th »(‘O.IBTER.ASSOC1,
" !  (01 : *Qraph) 02 03.
( ( o i  o . i s m  02 ) o . i i m  as) -  (0 1 a. i i t e e  (02 o . is t e e  os>>” .
REPEAT O U .T A C  T H U  REVRITE_TAC[a_IETXA_DEF ; PAIR.EQ ; »EAT ICES ; EDO ES]
TH U COEJ.TAC T H U  HATCH.ACCEPT.TAC IBm .AS SO C) ; ;
1st V U T U . IB . IB T U  ■ p rs vs .th a ( ‘VE R TEX .IB .IITE R ',
" 1(0 1  : *Orsph) 02 v.
( »  IS .VERTEX (01 O . I i m  02)) -  ((*  IS.VERTEX 01) A  (* IS .VU TE X  0 2 )) " , 
REPEAT O U .T A C
THU UVRITE.TACCO.IETER.DSr,».VERTEX.DCF,VERTICES, IB.IBTER]> -, ;
1st E D O E . IS . I im  -  p rs vs .th a ( ‘ EDOE.IB.IETER' ,
"1 (01:*Oraph> 02 s .
(s  IS.EDQE (01 O . i s m  0 2 )) ■ ( ( s  IS.EDOE 01) A  (s  IS.EDOE 0 2 ))” . 
REPEAT O U .TA C
T H U  REHRITE.TACCO.ISTU.DEF ; IS.EDOE.DEF ; EDOU ; IS . IE T U ]  > ; ;
l --------------------------------------------
X O.UBIOB ------ sa lsa  o f ta s  graphs X
1st O.UBIOS.DEF -  a s s . ia f  lx .d s f  la l t ls a (  ' O.UBIOB.DBF' ,
"O.UBIOB (01 : ‘ Graph) 02 ■
(( (V S  01) UHIOB (VS 02>>, ((ES  01) UBIOB ( U  0 2 )> )"> ll
1st ORAPN.UBIOB -  prsvs_tha( ' ORAPH.UHIOH‘ ,
"1(01 : *Oraph> 02.
(OUPH 01) A  ( ORAPH 02) —  > (ORAPH (01 O.UBIOB 02)>",
OICE.REHRITE.TACCORAPH.DECOHP] T H U  OaCE.RURITE.TACCa.UBIOS.DEF] 
m s  OBCE.REHRITE.TACCVERTICES ;EDOES] TH U 0BCE.REWRITE.TACCOUPH.DEF] 
TH U REPEAT O U .T A C  THEB STRIP.TAC TH U  REVRITE.TACC II.U IIO I]
THU OU.TAC THU STR1P.TAC THEB UB.TAC THU ABH.RURITE.TACa ) 1 1
1st O.UBIOB.IDEBT -  prsvs.tha( ‘O.UBIOB.IDUT1 ,
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"1 (0 : ‘ Oraph). (0 0.UB I0 I 0) ■ 0 ".
O U .T A C  T H U  UMBITE_TAC[O.UHIOB_DEF ;UIIOI_IDEHPOT, VS.DEFES.DEF) ) ; ;
la* O.UHIOH.STH -  prova.that'O .UHIOH.SYH' ,
"1(01 : ‘ Graph) 02. <01 O.UBIOB 02) ■ (02 Q.UHIOB 0 1 )".
U f U T  OEB.TAC n o  EnAITB_TAC[O.UHIOH.DBF!PAIB_E<U 
THU COHJ.TAC THU HATCH.ACCKPT.TAC UIIOI.COHH) ; ;
la* O .UIIOI.ASSOC -  prow.that'O .UBIOB.ASSOC' ,
"  !(01 : ‘ Oraph) 02 09.
( ( o i  o . u bio h  02> o .uaioa 03> -  (o i o .uaios <02 o .uaioa 03>>",
U P E A T  O U .TA C  T H U  AnAITE_TAC[a_USIOS_DEF;PAIB.Eq;VnTICES;EDOE3]
T H U  COBJ.TAC T H U  HATCa.ACCEPT.TAC UBIOa.ASSOC) ; ;
la* VEBTICES.IB.UBIOB -  p rova.th a t ‘VEATICES.IB.UBIOB' ,
" ! ( 0 1 : -Graph) 02 v l  v2.
(OEAPH 01) A  (OBAPH 02) A
( v l  IS .V U T U  01) A (v2 IS.VEATEX 02) ■»>
( ( v l  IS .V U T U  <01 O.UBIOB 02)> A  (v2 IS.VEATEX (01 O.UBIOB 0 2 )) )" .
SEP EAT OEB.TAC T H U  UHAITI_TAC[0_UII0 I.D EF ; IS .VEATIX.DEF ; VIST ICES ; EDO ES] 
T H U  STAIP.TAC T H U  ASH.AEHAITE.TACCIB.UHIOH] ) ; ;
lo t  VEATEX.IB.UHIOH -  p rova.that ‘ VEATEX.II.UHIOB‘ ,
"!< 0 1 :‘ Graph) 02 V.
(V  IS.VEATEX (01 O.UBIOB 02)) -  <(v IS.VEATEX 01) V (v  IS.VEATEX Q2)>", 
EEPEAT O U .TA C
T H U  EUAITE.TACCO.UHIOH.DEF : IS.VEATEX.DEF ; VEATICES ; IH.UBIOB] > ; ;
la* EDOE.IB.UHIOH -  p ro va .tha('EOO E.IB .UBIOB ',
"•(01 : ‘ Qraph) 02 a.
(a  IS.EDOE (01 O.UBIOB 02)) ■ ( (a  IS.EDOE 01) \/ (a IS.EDOE 02)>",
U P E A T  O U .TA C  T H U  EttAITE.TAC[0_USIOS.DEF; IS.EDOE.DEF : EDOES ; IB.UBIOB] ) ; ;
la* VEATEX.IISEAT.EDOE ■ p ro vo .th a t1 VEATEX. I  IS  EAT. EDGE ■ .
"1 (0 : ‘ Graph) v a . (v  IS.VEATEX (a IISEAT.EDOE 0 )) ■ (v  IS.VEATEX 0 )" ,
U P  EAT O U .TA C  T H U  AEUAITE.TAC[IBSEAT.EDOE_DEF ; IS.VEATEX.DEF ; VEATICES] ) ; ;
X la aaa l -  | - 10 v l  v2.
OAAPH 0 A v l  IB  (VS 0) A v2 IB (VS 0) —>
O H A PK tvl ,v2,A> IHSEAT.EDOE 0) X 
la* la a a a l ■ AEWAITE_AULE[a_arc_DEF ; o.doa.DEF ; FST : SBD] (a n .A L L
(SPEC " ( v l . v 2 .A l )  :*Edgo" (SPEC 'O : ‘ Oraph” OAAPH.IHSUT.EDOE))>i|
la* la a a a l ■ UHAITE.AULE[a .arc.DEF : a.daa.DEF : FST : SBD] (O U .ALL
(SPEC " ( v 2 , v l  ,a 2) : ~Edga" (SPEC' O : "Oraph" OAAPH.IHSEBT.EDOE)) ) -, ;
la* OAAPH_IHSEAT.EDGES ■ p ro »« .th a t  'OAAPH.IBSEAT.EDOES ‘ ,
"1 (0 : ‘ Oraph) v l  v2.
(OAAPH 0) A ( V l  IS .V U T U  0) A (v2 IS.VEATEX 0) »■>
( I I I .  O A A P H ((v l,v2 ,A l> IISEAT.EDOE 0 )) A  
(1*2. 0AAPH ((v2 ,vl ,a2> IISEAT.EDOE 0 ) ) " ,
U P  EAT O U .TA C  T H U  STEIP.TAC TH U COIJ.TAC TH U OU.TAC
T H U  IR P .U S .T A C  laaaal TH U IH P .E U .TA C  laaaa l TH U ASH.UHBITE.TAC[] > : ;
lo t  la a a a l -  O U .ALL ( SPEC "(01 O .U IIO I 0 2 ):‘ Oraph" OUPH.IBSnT.EM ES) ; i
la* O.U BIO B.IBB UT.EOO U ■ p ro w .th a t  'O.UBIOI.IBSEAT.EDOES' ,
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" t (0 1 : *Oraph> 02 v l  *2.
(GRAPH O D  A  (ORAPH 02) A
( v l  IS.VERTEX 01) A  (v2 IS.VERTEX 02) —  >
( O s i .  ORAPH ( ( v i  ,v 2 ,il>  IISERT.KOQE (G l Q.UHIOH 02)>> A  
(1*2 GRAPH ((v2 ,v l.s 2 >  IHSERT.EDGI (01 O.UHIOS 0 2 ) ) ) ) " ,
REPEAT O ES.TAC TIES STRIP.TAC THE! HATCH.HP.TAC 1 m l  
THIS COBI.TAC THEHL C 
IHP.RES.TAC GRAPH.UIIOI¡
HATCH.HP.TAC VERTICES.IB.UBIOH THE! ASH.REHRITE.TACt]] > ; ;
1st O .IS S .IS S .E  ■ p ro vo .th a (‘0 .IBS .IH S .E ' ,
"1 (0 : ‘ Oraph) «1 «2.
((GRAPH («1 IBSERT.EDGE 0)> A  (GRAPH <*2 ISSERT.EDOE 0) ) ) — >
((GRAPH ( v i  IBSERT.EDOE («2 ISSEST.EDGE G) )  ) A  
(GRAPH (a2 IBSERT.EDGE («1 IHSERT.EDGE 0 )> ) )" ,
REPEAT STRIP.TAC THES IHP.RES.TAC aRAPH.IBSERT.EDQE 
THES FIRST.ASSIRI HATCH.ACCEPT.TAC); ;
lo t  GRAPH.IISERT.EDO ES 2 ■ TAC.PROOFÍ( □  .
"1 (0 : ’ Graph) v l  v2 «1 *2.
(ORAPH 0) A  ( v l  IS.VERTEX 0) A  (v2 IS .VER TEX 0 ) — >
(Q R A P H ((v l,v2 ,x l) IBSERT.EDGE G>> A  
(GRAPH!(v2,v l  ,*2) ISSERT.EDOE 0 ) ) " ) ,
REPEAT OU .TAC THES STRIP.TAC THE! IHP.RES.TAC l m l  
THES IHP.RES.TAC la m a2 TH U ASH.REHRITE.TACQ ) ; ;
X v t l a m i  ■ OES.ALL ( SPEC "(01 O.UHIOH 0 2 ):‘ Graph" GRAPH.ISSERT.ED0ES2), ;
la t  O .U B IOB.ISSHRT.ED0ES2 -  TAC.PROOF!( [ ] .
" » (0 1 :‘ Graph) 02 v l  v2 *1 *2.
(ORAPH 01) A  (GRAPH 02) A
( v l  ».VE R TE X  01) A  (v2 ».VE R TE X  02) — >
((ORAPH ((V l,v 2 .z l>  IBSERT.EDOE (01 O.UBIOH 02))> A  
(ORAPH ( ( v 2 .v l.x 2 )  »BERT.EDGE (01 O.UHIOH 02>>>)">.
REPEAT QES.TAC THE! STRIP.TAC THES HATCH.HP.TAC loaaal 
THES COSJ.TAC THEBL [
IHP.RES.TAC ORAPH.UHIOH|
HATCH.HP.TAC VnTICBS.IH .UBIOH THES ASH.REHRITE.TACt]] ) ¡ ;
X O.UHIOH.ISS.EDOES -  |-
" » (0 1 : ‘ Graph) 02 v l  v2. (GRAPH 01) A  (ORAPH 02) A  
( v l  IS.VERTEX 01) A  (v2 ».VERTEX 02) — >
( 1 1 1  m2. ORAPH ( ( v l . v 2 . x l )  IHSRRT.EDOE ( (v 2 .v l.x 2 )  IHSERT.EDOE (01 O.UHIOS 0 2 )> )>”X 
lo t  O.UBIOH.IBS.BDORS ■ *av#.tha(‘ O.USIOS.IIS.EDGES'.
0EH.ALL (DISCH.AU. (OBI "x2:OO“ (0RB "*!:••"
(UHDISCH (IHP.TRASS (SPBC.ALL O.UHIOS.ISSERT.EDOES2)
(SPEC "( v 2 ,v l,x 2 > : *E0(O" (SPEC " ( v l  , v 2 ,x l ) : *Edga"
(SPEC "((0 1  : *Oraph> O.UBIOH 0 2 )" O .IH S .IH S .E )))) ) ) ) ) ) ¡¡
B .3  T h e  file m k-subgraph.m l
X-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
X P IL E : ah.aabgraph.al X
X DESCRIPTIOS: d a f ln lt lo a  of aabgraph and asm thooroM  X
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X AUTHOR : Uni Hong DATE: 1 AUO 1990 no d lfiod  Jun 91 X
X---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- X
X - D e f in it io n  o f  n oubgrnph X
X -  H in  n subgraph o f 0 i f f  H In  n graph and i t s  su rta x not la  a aubsat X 
X -  o f that o f 0 and l t a  odgo ant la  nlao a aubaat o f tha adga aat o f 0 . X
X---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- X
lo t  SUBGRAPH.DEF -  n e v .d e f in i t io n ( ' SUBGRAPH.DEF' .
"SUBGRAPH (H :'G raph) (O ^O raph) ■
(GRAPH H> A (GRAPH G) A
((VS  H) SUBSET (VS G>> A ((ES  H> SUBSET (ES G>>">;;
lo t  SUBGRAPH.REFL ■ prove.thaK ‘SUBGRAPH.REFL',
" !0 :-G ra p h . GRAPH G ■■> SUBGRAPH 0 0 ",
REWRITE.TAC[SUBGRAPH.DEF: SUBSET.REFL]> ; ;
lo t  SUBGRAPH.TRAIS -  p ro ve .tha ( ‘ SUBGRAPH.TRAIS ‘ ,
“ !(0 1 :-Graph) 02 03.
(SUBGRAPH 01 02) /\ (SUBGRAPH 02 G3> —  > (SUBGRAPH 01 0 3 )".
REHRITE.TAC [SUBGRAPH.DEF] THES REPEAT GEH.TAC THES STRIP.TAC 
THE! IHP.RES.TAC SUBSET.TRASS THE! ASH.REWRITE.TACU>; ;
le t  SUBGRAPH.AHTISYH ■ prove.thnCSUBGRAPH.ARTISTS',
" K O I  : ‘ Graph) 02.
(SUBORAPH 01 02) A  (SUBGRAPH 02 G l) - ->  (01 -  02 )", 
RIHRITE.TAC[SUBORAPH.DEF] THE! REPEAT GEB.TAC THEE STRIP.TAC 
THE! IHP.RES.TAC SUBSET.AITISTH THE! IHP.RES.TAC ORAPH.EQ); ;
le t  SUBORAPH.ORAPH -  p ro ve .th n (' SUBGRAPH.GRAPH‘ ,
•M (0 : ‘ Oraph) H. (SUBGRAPH H G) ■■> (GRAPH G) A  (ORAPH H>",
REWRITE.TAC[SUBORAPH.DEF] THE! REPEAT STRIP.TAC 
THEI FIRST.ASSUH ACCEPT.TAC) ; ;
X------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ X
X " D e f in it io n  o f a proper anbgraph -X
X -  H la  a proper aubgraph o f 0 i f f  H la  a graph and lta  vertex aet la  a -X  
X - proper aubaet o f th a t o f 0 and i t a  edge aet la  alao a proper aubaet -X  
X* o f  the edge aet o f  0. -X
le t  PSUBGRAPH.DEF -  a e a .d e f in it lo n ( ‘ PSUBGRAPH.DEF* ,
"PSUBORAPH (H :‘ 0raph> (0 : ‘ Graph) -
(SUBGRAPH H 0) A  (( (V S  H) PSUBSET (VS 0 ))  \/ ( ( IS  H) PSUBSET (ES 0 ) ) ) “ ) ü
le t  PSUBGRAPH.SUBGRAPH -  p ro ve .th n i ‘ PSUBORAPH.SUBORAPH ‘ ,
•M(0:‘ Graph) (H :-0 raph) . (PSUBGRAPH H 0) — > (SUBGRAPH H 0 ) " .
PURE.OICE.REWRITE.TAC[PSUBORAPH.DEF]
THEB REPEAT STRIP.TAC THEI FIRST.ASSUR ACCEPT.TAC)! i
le t  PSUBGRAPH.IRREFL ■ p ro ve .thn ( • PSUBGRAPH.IRREFL* ,
" !0 : ‘ Graph. GRAPH 0 -»>  '(PSUBORAPH G 0 )" ,
REWRITE.TAC [PSUBGRAPH.DEF ¡SUBORAPH_DEF;DE.HOBOAH.THH: PSUBSET.IRREFL] )  ; ; 
le t  SUBSET.CASES ■
le t  leal -  OICE.REWAITE_AULE(DISJ_SYH]EXCLUDED.RIDDLE la 
TAC_PR00F((  □  ,
" I ( a : (e )a e t> t .  (a SUBSET t> -  (a PSUBSET t )  V  (a ■ t > " ) ,
REPEAT OEH.TAC T H U  REWRITE.TAC[PSUBSET.DEF; RI0HT.0R_0VER.AID ; le a ]
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T i n  E l). TAC THEILC
DISCH.THEH <\t. PURE.REWRITE.TAC [t  ; OR.CLAUSES] ) ;
PURE.REWRITE.TAC[EXTEISIOI; SUBSET.DEF] 
THEI STRIP.TAC THE! GEI.TAC T i l l  PURE.ASH. IITE.TACCIMP.CLAUSES]]) ; ;
1st SUB.PSUB.TRASS -  TAC_PROOF((C] ,
"!(• :(• )■ • «) t  V . (■ SUBSET t> A  ( t  PSUBSET u) ■■ > (• PSUBSET u>">,
" !  (■ : ( « ) « « t ) t  a. (a  PSUBSET t )  A <« SUBSET a) —  > (• PSUBSET a>">, 
PUAE.DICE_AEBAITE.TAC [SUBSET.CASES] THEI REPEAT STRIP.TAC THEBLC 
IHP.AES.TAC PSUBSET.TRABS;
UIDISCH.TAC "a PSUBSET (t:(* > B «t> " THEE ASH.REWRITE.'ACn]) i !
l* t  PSUBGRAPH.TRASS -  p ro * «.tha ( ‘PSUBGAAPH.TRASS • ,
" !  (0 1 : 'Graph) 02 03.
(PSUBGRAPH 01 02) A (PSUBORAPH 02 03) ■•> (PSUBGRAPH 01 03)“ . 
PURE.REHRITE.TACCPSUBORAPH.DEF SUBGRAPH.DEF]
T IB I REPEAT OEB.TAC THEB STRIP.TAC THIS IHP.RES.TAC PSUBSET.TRABS 
THEB IHP.RES.TAC SUBSET.TRASS THEB IHP.RES.TAC PSUB.SUB.TRABS 
THEB ASH.REHRITB.TACC]) ; ;
lo t  l o w l  -  TAC.PROOF < ( C] •
'••(0:-G raph). (ORAPH 0) — >
( lo .  o IB (ES 0) — > (« .a re  a) IB  (VS 0) A  (o.doa a ) IB  (VS 0 ) )“ >, 
OSCE.REWRITE.TACCGRAPH.DECOHP]
THEI REHRITE.TACCORAPH.DEF;VERTICES ;EDOES]) i ;
lo t  DELETE.PSUBSET -  TAC.PROOFi < □ .
" l ( s : ( « ) s o t >  a. (a IB  a) —> (a DELETE a) PSUBSET a " ) ,  
PURB.REHRITE.TACCPSUBSET.DBFiEXTESSlOB] THEB REPEAT GEB.TAC 
TU B  STRIP.TAC THEB COBJ.TAC THEBLC 
HATCH.ACCEPT.TAC DELETE.SUBSET;
COBV.TAC BOT.FORALL.COIV TH U EXISTS.TAC “a:*“
TIES ASH.REHRITE.TACCIB.DELETE]] ) ; ;
lo t  PSUBORAPH.DELETE.EDGE -  pro*«_tha(‘ PSUBGRAPH.DELETE.EDGE1 ,
"K G :-G ra ph ) « .
(ORAPH 0 /\ (• IS.EDOE 0)> — »  (PSUBORAPH (0 DELETE.EDGE •) 0 ) " .  
REHRITE.TAC [SUBGRAPH.DEF; PSUBQRAPH.DEF ; DELETE.EDOE.DEF;
VERTICES;EDGES; IS.EDOE.DEF]
THEB REPEAT OEB.TAC THEB STRIP.TAC THEB IHP.RES.TAC DELETE.PSUBSET 
THEI ASH.REHRITE.TACCSUBSET.REFL; DELETE.SUBSET]
THEI ASH.CASES.TAC "(E S  (0:*0rapR>> -  ( ) "  THEBLC 
ASH_REWRITE_TACCBHPTY_DELBTE;ORAPH_DBF; HOT. ».EM PTY] ;
ASH.REHRITE.TACCDELETE.SUBSET ;ORAPH.DEF; ».DELETE]
THEB OEB.TAC THEB STRIP.TAC THEB IHP.RES.TAC l«aa * l 
TSEB ASH.REHRITE.TACC]]) i •
la t  SUBGRAPH.DELETE.EDaE ■ prov«.tha('SUBQRAPH.DELETE.EDOE' ,
"l(0:*0raph> « .
(GRAPH 0) » >  (SUBGRAPH (0 DELETE.EDGE •> 0>",
REWRITE.TACCSUBORAPH.DEF;DELETE.EDOE.DEF; VERTICES EDGES]
THEB REPEAT OEB.TAC THEB STRIP.TAC
IHP.RES.TAC PSUBSET.TRABS ; ASH.REHRITE.TACC]] ) ! ;
l « t  PSUB.SUB.TRABS -  TAC. r ( ( D ,
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T H U  ASR.CASES.TAC "(IS  <0:‘Graph)) ■ (}" THEILC 
ASH.AEWAITE_TAC[EHPTY.SUBSET; EMPTY.DELETE; SUBSET.AEFL; 
QBAPH_DEF;IOT.H_ENPTY] ;
ASH.AEWRITE.TAC [SUBSET.AEFL ;DELETE_SUBSET ;0BAPH_DEF; ».DELETE]
TMEE OEE.TAC T H U  STAIP.TAC TH U IM P.HU.TAC I m m I  
T H U  ASM.AEWAITE.T4Cn] > ;;
l « t  DIFF.SUBSET ■ TAC.PAOOFi ( □  .
" ! ( « : (a)«a*> t .  (• DIPT t )  SUBSET a " ) ,
AEPEAT O U .TA C  TH U  AEWAITE.TACtSUBSET.DEF ; IE .D IFF  ; ABD1.THH] ) ; ;
lo t  SUBOBAPH.DELETE.mnX -  pro»a_tha( ‘ SUBQAAPH.DELETE.VERTEX' ,
"1 (0 :"Graph) v .
(OBAPH 0) - ->  (SUBOBAPH (0 DELETE.VERTEX » )  0>",
UWBITE.TAC [SUBO AAPH.DEF; DELETE. VEBTEX.DEF; VEBTICES; EDGES;
IS.VEBTEX.DEF; IS.EDGE.DEF]
TH U  BEPUT STBIP.TAC THEHLt
BEWBITE_T4C[aBAPH.DEF ; II.D IFF ; ».DELETE ; IIC IDEBT.WITH.DEF i IS.EDGE.DEF]
T H U  COEY.TAC ( DEPTH.COBV SET.SPEC.COEY)
T H U  BEHBITE_TAC[DE_ROBOAH.THM; EDGES]
T H U  G U .TA C  T H U  S n tP .T A C  THEILC 
BU.TAC;




l « t  PSUBaBAPH.DELEn.VnUX -  p ro* »_tha(‘PSUBOAAPH. DELETE. VERTEI' ,
••K O:-ar«ph) v .
(OBAPH 0 A  (* IS .VU TE X  0)) —> (PSUBOBAPH (0 DELETE.VERTEX v) 0)H, 
BEWBin.TACCSUBOBAPH.DEF; PSUBOBAPH.DBF; DELETE. VEBTEX.DEF;
VEBTICES ;EDOES ; IS .VEBUX.DEF; IS.EDGE.DEF]
T H U  BIPEAT O U .T A C  THEE STBIP.TAC THU IH P .B U .T A C  DELETE.PSUBSET 
THAI ASR.BEWBITE.TAOCSUBSR.BEFL ; DELETE.SUBSR ; DIFF.SUBSET]
TMU BUBITE.TACCOBAPH.DEF;II.D IF F ;IE.DELEniIICIDUT.Win.DEFiIS.EDOE.DEF] 
THU COHV.TAC (DUTH.COIV SET.SPEC.COIV)
THU BHBITE.TACCDE.noBOAE.THM] THU OEI.TAC THU STBIP.TAC THULC 
B U .TA C ;
IHP.BU.TAC l NMl THU ASH.BHBin.TACCV8.DU]] ) ;;
-  HK.SUBOBAPH croa ta» • lu b gn p h  tram  a grapk g l r ia g  tao pradicataa 
ah ich aa lact tha » a r t ic a »  and adga» fro a  tha e r ig ln a l grapk.
Thara ara aa add ition a l co n a tra it tka t tka and potata  o f tka 
adgaa la  tha aubgrapk auat ba tha va rticaa  la  «ha« aubgraph, thua 
• «ha fo llo a ln g  tao thooroaa
la t  HI.SUBOBAPH.DEF -  naa.dafla ltlo a (  ‘HE.SUBOBAPH.DU< .
"HI.SUBOBAPH (0 ; *Oraph> f*  «a  -  
{« I V IS.VEBTEX 0 A fv «>,
{a  I a IS.EDGE 0 A fa  a A f*  (o .s re  a) A «a  (a .d a «  a » " ) ; ;
U t  HI.SUBOBAPH.OBAPH ■ prava.thai( 'HE.SUBOBAPN.OBAPH' ,
MI <0:‘ Graph) «V  «a .
(OBAPH 0) - ->  GRAPH (HI.SUBOBAPH 0 f v  fa ) ' ' .
REWRITE.TACCHE.SUBG AAPH.DEF ; OBAPH.DEF ; VERTICES ; EDO ES]
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T H U  PURE_REWRITE.TAC[I8_VERTEX_DEF; IS.EDOE.DEF]
T IK I REPEAT 0E1.TAC THE! 8TRIP.TAC THE! 0E8.TAC THEE STRIP.TAC 
THE! IHP.RES.TAC I n u I  TREE ASH.AEWAITB.TACQ )  ; ;
la t  HE.SUBGRAPH.SUBQRAPH -  p ro va .th a i‘HE.SUBORAPH. SUBGRAPH' ,
"• (0 :"Graph) #* f •.
(GRAPH 0) — > SUBGRAPH (HI.SUBGRAPH G f v  f a )  0 ", 
REHRITE.TACCSUBORAPH.DEF] THEE REPEAT GEB.TAC THEE STRIP.TAC 
THEE IHP.RES.TAC HE.SUBGRAPH.GRAPH 
TH U PURE.ASH.REHRI TE.TAC [AED.CLAUSES]
THEE REWRITE.TAC [HE.SUBGRAPH.DEF ; VERTICES ; EDGES ; SUBSET.DEF ;
IS.EDGE.DEF; IS.VERTEX.DEF]
THEE COBV.TAC (DEPTH.COBV SET.SPEC.COBV) THEE COBJ.TAC 
THEE REPEAT STRIP.TAC THEE FIRST.ASSUH HATCH.ACCEPT.TAC) ; ;
X GRAPH.ISO —  Graph iaoaorphlaa X
X---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------»
naa.apac ial.ayabol * ——»  * J s 
naa.apac la l.ayabo l • > --»* ;; 
naa.apac ia l.ayabo l •<— >* : ;
la t  GRAPH.ISO.DEF -  n a a .d a f in it lo n ( ‘ORAPH.ISO.DEF* .
"ORAPH.ISO (0 : 'G raph) (H :‘ Graph) ( f . g )  -
(GRAPH 0) /\ (ORAPH H) A  <(VS 0) < -->  <VS E ) ) f  A  « E S  0) < -->  (ES H>>g“ >5S
la t  GRAPH.ISO.AUTO -  p ro va . thaCGRAPH.ISO. AUTO* .
"1 0 :‘ Graph. GRAPH 0 - ->  GRAPH.ISO G G ( I . I ) " ,
REWRITE.TAC[GRAPH_ISO_DEF ;FUE_I] > ; ;
la t  GRAPH.ISO.TRABS -  p ro v a .th a (‘GRAPH.ISO.TRAES',
" I (0 1 :‘ Graph) (0 2 :‘ Graph) (03:*0raph> f l  g l  f2  g2.
(ORAPH.ISO 01 02 ( f l ,g l> >  A  (ORAPH.ISO 02 03 («2 ,g2 )) — >
(GRAPH.180 01 03 ( ( f2  a f t ) ,  (g2 o g l ) ) ) " .
PURE_OBCE.REWRITE.TAC[GRAPH.ISO.DEF] THEE REPEAT STRIP.TAC THEBL[
ALL . TAC ; A IX .TAC ;
IHP.RES.TAC FUB.ISO .o; IHP.RES.TAC FUR.IS O .o ]
THES FIRST.ASSUH (\ th  g . ACCEPT.TAC th  g > ) ; ;
la t  GRAPH.ISO.SYH a prova.thaCORAPH.ISO.SYH' ,
" ! ( 0 : ‘ Graph) (H :‘ 0raph) f  g . (ORAPH.ISO G H ( f . g ) )  ■■>
(Tf>  g>. (ORAPH.ISO H 0 ( f ’ .g ’ ) ) ) " .
PURE.OHCE.REWRITE.TAC[ORAPH.ISO.DEF] THEE REPEAT STRIP.TAC 
THEE EIISTS.TAC “ (FUE.IBV (VS (0 : ‘ G raph)) (VS (H :‘ Graph)) t> "
THEE EZISTS.TAC "(FU B .IB V  (ES (0 :‘ araph)> (ES (H :‘ 0raph)> g>"
THEE IHP.RES.TAC ISO.FIBV TRES ASH_REWRITE_TAC[]) ; ;
la t  GRAPH.ISO.SYH.IEV -  prava.thaCORAPH.ISO.SVH.IBV* .
“ KG : ‘ Graph) (H:*Graph> f  g . (ORAPH.ISO G H (f,g>> *■>
(ORAPH.ISO H G ((FUB .IB V  (VS 0> (VS H) f ) .  (FUB.IBV (ES 0) (ES H) g ) ) ) " ,  
PURB.OBCE.REWRITE.TAC[ORAPH.ISO.DBF] THEE REPEAT STRIP.TAC 
THEE IHP.RES.TAC ISO .FIBV THEE FIRST.ASSUH ACCEPT.TAC); ;
c lo a a .th a o ryO  : ;
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B .4  T h e  file  m k .e li s t .m l
a n . t k t o r j i ' i l i i t 1; ;
lo a d . l ib ra ry ‘aata‘ ;;  
naa.parent1graph*; ;  
a u to lo a d .a ll'g ra p h ‘ ;
a a t .f la g C a t lc h y 1,truo > ;;
lo t  Vertex ■ " :0 "  and
Edge -  " : ( o  s o • o o )" and
Graph • " :(* )e e t  • (a • o • o a )o a t"; ;
lo t  IU L L .I IL  -  p ro vo .th a C lU L L .lIL * ,
"1 1 :( a ) l i o t . IULL 1 ■ (1 ■ [ ]> " ,
LIST.IIDUCT.TAC TH U  AEWAITE_TAC[IULL; IO T .C O IS .IIL ] > ; ;
lo t  I I . IN P . I I .U I IO I  -  TAC_P»OOF<<[],
-»<*«•> a t. (x !■ t) ■■> x II (a UIIOI t>"). 
REWRITE.TACCII.UIIOI ;0R. HTR0.THH2] ) ;;
X Roabarahip o f l i s t ------ la  analogy w ith  aot aanbarahip ( I I )  X
X ELEH 1 X la  TRUE I f f  X la  an olaaant o f  tho H a t  1 X
lo t  ELEH.DEF ■ n o a . l la t . ro c .d o f ln lt io n ( ‘ ELER.DEF',
"(ELEH []  (x :o )  -  P) A
(ELEH (COIS h t> (X !0 ) a ( x  -  h ) \/  (BLER t  « » " ) ) ;
X------------------------------------------------------ 1
X Soso thaorosa about ELER and other H a t  oparatora X
X------------------------------------------------------ X
lo t  lU LL .IO T .ELm  -  p re v a .th » (<IU L L .IO T _ E L n ‘ ,
"11. BULL 1 — > lx .  '(B U M  1 x ) “ .
OICB.EEWITE.TACnVLL.IIL]
THEE OEI.TAC TEE! DISCN.THEI ( \ t . EEWITE_TAC[t ; ELEH.DEF] ) ) ; ;
lo t  ELER.COIS -  p ro ve .th n (' ELEH.COIS1.
" I l  x y .  (ELER 1 x> — > (ELEH (COIS y  1) x ) " ,
L IST.IIDUCT.TAC TNEI REWRITE.TACtELEN.DEF ;IULL]
THE! REPEAT GEI.TAC T H U  STRIP.TAC THEI ASH.REWRITE_TAC[] ) ; ;
lo t  ELEH.APPEID * prova.tha( ‘ ELER.APPEID1 ,
"111 12 X. (ELER (APPEID 11 12) x )  * ((ELER 11 x )  \/ (ELEH 12 x>>", 
L IST.IIDUCT.TAC TRES REWRITE.TAC [APPEID ; ELER.DEF]
TXEl REPEAT GEI.TAC THE! ASH.REWRITE.TACCDISJ.ASSOC) ) ; ;
lo t  ELER.EL ■ p rove.ths<‘ELER.EL' ,
" l ( l t ( o ) l l s t )  x .  ELEH 1 x •■> (Tn . x  -  EL n 
LIST.IIDUCT.TAC TNEI RENRITE.TAC[ELEH.DEF]
TNEI REPEAT STRIP.TAC TNEIL[
EXISTS.TAC "0“ TH U ASH.REWRITE.TAC [EL ;HD] ;
RES.TAC TN U EXISTS.TAC "SUC n" TNEI ASR.REW ITE.TAC[EL;TL]]>i;
X Prove tho oqalval« o f aot sosborahlp ( I I )  and H a t •rahip (ILEH)X
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lo t  II.ELEH  ■ proyo_thn (1II .E L E N ',
a a t. F I I IT E  • ~ >  T l ;o  H a t .  la .  (a I I  a) -  (KLIM X «> " ,
SET.IIDUCT.TAC THEIL[
EXISTS.TAC H a t “ THE! REWRITE_TAC[ELEH.DEF;lO T.II.EM PTY] ;
EXISTS.TAC “ (COBS a («1 . la .  a I I  a ■ ELBE 1 a )) :*  H a t "
THE! REWRITE.TACtELEH.DEF; I I . I IS E R T ]
T IE !  QEl.TAC THE! EQ.TAC THE! STEIP.TAC THESLC 
D ISJl.TA C  T IE I  F IUT.ASSUH ACCEPT.TAC;
DISJ2.TAC T i n  F IU T .A S S in i (ASSUME.TAC O SELECT.RULE)
T i n  u id is c i .TAC "(a :a>  I I  a "
T i n  FIEST.ASSUM ( \ t . MATCH.ACCEPT.TAC 
( ( « a t  o EQ.INP.RULE • SPEC.ALL) t> ) ;
D IS Jl.TA C  T U I  FIIST.ASSUM ACCIPT.TAC;
DISJ2.TAC THE! FIIST.ASSUM (SUBST1.TAC o SPEC.ALL o SELECT.RULE) 
THE! FIRST.ASSUM ACCEPT.TAC]J) i ;
X-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------*
t -  U IIQUE.EL la  traa  1« a l l  alaaaata o f  tho H a t  ara d is t in c t  -X
X-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------X
lo t  UIIQUE.EL.DEF ■ n a a .lla t .ro c .d o « in i t io n ( ‘UIIQUE.EL.DEF' ,
"(U IIQ U E .E L  [ ]  • T ) A  
(UIIQUE.EL (COBS (kd :0 ) t l )  -  
(BVUY (\ a . ’ (a  • kd>> t l )  A  (U IIQU E.EL t l ) ) " ) i ;
lo t  U IIQ U I.E L .T L  -  p ro vo .th aC U IIQ U B .E L .T L ' .
■ 'll ( k :* ) . UIIQUE.EL (COIS k 1) —  > UIIQUE.EL 1 ".
OICE.REWRITE.TAC [UIIQUE.EL.DEF] T H U  REWRITE.TAC[AID2_THM] ) ; ;
lo t  USIQUE.EL.SIMP -  pro*o_tka(‘ UIIQUE_EL_SINP‘ ,
Hla :o . U IIQUE.EL [a ] " ,
a n . TAC TMEI REWRITE.TACtUIIQUE.EL.DEF ; EVERY.DBF] > ; ;
lo t  E Ln .IO T .U IIQ U E .E L .CO IS  -  p ro »« .th a t  'ELBM.S0T.UI1QUE.EL.COM- ,
" I I  (k :o> . (E L U  1 k ) — > ~(UIIQUE.EL (COIS k 1 ) ) " .
LIST.IIDUCT.TAC T H U L[
RlWRITE.TACCELEH.DIF] ;
OICE.RBWRITE.TACCELn.DEF ; UIIQUE.EL.DEF]
T i n  REPEAT a n .T A C  T i n  STRIP.TAC 
T i n  O IC E .m R IT E .T A C C E V nT .O IF ] THEIL [
COIT.TAC (OSCE.DEPTH.COIV IETA.COIW )
T H U  ASH.RnRITE.TACCDE.NOROAI.TMH] ;
RES.THEI HP.TAC T H U  RnRITE.TAC[DE.HOROAI.TMH;UIIQUI.EL.DEF] 
THE! STRIP.TAC T H U  ASH.REWRITE.TACC]]] ) ; ;
lo t  SOT.ELn.UIIQUE.EL.COIS ■ pro*o.thm( ‘ I0T.ELEM.UIIQUE.EL.C01S ‘ ,
" I I  (k :o )  . (UIIQUE.EL 1) A  * ( I L n  1 k> — > (UIIQUE.EL (COIS k 1>>", 
LIST.IIDUCT.TAC TRULC
REWRITE.TACCELEH.DEF ¡UIIQUE.EL.DEF ; EVERT.DEF] ;
PURE. DICE. REWRITE.TAC [ELEH.DEF ; UIIQUE.EL.DEF]
THU PUn.OICE_REWRITE.TACCDE_NOROAS.THR¡UIIQUE.EL.DEF;EVnT_DEF] 
THU UPIAT OU.TAC THU STRIP.TAC
THU COIV.TAC (OICE.DEPTH.COIV BETA.COIT) THU RES.TAC 
THEI POP.ASSUR ( \ t .  STRIP.ASSUME.TAC
(OICE.REWRITE. RULE [UIIQUE.EL.DEF] t  ) )
THU ASH.UWRITE.TACC] THU COIV.TAC (OICE.DEPTM.COIV SYH.COIV) 
THU FIRST.ASSUH ACCEPT.TAC] >; i
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X-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------X
X- EL.SET coaatrncta a sat co nta in in g  a l l  aloaoata o f a H a t  -X
la t  EL.SET.DEF • a a a .lla t_ ra c _ d a fla it lo a < ‘EL.SETJ>Er‘ ,
" (B L .IB T  [ ]  -  { »  /\
(EL.SET (COES hd «1 :*  l i â t )  -  I1SEBT hd (EL.SET t l> ) " > ; ;
lo t  EL.SET.APPESD -  p ro »«  _ t  tua ( ‘ EL. SET. APPEID' ,
" l ( l l : o  H a t )  12. EL.SET (APPEID 11 12) -  
(EL.SET 11) UB IOI (EL.SET 12)“ ,
LIST.IIDU CT.TAC TREBLE 
REWRITE.TACE APPEBD ; EL.SET.DEF ¡UBIOI.EHPTT] ;
OBCE.REVRITE.TACEAPPEBD; EL.SET.DEF]
THEB obce. rew rite_t a c e e l _set. def] TRES asn. rew rite . tac e ib s e r t . u b io b ]
THEB REPEAT 0EB.TAC THEB COBD.CASES.TAC TREBLE 
POP.ASSUN (ASSUHE.TAC o REWRITE.RULE[ ]  )
THEB ASSUHE.TAC (SPEC "(EL.SET 1 2 ):(«> a «t"
(SPEC "(E L .S E T  1 1 ):<o)aot" (SPEC “ (h :0 )“ IB .IH P .IB .U B IO B )>)
THEB RES.TAC THEB IHP.RES.TAC ABSORPTIOB;
REFL.TAC]]); ;
lo t  ELEH.IB.EL.SET -  p ro «o _ th a (‘ ELEH_IB.EL.SET*,
“ I l  a. ELEH 1 a ■ a IB  (EL.SET 1)“ ,
LIST.IBDOCT.TAC TREBLE
REWRITE.TACEELEH_DEF;EL_SET.DEF:BOT_IB.EHPTT] ;
REWRITE.TACEELEH.DEF ; EL.SET.DEF : IB.IBSERT]
THEB REPEAT OEB.TAC THEB ASH.REWRITE.TACE]]>: ;
X  D IS J.L1 S T------too H a ts  a ra  d is jo in t  i f  tha sota o f t h o l r  alaaaats X
X ars d is jo in t . X
x------------------------------------------------------------------------------------x
1st D ISJ.LIST.DEF -  n a s .d o f in it io n (  ‘ DISJ.LIST.DEF*,
"D IS J.L IS T  ( H : ( o ) l l s t >  12 -  DIS JOIST (EL.SET H )  (EL.SET 12)“ )  ; ;
1st D ISJ.LIST.EHPTT -  p ro v a .th a (‘DISJ.LIST.EHPTT1.
" I I : ( o ) l i s t . (DISJ.LIST []  1) A  (DISJ.LIST 1 E]>",
REWRITE.TACEDISJ.LIST.DEF : EL.SET.DEF iDISJOIBT.DEF : IBTER.EHPTT] ) : !
la t  DISJ.LIST.COBS -  p ro * a .th a ( ‘ D ISJ.LIST.COIS*,
"111 (12: ( o ) l i a t )  h . (D IS J .L IS T  (COBS h 11) 12) -  
((D IS J .L IS T  11 12) A  -(ELEH 12 k>>",
LIST.IBDOCT.TAC THEB
REWRITE_TACEDISJ.LIST.DEF ¡EL.SET.DEF : ELEH. IB.EL.SET: DIS JO IST. IBSERT] ) : ;
lo t  DISJ.LIST.APPEBD ■ p r o » « . t h » ( 1 DISJ.LIST.APPEID ‘ ,
“ 111 (12: (o )H s t>  13. (D IS J .L IS T  (APPEBD 11 12) 13) ■
((D IS J .L IS T  11 13) A  (D IS J .L IS T  12 13))“ ,
LIST.IBDUCT.TAC
TRES PURE .REWRITE. TAC E APPEID ; D ISJ.LIS T. COSS ¿D ISJ.LIST. ER PTYJ
TRES REPEAT OEB.TAC THEB ASH.REWRITE.TACE]
TIER EQ.TAC THEB STRIP.TAC TH U ASH.REWRITE.TACn ) ; ;
lo t  D ISJ.LIST.com  -  p ro »a _ th a (‘DISJ.LIST.com1 .
" l ( l l : ( o ) U a t >  12. D IS J .L IS T  11 12 -  D IS J.L IS T  12 11“ .
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BEVEITE.TACCDIS J.LIS T.D EF] THBI HATCH.ACCEPT.TAC DISJOIBT.SYH) ; ;
X - Oiaan »  path p , VEE.LIST ra tu ra i a H i t  i f  a l l  a a rt lc a i p a l i l t i  -X  
X -  V .L  ra tu ra i a H a t  o f a l l  a a rt ic a i axcapt tka la l t la l  aaa. -X
X-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------X
la t  V.L.DEF ■ n a a _ li it .ra c .d a f i n i t i a l ( 1 V.L.DEF' ,
" ( V .L  □  -  □ )  A
(V .L  (COBS <hd: ~Edga) t l>  ■ COBS (a .d a i hd) (V .L  t l ) ) “ ) ü
la t  VU .L IS T .O E F  -  n a a _ lia t .ra c .d a fl a i t iaa( ‘ V n .L IS T .D EF ' ,
"<Vn.LIST [ ]  -  [ ] )  A
(vn .L IS T  (COES (h d 'E d g a ) t l>  ■ COES (a . ir e  hd) (V .L  (COBS hd t l ) ) ) ” ) ; ;
la t  V.L.APPEBD -p ro aa .th aC V .L .A P P n D - .
“ Ip l ( p 2 : ( 'E d g a ) l l i t ) .
(V .L  (APPnD  p i p2)> ■ (APPESD (V .L  pl> (V .L  p2>>",
LIST.ISDUCT.TAC THEE OSCE.KEMKITE.TAC( APPEID ; V.L.DEF]
THU OBCE.EEMEI TE.TAC [APPEID ; V.L.DEF] THEILC 
on.TAC THU EEFL.TAC ;
OBCE.ASE.EEMEITE.TACC] THE! U P  EAT OU.TAC THU EEFL.TAC] ) 11
la t  EOT.EULL.Vn.LIST -  prava.tha( ‘EOT.FULL.VEI.LIST' ,
"  ! (p : ( ‘ E dga ll l i t  ) .
-BULL p •■> ( ( V n .L IS T  p) ■ (COBS ( a . i r c  ( ID  p>) (V .L  p>>>",
QEI.TAC THEE STEIP.TAC
THES IHP .EES.THEE ( \ t k .  OBCE.EEHEITE.TACCth] > 
(OECE.EEMEITE.EULECEO.SVH.EQ] COBS)
THU EEMEITE.TACCVEE.LIST.DEF;HD ;TL .V.L.DEF] ) ; ;
la t  Vn.LIST.CO BS -  p roaa.thaCVn.LIST.COIS* ,
" I p  (h :(-Edga>>.
(v n .L IS T  (COBS h p)> ■ (COBS (a . i r c  h) (COBS (a .d a i h> (V .L  p>)>", 
LIST.IBDUCT.TAC T H U  EEHEITE.TACCvn.LIST.DEF; V.L.DEF] ) » ;
l i t  BOT.BULL.Vn_LIST.COBS ■ pro»u.th«i( ‘ SOT.BULL.vn.LIST.COBS ' ,
" I I  (h : ‘ Edga>. 'BULL 1 A  (a .d a i h -  a . i r c  (HD 1>) — >
(v n .L IS T  (COBS h i )  -  COBS ( a . i r c  k> (VU.LIST 1 ) )" ,
BEPEAT STEIP.TAC T H U  IHP.AES.THU S U U Ti.TAC  B0T.8ULL.Vn.LIST 
TH U ASH.EEMHITE.TAC [V n .L IS T .C O M ]); ;
l i t  T L .V U .L IS T  -  p ro a a .th a (‘T L .v n .L IS T ' ,
" !  (p : ( -E d g a ) l i i t  ) .  'BULL p — > ((T L  (VU .L1 S T  p>> -  (V .L  p ) ) " .
OEH.TAC T H U  STEIP.TAC
THU IHP.EES.TMEB ( \ t h .  OBCE.EEMEITE.TACCth]> SOT.BULL.VU.LIST 
THU EEMEITE.TACCTL]);;
la t  V U .L IS T .A P P U D  -  praaa.th>( 'V n .LIS T.APPEB D '.
"  I (p i : ( *Edga) l i l t  ) p2. '(BULL p i )  A  (HULL p2> — >
((V n.L IST  (APPEBD p i p2>) > (APPEID (V U .L IS T  p i )  (TL (VU.LIST p2))>>", 
LIST.IBDUCT.TAC TMULC 
BEHAITE.TAC[BULL];
AEPEAT OU.TAC THIS STEIP.TAC TH U EEMEITB.TACCVn.LIST.DBF;APPOD]
THIS IHP.EES.THES (\ th  . EEMEITE.TACCth] ) T L .V U .LIST
T i l l  OBCE. UM EI TE.TAC [ (OBCE.EEMEITE.EULECEQ.STR.EQ] V.L.APPEBD) ]
TH U EEMEITE.TACCAPPEHD] ] ) , ;
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la t  UBIQUE.EL.COIS ■ prova_tha( ' U1IQUE.EL.C0IS • ,
" I l  (h :a ) .  (U1IQUE.EL 1) /\ ’ (h I I  (EL.SET 1 )) - ->  (UIIQUE.EL (COIS h 1 ) ) " ,  
L IS T .IID U C T .TAC THEIL[
RUBITE_TAC[BL_SET_DBF;UIIQUE_EL_DEF;BOT_II_EHPTY ;EVEAT.DEF] ¡ 
OBCB.UHBITE_TAC[UBIQUE_EL_DEF]
T U B  UHBITB.TACtEL.SBT.DBP ; IB . IBSEBT ; DE_NOBQAB_TMH ; BUBT .DBF]
THEB BBPEAT STBIP.TAC TH U Lt
BETA.TAC T H U  COBT.TAC (OICE.DEPTH.COiV STN.COBV)
THEB ASH.UHBITB.TACt] ¡
BES.THEB HP.TAC THEB BEHBITE.TACtUIIQUE_EL.DBF]
THEB BEPEAT STBIP.TAC THEB U S .T A C ;
ASH.UHBITE_TAC[UIIQUE_EL.DEF]]] ) ; ;
la t  BOT.UBIQUB_BL.COBS -  prova_tha(‘ BOT.UBIQUE.EL.COIS‘ ,
“ I I  (h :a> . (h IB  (EL.SET 1)> — > (U IIQUE.EL (COBS h l )  -  F>", 
BBHBITE.TACtUBiqUB_BL.DSF ;DE_HOBOAB.THH]
THEB L IS T . IIDUCT .TAC TH U Lt 
REVRITE.TACtEL.SET.DEF ;UBIQUE.EL_DEF;HOT_II_EHPTY] ;
OBCB.BEHBITB.TACtBL_SET.DSF]
T H U  OBCE_UHBITE_TACtUBIQUE.EL.DEF]
T H U  BBHBITB.TACtlB.IBSEBT]
THEB UPB AT OBB.TAC THEB STBIP.TAC THEBLt
BEUBI TE.TAC tEVEHY.DEF] THEB BETA.TAC T H U  ASH.UHBITB.TACt] ; 
REHBITE.TAC [EVERY.DEF ; DB.HORQAB.THH]
T H U  US .TA C  THBB ASH.REWRITE.T A C t]]] ) ¡ ¡
la t  UHIQUB.BL.APPBBD -
la t  tha  > "111 (12:* H a t ) .  U IIQUE.EL (APPBBD 11 12) -  
(U IIQUE.EL 11) A  (UIIQUE.EL 12) A  (D IS J.L IS T  11 12)" 
la
la t  U U T.APPBB D  -  TAC.PROOFUQ ,
"!(1 1  :• H a t )  12 P.
EVERY P (APPBBD 11 12) -  ( U U T  P 11) A  ( U U T  P 1 2 )" ).
LIST.IBDUCT.TAC TH U
ASH.UHBITE.TACtAPPEBD ;EVERY_DEF¡COBJ.ASSOC] ) 
la
la t  la a  -  TAC.PROO FUt].
■ K U C m — )  h EVERY!\ x . -(*  -  h) ) 1 -  'B L U  1 h " ) .
LIST.IBDUCT.TAC TU B  REWRITE.TAClEVERY.DEF;ELEH.DEF]
T H U  COBT.TAC ( OBCB.DEPU.COBT BBTA.COBV) THE! U P E A T  QU.TAC 
T H U  PUU.OBCB.ASH.BBHBin.TACtDB.HOBOU.THH]
T H U  BQ.TAC T H U  m iP .T A C  T H U  COBT.TAC (OBCE.DEPTH.COBT STH.COBT)
T H U  C O IJ.TAC  TH U FIUT.ASSUH ACCBPT.TAC)
p ro va .tha( ' UHIQUB.EL.APPEBD' , tha ,
LIST.IBDUCT.TAC TH U Lt
RBHBITB.TACtAPPUD i EL. SET. DEF ; UBIQUE.EL.DEF, D ISJ.LIST.DEF ;
D ISJOIBT.DEF; IBTEB.EHPTY] ;
OBCE.BEHRin.TACt APPBBD ; EL.SET.DEF]
T H U  O ICB. UHR IT E . TAC [UBIQUE. EL. DBF]
T H U  PURE.01CE.ASH.REWRITE.TACtDIS J .L  IS T.COBS ; EVERY. APPEID]
TH U PUBE. OICE.ASH. REWRITE.TAC [la a ] TH U REPEAT OU .TAC 
T H U  BQ.TAC TH U BTBIP.TAC T H U  ASH.BBHBITB.TACt]] ) ; ;
la t  UBIQUE.V .L .COI» -  p rova.th a (‘UBIQUE.V .L .COBS',
" ! (p : ( "Edga) 11st > h. UBIQUE.EL(V_L p> /\ '( B L U  (V .L  p) (a.daa h)>
— > UBIQUE.EL(V.L (COBI h p>>",
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REWRITE.TAC CV.L.DEF]
THE! HATCH. ACCEPT.TAC IOT.ELEH_UIIQUE_EL.COIS) : ;
lo t  U IIQUE.VEB.LIST.COIS »  p ro re .thm(‘UHIQUS.VER.LIST.COIS ‘ ,
"Kp: ( 'E d g e ) l ie t )  h. ‘ (HULL p) A
UIIQUE_KL(VE»_LIST p) A ((•.•re  (HD p)> ■ (a.dea h>> A 
"(LOOP h) A  - ( E L «  (VEH.LIST p> («.«re h)> “ >
UH I QUE.EL(VEH.LI ST (COIS h p>)“ .
PURE_OHCE_REWRITE_T»C[VER_LIST_DEF] THE! REPEAT STRIP.TAC 
THE! IHP.RES.TAC IOT.ELEH.UEIQUE.EL.COHS
THEE POP.ASSUH HP.TAC THEE IHP.RES.THEI SUBST1.TAC IOT.EULL.VEH.LIST 
THEE ASH_REURITE.TAC[V_L.DEF] > ; ;
le t  UHI QUE. E L. VER.L I ST.TL ■ p ro re .thm(' UHIQUE.EL.VER_LIST_TL‘ ,
” tp : ( 'E d g e ) l is t . -(HULL p) — >
UHIQUE.EL (VER.LIST p) — > UIIQUE.EL (TL  (VER.LIST p)>” ,
OEH.TAC THEE STRIP.TAC
THEE IHP.RES.TKEE (\ th . REURITE.TACCth]) SOT.SULL.VER.LIST 
THEH REWRITE.TACCUIIQUE.EL.DEF ;TL ; ABD2.THH] > ; ;
Xat UBIQUE.VER.LIST.APPEBD ■ prore .thm i ‘UBIQUE_VER.LIST.APPEBD‘ , 
" !(p l:( -E d g a )U * t>  p2 (0 :-0 r«p fc ). 'BULL p i / \  ‘BULL p2 —>
UIIQUE.EL (VER.LIST p i )  A UHIQUE.EL (VER.LIST p2> A 
D IS J .L IS T (V .L  p lX V .L  p2) A  "(ELEH (VER.LIST p2) ( » . » r e  (HD p l) )>
-•> UHIQUE.EL(VER.LIST(APPEBD p i p 2 )) " .
REPEAT OEB.TAC THEB STRIP.TAC
THEH IHP.RES.TAC VER.LIST.APPEBD THEH STRIP.TAC
THEB ASH.REHRITE.TACCUHIQUE.EL.APPEBD]
THEB COHJ.TAC THEHLC 
IHP.RES.TAC UBIQUE.EL.VER_LIST.TL;
IHP.RES.THEB SUBST1.TAC TL.VER.LIST
THEB UBDISCH.TAC "-BLBH(VER_LIST(p2: (-B d g a )li» t>  >(a_arc(HD(pl: (*Edga)li«t>  >>•• 
THEH IHP.RES.THEB SURSTl.TAC HOT.HULL.VER.LIST 
THEH PURE.OHCE.REWRITE.TACCDISJ.LIST.COHS¡ELEH.DBF]
THEH PURE.OBCE.REWRITE.TACCDE.HOROAB.THH]
THEH STRIP.TAC THEH ASH.REWRITE.TACQ] ) ; ;
c lo « *.th e o ry ( ) ; ;
B .5  T h e  file m k-path.m l
X FILE : B k .p a th .B l X
X DESCRIPTION d e f in it io n  o f paths and aoaa theorome X
X AUTHOR: Wal Wong DATE: 1 AUQ 1990 modified Jun 91 X
X------------------------------------------------- X
n a e .th e o ry 'p a th '; j
lo a d . l ib r a r y ‘aata‘ ;
••■.paraat*graph* i ! 
a u to lo a d .a ll'g ra p h ' ; 
nee .parent1a l la t  ‘ i : 
a u t o lo a d .a l l ' « l is t ' ;
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X V o rta x , Edga and Graph ara dafinad aa abbraviatlona fo r  tha typaa uaadX 
X to  rapraaaat va rtlca a , adgaa and graph* X
X------------------------------------------------------ X
l o t  Vartan ■ and
Edga - “ : ( * • * •  a a )" and
Graph »  " : (a )a o t  • ( • # * •  a * )o a t";;
lo t  HD.APPEED ■ TAC_PA00F(([],
" ! p l  p 2 :(a ) l ia t .  ( ‘ BULL p i )  — > (HD (APPBID p i p2> -  HD p i ) " ) ,  
LIST.IEDUCT.TAC THE!
REWRITE.TAC[APPEID; K ILL ;HD]) ; ;
X---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- X
X -  A oalk in  a graph la  a l i a t  o f adgaa in  which tha EXIT  o f  aach a laaont.
axcapt tho la a t ,  la  aqual to  tha EITET o f  tha fo llo w in g  a laaa nt.-X
lo t  WALE.TAIL.DEF -  aa w _ lla t.ra c .d a f ln l t io n ( ‘WALE_TAIL_DBF‘ .
"(WALE.TAIL I I L  (G :‘ Graph) -  T ) /\
(I(hd:*Edga) t l .  HALE.TAIL (COES hd t l )  G ■
(GAAPH 0) /\ (hd IS.EDGE G) A
((■ULL t l )  \/ (HALE.TAIL t l  G) A  (a.daa hd -  o .a rc  (HD t l ) ) ) ) " ) ; ;
lo t  HALE.DEF ■ n a o .d a fln ltio n (‘ UALE.DEF*.
"HALE 0 (w :( 'E d g a ) lla t ) -  ‘ (TOLL a ) A  (HALE.TAIL a « ) " ) ; ;
l o t  HALE.EETET.DEF -  n a w .d a fin it io n (‘ WALX.EETRY.DEF1,
"HALX.EITRY (1 : (* E d g a )lla t) -  a .a rc  (HD 1)” ) ; ;
lo t  HALE.BXIT.DEF -  n a w .lla t .ra c .d a f ln lt lo n (‘ HALE.EXIT.DEF‘ .
"HALE.EXIT (COES (h d :‘ Edga) t l )  -
(BULL t l )  »  (a.doa hd) I (HALE.EXIT t l ) " ) ; ;
X- A t r a i l  In  a graph la  a walk whoaa odgaa ara a l l  d la t ln c t  -X
X---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- X
lo t  TEAIL.DEF ■ a a o .d a fln ltlo n (‘ TRAIL.DEF1 ,
"TRAIL (0 :-Graph) (1 : (*Edgo)lla t>  -  (HALE G 1) A  (UEIQUE.EL 1 ) " ) ; ;
X--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- X
X -  A path In  a graph la  a t r a i l  whoaa va rtlcaa  aro a l l  d la t in c t  -X
X--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- X
lo t  PATH.DEF ■ n a w .d a fln lt lo n (1 PATH.DEF',
"PATH (0 :‘ Graph) (1 : ( ‘ E dga )lla t>  -
(TRAIL Q 1) A  (UEIQUE.EL (VER.LIST 1 ) ) " ) ; ;
lo t  PATR.EETRT.DEF> aao.daf ln l t  io a ( 'PATH.EETRT.DEF',
"PATH.ElTRY (1 : (* E d g a )lia t) -  a .a rc (HD 1 ) " ) ; ;
lo t  PATH.EXIT.DEF ■ n a o .d a f ln lt lo n i' PATH.EXIT.DBF*,
"PATH.EXIT (p :(* E d g o ) lla t) ■ HALK.EXIT p " ) ; ;
lo t  EOT.EULL.LIST -  TAC.PR00F(([] .
" I I : ( a ) l ia t . ‘ HULL 1 — > (?h t .  1 ■ (COES h «> )"> ,
LIST.IIDUCT.TAC THEILt REWRITE.TAC[EULL];
REPEAT STRIP.TAC THEE EXISTS.TAC "h :0 "
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THE! EXISTS.TAC "l:(o)list" THE! XEFL.TAC] ) ; ;
X -  Soa* fa c ts  about MALI. TRAIL and PATH -X
X-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------*
1st PAT«.TRAIL -  p rova_tha(‘ PATH.TRAIL' ,
"1 ( 1 : (* E dga)lis t> 0. PATH 0 I  — > TRAIL 0 1“ . 
RIHRITt.TAClPATM.DIFiARDl.THN]>; ;
1st TRAIL.WALK ■ p ro va .t h a (‘ TRAIL.WALE' ,
"1 (1 :( 'E d g a ) l ls t )  0. TRAIL 0 1 — > HALE 0 1 ",
REWRITE.TAC[TRAIL.DEF; AID1.THH]> i ;
1st PATH.WALE -  p ro va .t h a (‘PATH.WALE' ,
" I (1 : ( 'E d g a ) l is t ) 0. PATH 0 1 — > HALE 0 1“ ,
REPEAT STRIP.TAC THE! INP.RES.TAC PATH.TRAIL T H U  IHP.RES.TAC TRAIL.WALE); ;
lo t  PATM.ORAPN -  p ro va .th a (‘ PATH.GRAPH‘ .
"1 (0 : 'G raph) 1. PATH 0 1 — > GRAPH 0 ",
PURE. REWRITE.TAC [PATH.DEF ; TRAIL.DEF i WALE.DEF]
T H U  UPEAT STRIP.TAC T H U  UHDISCH.TAC "HALE.TAIL 1 (0 :'0 rap h )"
T H U  IHP.RES.TAC IOT.HULL.LIST THE! POP.ASSUH SUBST1.TAC 
THE! PURE_OICE.REHRITE.TACCUALR_TAIL.DEF]
T H U  STRIP.TAC THE! FIRST.ASSUH ACCEPT.TAC) ; ;
lo t  PATH .HOT.HULL -  p rova. tha( ‘ PATH.HOT.HULL' ,
" I p  (0 :~Q raph). PATH 0 1 — > 'BULL 1",
REPEAT Q U .TA C  T H U  DISCH.TAC T H U  IH P .R U .TH U  HP.TAC PATH.WALE 
T H U  RURITE.TAC[WALE.DEF] THEE STRIP.TAC ) ; ;
lo t  PATH.WALI.EBTRY ■ p ro va .tha('PATH.WALE.UTRT*,
" Ip :(* E d g a )l is t .  PATH.EITRT p -  WALE.EITRT p " .
RURITE.TAC [PATH .RETRY.DEF;WALE_EBTRT_DEF] ) ; ;
la t  PATM.COIIECTED -  p ro va .th«('PATH.C01ISCTED'.
" I p  (h : ‘ tdga> 0.
(PATH 0 (COIS k p>) A  '(HULL p> -■> ((o .d os  h) -  (s .s rc  (HD p )> ) " , 
RURITE.TAC [PATH.DEF; TRAIL.DEF iWALE.DEF]
T H U  OSCE.REWRITE.TAC [HALE.TAIL.DEF] TH U REPEAT O U .TAC TH U STRIP.TAC 
T H U  UHDISCH.TAC "'BU LL (p : ( -E d g o ) l ls t ) "  T H U  ASH.RURITE.TACD ) ; ;
X -  A graph Is  connactad i f  thars Is  a path la  I t  botsosa any p a ir
o f v o rt lc s s  -X
1st CORRECTED.DBF -  aas.daf ia i t  lo a ( ‘ COSIECTED.DEF1 ,
"C0E1BCTED (0 : 'Oraph) -  
(GRAPH 0) A
( I v l  va. ( v t  IS.VERTEX 0) A  <va IS.VERTEX 0) A  * (vl •  v3> — > 
( T l .  (PATH 0 1) A  (V l ■ PATH.ESTAT 1) A  (v2 ■ PATN.EXIT l ) ) ) " ) i i
1st COUECTED.ORAPH -  p ro vs .th a ( ‘COSBECTED.ORAPH' .
"1(0 : *0raph). COSEECTED 0 — > ORAPH 0",
T H U  UPEAT STRIP.TAC TH U FIMT.ASSUH ACCEPT.TAC) | ;
1st COIEECTED.SIIO -  p ro va .th a (‘COSHECTED.SISO‘ .
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'!* . COBBECTED ( « * > .  < »:'O r* p h > ",
THE! REPUT OEE.TAC THE! STRIP.TAC TREE POP.ASSUH HP.TAC TEE! ASR .RU RITE .TAC []  > ; ;
X- Two path«* ara disjoint i f f  thalr adga aata ara disjoint and thoir -X
lo t  NAS.PATH.DEP -  n o o .d o f in lt io n (‘HAS.PATH.DEF*,
"HAS.PATH (0 : 'G raph) v t  v3 ■ ? p : ( 'E d g a ) l is t . PATH 0 p A  
(PATH.EBTRY p ■ vl>  /\ (PATH.EXIT p ■ o a )"> ;i
lo t  HAU.EETRT.COIS -  p ro vo .th n (‘WALE.EBTRY.COBS1 ,
" ! (p : ( 'E d g a ) l ls t ) h a . (UALE.EITRT (COIS h p>> ■ (o .o rc  h>". 
REWRITE_TAC[WAU.EETRY_DEF;HD] ) ; ;
lo t  HALI.UTRY.APPEED -  p ro vo .th n (‘UALE.EITRY.APPEID' ,
" ! p l  (p2 : ( 'E d g s ) l is t )  G. (MALI 0 p i )  A  (HALE 0 p2> »»>
(HALE.EETRY (APPEED p i p2> -  HALE.EETRY p i ) “ ,
REHRITE.TACCHAU.DU; WAU.EBTRY.DEF] TREE REPUT OEB.TAC
THEE STRIP.TAC THEE INP.RES.TAC HD.APPEED TH U A8H.REHRITE.TACC]);;
lo t  HALE.EXIT.APPEBD.1o s m  -
lo t  BOT.EULL.APPEED -  TAC.PROOK ( 0  .
“ K p l : ( 'E d g o ) l is t )  p2■ ‘ BULL p2 — > ‘ BULL (APPEED p i p2>“ >, 
LIST.IBDUCT.TAC THEE (REWRITE.TAC[APPEED;BOLL]) )  in  
TAC.PROOF ( ( [ ] ,
" I p l  (p2: ( 'E d g o ) l ls t ) . ‘ (BULL p2> ■•>
(HALE.EXIT(APPEED p i p2> -  HALE.EXIT p2)“ ) ,
LIST.IBDUCT.TAC TH U UHRITE.TAC[APPUD]
TH U OBCE.RURITE.TACCHALE.UIT.DEr] TH U REPUT STRIP.TAC TH U RES.TAC 
T H U  IH P .R U .TA C  EOT.BULL.APPEED TH U  ASH.REHRITE.TACC]) ; ;
1st HALE.EEIT.APPEBD ■ provo_thn('HALE.EXIT.APPEBD*.
“ «p i (p2 : ( " Edge) 11 s t ) 0 . (HALE 0 p i )  A  (HALE 0 p2> —  >
(HALE.EXIT(APPEED p i p2> -  HALE.EXIT p2>",
REHRITE.TACCHALE.DEF] T H U  REPUT STRIP.TAC
TH U I  HP.RES.TAC HAU .EEIT.APPUD .1 o s m  TH U ASH.REHRITE.TACC]);;
lo t  PATH.EBTRY.SIHP -  p ro vo .th n (‘PATH.EHTRY.SIHP1,
“ f (n :o )  v ( » ; « « > .  PATH.RETRY[(u,v,*)] -  u ",
REWRITE.TAC[PATH.EETRY.DEF; s .s rc  ¡H D ]);;
lo t  PATH.EEIT.SIHP -  p ro * o .th »C P A T E .U IT .S IH P ‘ .
••!(n:0) »  (« :• • ). PATH.EXIT[(u ,v ,» )  ] • ,
REWRITE.TAC[PATH.EXIT.DEF;HAU.EXIT.DEF;o.dos;HD;EULL] >; ;
V -X
X- vortiz sots ozpoct ths ontrlas art disjoint. -X
-X
lo t  DISJ.PATH.DEF -  no s .d tfin ition C D IS J.P A TH .D E F 1 ,
"D ISJ.PATH (G ;'G raph) (p i  ; ( 'E d g o ) l is t )  (p 2 :( 'E d g o ) l ls t )  -  
(PATH 0 p i )  A  (PATH G p2) /\ (D IS J .L IS T  p i p2) /\ 
(D IS J .L IS T  (V .L  p i )  (V .L  p3>>">;;
X-------------------------------------------------------------------





lo t  PATH.EETRY.COHS -  p ro vo .th a (‘PATH.EBTRY.COBS*,
“  !p  (h i'E d g o ) . PATH.EBTRY (COBS h p) ■ O.sre h",
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PUBB_OBCE_RURITE_TAC[PATH_HALE_EITAY]
THE! HATCH.ACCEPT.TAC HALE.EETET.COIS) ; ;
lo t  PATH.EXIT.COIS -  pro*«_thB(‘ PATH_EXIT_COIS‘ ,
" I p  (h r'E d g o ). 'BULL p —  > (PATH_BXIT(COIS k p ) • PATH.EXIT p ) " .  
PUU.EEiraiTE.TAC [PATH.EXIT.DEF ¡H A U .E X IT .D U ]
THE! REPEAT OE1.TAC TH U DISCH.TAC TH U ASH.UHRITE.TACC] > ; ;
lo t  PATH.EITRY.APPEID ■ p ro » « .th « (  ‘ PATH.KXTRr.APPEID' ,
“ 111 (1 2 :(* E d g «) lls t) . PATH 0 11 -»>
( PATH.EITRT(APPEID 11 12) ■ PATH.EITRY 11)“ ,
REPEAT STBIP.TAC TH U IHP .RU .TAC PATH.HOT.HULL
T H U  IHP.RU.TAC HOT.IULL.LIST THE! POP.ASSUH SUMT1.TAC
THEE RURITE.TAC [APPUD: PATH.EHTRT.DEP; HD] ) i 5
l « t  IHP.APPEHD.IOT.IULL -  TAC.PROOP( (  □  ,
"111 (1 2 :(o ) l i « t> . ‘ HULL 11 V ’ HULL 12 --> ‘ HULL (APPEHD 11 1 2 )" ), 
LIST.IHDUCT.TAC T H U  RCTRITE.TAC[IULL;APPEID]); ;
lo t  PATH.EXIT.APPEID ■ p ro * «.tha ( ‘ PATH .UIT.APPUD ‘ ,
"111 (1 2 :(~ E d g «) lis t ) .  'HULL 12 ■■>
(PATH.EXIT(APPEID 11 12) -  PATH.EXIT 1 2 )", 
PURE.OICE.RURITE.TACCPATH.UIT.DEF] THE!
LIST.IIDUCT.TAC TH U UURITE.TAC[APPUD;M ALK.UIT. DEF]
T H U  REPEAT STRIP.TAC TH U IHP .RU .TAC IHP.APPEID.IOT.EULL 
T H U  ASH.REHRITE.TAC[] TH U R U .T A C );;
le t  HALE.COBS -  prov«_tha( 'U A U .C O S S '.
" Ip  h (0 : 'G raph) .
(HALE 0 p) A (h IS.EDGE 0) A ((«.<!•• h> -  HALE.EITRY p ) — >
(WALK 0 (COBS b p )> ",
R U R I TE.TAC [HALE. DEF; HALE.EITRY. DEF]
TH U  LIST.IIDUCT.TAC THULC 
REWRITE.TAC(HULL),
OHCE.RURITI.TACCHALI.TAIL.DU] THU RURITE.TAC [BULL; HD]
TH U  REPEAT QEH.TAC THE! STRIP.TAC THEIL[ 
PUU.OICE.RURITE.TAC[HAU.TAIL.DEF] ;
ASH.CASES.TAC "HULL (p :( 'E d g « > ll« t> "  THEIL[
PUU.OICE .RU R ITE.TACCHAU .TA IL.D U ] ; U S .T A C ] ]
THU ASH.UHRITE.TACC]]>;;
U t  HALE.APPUD ■ pro»«.tlu»<  ‘ HAU.APPUD' ,
" I p i  p2 (0 :*OrRph) .
(HALE 0 p i )  A (H A U  0 p2> A (HALE.EXIT p i -  HALE.EITRY p2>— >
(HALK 0(APPUD p i p2>>",
EEHRI TE.TAC [HAU.DEF] TH U LIST.IIDUCT.TAC TH U UHRITE.TACCAPPEID ; BULL] 
TH U OICE_RURITE.TACCHAU.TAIL.D U] TH U O H CE .R U R ITE .TACC H AU.U IT .D U ] 
TH U ASH.CASU.TAC "BULL (p i : ( * Edg«)llR t >" THULC 
IHP .RU .TAC IU L L .I IL
TH U ASH.RURITE.TACCAPPUD ; BULL ; H A U .U TR Y .D U ]
TH U UPEAT OEI.TAC THEE STRIP.TAC T H U  ASH.REHRITE.TACC] ;
ASH.REHRI TE.TAC []  THEI REPEAT OEB.TAC TH U STRIP.TAC
T H U  RU.TAC T H U  IH P .U S .TAC  HD.APPEID TH U ASH.REHRITE.TACC]] ) ; ;
U t  HAU.CAT -  p ro * «.«h » C H A U .C A T ',
” 1 (0 :'Graph) p i p2. (H AU 0 pl> A (H AU G p2> A 
(H A U .E X IT  p i ■ (H A U .U T R Y  p2>:«> *■>
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?p3. (MALI 0 p3> A  (M ALI.B IT IT  p3 -  M ALI.EITAY p i )  /\
(M A L I.E IIT  p3 -  MALI.EXIT p2) /\ (p3 • APPKID p i p2>'',




THE! IHP.RES.TAC MALE.EXIT.APPEID THE! ASH.REMRITE.TACD]>!!
la t  PATH.EDOE.IO.LOOP -  p r o » « . t h « ( ‘PATH.EDOE.IO.LOOP' ,
“ !p  (h : (*Edg«>) 0. (PATM 0 (C01S h p ))  — > ( ' ( « . a r e  h -  a.daa ! ) ) " ,  
IEMIITE_TAC[PATH_DEF;TRAIL_DEF;MALI.DEF]
THE! 0ICE_IEHBITE.TACCMALE_TAIL.DEF ;UIIQUE.BL_DEF; VEI.LIST.DEF]
T IE !  OICE.IEMIITE_TACCV_L.DEF] THE! OICE.UM IITE.TACCUIiqUE.EL.DEF]
T U I  OICI.IEM IITE.TACCEVnT.DEF] THE! BETA.TAC 
T IE !  UPEAT OO .TAC THEI STRIP.TAC
T IE !  COIV.TAC (OICE.DEPTH.COIV (IEMIITE.C01V EQ.STH.EQ))
THE! A8H.UMBITE.TACC] ) ; ;
l « t  PATH.SIHP ■ p ro v « .th a (‘PATH.SIHP*,
“ 1(0: "Qr»ph > « .  (OBAPH 0) A  (• IS.EDOE 0) A  '(LO OP •> — > (PATH 0 C « ])“ . 
PUU.UMBITE.TACCPATH.DEF ¡TRAIL.DEF;MALI.DEF ;MALI_TAIL_DEF]
THEI BEMBITE.TACCIULL.DEF;UBiqUE_EL_DEF; VEB.LIST.DEF;V_L_DIF;EVEBT_DEF;LOOP.DEF) 
THEI COIV.TAC (OICE.DIPTH.COIV BETA.COIV)
T U I  BEPEAT OEI.TAC THEI STBIP.TAC 
THE! COIV.TAC (OICI.DEPTH.COIV STH.COIV)
T U I  BEPEAT COIJ.TAC THEI FIUT.ASSUH ACCEPT.TAC) ; ;
l « t  PATH.COIS «  p ro v«_ th a (‘ PATM.COIS*,
“ Ip  B (0:'Graph) .
(QBAPH 0) A  (PATH 0 p> A  (R IS.EDOE 0> A  
( (PATH.EITBT p ) -  («.<!•• h>) A  
'(LOOP h) A  -(B LIH  (V U .L IS T  p> ( « .a r e  h>> A  
~ (ELEN p h) — > (PATH 0 (COIS h p>>",
LIST.IIDUCT.TAC THEILC
UPEAT STBIP.TAC THEI IHP.BES.TAC PATH.SIHP;
UMBITE.TACCPATH.DEF ;TRAIL.DEF; PATH.MALI.EITBY]
TMEI UPEAT STBIP.TAC THEILC
IHP.BES.TAC (COIV.BULE (OICE.DEPTH.COIV 8TH.C0IV) MALI.COIS);
I HP.AES.TAC IOT.E LE H .U liq U I.IL .C O IS ;
HATCH.HP.TAC UliqUE.VEB.LIST.COIS THEI PUU.OICE.IEMBITI.TACCHD]
THEI A8H.UMBITE.TAC[HILL]
THEI FIBST_ASSUH(\t. ACCEPT.TAC(BEMBITE_BULECMALI_EITBY_COII] t )  ) ] ]  ) ;;
l « t  PATH.CAT -  
l « t  tha ■
“ 10 p i (p 2 :(* E d g a )lia t). (OBAPH 0) A
(DISJ.PATM 0 p i p2) /\ (P ATH .E IIT  p i -  PATH.EITBY p2> A  
-(ELBH (V U .L IS T  p2) (PATH.EITBT pl>> — >
(?p3. (PATI 0 p3> A  (PATH.EITBT p3 «  PATH.EITBT p l>  /\
(PATH.EXIT p3 -  PATH.EXIT p2) A  (p3 -  APPEID p i  p2>>" 
la
la t  la a l -  TAC.PROOFUD.
“ 10 (p : ( 'E d g a ) l ia t ) . PATH 0 p ■■> U liq U E .E L  p " ) ,
REMAITE.TAC[PATH.DEF;TAAIL_DEF]
TH U UPEAT STBIP.TAC THEH FIRST.ASSUH ACCEPT.TAC) 
la
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l « t  lM l  -  PURE_OBCE.REWRITE.RULE[
(COBV.BULB (OHCE.DEPTH.COHV SYH.COHV) WALE.EETRY.DEF)] 
UHIQUE.VU.LIST.APPEHD 
la
pro» ._ th«< ' PATH.CAT‘ . tk a ,
PURE.REWRI TE.TAC [PATH .  DEF ; TRAIL.DEF ; DIS J .  PATH. DBF ; PATH.EXIT.DEF ; PATH.HALE.EBTRT] 
THE! REPEAT STRIP.TAC THEB EXISTS.TAC "APPEBD p i (p2: C E d g o )li« t )"
THE! REPEAT COBJ.TAC THE1L[
IHP.RES.TAC PATH.KALI TREE IHP.RES.TAC UALE.APPEED;
XRP.RES.TAC l u i  TIE! IHP.RES.TAC UBIQUE.EL.APPEED;
IHP.RES.TAC VALX.DEF THEE IHP.RES.TAC l«u2  ;
IHP.RES.TAC HALE.EETRT.APPEBD;
IHP.RES.TAC WALE.EXIT.APPEBD;
REFL.TAC]) ;  ;
1 s t PATH.APPEED ■ p ro* « .th u ( ‘PATH.APPEED ' .
"10 p i (p 2 :(* E d g « )lis t) . (ORAPH 0) A
(DISJ.PATH 0 p i p2> A  (PATH.EXIT p i  -  PATH.El TRY p2> A  
-(ELEH (VER.LIST p2) (PATH.EBTRY p l> )  - ->
(PATH 0 (APPUD p i p2>>",
REPEAT STRIP.TAC THEI IHP.RES.TAC PATH.CAT
THEB UHDISCH.TAC "PATH (O i'O rsph) p3"  THEE ASH_REHRITE.TAC[]) ;  ;
X I -  101 02 *1 *2 >1 *2.
ORAPH 01 A  ORAPH 02 A  *1 IS.VERTEX 01 A  *2 IS.VERTEX 02 —>
ORAPH
( ( v l .v 2 . s l )  IISERT.EDOE ( (v 2 .v l .s 2 )  IHSERT.EDOE (01 O.UHIOE 0 2 )))  X 
U t  loamsl -  0EE.ALL (DISCH.ALL (C0EJUHCT1 (SPEC.ALL 
(UIDISCH.ALL(SPEC.ALL O.UBIOB.IES.EDOES)) ) >) ; ;
l « t  r«p«at ■ ( ■
lo tro c  r i p  ■ f  1  •  I f  I  •  0  thon 1  o loo  ( f  . (rap  ( s - 1 ) « 1>) i s  
(r« p  ■ t Q > | |
l « t  PATH.EOT.IIL -  p ro v o .th « (‘PATH.BOT.HIL1 ,
" 1 (0 :*Qrsph). '(PATH 0 [ ] ) " ,
REWRITE.TACCPATH.DEF ;TRAIL_DEF ¡HALE.DEF;EU1L] > ; ;
l « t  WALE.TAIL.O.UEIOB -  p rovo .tha( ‘WALE.TAIL.O.UHIOB' ,
" 1 (1 : ( ’E d g o )li» t) 01 02.
(ORAPH 01) / \  (ORAPH 02) A  (WALE.TAIL 1 01) « >
WALE.TAIL 1 (01 O.UHIOE 0 2 )" ,
LIST.IBDUCT.TAC THEE REHRITE.TACCHALE.TAIL.DEF]






RES.TAC THU ASH.REHRITE.TACI]] ) ; ;
1 s t PATH.O.UHIOE ■ p ro v o .th a ( ‘PATH.O.UHIOH' ,
"1(1 : (* E d f« ) ll« t> 01 02. (ORAPH 0 1 )  A  (ORAPH 02) A  
(PATH 01 1) —> PATH (01 O.UHIOB 02 ) 1" ,
REWRI TE.TAC [PATH .DBF ; TEA I L.DEF ; WALE .  DBF] THU LIST.IBDUCT.TAC
THEE AEW AI TE.TAC [BULL ; WALE. TA I L.DEF) THU REPUT OEE.TAC THU STRIP.TAC
THEE REPEAT COBJ.TAC THU ASH. REWRI TE.TAC [ ]  THEELl
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IH P .RU .TAC  0RAPH.U1I01; ASN.RURITK .TACCKDOK.Il.U lIO l] ;
IH P .U S .TAC  GRAPK.UIIOI ; A8N .U HB ITE .TACC KIM B.II.U1 II»];
IHP.BES.TAC H A LK .T A IL .O .U IIO I T H U  ASH.BEHBITK.TACC]]) ; ;
l « t  UAU.TAIL.IIS.mTEZ -  p ro v «_ th i« ( ‘U A U .TAIL .IIS .VE R TE X1 ,
"1(1 : ( ‘ E d g « ) l l » t ) * 0. (U A LK .TA IL  l  0) — >
(HALE.TAIL 1 (v  IISEBT.VERTEX 0>>",
LIST.IIDUCT.TAC TKE1 BEUBITE_TACCUALK.TAIL.DEF]
THE! REPEAT STRIP.TAC THEILC
IHP.KES.THEI HATCH.ACCEPT.TAC GRAPH.IISEBT.VERTEX ;
IHP.RES.THE1 HATCH.ACCEPT.TAC IH . IH S U T .m T U ;
ASH.REURITE.TACD ;
IHP.RES.THEH HATCH.ACCEPT.TAC aRAPH.IHSERT.VERTEX ;
IHP.RES.THEI HATCH.ACCEPT.TAC IH . IH S U T .m T U  ;
RES.TAC T H U  ASH.REURITE.TACC]]>;;
l « t  UALK.TAIL.IHS.EDOE -  p ro » « . th « < ‘ UALK.TAIL.US.KDOE',
“ 1(1: (* K d g « )li« t ) • 0. (U A LK .TA IL  1 0) - ->  (UALK.TAIL 1 (• IHSUT.EDOE 0 ))“ . 
LIST.IIDUCT.TAC TH U RU RITE.TACCUAU.TAIL.D EF]
THU REPEAT STRIP.TAC THULC
IHP.RES.THU HATCH.ACCEPT.TAC aRAPH.IHSUT.EDOE;




US .TA C  TH U A S H .UU R ITE.TACC ]]> ;;
I « t  PATH. I  IS  .VERTEX -  pro»«_Hu«( ‘ PATH .IKS  .VERTEX1,




TH U UPEAT QEH.TAC THE! STRIP.TAC T H U  ASH.UURITE.TACC]
TH U IHP.RES.THU HATCH.ACCEPT.TAC UALE.TAIL_IIS.mTEX] ) ; ;
l « t  PATH. I  IS  .EDGE -  p rov«_t(m ( « PATH.US.EDOK' ,
" ! (1  : ( ‘ K d g « ) l l» t )  • a . (PATH 4 1) ■■> (PATH (• USUT.EDOE 0) 1>", 
LIST.IIDUCT.TAC T1ULC
KEUKITE_TACCPATH.I0T.1IL] ;
RURITE.TACCPATl.DEF ; TRA IL.D EF ; UAU.DEF]
T U I  REPEAT Q U .TAC THE! STRIP.TAC TH U ASH.RURITE.TACC]
THU IHP.RES.THU HATCH.ACCEPT.TAC UAU.TAIL_I1S.ED0E] ) ; ;
l « t  PATH.I1S.EDGE2 ■ p ro v « .th a (  ‘ PATH.IIS.EDGE2 ‘ .
•■ ! ( 0 : "Or«ph> »1 *2.
(GRAPH 0) A (»1  IS.VERTEX 0> / \  (»2  IS.VEKTEX 0) / \  '(* 1  ■ v2> ••»
IS . PATI ( ( »1 .V 2 . I )  I1SUT.ED4E 0) [(»1  .v2 .* )]“ .
PUKE.KEURITE.TAC[PATH.DKF ;TRAIL.DEF ; UALK.DEF]
TH U RURITE.TACCUAU.TAIL.DEF ; HULL]
THU REPEAT STRIP.TAC THULC
HATCH.HP.TAC GRAPH.USERT.EDaE THEI FIRST.ASSUH ACCEPT.TAC;
I  HP.RES.TAC E D Q E .II.IIS U T G  TH E ! FIRST.ASSUH HATCH. ACCEPT.TAC ;
HATCH.ACCEPT.TAC U1IQUE.EL.SIRP:
PUU_UURITE.TACCVU_LIST.DEF ; V .L.DEF ; « . « r c  
THEH REURITE_TACCU1IQUE.EL.DEF ; EVERY.DEF]
TH U HETA.TAC T H U  C01V.TAC (01CE.DEPTH.COB>
TH U F1UT.ASSUH ACCEPT.TAC] > ; ;
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1«« PATH.IS.EDQE ■ p ro va _ th a (‘PATH.IS.EDQE' ,
“ ! (0 : "Graph) h 1. P ATI 0 (COIS h 1) —  > h IS.EDQE 0 ".
PURE. REUEITE.TAC [PATH.DEF ; T IA IL.D EF ; UALI.DEF ;UALX.TAIL.DEF]
THE! REPEAT STE IP .TA C  THE! FIRST.ASSUH ACCEPT.TAC) ; ¡
la t  PATH.ELEE.IS.EDOE -  prova.thaC 'PATH.ELEH.IS.EDGE' ,
"l(0:*0raph> 1. (P A T I 0 1) — > !z .  ELEE 1 I  — > Z IS.EDQE 0 ", 
REURITE.TACCPATH.DEF ; TRAIL.DEF ; UALI.DEF]
TRE! QEI.TAC THEE LIST.IIDUCT.TAC
THE! REUEITE.TAC [HULL ; UALI.TAIL.DEF ; ELEE.DEF]
TAXI QEI.TAC TH E! STEIP.TAC THEILC
IEP.EES.THEI SUBST1.TAC S U LL .IIL  THE! EEUEITE.T AC [ELEE .DBF]
TEE! QEI.TAC T E E ! STEIP.TAC THE! ASE.REHEITE.TACU ;
ASE.CASBS.TAC "BULL (1 : ( "E d g a H ia t>" THEILC
IEP .EES.THEI SUBSTl.TAC S U L L .IIL  THEI REHEITE.TAC[ELEE.DEF]
TMEI Q EI.TAC  THEI STEIP.TAC TH EI ASH.EEHEITE.TACU ;
IHP.EES.TAC UHIQUE.EL.TL
THEI UHDISC1I.TAC "UIIQUE_EL(VER_LIST(COIS (h :*Ed (a) 1»»••
THEI PUEE.OICE_REUHITE.TAC [VEE.LIST.COIS]
THEI PUEE.OICE_REUEITI_TACCUIIQUE.EL.DBF]
THEI SUBITI_TAC (ASSUEI "a.dao (h :*ldga> -  a.src(HD (1 : (*Edga)liat>)">
THIS IE P .EE S .TH E I ( \ t . SUBST1.TAC
(COBI.EULE ( OICE.DEPTH.COIV STH.COH») *>» IOT.IULL.VER.LIST 
THEI S TE IP .TAC  THEI RES.TAC THEB REPEAT STEIP.TAC THEILC 
ASH.EEHEITE.TACU; U S .T A C ] ] ] ) ; ;
la t  PATH.IS.VERTEX -  p ro va .th aC  PATH. IS .  VERTEX',
"  ! (Q : ‘ Graph) h 1 . PATI 0 (COIS h 1 ) — >
( (a .a rc  h) IS .VEETEX Q) /\ ((a .d a a  h ) IS.VERTEX 0 ) " ,
REPEAT QEI.TAC TH E I STEIP.TAC THEI IHP.EES.TAC PATH.IS.EDOE 
THE! IHP.EES.TAC PATH.QEAPH THE! IHP.EES.TAC ORAPH.IDOE.VERTEX 
THE! C O » .TAC TH E ! FIEST.ASSUH ACCEPT.TAC) ; ;
la t  PATH.ELEH_VEE.LI8T.IS.VERTEX -  p ro v a .th a (‘PATH.ELEH.VER.LIST.IS.VERTEX' . 
••t(0:-Qraph) 1. (PATH 0 1) — > ! z .  ELEI (VEE.LIST 1) z - ->  z  IS.VEETEX Q ", 
REUEITE.TAC CPATH.DEP ;TEAIL.DEF ; UALE.DEP]
TH U QEI.TAC T I H  LIST.IIDUCT.TAC
T i n  REUEITE.TAC ClULL;HALX.TAIL.DEP;ELEH.DEP]
THEI ASH.CASES.TAC "SULL (1 : CE dga) l i â t  )"
THE! QEI.TAC TH E I STEIP.TAC THEILC 
I  HP. EES. Tin SUIST1.TAC S U LL .IIL
T i n  REUEITE.TACCELEH.DEF;VEE.LIST.DEF;V.L.DEF] TH U a n . TAC
T H U  STEIP .TAC THE! POP.ASSUH SUBST1.TAC T IR I IHP.EES.TAC QEAPH.EDQE.VnTEX ;
IHP.EES.THEI SUBST1.TAC IU L L . I IL
THEI REUEITE.TAC [ELEH_DEF;Vn.LIST.DEF;V.L_DEP] TH U QEI.TAC T H U  STEIP.TAC 
T H U  POP.ASSUH S U B IT I.TAC T H U  IHP.EES.TAC QEAPH.EDQE.VERTEX ;
RES.TAC;
IHP.EU.TAC UIIQUE.EL.DEP
THEI IH P .EES.TH EI HP.TAC (O E I.ALL  ( EIURITE.EULE[IULL]
(SPEC "COIS  (h  : ~Edga) 1" U IIQ UE.EL.VEE.LIS T.TL) ) )
T in  IHP .EES.TAC lO T .IU L L .m .L IS T .C O IS
TH U PUEE.AIH.IEUEITE.TACCTL ; ELEH.DEF] T i n  REPEAT STEIP.TAC THEILC 
POP.ASSUH S U B IT I.TAC TH U IHP.EES.TAC QEAPH.EDQE.mTEX;
U S .T A C ] ] ) ; ;
la t  P A T H .IIS .IIS .C O IS  -  p ro va .th a ('P A TH .IIS .IIS .C O S S ' .
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'M (0:~0raph) 1 *1 *2 s.
(PATH 0 1> /\ (v2 IS.VERTEX 0) /\ '(* 1  IS.VEATEX a ) /\
(v2 -  PATH.EHTRT 1) A  ’ <*1 ■ *2) — >
PATE « v l . v 2 , s >  IESUT.HDOE ( v l  IISERT.VERTEX 0)> (COES (v l ,v 2 ,l>  I ) " ,  
REPEAT O U .T A C  T H II STRIP.TAC TREE HATCH.HP.TAC PATE.COES 
T U I  REPEAT COHJ.TAC TREBLE
HATCH.HP.TAC OAAPH.IHSERT.EDGE TH U RATCH.HP.TAC GRAPH.IRSERT. VERTEX 
THEE IRP.RES.TAC PATH.ORAPH;
HATCH.RP.TAC PATH.IES.EM E THEE HATCH.HP.TAC PATH.I*8.VERTEX 
THEE FIRST.ASSUH ACCEPT.TAC;
HATCH.HP.TAC EOOE.IE.IBSERT
THEE PURE.REWRITE.TACt«.»re ; « .d e c  VERTEX.IE.IBS.VERTEX]
THEE COBJ.TAC THEEL[
DISJ1.TAC TH U  REFL.TAC.
D ISJ2 .TAC TH U FIRST.ASSUH ACCEPT.TAC] ;
ASH.REHRITE.TAC [s .des] ;
PURE.REHRITE.TACCLOOP.DEF¡•.■re;s_dss] T H U  FIRST.ASSUH ACCEPT.TAC; 
PUU_UW RITE_TAC[o_src] THEE IHP.RES.TAC PATH.ELEH.VER.LIST.IS.VERTEX 
THEE POP.ASSUH <\t. IHP.RES.TAC (COETRAPOS (ISPEC " v l :* "  t > » i  
IHP.RES.TAC PATH.ELEH.IS.EDQE
THEE POP.ASSUH ( \ t . HATCH.HP.TAC (COHTRAPOS (ISPEC " ( v l  ,v 2 ,s ) : ’ Edge" t>)> 
T H U  IHP.RES.TAC PATH.ORAPH THEE IH P .U S .TAC  EOT.VERTEX_EOT.EDOE 
T H U  FIRST.ASSUH HATCH. ACCEPT.TAC] ) ; ;
l « t  CORRECTED. I  IS.EDGE ■ p ro v s .th n l * CORRECTED. IRS.EDGE1 ,
"  !0 : 'G raph . CORRECTED 0 — > <ia. CORRECTED (a IRSERT.EDGE 0 ) ) " ,  
PUU.OECE_REWRITE.TAC [COBHECTED.DEF]
THEE PURE.OECE.REWRITE.T AC [VERTEX. I  ISERT. EDGE]
THEE U P E A T  STRIP.TAC THEBL [
IHP.RES.THEB HATCH.ACCEPT.TAC ORAPH.IBSERT.EDOE;
RES.TAC THEE EXISTS.TAC "1 ; <*Edgs>list"
THEE IH P .U S .TAC  PATH.IBS.EDOE
T H U  REPUT COEJ.TAC T H U  FIUT.ASSUH HATCH.ACCEPT.TAC]); ;
ei< .thao ryO  ; ;
B .6  T h e  file m k_signal.in i
X< F i le  : s i g n a l a i ----Theory o f  signala
Version : 3.1  Data: 2S Bov 1991
Anther: W Hang >X
■•■.theory ‘ S IO IA L1; ;
X- D e f in it io n  o f shunting s ig n a l aspects -X  
le t  ShAspact.Aa loa -  d s fln a .typ a  ‘ShAspact.Alisa*
‘ ShAspect -  sh.on I s h .o f f  I s h .fa u lty* ;;
1st S hAspa ct.con st.d is t ■ sava _th a (‘ S hAspact.const.d ist•, 
p ro v a .c o n s tru c to rs .d ls t ln c t ShAspact.Asion); ;
1st ShAspact.IBDUCT -  sa*a.tha('ShAspact.IBDUCT* , 
p ro ve .in d u c tio n .th s  S hA spa ct.A llo a ) ; ;
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l o t  ShAspact.cases • sa va .th o l'S kAspo ct.case s ', 
p rove.cases.thn S hAspect.IID UCT); ;
D e f in it io n  o f a (h u n tin g  s ig n a l —
: nuo->ShAspect fo n c tio n  re tu rn in g  carrent aspect o f tke  s ignal
lo t  S hs lg .Ax ioo  -  d e fin e .typ e  ‘ S h slg .Ax ioo '
‘ Bhslg ■ SHUITSIQ (nuo->ShAspect>‘ ; i
l o t  Shaig.ona.ono -  savo_tho('S hsig.ons.ons‘ , 
prove.constractors_ono.ono S hs ig .Ax ioo ) ; ;
l o t  Shaig.IIDUCT * save .thnC ‘ Shsig.I8DUCT‘ . 
p rove .in d u c tion .th n  S h s ig .A x io o ); ;
l o t  Shslg.casas • savo.thm CShsig .cases' , 
prove.cases.tho  S h s lg .IID U C T ); ;
lo t  SIUIT.FU IC.DSF -  nos .re cu rs  lve .d é f in i t  ion 
fa ls e  S hs ig .Ax ioo  ‘ SHU1T.FU8C.D8F‘
"SHUIT.FUIC (SHUITSIQ a> ■ SM¡¡
lo t  SHUIT.OI.DEF -  n e s .rs c a rs lv e .d e fln it  ion 
fa ls e  S ks lg .A x ioo  ' SHUIT.OI.DEF ‘
"SHU8T.0I (SHUITSIQ s )  t  • ( s  t  • a h .o n ) " ; ;
l o t  SKU1T.0FF.DEF * n o s .re c u rs ive .d e fln it lo n  
fa ls o  S h s ig .A x io o  ‘ SHUIT.OFF.DEF'
"SHU1T.0FF (SHU1TSIQ •> t  > Is  t  ■ s h .o f f ) " ; ;
l o t  SHUIT.FAULT.DEF ■ n o s .rs c u rs lv s .d a fin itio s  
fa ls a  S h s ig .A x io o  ‘ 3HUIT.FAULT.DEF'
"SHU8T.FAULT (SHUITSIO S> t  ■ (s  t  • s k . f a a lt y ) " ¡ ¡
X- D o fin lt io n  of su b s id ia ry  s ig n a l aspacts -X
l o t  SubAspact.Axloo -  d o fin a .typ s  ‘SubAspect.Axioo' 
'SabAspect ■ sub.not.shos Í sa b .o ff4¡ ;
l o t  SubAspect.const.d ls t -  savo .tho l'S ubA sp ec t.coas t.d is t' , 
p ro ve .c o n s tru c to rs .d is t in c t SubAspsct.Axloo); ;
l o t  SubAspect.IIDUCT ■ savs.thail ‘ SubAspect.IIDUCT' , 
p rove.In duction .th is  SubAspoct.Axioai) ; ;
SubAspect.cases "  save .tkn ('S ubA sp ec t.ca sss ', 
p ro ve .casos.tho SubAspact.IIDUCT); :
X-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
D o fln it io n  o f a s u b s id ia ry  s ig n a l —
:nuo->SubAspact fu n c tio n  rs tu rn in g  currant aspect o f ths s igna l
lo t  Subsig .Axion -  d e fln a .typ e  'S ub s lg .A x lo o ' 
'Subslg ■ SUBS IQ (auo*>SubAspsct)' ; ¡
lo t  Subsig.ona.ons ■ save .tho ( 'S ubslg .o ne .on e ', 
prove_constructors.one.ona S ubs ig .Ax loo )¡ ;
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U t  Subeig.IIDUCT -  eave_thn(‘ Subeig.IIDUCT', 
p ro «« . in d u c t io n .tk a  Subeig.Axion);;
prove.caaaa.tha Subeig.IID UCT); ;
l « t  SUB.FUIC.DEF -  M l . t K l t i h « . M i l l t i M  
fa laa  S uba ig .A x ion  ‘ SUB.FUIC.DEF ‘ 
"SUB.FUIC (SUBSIO a) ■ a"||
la t  SUB.OFF.DEF -  n a o .re c a ra iva .d a fln itlo n  
fa la a  Suboig .A x io o  ‘ SUB.OFF.DEF'
"SUB.OFF (SUBSIO a) t  ■ (a t  • a u b .o ff) " ;  *I
D e fin it io n  o f a ju n c tio n  In d ica to r —
:naB->bool fu n c tio n  re tu rn ing  curra n t atata o f tka In d ica to r 
T — > proved 01. F —  not 01 o r fa u lt y
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------X
la t  Ja ig .A x io a  -  d e fine .typ e  ‘ Je ig .A x io a '
‘ J a ig  -  JS IO  <nun->bool)‘ ;;
la t  Ja lg .on o .o aa  »  eava_tha(‘ Ja ig .on a.ona ' . 
prove.conetruetore.one.one J e ig .A x io a ) ; ;
la t  Ja ig .U D U C T  “  aa va.thaC  Je ig .IID U C T ' , 
p rove, induct io n . the: J e ig .A x io n ) ; ;
lo t  Ja ig .caa oa  “  a a ve .tk a C Ja ig .c a a e a ', 
prove.caaaa.thn Je ig .IID U C T ); ;
lo t  J.FU IC .D EF -  n o v .re cu ra ivo .d o fln it lo n  
f  a lee J e ig .A x io n  < J.FUIC.DEF'
"J.FTJIC  (JB IQ  j )  n j " ; ;
Define Enuaeration type fo r  a a la  a lgn a l aapecta -X
lo t  H Aapact.Axloa -  de fiaa .typ a  'N Aepect.Axion '
'NAepact ■ groan I do ab le .ya llo o  I y a llo o  I rod
I g re e n .fIe o h  | d o u b le .ye llo e .fla a h  I ya llo v .f la a h  I fa u lty .a e p e c t‘ ; ;
lo t  N Aa pact.cou at.d iat ■ e ave .th n i‘ HAapect.conet .d ie t  • , 
p ro vo .c on a tru e to re .d ie tin c t N Aepect.Axioo );;
la t  N Aapect.IIDUCT ■ e eve .thn l‘ NAapect.llDUCT' , 
p ro ve . Induct io n . tka NAapect.Axiea) ; ;
le t  HAapact.caaoa ■ aa ve .tha (‘M ap oc t.caae a ', 
p rovo.caaaa .tha N Aapect.llD UCT);;
X* D efine tka  a a ln  a lgna l typea -X
lo t  N typa.Aa laa • define .typ e  'N typ o .A x lo a '
‘Ntypa ■ too.aapact I threo.aapect I four.aapect 
I to o .re p e a t I tk re e.rep e at‘ ; ;
la t  H typ o .co n a t.d ia t ■ eave.that 'N typ e .c on e t.d ie t' ,
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p ro ve .c o a a tru c to rs .d is tln c t H typo.Axioa ) ; ;
l « t  Rtypo.IBDUCT • savs_tha( ‘ Rtypo.ISDUCT* , 
p ro ve .in d u c tion .th a  H typ o .Ax loa ) ; ;
lo t  Ht jrpe .ease l -  save_thn( 1 Htype.cases ‘ , 
p rove.case s .th a  N type.llDU CT) ; ;
D e f in it io n  o f  t  nein s ig n a l “
: Htype typ o  o f M in  s igna l
HAspect fu n c tio n  re tu rn ing  cu rra n t aspect o f the s ignal
1st Ha ig.Axiom  ■ d e fine .typ o  ‘ H s ig .A x io n 1 
‘ Ha ig «  HSia Htyps (nssi->HAspect)1 ; ¡
1st H s lg.ono .ons ■ save_thn( *Hsig_one.ons‘ , 
provo_constructors.ono.ono H s ig .A x ion ) ; ;
1st Hslg.lBDUCT -  save_tha(‘ Heig_ISDUCT‘ , 
p ro ve .in d u c tion .th n  H s ig .A x io n ) ; ;
lo t  H s lg .ca sos ■ save.thm CH slg .cases1, 
p rovo .casss .thn  H s lg .IID O C T) ; ;
lo t  H .TTPE.D IF  ■ n e s .re cu rs ive .d e fin it io n  
fa ls e  H s ig .A x lo a  ‘ H.TYPE.DEF*
"H .TYPE (HSIQ typo a f)  -  t y p o " ; ;
lo t  H .FU IC .D IP  ■ n e s .re cu rs ive .de f in it io n  
fa in o  H s lg .A x io o  ‘ H.FUIC.DEF*
"H .FU IC  (HS10 typo a f ) ■ n f“ ¡
lo t  H.ASPECT ■ n e e .re cu rs ive .d e fin itio n  
fa ls e  H s ig .A x io n  ‘ H.ASPECT.DEF1 
-'H.ASPECT (HSIO typo n f )  t  ■ n f t “ i i
D sfIn i t io n s  o f s igna l 01 o r  OFF as seen at Co ntro l Contra 
01 -  RED aspect ssloctod and proved.
OFF -  Any o ther aspect and proved.
- t
1st RA1E.0E.DEF -  n e s .d e fin it io n  ( ‘ HAIl.OS.DEF1,
"H A II.O E  S ( t  : nun) ■ (H.ASPECT s t ) -  r o d " ) ; ;
1st HAII.FAULTT.DEF -  n ss .d o f in it io n  ( ‘ HAIS.FAULTY.DBF' ,
“ RAIS.FAULTY s (t:nua> -  (H.ASPECT s t )  -  fa a lty .a s p o c t" ) ; ;
lo t  HA1B.0FF.DEF ■ nes.def in i t io n  ( ‘HAIS.OFF.DEF1 ,
"H AIB.OFF s (t:aea> -  '  (HAIB.OB s t )  A ~ (HA I S .FAULTY s t > " ) ; ¡
1st RED.DEF -  n s s .d s f in it io n  ( ‘ RED.DEF1,
"RED s t  -  (H.ASPECT s t )  ■ rod” ) ; ;
1st YELLOW.DEF -  nss .dsf in i t io n  ( ‘ YELLOH.DEF* ,
"YELLOW s t  -  (H.ASPECT s t )  -  yo llo s “ ) ; ;
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X-
D o f la lt lo a  o f typo o f S ig n a l-----
BUM tko  naao Undos) o f  tko s igna l 
N sig Bala signal
: J s ig  ju n c tio n  in d ic a to r 
:Sholg shunting s ig n a l 
:S ubsig subs id ia ry s ig n a l
-X
l o t  S lgn a l.A x io a  ■ d a fin s .typ o  ' S ig n a l. Ir io n ‘ 
‘ S ign a l -  SIGIALH nun Nsig I 
SIGIALHJ nun N sig J s ig  I 
SIOIALHS nun N sig Subsig I 
SIQIALNSJ nun Nsig Subsig J s ig  I 
SIOIALS nun Shsig* ; !
lo t  S ignal.ono.ono ■ savo_thn(‘ S ignal.ono.ono1 , 
provo.coastructors.ono.ons S ig n a l.A r io n );;
lo t  S ign al.IID U CT ■ sa vo .th n (‘S ignal.IB DU CT',
p ro vo .induc tion .thn  S ign a l.A x io m );;
l o t  S ign al.casss ■ s a »o .th n (‘S ign a l.casts ' , 
provo.casos .thn S ig n a l.IID U C T ): |
D o c la ra tion  o f p ro js c t io n  opsrators fo r  s ignal
-X
l o t  S IQ IA L .ID .D ir  ■ n o o .ro c u rs ivo .d o fin it io s  
fa ls e  S lgn a l.A x lo n  ‘ SIQIAL.ID .DEF' 
"(S 1 0 IAL.ID  (S IG IALN id  n> ■ id )  A 
(S IG IA L .ID  (S IG IALNJ id  n j )  -  id ) A 
(S IG IA L .ID  (SIGIALNS id  I  s ) • id )  /\ 
(SIGNAL.ID (SIGIALHSJ id  ■  S J) ■  id ) A  
(S IG IA L .ID  (S IOIALS id  sh> ■ i d ) " ; ;
lo t  SIGIAL.HAII.Dir -  n o o .ro c u rs ivo .d o fin it io a  
«a ls o  S ig n a l.A rio n  ' S IG IAL.H AII.DEF1 
"(SIGIAL.HAII (SIGIALN id  n ) -  n> /\ 
(SIOIAL.HAII (S IG IALNJ id  n  J) ■ n ) A  
(S IG IA L .H A II (SIGIALHS id  a  s> ■ n) / \  
(S IG IA L .H A II (SIGIALHSJ id  n S J) ■ ■> “; i
lo t  SIGIAL.JUIC.Dir -  n o s .ro cu rs lvo .d o fin ltlo n  
fa ls a  S ign a l.A x io n  ‘ SiaiAL.JUIC.DEF' 
" (S IO IA L .JU IC  (S ia iALN J id  n j )  -  j )  A  
(SIGIAL.JUIC (SIGIALHSJ id  n  s J) ■ j )  "||
lo t  S IO IA L .S U l.D ir -  n o o .ro c u rs ivo .d o fin it io a  
fa ls e  S ig n a l.A rio n  ‘ S IG IAL.S U l.D Er1 
"(SIO IAL.SUB (SiaiALHS id B s) • S> /\ 
(SIGIAL.SUB (SIOIALNSJ id  ■ S j )  •  S> “ II
l o t  SIGIAL.SHUIT.DEF ■ n o s .rs cu rs ivo .d o fin lt io n  
fa ls a  S ig n a l.A rio n  ‘ SIOIAL.SHUIT.DEF1 
"(S IO IA L .S IU IT  (S IOIALS id  sh> - Sh)"ü
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le t  SIO.SFUIC.DEF -  M l . n c i r i l n . i l f la lt lo a  
fa ls a  S ig n a l.Âxloa ‘ SIO.SFUIC.DEF'
"(S IO .SFU IC  (SIQIALH Id  M> -
in .d l .r u ic  n,(AU :nuB -> bool> ,(AU :noa ->S ubAspect>)) A  
(S IQ.SFUIC (SIQIALHJ id  a  J )  -
I IL (H _ F U IC a , J .F U IC  J ,  (AU:nua->SubAspect)>) A  
(SI0.SFU1C (SIQIALHS Id  I  l )  •
IlL C D .rU IC  a , (AAB : nun->b o o l). SUB.FUIC s)> A  
(S IQ.SPUIC (S ia iA L M J  id  ■ I  } )  •
i iL d .ru iC B , j . r u ic  j ,  sub. f u ic  s >> a
(S IO.SFUIC (S IQIALS id  sh) -  I I I  (SHU1T.FU1C o h ) ) " ; ;
X-
D o f l i l t  ions o f  s ig n a l 01 o r OFF as sssa at C o n tro l Contro 
01 -  RED aspect so loctod and provsd.
OFF -  Any other aspect and proved.
le t  OI.DEF ■ n e e .re cu rs ive .d e fin itio n  
fa ls e  S ig n a l.A x lo a  ‘ OI.DEF*
''(01 (S IQ IAL II id  b ) t  -  (HAII.01  a t )>  A  
(01 (S IOIALHJ id  a  J )  t  ■ (HA1I.01 a  t>> A  
(01 (SIOBALHS id  a  s )  t  ■ (HAI1 .0 I B  t>> A  
(01 ( SIQIALHSJ id  a s  j )  t  -  (H A II.0 1  a t)>  A  
(01 (S IOIALS id  sh> t  -  (SKUIT.OI sh t)>
le t  OFF.DBF ■ a e s .re c a rs lv o .d e fla itie a  
fa ls e  S ig n a l.A x io a  ‘ OFF.DEF*
"(OFF (S10IALH id  a )  t  -  (HAII.OFF a t> ) A  
(OFF (S IO IA U U  id  a  j )  t  • (H A II.O FF  a  t )>  A  
(OFF (SI01ALHS id  a  s )  t  • (H AII.OFF a t ) )  A  
(OFF ( SIQIALHSJ id  a  s  J )  t  -  (H A II.O FF  a  t)>  A  
(OFF (S IQIALS id  Sh) t  -  (SHUIT.OFF sh « )>  “ ¡1
X -  Thus, shun a s ig n a l i s  n e ithe r 01 nor OFF, i t  i s  fa u lt y  -X
lo t  SIQIAL.FAULT.DEF “ n e s .d o fin itio n  ( ‘ SIQIAL.FAULT.DEF*,
"SIQIAL.FAULT s t  -  '( (0 1  s t )  \/ (OFF s t ) ) " ) ; ;
le t  repeat a f  ■
le t re c  rep ■ f  1  • i f  n • 0 than 1 e lse  ( f  . (rep  (n - 1 ) f  1)> in  
(rep  n f  □ > ; ;
le t  SHUIT.IOT.OI.OFF ■ p ro ve .th a (‘SHUIT.IO T.O I.OFF‘ .
•Ms t .  ‘ ( (SHU IT.O I s t )  /\ (S IU IT.OFF s t> > ",
AEPEAT O U .TA C  T H U  HP.TAC (SPEC "s : lh n ig “ Shsig.cases)
TH U COIV.TAC LEFT. I  HP.EXISTS.COIV T H U  OEI.TAC
T H U  OISCH.THEI SUSST1.TAC THIS AEHHITE.TAC[SHUIT.OI.DEF ;SHUIT.OFF_DEF] 
TH U DISJ.CASES.THEIL (repeat 3 SUBST1.TAC)
(SPEC " ( f 1 t ) :ShAspect" ShAspect.cases)
T I U  U IE IT l.TA C [D I.H O E Q A I.T m ;S h A sp e ct.co n st.d io t]
TH U COIV.TAC ( OICE.DEPTH.COIV STH.COU)
TH U AEHAITE.TACtShAspact.const.diet] ) ; ;
le t  SIOIAL.STATB ■ p ro ve .th a ( ‘SIQIAL.STATE*,
" IS  t .  (01 s t> \/ (OFF a t> \/ (S IOIAL.FAULT s t ) " ,
AEPEAT QU .TAC T I U  D ISJ.C AS ES.TIU L (repeat S HP.TAC) (SPEC " s "  S ig n a l.
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T H n  CO U.TAC (TOP.DEPTI.COIV LEFT.IH P .EXISTS .CO IÏ) T H U  REPEAT Q U .TAC
TH U DISCH.THU (\ t .  AEVR ITI_TAC[t;OI.DKFiOFf.DKF;SiaiAL .FAU LT.D IF; HAII.OFF.DEF])
TH U OICE. UMRITE.TAC [D IS J . ASSOC] THE! HATCH.ACŒPT.TAC IXCLUDKD.HIDOLE) ; ;
1st S ia iA L _1 0 T .0 l.0 F F - prove_thn( ‘ S iaiAL.lOT.O I.OFF* ,
"!• t .  -<(01 ■ t) A (OFF • t>>",
REPEAT OEI.TAC THE! DISJ.CASES.TKEIL (repeat S HP.TAC) (SPEC Signal.cases)
THE! COIV.TAC (TOP .DEPTH.CO IT  LEFT_IHP.EXISTS.C01V) THE1 REPEAT QE1.TAC 
TH U DISCH.THEI ( \ t .  REWRITE.TACCt ; 01. DE F ; OFF.DEF ;HAI1.0FF.DEF ; DE.H0R0A1.THH] )
THE! ( (01CE.REMRITE.TACCDISJ.ASSOC] THE! DISJ1.TAC
T H U  01CE.UHRITB.TACCDISJ.SYH] THE! HATCH.ACCEPT .TAC E1CLUDED.HIDDLE)
OULSE
(HATCH.ACCEPT.TAC (POU.OHCE.R»RITB.RULI[DI.HOROA1.THH] SHOIT.HOT.OI.OFF) ) »  ; ; 
c lo se .th e o ry O  : ;
B .7 T hefilem k_ track .in i
X< F i l s : t r a c k . a l  thaory o f  tra c k  coapononta
Data: 38 Hay IM1 
A athor: H Hoag >X
noa.theory ‘TRACE1¡|
Potato la  the typo  representing tho atatoa o f  a point
Ppoa ------ tho p o a it io a  o f  the point
Ploc ------ tha renote lo ck in g  atata
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------X
t  Typo o f tha p oa ltlo na  o f p ointa  X 
lo t  Ppos.Axloa -  d e fine .typ o  ‘ Ppoa.Azloa*
‘ Ppoa -  noraal I raaoraa I aoving*; !
lo t  P poa.conat.d lat ■ save_thn(‘ P p o a .c o n a t.d in t ', 
p ro ve .c o n s tru e to rs .d is tin c t P po s .A x io a ); ;
lo t  Ppoa.IIDUCT -  sa ve .th a (‘ Ppos.IlDUCT‘ , 
p ro ve.induc tion .thn  P poa.Aa loa ); ;
lo t  Ppoa.caaaa -  aa*a_tha(‘Ppoa.caaaa*, 
p ro va .caaos.tha Ppoa.IIDUCT) ; ;
X Typo o f the ranota lo ck in g  atataa o f p ointa  X 
lo t  P lo c .A x lo a  -  da fln a .typ a  ‘ Ploc.Axloa*
‘ P loc -  free .nova I f re e .n o r.ra v  | fra a .ra v .n o r I reerate.locked*; ;
lo t  P lo c .c o n a t.d is t  ■ aa va .th a C P lo c .c o n a t.d la t* . 
p ro ve .con atru cto ra .d la tln c t P lo c .A x io a ); ;
lo t  P loc.UD UCT ■ sa ve .th a (‘ Ploc.IIDUCT* , 
p rove.induct io n .tha  P lo c .A a lo a ) •, •,
lo t  P lo c .cessa * s a ve .th a (‘P loc.ca ses‘ .
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prove.coses.tha P lo c .IID U C T); ;
lo t  P o in t.A x io a  ■ define .typ e  ‘P o in t.A x io a 1
•Point ■ P O IiT  nua (nua->Ppos) <nua->Ploc)‘ ; ;
lo t  Point.ono.ono "  oo*o.tha(‘ P o in t.on o .o n o ', 
prove,constructors.ono.ono P o in t .A x io a ); ;
lo t  P o int.IID U CT • so ve .tk a (‘P oint.IID U CT* , 
p ro »« .in d u c tio n .th n  P o in t.A x io a ) ; ;
lo t  P oint.cnsoo • savo .thaC P o in t.ca sss* , 
prove.coses.tha P o in t.IID U C T ); ;
lo t  P IT .ID  “  n e o .re cu rs lve .d e fln itio a  
fo ls o  P o in t.A x io a  ‘PIT.ID.DBF*
"P IT .ID  (P O IIT  n poo lo e ) o n " ; ;
l o t  PIT.POS “  n s s .ro c u ro ivo .d s fin it io n  
fo ls o  P o in t.A x io a  ‘PIT.POS.DEF*
"PIT.POS (P O IIT  n poo lo c )  -  p o o ";;
l o t  PIT.LOC “  noo.rocnrs liro .do fin it io n  
fo ls o  P o in t.A x io a  •PIT.LOC.DEF‘
"P IT .LOC (P O IIT  n pos lo c )  ■ lo c “ ; ;
lo t  PIT.RLOCIED * neo.defln ltionC PIT.RLO CIED .D BF' ,
"PIT.RLOCIED p t  -  ( (P IT.LO C p t )  ■ re a o te .lo ck e d )"); ;
lo t  P IT .IO M A L  -  n s o .d s fin it io n  ( 1 P IT .IOM AL.D EF‘ . 
"P IT .IO M A L  p t  -  ((P IT .PO S p t )  -  n o ra o l)") ; ;
lo t  P IT .U V E IS E  ■ nso.dsf in it io n  ( 1 PIT.UVEASE.DEF ‘ , 
"PIT.REVEKSE p t  ■ ((P IT .PO S p t )  ■ ro o o rs o ) ") ; ;
Tho typo Tstoto  roprosonts tro ck  c i r c n lt  sto tos  shich any bo ono 
o f  tko fo llo s in g :
OCCUPIED ------ tko  trock c l r c o l t  i s  occupied o r fa u lt y .
CLEAR —  tho tro ck  c i r c u it  i s  d o o r  o f o bstruction and i t  
aay bo includod la  o routa .
LOCIED ------ i t  is  raaots lockod, 1 .0 ., i t  hot boon includod
la  a routs and o t ra in  is  approaching.
lo t  T s ta ts .A x lo a  ■ d a fln s .typ o  'T s to ts.Axioa*
•Tstots ■ occupisd I locked I c le a r1; ;
l o t  T s ta ta .co n s t.d is t  ■ oa*o.tha<‘T s ta ts .c o n s t.d is t ‘ , 
p ro vs .co n s tru c to rs .d is tin c t T s ta ts .A x lo a ) ; ;
l o t  Ts tato .IID UC T ■ so u s .th a (‘T sto to .IID U C T ', 
p ro vo.In duction.tha T s to ta .A x lo a ) ; ;
lo t  Tstoto.casss ■ savs .tha CTstota .ca ses* , 
provs.cosss.tha T sta ts .IID U C T ); ;
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Tho type  T e lr  roproaonts tra c k  c i r c u it :
Tstata  —  tha track  c i r c u it  « ta ta :
------------------------------------------------------------------------------S
la t  T c lr .A x lo a  -  d o fia o .typ a  •Teir.Axioa*
‘T c ir  »  TCIE ana <nua->Tstata)1 ;
la t  Tc lr .on o .o no  "  a a va .tk a (‘Tc lr.on o .o na * , 
prova.conatructora_ona.ona T c lr .A x io a i) ; ;
la t  T c lr .IID U C T  ■ sa vs _ th a C T c ir .IID U C T ‘ , 
p ra va .in ductio n .tka  T c lr .A x lo a )  ¡ ;
la t  T d r.c a a a a  * aava.tha( ‘T cir.caaaa* , 
p rava .caaaa.tha T c ir . I ID U C T ); ;
la t  TC.ID .DEF ■ aaa.racura1va .d a flu i t io n  
fa laa  Tc ir.A a io a i ‘TC .ID .D EF ‘
"T C .ID  (TCIE n a) ■ n " ¡ ;
lo t  TC.SFUIC.DEF ■ n o a .ra cu ra lvo .d o fin ltio n  
fa laa  T c ir .A x io a  ‘TC.SFUIC.DEF‘
"TC.SFUEC (TC IE n a) -  l " ¡ ¡
la t  TC.ST.DEF ■ aau.racura iv o .d a f  l a i t  ion 
fa la a  T c lr .A x lo a  ‘ TC.ST.DEF‘
“TC.ST (TC IE  a a) t  ■ a t " ; ;
la t  TC.OCCUPIED.DEF -  n a v .d a fin it lo n < ‘TC.OCCUPIED.DEF*.
"TC.OCCUPIED c t  -  (TC .ST e ) t  ■ occupiad")||
lo t  TC.CLEAE.DEF -  n a a .d a f in it io n « ‘TC.CLEAE.DEF•,
"TC.CLEAB c t  -  (TC.ST c ) t  -  c la a r "> ¡;
la t  TC.LOCEED.DEF -  n a v .d a fin it io n C ‘TC.LOCIKD.DEF',
"TC.LOCI ED c t  -  (TC .ST c )  t  -  lockad” ) ; ;
Tha typo  Jo in  rapraaata tra c k  c i r c u it  Jo ia a . Tkaro ara fo u r 
typaa o f tkoa:
J .c o n d u c t ------- conduct in f  Jolna
J.in a u la ta  -------  inaulatod jo in s
J .o v a r la p --------ovarlap  Jolna
J . to r a ln a to --------ta ra ln a tio n  jo in s
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------%
1st Jo in .A x io a  * da fina .typ a  ‘ Join .Axioa*
‘ Jo in  -  J.conduct I J . la s u la to  I J .o va rla p  I J .ta ra la a ta * ¡
lo t  J a la .c o n s t .d is t  ■ s a va .th a C  J o la .c o a s t .d is t ', 
p ro va .ca n s tru c to ra .d is t in c t Jo ln .A x le a ) ; :
lo t  Jo in .IID U C T ■ savo .thaC  Jo in .IID U C T ' , 
p ro va .in d u c tlo n .th » J o in .A x io a ) ¡ ¡
la t  Jo ia .casas ■ sava .th aC  Jo in .  ca sa s ', 
p ro va .caaaa.tha J o in .IID U C T ): :
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lo t  IS .JCOID.DBF -  n a s .d a f ln lt io n ( ‘ IS.JCOID.DEF' , 
"I8 .JCO ID  J  • ( J  ■ J.co nduc t)"> ; ;
X ««  IS.JI1SU.DKF -  n a s .d a f ln lt io n ( ' IS .J IIS U .D E F '. 
" IS .J I IS U  J  -  ( J  -  J . in s u la ta ) " )  : ;
1 «« IS .J0 m .D E F  -  a a a .d a f la lt la a C I8 .J 0 m .D B r '.  
"IS .JOVEh J  ■ ( j  m J .o v a r la p )" )  ; i
la t  IS .JTBM .DBF -  aaa.daf la l t la a (  ' IS .JTBM .D BF' , 
" IS .JT B M  j  -  ( j  -  J .ta ra ln a ta ) " )  ; ;
c lo a a .th a o ryO ; ;
B .8  T h e  file  m k .part.m l
X- r i l a :  p a r t .a l  — -  thao ry a f parta 
Data: Hay 1991 
Author Hal Hoag -X
aaa.thaary ‘P U T ‘ ; ; 
aaa.paraat ' TkACE * | ;
aaa.paraat ' SIQPAL1 ;
Tha typa P art rapraaata Ind iv id u a l aactlaa a f tra c k  an 
tka  ra lla a y  tra c k  aa taark. Tkara ara faa r d if fa ra a t  klada 
a f  p a rts :
■PAST------tka  la s t  p laca a f track  sa tka aataark l . a .  ba ffa r
nua ------ P a rt ld a a t ly  nuabar
TPABT —  a p laca a f p la in  track
nua ------ P a rt ld a a t ly  naabar
T c i r ----- tha tra c k  d r c a l t
PPABT------a Janet len a a a a lly  cantain a pain t
nua ------ P a rt ld a a t ly  aaabar
T c lr  ------ tka  tra c k  c l r c a lt
P a la t ------ tka  p o in t la  tk ia  part
(naaSnuaSaua) tka  p art nuabars o f tho adjacaat parta
tha f i r s t  I s  tka  t r a i l in g  part
tka sacand is  tko  noraal and tko th ir d  rovorsa p [a rt
DPABT ------a diaaond crassiag
nua ------ P a rt ld a n t ly  nuabar
T c lr  ------ tha t ra c k  c l r c a it
nuatnua------the Id 's  s f  tha assoclatod p arts  on f i r s t  log
nuaSnua------tka  Id 's  o f  tka assaclatad p arts  oa sacaad la g
la t  P a rt .A x la a  ■ d a fla a .typ a  'P a rt .A x la a '
'P a rt  ■ BPABT nua I TPAAT nua T c lr  I
DPAkT nua T c i r  (nuatnua) (nuatnua) I 
PPAIT nua T c i r  P o in t (nuatnuatnua)‘ ;
X Prova soaa thaeraa f o r  P art X 
lo t  Part.Indu ct -  save .tha
('P a rt .In d u c t*  . p rava . induct io n . tha P a rt .A x la a ) ; ;
■X
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le t  Part.one.one ■ aave.tha
<'P a r t .o n « .o n « ‘ , prova.conatructora_ona.ona P a rt .A x io a ); ;  
la t  P a r t .d ie t in c t  -  aava.thia
( ‘P a rt .d is tin c t*  , p ro va .co natru ctora .d ia tinct P a rt .A x io a );; 
lo t  P a rt.casas -  aava.tha
( ‘ Part.caaaa* , p rova.caaaa.tha P a rt .In d u c t) ; ;
X - p ro je c t io n  opora tor on P art -X  
lo t  PART.ID.DEF -  na a.ra cu re iva .d e fin ition  
fa la o  P a rt .A x io a  ‘ PART.ID.DEF'
"(PA B T .ID  (BPART n) • n> A  
(PART.ID (TPART n t )  a n> /\
(PART.ID  (OPART n t  n l n2> -  n) A  
(PART.ID  (PPART n t  p i3 )  • n > " ; ;
lo t  PART.CIRCOIT.DEF -  n a o .racu ra iva .d a fln itio n  
fa laa P a rt .A x io a  ‘ PART.CIBCUIT.DEF'
" (PART.CIRCUIT (TPART n tc> •  t c )  A 
(PART.CIRCTIT (DPART n tc  n l n2> -  t c )  A 
(PART.CIRCCIT (PPART n tc  p n3) ■ t e ) " ; ;
lo t  PART.POIRT.DEF a n a a .ra eu ra iva .da fin itio n  
fa la o  P a rt .A x io a  ‘ PART.POIIT.DBF*
"(PART.POIRT (PPART n tc  p a3> -  p )“ ; ;
la t  PART_PIT.TRAILIIQ.DEF ■ na o.ra cu ra lva .d a fln itlo n  
fa la a  P a rt .A x io a  ‘ PART.P«T.TRAILI10.DEF‘
"P A R T.P IT .TR A IL IM  (PPART n tc  p n3> -  (FST n3)“ ; ;
lo t  PART.PIT.RORIUL.DEF -  na o.ra cu ra lva .d a fia ltlo n  
fa la a  P a rt .A x io a  ‘ PABT.PIT.IORIIAL.DEF'
"PART.PIT.lORDAL (PPART a tc  p a3) -  FST (SID a3>'*;;
lo t  PART.PIT.REVERSE.DEF -  na o .rocu ra lva .d a fia itlon  
fa la a  P a rt .A x io a  'PART.PIT.REVERSE.DBF'
"PART.PIT.REVERSE (PPART n tc  p n3) -  SID (S ID  n 3 ) " ; ;
lo t  PART.DIA1.DEF ■ na o.ra cu ra lva .d a fin itio n  
fa la a  P a rt .A x io a  ‘PART.DIA.DEF*
"(PART.DIA1 (DPART n tc  n l n2) -  n l ) “ ; ;
la t  PART.DIA2.DEF -  no o .ra cu ra lva .d o fin ition  
fa laa  P a rt .A x io a  ‘ PART.DIA2.DEF*
" (PART.DIA2 (DPART n tc  n l n2) ■ n2 > ";;
X - prodicataa on P arta -X  
lo t  IS .IPART.DBF -  na o.ra cu ra lva .d o fin ition  
fa lao  P a rt .A x io a  ‘ IS.BPART.DEF1 
“ ( I I . IP A R T  (BPART n> ■ T)/\
(IS.BPART (TPART n t )  ■ F) A  
(IS.BPART (DPART n t  n i n2> -  F> A 
( IS . IP  ART (PPART n t  p n3> ■ F>**; ;
lo t  IS.TPART.DEF ■ n a o .ro co ra lva .d o fIn itio n  
fa ls a  P a rt .A x io a  1IS.TPART.DEF'
" ( II.T P A R T  (BPART n> -  F>/\
(IS .TPART (TPART n t )  • T ) A
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(IS.TPABT (DPAIT n i l  a2) ■ P) A 
( IS .T P A IT  (PPAIT I  t  p |3) ■ M *l|
1«« IS.DPAIT.DEF -  nss .racurs iv a .d a f in it  ion 
fa ls a  P art.Axiom  ‘ IS .DPAIT.DEF' 
'( IS .D P A IT  (BPAIT •) -  P>/\
( IS . DP A AT (TP A IT  ■ *) ■ P> A 
( IS .D P A IT  (DPAIT s t  S t n2) ■ T ) A 
( IS .D P A IT  ( PPAIT ■ I  p l i )  • P>“ ; ;
1st IS .PPAIT.DEF -  a o o .ro c a rs iv o .d o fla it ie s  
fa is *  Part.A x io m  1IS .PPAIT.DEF1 
'( IS .P P A IT  (BPAIT a ) ■ F )/\
(IS .PPABT (TP AIT a t )  ■ P ) A 
(IS .P P A IT  (DPAIT a t  a l  a2) -  P ) A 
(IS .P P A IT  (PPAIT a t  p s3> -  T>~;;
X-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------X
X Ths typo  E lb l coabiass s ig a a ls  sad Jo ins fo r  ussd as sdga labals X
1st I lb l .A x io m  -  d a fin s .typ s  •E lb l.Ax iom '
‘ B lb l -  ELBLSIQ Ja la  S iga a l I ELBL J o i n ' l l
lo t  E lb l.In d u c t  ■ savo.thm
( ‘ E lb l . In d u c t ', p rova.iadactloa.thm  E lb l.A x io m ); ;
lo t  E lb l.o a a .o a o  ■ savo.thm
('1181.080.080', p rovo.coastractors.oB o.oao E lb l.A x io m ); ;
( 'B l b l . d l s t l a c t ' , p ro vo .c o a s tra c to rs .d is t ia c t E lb l.Ax lo rn ) ; ;
C B lb l.caao s*  , provo.casoa.thm I lb l . I a d a c t ) ; ;
1st IS .ELBL.SIOIAL.DEF ■ B o a .ro c a rs lvo .d o fin it io s  
fa ls a  Ilb l .A x lo m  ‘ IS.ELBL_SI01AL.DKF'
"IS.ELBL.SIQBAL (ELBLSIO J  •) ■ T " ü
lo t  ELBL.SIOBAL.DEP ■ n o s .ro c a rs iva .d o fin it io n  
fa ls a  E lb l.A x io m  ‘ELBL.SIOBAL.DEF'
"ELBL.SIQBAL (ELBLSIO J s ) -  S"; ;
lo t  ELBL.JOIB.DEF -  a a o .ro ca rs lva .d a fia it ia a  
fa ls a  E lb l.A x io m  ‘ ELBL.JOIB.DEF'
"(E LB L.JO IB  (ELBLSIO j s )  •  j)  A 
(ELB L.JOIE (ELBL j )  a j ) » ; ;
c le sa .th a a r jr  ( > ; ;
B.9 T h e  file mk.network.ml
x<-----------------------------------------
F ILE : Batsarh.m l
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Version 2.0 Data: 16 lovoabor 1991
-------------------------------------------------------------------------->|
nes.theory '1 E T V 0 A I';; 
lo a d .l lb ra ry 'g r a p h '; ;
add.to .search .pa tk  4. /s ig n a l/ ' ; ; 
a t i .p t n a t 'P U T ' ) 
au to lo a d .a ll'P A R T 4 i ;
X a u to lo a d .a ll' s ig n a l' ;
a u to lo a d .a l l ' t r a c k ';¡1
a e s .typ e .a b b re v C Ia ts o rk ', "  : (P a rt  )satS(PartSPartSElbl)sat''>  ; -,
X-------------------------------------------------------------------------------x
X IPC (1st P a ll y  Connsctad) la  tru a  I f  aara conaactloa caa ba aada taX 
X a aada |
la* IPC.DBP -  n a a .ra cu rs lva .d a fin lt io a  fa lsa  P art.A x io a  'IPC .DBP'
"( IP C  ( I:Ia ta a rk >  (BPART a) -  ( II.D K O U B  ■ (BPAIT a) < 1 >> A 
(IP C  (I: Ia ta s rk >  (TP A IT  a *) • ( II.DEGREE I  (TP A AT a « )  < 2)> A 
(■PC (I: Ia * a a rk ) (PPABT a t  P a3) • (II.D E Q U E  I  (PPABT a t  P a3> < 3>) A 
(IPC ( I : Ia ta a r k )  (DPAIT a «  a l a2> ■ ( II.D IQAEE I  (DPABT a t  a l a2> < 4) ) “ jj
X-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
X  I J O I I  oparstion --------
X Tao adgas a l aas s2 and p o ss ib ly  «as va rias  a2 caa ba addad to  aa 
X ax1st lag aa tsork  using th is  oparstion Thay aust s a t is fy  ths 
X p ra -c oa d ltlo n s  givaa in  tha d e f in i t io n .
X-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
lo t  I J O I I .D IF  -  naa.dafin i t lo n ( ‘ I J O I I .D E F ',
" I J O I I  ( I : lo ts o rb ) (a i:P a r t )  ( s l i l l b l )  a2 s2 -  
( (a l .a 2 .s l>  IIS E B T .B M I ((a 2 .a l.s 2 ) IISBRT.KDOI 
(a2 IISEAT.VERTEX ■>>>">!I
X A W all Fonsed lo ts o rk  (WPI) is  a f ia l t a  graph o f typa la ta a rk  X 
X  s ith  tho fo lla s la g  ra s tr lc t lo a s  sp oc lfia d  by I IT V O U  X 
X-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------X
lo t  IITW ORI.DIP ■ n a a .d a f in it io n ( ‘ IETWORK.DEF ' , 
"IITWORK ( I  : la ta o rh ) ■
IP . ( ( » a .  P ({ (BPART a)> , (  » >  A 
( l a  t .  P(((TPART a t » .  {  > )) /\
( la  t  p nj. P(( ( ppart a t  p a 3 » .  < »> A 
( la  t  a l a2. P(((DPART a t a l  a2>>, ( »> A 
(II p i p2. (P  ■> A (p i  IB.VIBTIX ■> A 
' ( p i  -  p2> A (IP C  I  p i )  A (IP C  I  p2>
( I s l  s2. P d J O I I  I  p i s i  p2 s2)>)>
— > P ■“ > ; i
X- •X
X A s la g la  p a rt  o f a l l  kinds is  a network
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lo t  SETHORK.BUFFER -  provo.thaK «IETHORI_BUFFER‘ , 
" ! » .  SETWORK ( { (BPART n )> , {  > )" , 
REHRITE.TACCSETVORK.DEF]
T E H  REPEAT OEB.TAC TEE! STRIP.TAC 
TREE ASN.REHRITE.TACC] > ; ;
1st IBTVORE.TRACE • p ro va .t h a ( ‘ IETWORK.TRACK‘ ,
" l a  « .  BETVORE ({(TPART a « )> ,  (  » " ,  
REVRITE.TACCBETHORE.DEF]
TEEH REPEAT OEB.TAC THEE 8TRIP.TAC 
THEE A8H.REHRITE.TACC] ) ; i
la* EETHORK_POI VT -  p ro va .tha( ‘ BETHORR.POIIT' ,
" l a  t  p a3. IETHORK ({(PPART a t  p b3)>, {  » “ , 
REHRITE.TACClETVORK.DEF]
TEEB REPEAT OEI.TAC THEB STRIP.TAC 
TREE ASH.REWRITE.TAC[ ] ) ;  ;
lo t  BETHORX.DIAH -  p ro va .t h a ( ‘BETVORI.DIAH',
" IB  t  n l m2. BETHORS ({(OPART a t  a l B 2 » .  {  » " .  
REHRITE.TACCIETHORE.DEF]
TEEH REPEAT OKX.TAC THEB STRIP.TAC 
THEE ASH.REHRITE.TACC]) ;  ;
lo t  BETHORI.SINP -  p ro v o .th a (' BETHORI.SIHP' .
"IB* EETHORE ({a > . { » • ' ,
QEB.TAC THEB HP.TAC (SPEC "a "  Part.casoa) THEE 
STRIP.TAC THEB POP.ASSUH ( \ t . PURR.OICE_RSHRITE.TAC t t  ] )
HATCH.ACCEPT.TAC BETVORE.BUFFD ;
HATCH. ACCEPT.TAC BETHORE.TRACK ;
HATCH.ACCEPT.TAC BETHORE.DIAH ;
HATCH.ACCEPT.TAC EETHORE.POIIT]) ;  ;
lo t  BETHORR.BJOIH ■ prova.thaCHETWORE.SJOIR' ,
" I I .  (EETUORI I )  ■■>
( l a l  m2, (a l IS.VERTEX ■) A *(a l ■ n2) A 
(EFC I  a l )  A  (IF C  H a2> — >
(1st 02 . BETHORK (HJOIE ■ n l a t a2 s2>>>",
OBCE.REHRITE.TAC ClETUORI_DBF] THE! REPEAT STRIP.TAC 
THES FIRST.ASSUH HATCH.HP.TAC
THES PURE.ASH.REHRITE.TAC CABD.CUUSES ; BOT.CLAUSES]
TEES FIRST.ASSUH HATCH.HP.TAC
THEH REPEAT COIJ.TAC THEE FIRST.ASSUH HATCH.ACCEPT.TAC); ;
lo t  BETVORE. IBDUCT -  provo.tluaCHETHOU.IHDUCT*.
•IP. ( l a .  P({(BPART n )> , {  » )  A  
( la  t .  P( ((TPART a t ) } ,  {  » >  A 
( la  t  p a3. P({(PPART a t  p b3>), {  » )  A 
( l a  t  a l a2. P({(DPART n t  at a 2 )). {  » )  A 
(IE p i p2. (P  ■> A  " ( p i  ■ p2> A
<pl IS.VERTEX B) A  (EFC B p i)  /\ (BFC B p2>
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PUU.OICK.UHRITE.TACCIETHORK.DKF] THE! REPEAT STRIP.TAC 
TH U FIRST.ASSUH HATCH.HP.TAC
TH U UPEAT CO IJ.TAC T H U  FIRST.ASSUH HATCH.ACCEPT_TAC) ; ;
in ductio n  on notoork. I t  rodacon a goal o f  tko
fo ra  I I .  HKTHOU ■ ■■> PCS] to  f iv o  oubgoals which ara tho kypothaaia o f  tko 
thooroa IK TH O U .IID U CT, i . o . .
lot HKTHOU. IHDUCT.TAC (A,t> -
( l o t  (« .b o d y ) ■ d o o t _ fo r . l l  t  in  
lo t  pro -  and (d o a t.ia p  body) in
lo t  t y i  -  snd(aatch ( fn t  (d o o t . fo ra ll  (con cl HETHOU.UD UCT))) "\*x.T"> in
lo t  apoc -  SPEC (ak.abs (a .p ro ) )  (IHST.TTPK t y i  HETHOU.IHDUCT) in
lo t  apoc ’ -  DISCS.ALL (COEV.RULK (OEH.ALPHA.COHV x )  (UIDISCH spoc)) in
lo t  tka  -  COHV_RULK(TOP.DKPTH.COHV BETA.COIV) apoc’ la
lo t  tnc  -  (HATCH.HP.TAC tha T H U  REPEAT CO IJ.TAC ) in
(tac  (A , t ) ) )  T f a l la i t k  ‘ HETHOU.IHDUCT.TAC' ; ;
lo t  HFC.SIHP -
lo t  LEHHA1 -  TAC_PROOF( ( []  ,
" Ip . IICIDUT.TO ( ({p> ,{} ) : Hotnork) p ■ O " )  ,
O U .TA C  T H U  PUU_REHRITE.TACCIICIDEHT_TO.DEF ; IS.EDQE.DEF ; EDOES ; EXTUSIOH] 
TH U COHV.TAC (DEPTH.COIV SET.SPKC.COIV)
TH U REHRITK.TACCHOT.If.EHPTT] )
TH U COBV.TAC (OSCE.DEPTH.COIV nua.COHV)
TH U RKHRITK.TACCCARD.UPTY iLKSS.O] > ; ;
lo t  IH.IHSERT.AHSORP -  TAC.PROOFC( C ].
" I l  ( l i t ) , ( x  IS  a ) -■> « X  IH S U T  a) ■ a > ") ,
PURE.REHRITE.TAC CliSERT.DEF;EXTESSIOI]
TH U RKPKAT STRIP.TAC T H U  COIV.TAC (OHCK.DKPTI.COIV SKT.SPKC.COIV) 
TH U KQ.TAC T H U  STRIP.TAC T H U  ASH.RURITE.TACQ ) ; ;
lo t  H J O II .U P  -  p ro vo .tha ( ‘ IJO IH .EXP ' .
"t (H iB a to o rk ) a i a l n2 «3 .
(n l IS.VERTEX ■) /\ *(n2 IS.VERTEX ■) — >
((■ JO IE  ■ n i s i  n2 a2) a 
((n2 IHSERT (VS ■ ) ) ,
( ( n l ,n2 ,a i > IHSERT ((n2 ,a l.a2 >  IHSERT ((ES  ■>>)>))“ ,
RUSAT OEH.TAC THE! STRIP.TAC
TH U PUU.OHCE_REHRITE_TACCHJOIH.DU]
TH U PURE.OHCE.RURITE.TACClHSUT.EDaE.DEF]
THU PUU .OH CE.RURITE .T  AC [VERTEX. I  HSUT.EDOE]
THE! PUU_OHCE.RURITE.TACCo.arc ; o.daa]
TH U P U U .O H CE .R U R ITE .TA CCV U TE X .IH .IH S .V U TU ]
TH U ASN.RURITE.TACCVUTICES ;EDOU]
I I .  HETHOU I - >  PCI]
I.IHDUCT.TAC
PCI] PCT] PCD] PCPolnt] P C IJO II]
X
la
proaa.thaCHFC.SIHP* . " l a .  HFC ({n> ,{> >  a " , 
O U .TA C  T H U  HP.TAC (SPEC "n " Part.caaaa) TH U
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T ir o  p u iK .o a c t.u u B in _ T * c [m D T.K D a i_ D K r]
T H U  PUU_08CE_AEHHITE_TAC[VEHTEX_IHSEST_EDQE]
TITO PUU.OHCB.BUBITE_TACCa.src
T H U  PUU.OBCE.BUBITB.TACC VUTEX.18 .1HS.VUTEX]
T H U  ASH.UVBITE.TACCVUTICES ; EDGES ;
IBSUT.VUTU.DBr ; EDGES. IHSUT.VEHTEX] > ; i
1st H J0 IH .UP2 -  p ro vs .th a (‘ HJ0IH.EXP2' ,
" ! ( I : Ia tv o r h )  n i « 1 n2 *2.
(■1 IS .V U T U  B> A  (»2  IS .V U T U  8) — >
( (BJOIB 8 »1 s i n2 *2) •
((VS  8 ) .  ( ( l l , l 2 , * l )  IBSBBT ( ( n 2 .n l,s2) IB S U T ((ES a ) ) ) ) ) ) “ ,
U P  BAT O U .TA C  TMEB STBIP.TAC
TH U  PUU_0BCB.UHBITB.TACCBJ0I8.DEr]
TH U  PUU.OBCB.UHBITB.TACClBSUT.BDOB.DBr]
TH U  PUU.OBCB.BUBITB.TACCVUTBZ.IHSnT.BDQB]
TH U  PUU.OHCS.BUBITB.TACCs.src ;a .das]
T U B  PUU.OBCB.BUBITB.TACCVUTBX .18.1 BS.V U T U ]
TH U  ASH .BU BITB.TACCVU TICU ; EDGES]
T H U  PUU.0BCB.BUBITB.TACCI8SUT.BDQB.DU]
THU PUU.OHCB.BUBITE.TACCVnTEZ.IHSUT.EDQB]
T H U  PUU.OBCE_BUBITE_TACCa.src ; s.das]
THU PUU.OBCB.BUBXTB.TACCVUTU.IH.IBS_VnTU]
TH U  POP.ASSUH (\ t .  ASSUHE.TAC (PUU.OBCB.HBH BITB.BUUCIS .VUTU.D U] *>) 
T H U  ASH.BUBITB.TACCVUTICBSiBDan ;
IB S U T . VUTBZ.DEr ; EDO ES. IH S U T. VERTEX]
T H U  I  HP. BBS.THU SUBST1.TAC IB.IHSKBT.ABSOAP THBB BBPL.TAC) ; ;
X SETWOAEs ar* graphs t
la t  BBTHOU.QBAPH -  p ro va .tha( ‘ BBTHOBK.QBAPH' ,
“ IB . HETHOAZ B “ > 0AAPH 8” .
BBTHOU. IBDUCT.TAC THEBLC 
BUBITE.TACCQBAPH.DU;BOT.IB_UPTT] ;
H U BITE.TACCQ UPH.D U;BOT.IH .UPTV] ;
UHBITE.TACCQAAPH.DEF¡HOT.IB.UPTV] ;
BUBITE.TACCOAAPH.DEP ;HOT_IH_EHPTT] ;
PUU_OHCE.UMAITH.TACCHJOIH.DEr] T H U  U T E A I STBIP.TAC 
TH U  HATCH.HP.TAC QBAPH.IBSUT.EDaE 
TH U  HATCH.HP.TAC QBAPH.IBSnT.EDaB 
TH U  HATCH.HP.TAC O U P H .IB S U T .V U T U  
T H U  PIAST.ASSUH ACCEPT.TAC] ) ; ;
la* la m a  -  TAC.PAOOP< < □  .
"l(Q :*Qraph> v. (QBAPH Q) — >
< IHCIDEBT.MITH Q V -  (}> — > (IH C ID U T .T O  O v a  <}>"> .
BEPEAT QEB.TAC TH U STBIP.TAC
T H U  PUU.OBCB.BUBITB.TACCIHCIDBBT.HITH.DBr ; IHCIDUT.TO.DEF]
T H U  PUU.OBCB.BUBITB.TACCBZTUSIOB]
T H U  COBV.TAC (DEPTH.COBV SBT.SPBC.COBV>
T H U  BUBITE.TACCBOT.IH.EHPTT]
T H U  DISCH.THU ( \ t . HP.TAC (BEHBITE.BULBCDE.HOBQAH.THH] « ) )
T H U  COBV.TAC AIQHT.IHP.FOAALL.COHV T H U  OEB.TAC
T H U  DISCH.THU (\ t .  STHIP.ASSUHE.TAC (BUBITB.BUUCLBrT.OB.OVBB.UD] « »  
T H U  ASH.BUBITB.TACCDB.HOBQU.THH] > ; ;
la* BOT.VBB.IHP.HrC ■ prova.thaii ' lOT.VEA.IHP.HFC“ ,
" ! (B H a tvo rk ) p. (BETWOAZ B) — > (p IS.VEBTEZ ■) — > (HFC B p>".
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REPUT O U .T ÌC  THK1 STRIP.TÀC
TMU 8TRIP.RSSUm.TRC <SPBC " p : P » r f  P u l . c u t l )
TR I«  POP.RSSUH SURSTl.TRC THES PUU_OHCE_RURITR_TRCCnC_DU] 
T IR I STRIP.TRC
THER HRP.IYERT IRP.RIS.TRC [BETWORE.QRRPH ; BOT.TER.IICIDERT.ERPTT] 
TRRB PURB.OICl.RIMRITI.TRCClR.DRaRU.DRr]
TBEB INP.RES.TRC Im m  TREB POP.RSSUH SUBST1.TRC 
TR U  COBV.TRC (ORCB.DBPTH.CORV nua.COSV)
TREB RBMRITB.TRC[CRRD.HIPTT ; LESS.O] > ; ;
lo t  FIBITE.IBSERT.EDOB ■ TRC.PROOFC( C ].
“ ! (0  : *Qr»ph) • .  FIBITE (BS ( •  IBSERT.EDQE 0)> » FIIITE(ES «>"), 
REPERT OEB.TRC TREB PUU.REWRITE_TRCClBSERT.EDaE.DEF;EDOES]
TREB COBD.CRSES.TRC
TR U  PUU.REMRITE.TRCCFIBITE.IBSERT] T R U  REFL.TRC) ; ;
U t  IETM O U.FIB ITE  ■ prova.tha( ‘ B E TM OU .FIB ITE ',
•ME. BETMOU B — > FIB ITE  (*S B> A  FIB ITE  ( U  1 )” .
BETMOU.IBDUCT.TRC THEBLC
RBMRITE.TRCCRBRTICES ; EDOES ; FIBITE.EHPTT ; FIBITE.SIBO] ; 
REWRITE_TAC[VEITICES ; EDOES . FIBITE.ERPTT ; FIBITE.SIBO] ; 
REMRITE.TRCCVERTICE! ;EDOES . FIBITE.ERPTT, FIBITE.SIBO] ; 
REMRITE.TRC [ VERTICE! ; EDOES ; FIBITE.ERPTT : F IBITE.S IBO] ;
REPERT STRIP.TRC T R U  PUU_REMRITE.TRCCBJOIB.DBF] THEBLC 
RSM.REMRITE.TRCCFIBITE.IBSUT ; VERTICE!.
VERTICES.IISERT.EDOE; IBSERT.VERTER.DEF] ; 
RSH_REMRITE.TRCCFIBITE_IBSERT.EDOE ; EDOES. IBS ERT. VER TR I] ] ]  ) ; ;
lo t  BETMOU.FIBITB.ORRPN -  p ro vo .th a ( ' BETMOU.FIBITE.aRRPH' ,
•MB. BETMOU B — > FIBITE.aRRPH B” . 
a n .TR C  T R U  DISCR.TRC
TR U  PUU.OBCE.REMRITE_TRCCFIBITE.aRRPR.DU]
TR U  IHP .RU .TRC BETMORt.aRRPH 
TR U  IHP .RU .TRC BETMOU.FIBITE 
TR U  PUU.RSH.REMRITE.TRCCRBD.CLRUSES] >||
lo t  COBBECT.LEHHR -  TRC.PROOF( ( C] .
•M(0:-aropti) p. (CORRECTED 0) A  <P IS .V U T U  0) ■•>
Iv .  ( v  IS .V U T U  0) A  *<* ■ p> ■■ >
( T l .  (PRTB 0 1) A  (v  -  PRTH.EBTRT 1) A  <P • P R TB .U IT  1 ))“ ) .  
UMRITE.TRCCCOUECTEC.DEF] TREB U P U T  OEB.TRC TR U  STRIP.TRC 
TR U  a n .T R C  T R U  STRIP.TRC TREB U S .TR C  
TR U  EXISTS.TRC "1 : ( - E d ( o ) l l s f  T H U  RUERT COBJ.TRC 
TREB FIUT.RSSUH HATCH.ACCEPT.TRC ) ; ;
lo t  COBBECT.LEHHR2 ■ TAC.PROOF«( C ].
'M (0 : ~aropti> p. (COBBECTED 0> A (p  IS.VERTEX 0) ■■>
Iv .  <v IS .V U T U  a> A  *<v -  p) — >
( T l .  (PRTH 0 1) A  (p ■ PRTH.UTRT 1> A  (v  -  P R TB .U IT  !>>">,
REME IT E .TRC CCOBBECTED. DEF] TRES REPUT OU.TRC TR U  STRIP.TRC 
TR U  OEB.TRC TR U  STRIP.TRC
TR U  POP.RSSUH (\ooa. ASSURE.TAC (COBV.RULE (OSCE.DEPTH.COBV SVH.COBV) ooa>> 
TR U  ASSUH.LIST (\ o o l. IH P .U S .TR C  (SPEC "v "  (SPEC "p " (o l 4 00l))>>
TR U  EXISTS.TRC "1 : (* U | o ) l io t "  THEB REPERT COBJ.TRC 
TR U  FIUT.RSSUH HRTCR.RCCEPT.TRC) ; ;
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la t  ■ 0 T .II.D I8 J0 in .8 B T8  -  TAC_PH00F( ( [ ]  ,
" !■  (* :(.)• • * ) D ISJ0I1T ■ t  -  ( l a .  - (< «  »  •> A  ( «  IB  * »> “ >, 
POBB.08CB_BBVBITB.TAC tD I S JO I  n .D E F ] THEI 
PUBE.OBCE.BEWBITE.TAC[BXTEBSIOB] THE!
POBB.OBCB.BBVBITB.TAC[IBTBB.DBF] THEI 
COBV.TAC ( OICB.DEPTH.COBY 8n.SPBC.C08» ) THE!
BEHBITE.TAC[BOT.II.EMPTY]>; ;
l « t  DISJOIBT.BO.COmOB -  T AC.PHOOF ( (  t ]  ,
■»• (t :<•)••*>. DISJOin ■ t — >
Is  y . <m IB •) A ( »  IB  t )  — > -< « ■ y ) “ ) , 
POBE.O ICB .BBVBITE.TACtBOT.IB .D I8JO in .Sn8] TU B  
BEPEAT OEB.TAC THEI DISCB.TAC THE! BEPEAT OEB.TAC TH U 
DISCB.TAC TH U STBIP.TAC T H U  OBDISCH.TAC “ a IB a A  »  IB  t “
T H U  ASH.BEVBITE.TACt] > 11
X I- D ISJO IITiVS  B1XVS 12) — >
(Im F- « IS.VUTEX 1 1 A  F IS.VEHTEX 12 — > *<a ■ y>> X
la t  BJOIB.VEBTICU -
1 «« * • COBV.BOLE (OHCE.DEPTH.COHV SYN.COBV) IS.VEBTEX.DEF in 
POU.OBCE.HEVHITE.HOLEtv] (ISPEC "(VS  (B2:Bntvnrk>>"
< I  SPEC "VS ( I I  : ■•«mark)”  DISJOIBT.BO.COHHOB)) ; j
Xat Q . l N H  -  TAC.PBOOFf ( [ ]  ,
“ !01 02. (QBAPB 01 > A  (OUPH 02) — >
'» >  *2 >1 m2. OBAPB ( ( v l,v 2 ,r n l)  IISEBT.EDOE < (v2 .v l.a 2 ) IISEBT.EDOE 
(«1  O.OBIOB 0 2 )) )“ ) ,
BEPEAT STBIP.TAC T H U  HATCH.HP.TAC QBAPH.IISEBT.EDOE
T H U  HATCH.HP.TAC OBAPH.IISUT.EDOE THEI IH P .BU .TAC  OBAPH.UIIOB) ; ;
la t  P . l « w  -  TAC.PBOOFX [ ]  ,
“ !01 02 1. (OBAPH 01) A  (O UPB 02) A  
((PATH 01 1) \/ (PATH 02 1 »  — >
! v l  v2 x t  m2. PATH ( ( v l , v 2 ,B i )  IBSEBT.EDOE ((v2 .vt.m 2 ) IBSUT.EDOE 
(01 O.UBIOB 02)>> 1“ ) ,
BEPEAT STBIP.TAC THU HATCH.HP.TAC PATH.I I S . EDOE 
THEI HATCH.HP.TAC PATR.IIS .EDOE T H U Lt
ALL.TAC; POU.OBCE.IEVBITE.TACCO.UBIOB.STH]]
T H U  IH P .BU .TAC  PATH.O.OBIOB) ; ;
la t  BETVOBI.COBnCTED -  p ra va .th a ( ‘ HETHOU.COIIECTED‘ ,
“ »■- IETHOU ■ “ > COBBECTED B " .







BSP SAT O U .TAC T H U  STBIP.TAC THEB PUBE.OICE.BEVBITE.TACCCOIIECTED.DEF] 
T H U  BUEAT O U .TA C  TH U  COBJ.TAC T H U  POU.OBCE.BUBITE.TACtBJOIB.DU] 
T H U L t XS-1X
HATCH.HP.TAC OBAPH.IISUT.EDOE T H U  HATCH.HP.TAC OUPH.IBSUT.EDOE 
T H U  HATCH.HP.TAC O U P H .IB S U T .V U T U  THU IHP .U 8 .TAC COIBECTED.OBAPH ;
XS.2X
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ASH.CASES.T4C "p2 IS.VEETEX (H :S«tvork>" TMEIL[
X 5.2 1 p i IS .V U T U  I  A p2 IS.VEETEX ■ X
IHP.BES.TAC COHRECTED.GBAPH THE! IHP.EES.TAC V.IISEET.ABSOEP
THEE ASH.HEWHITE.TAC tVEETEI.IISERT.EDGE]
THEE EEPEAT STEIP.TAC TEEI IH P .U S .TAC  CQIIECTED.DEF
T i n  EXISTS.TAC "1 : ( Part «P a rt EE lb l > lla t "  TREE EEPEAT COEJ.TAC
TMEB ((EEPEAT ( PATCH.BP.TAC PATH.IBS.EDOE)) OEELSE ALL.TAC)
THEE FIEST.ASSUH ACCEPT.TAC;
X 6.2.2 p i IS.VEBTEX E A  p2 IS.VEETEX E X 
PUEE.EEHEITE_TACtVEETEX_IBSEET.EDQE; VEETEX. IB.IES.VEETEX]
TEEB EEPEAT STBIP.TAC THEBLt 
X 6 .2 .2 .1  *1 • p2 A  *2 ■ p2 X 
POP.ASSUN HP.TAC THEE ASH.EEUEITE.TACt] ;
X 6 .2 .2 .2  v l  -  p2 A  «2 IS.VEETEX B X 
ASH.CASES.TAC "v2  -  ( p i :P a r t ) "  THEBLt 
X 6 .2 .2 .2 .1  v2 -  p i X
EXISTS.TAC " [ (p 2  ,p l ,#2) :P a rtS Pa rtSE lb l]" THEE EEPEAT COHJ.TAC THEBLt 
X 6 2 2 .2 .1 .1  X
HATCH.HP.TAC PATH.IIS.EDGE THEE HATCH.HP.TAC PATE.IES.EDQE2 
THEE COBJ.TAC THEBLt
HATCH.HP.TAC OEAPH.IESDT.VEBTEX THEE IHP.EES.TAC COBEECTED.QEAPH; 
ASH.EEHBITE.TACtVEETEX.IB .IES.VEETEX] THEE
COBV.TAC ( OBCE.DEPTB.COBV STH.COBV) THU FIUT.ASSUH ACCEPT.TAC] ;
X 6 .2 .2 .2 .1 .2  X
ASH.EnBITE.TACtPATH.EBTET.SIHP] ;
X 6 .2 .2 .2 .1 .3  X
ASH.EnEITE.TACtPATE.UIT.SIHP]] ;
X 6 .2 .2 .2 .2  '* 2  -  p i X
POP.ASSUH ( \ t .  ASSUHE.TAC (COBV.EULE(OBCE.DEPTE.COHV STH.COBV) t)>  
THEE IHP.EES.TAC COBBECT.LEHHA
THEE EXISTS.TAC "COBS ( v l . p l ,a2) (1 : (P a rtS P a rtS E lb l) lia t)"
THEE EEPEAT COBJ.TAC T E U L t
X 5 .2 2 .2 .2 .1  X
SUEST1.TAC (ASSUHE " v l  • (p2:Part>">
T H U  HATCH.HP.TAC PATH.IES.EDQE THEE HATCH.HP.TAC PATH.IBS.IBS.COBS 
THEE EEPEAT COBJ.TAC T H U  (FIEST.ASSUH ACCEPT.TAC OBELSE ALL.TAC) 
T H U  COBV.TAC (OBCE.DEPTH.COHV STH.COEV) T H U  FIUT.ASSUH ACCEPT.TAC;
X 8 .2 .2 .2 .2 .2  X
PUEE.EEHEITE_TACtPATH_EETET.COHS arc] TH U EEFL.TAC;
X 6 .2 .2 .2 .2 .3  X
HAP.EVUV IHP.EES.TAC IPATH.HOT.HULLiPATH.UIT.COHS]
TH U SUEST1.TAC (ISPBC " ( v l  ,p l ,a2) PartSPartSElbl"
(ASSUHE “ f h :PartS Pa rtSE lb l. PATH.EXIT(COHS E l ) «  PATH.EXIT 1">) 
T H U  F IUT.ASS UH  ACCEPT.TAC]];
X 6 .2 .2 .3  v l  IS .V U T U  I  /\ »2 -  p2 X 
ASH.CASU.TAC " v l  -  ( p i :P a r t ) "  THEELt 
X 8 .2 .2 .3.1 v l  -  p i X
U IS T S .T A C  "  K p l  ,p2 , a l ) : P a rttP a rtS E lb l]" TH U EEPEAT COEJ.TAC THULt 
HATCH.HP.TAC PATE.IBS.EDQE2 TH U COBJ.TAC TH U Lt 
HAP.EVUV HATCH.HP.TAC tQUPH.IBSUT.EDOE ;Q E A P H .IIS U T .V U TU ]
TH U  IR P .E U .T A C  COHBECTED.QEAPH ;
ASH.EEHEITE.TACtVEETEX.IB.IES.VEBTEX ; VEETEX.IBSEET.EDQE]] ; 
ASH.EnEITE.TACtPATH.EHTET.SIHP] ;
ASH.EnEITE.TACtPATH.EXIT.DEF;HALE.EXIT.DEF;a.daa;BULL]] ;
X 6 .2 .2 .3 .2  'V i  -  p i X
POP.ASSUH ( \ t .  ASSUHE.TAC (COHV.EULE(OHCB.DEPTH.COHV STH.COBV) t>>
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ran EXISTS.TAC "APPEBD l [(pi,p2,(l) :P»rt»P»rtlIlbI]"
T H U  REPEAT COBJ.TAC TME1L[
x i.a.a.3 .2 . 1  x
HATCH.HP.TAC PATH.APPEID TEE! REPEAT COEJ.TAC THEELLX4X
X X
REPEAT (HATCE.HP.TAC 0RAPE. I  (SEAT .EDGE )
THEE HATCE.HP.TAC QRAPE.IBSERT.VERTEX 
TREE IHP.RES.TAC COIIECTED.GRAPH,
X S.2.2.3.2.1.2 X
PURE_REWRITE_TACCDISJ.PATH.DEF] THEE REPEAT COBJ.TAC THEBLCX4X 
REPEAT ( HATCH.HP.TAC PATE.IIS .EDGE)
THEE HATCE.HP.TAC PATH.IBS.VERTEX THEE FIRST.ASSUH ACCEPT.TAC;
HATCH.HP.TAC PATH.IIS.ED0E2 THEE COEJ.TAC THIEL[
HAP.EVERY HATCE.HP.TAC [ORAPH.IESERT_EDOE;QRAPH_IESERT.VERTEX]
THEE IHP.RES.TAC COIEECTED.GRAPH ;
ASH.REWRITE.TAC[VERTEX.IE. IBS.VERTEX ; VERTEX. IESERT.EDaE]] ;
PURE. OECE .REWRITE.TAC [DIS J .L I  ST.COHH]
THEE REWRITE.TAC[DISJ_LIST_COBS, DIS J.LIST.EHPTT]
THEE IHP.RES.TAC PATH.ELEH.IS.EDGE 
THEE POP.ASSUH ( \ t . ASSURB.TAC
(COBTRAPOS ( I  SPEC " (p i  ,p2 ,»1 ) : P »r t»P « rtS R lb l"  t>)>
THEE POP.ASSUH HATCH.HP.TAC
THEE HAP.EVEBV IHP.RES.TAC [COEEECTED.GRAPH .ORAPH.EOT.VERTEX.BOT.EDGE2] 
TREE POP. ASSUH HATCH.ACCEPT.TAC ;
PURE_OBCE_REWRITE.TACCDISJ.LIST.COHH]
THEE REWRITE.TAC [DIS J.LIST.COES ; DISJ.LIST.EHPTT ; V.L.DEF ; « .4 m ]
THEE IHP.RES.TAC PATH.ELBE.VER.LIST.IS.VERTEX
THEE POP.ASSUH (\t.H P.TAC (COBTRAPOS (ISPEC "p 2 :P »r t"  t>>>
THEE HAP.EVERT IHP.RES.TAC [PATH.BOT.BULL ;IOT_EULL_VIR_LIST]
THEI SUBST1.TAC (ASSURE
“ VBR.LIST ( I  : (P > rttP * rttE lb l > 1 is t  > -  CO IK »..rc< K D  l l K V . l  D " )  
THEE PURE_REWRITB_TAC[ELEH_DEF;DE_HOROAI.THH]
THEE DISCH.THEH IHP.RES.TAC] ;
X S .3.2.3.2.1.3 X
PURE. OECE. REWRITE.TAC [PATH.EETRT.SIHP]
THEH COBV.TAC (OECE. DEPTH .COST STH.COBV)
THEI FIRST.ASSUH ACCEPT.TAC-.
X 12.2.1.1.1.4 X
PURE.REWRITE.TAC[VEfc.LIST.COBS ; « . » r e  ¡« .4 M  i V.L.DEF]
THEE SUBST1.TAC (COIV.RULE ( OECE.DEPTH.COIV STH.COIV)
(ASSURE " v l  ■ PATH.EETRT (1 : ( P « r t » P » r t V I lb l>1l » t >")>
THEI REWRITE.TAC[ELEH_DEF;DE.HOROAI.THH]
THEE COBJ.TAC THEELC 
COBV.TAC (OICI.DEPTH.COIV STH.COIV);
SUBST1_TAC (COIV.RULE (OICE.DEPTH.COIV STH.COIV)
(ASSURE "v2 -  < p2 :P»rt) " ) ) ]
THEI FI  RET. ASSUH ACCEPT.TAC] ;
X S.2.2.3.2.2 X
IHP.RES.TAC PATH.EITRT.APPEED
T H U  POP.ASSUH (\* . PURE.OECE.REWRITE.TAC[t] )
THEI FIRST.ASSUR ACCEPT.TAC;
X 1 2 2 .1 2 1  x
SUBST1.TAC (REWRITE. RULE [BULL] (ISPEC "  [ ( p i  ,p2 ,S l ) :P » r t IP » r t IE lb l] "  
(ISPEC I l f f M l — 1— m i W  PATH.EXIT.APPEID)))
THEE REWRITE.TAC[PATH.EXIT.DIF ; WALE.EXIT.DEF ; i .4 m  ; HULL]
THEI FIRST.ASSIM ACCEPT.TAC]];
X * 2 .2 .4  «1 IS.VERTEX I  A «2 IS.VERTEX I  X
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IHP .RtS.TAC C011ECTED.DEF TH U  EXISTS.TAC "1 : (P » rt* P » rt* E lb l> ll» t"  
T H U  REPEAT CORJ.TAC THEE ( (HAP.EVERT <\th.REPEAT (HATCH.RP.TAC th > ) 
[PATH.1RS.EDQE;PATH_IIS.VERTEX]) ORELSE ALL.TAC)
THE! FIRST.AHSUII ACCEPT.TAC]]]] ) ; ;
c lo s a .th a o r y O  ;,
A p p en d ix  C
Listings of the verifier
This appendix Lists the ML source files of the network verifier which consists of the 
following files:
r a i l . grm the input grammar of the parser
ra i l-d e c ls  .ml declarations of the parser generated by the parser generator
r a i l .m l functions of the parser generated by the parser generator
r a i l  .help , ml functions used by the parser
r a i l- lo a d . b1 loader of the verifier
var.natw ork.al verifier functions
ak .v a r if ia r .m l source for creating the base theory in which the verifier works
Makefile makefile for compiling the verifier
Since the files r a i l .a d  and ra iljd a c la .ad  are generated automatically and very 
long, they are not listed.
C . l  T h e  file  r& il.g rm
FUST.CHARS ‘ 1 ■ I  D I  F O I  I  ]  K l  II ■ 0 P «  I  S T  U I  I 1 T  1 0  1 1  S «  i  I  T  I  I 1. 
chars ' i i i D i m i  J i u i a o p q R i T i i m r t o i  m i t T i » . 1
HAIR.LOOP - ->  d o f in it io n .p a rt  construct ion .part CROP].
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d e fiB itio a _ p a rt - ->  [D E F IIIT IO I] M . 1 U I .
d o f . l lo t  — > def d a f . l io t  | [ ]  .
d i f  - ->  bpart | tpa rt | ppart I dpart
I t e i r  I point | s ig n a l I odgajoin I odgoaig.
bpart — > [BPART] (d of.bpart(TO RE!)>
tp a rt  — > [TPART] {d a f .tp a r t(T O R I!, TORE!)).
ppart — > [PPART] {d o f .p p a rt (TO E D . TO IE l. TOIER, point.coan>>.
dpart - ->  [OPART] { do f.dpnrt(TO RSI, TOUR, d ian.conn , d la n .co nn ))
point.conn - ->  [ ( ]  { (a t .p o in t  (TORSI. TORSI. T O S H )} [ ) ]  .
d i an. conn — > (< ] < go t.d iaa (TO IE I, TO R S I» [ ) ]  .
t e i r  — > [TC IR ] {d o f.tc ir (T O S D > > .
point — > [P O IIT ] {d o f.p o in t(T O S S !>).
o ignal — »  [S IO IAL ] (d of.s ign a l(T O R E !, T O R S I».
odgojoin ” > [EDOSJOII] {d o f.« jo in (T O R S I, T O R S I» .
odgooig " >  [KDOSSia] {d o f.o n ig (T O S H , TOREI. TORSI))
constru ction .pa rt — > [COISTRUCTIOI] slop.op a o t.o p .X la t .
n o t .o p .l ia t  — > not.op  n o t .o p .l ia t  1 [ ]  .
not.op - - » n jo in .o p  | odgo.op.
o iap.op — J' [S IIP ]  {nk .s lap(TO R S I))
n jo ia .o p  - > [ I J O I I ]  (sdi.nJo in (part.nuno, odga.aoan)
odgo.op — )’ [BOOB] {nk .odgo(part.nuns, odgo.nuno))
part.nuns - ->  {g a t.p a rts (T O E E I, TORSI)).
•dge.nuno - ->  (gst.odgosiTORSI, TORSI)).
C.2 T h e  file ra il_help .in i
Xload.theory ‘ v o r i f i o r ' t i  X
lot teir.fnne ■ "tefn 
lo t  pntpoo.func ■ "patpoo” ; 
lo t  p n tloc.fun c ■ "p a t lo c " i 
lot loig.fuac ■ "H.sig";
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le t J i i | . f u c  ■ “J.sig“;;
1st Subair func ■ "Sub.aig";; 
la t Shalg.fuac -  "Sh.aig";;
la t ae.tka -  TRUTH; ;
lat ls.sppor a ■ t  : atrlng -> boat X 
lat cada * aacil.cada a la
lat cada.A -  (aacli.ceda **‘> -  l and cada.Z -  (ascii.ceda ■*•)♦» la 
((cada > cada.A) A (cada < cada.Z));;
la t  la . la s e r  a ■ X : a t r la g  ->  beol X 
la t  cade -  aac li.cada  a la
la t csda.a • (ascii.coda ‘a‘> -  l aad coda.a -  (aacil.cada ‘a'> a 1 la 
((cada > cada.a) A (cade < cede.a))||
la t talaaar a ■ X : atrlag -> atrlag X 
If  (la.apper a) 
tkaa
lat cade -  (aacil.cada a) -  (aacli.cada ‘A‘> la 
(aacll ((ascii.coda *a‘) ♦ cada)) 
alea a ;;
la t taappar a ■ X : atrlag -> atrlag X 
If (la.laser a) 
tkaa
lat cade ■ (ascii.coda a) - (ascii.cods ‘a‘) la 
(aacll ((ascii.cade *A‘> ♦ cada)) 
else a;;
1st lesar.striag a ■ iapleda (aap tslassr (tapiada a));;  
la t uppar.striag a ■ tapiada (aap teupper (espiada a));;
1st la.digit a •  X : strlag -> bael X 
lat cads ■ ascii.cads a la
1st cods.O -  (ascii.cods ‘0‘> -  1 aad cada.» -  (ascii.cods *•') a 1 la 
((cade > cods.O) A (cads < coda.»));;
1st ls .aua  a a X  : s t r la g  ->  bool X 
f a r a l l  l a .d ig l t  (osploda a ) ; ;
lot ls.part a ■ X string •> bool X 
1 st si ■ (espiada a) la
(aaa (kd al) [•§•; *T'; *0*; •»•]> A (farall ls .d ig it ( tl  s i » ; ;
lot is.adga a ■ X atriag -> bool X 
lot si ■ (ssploda a) la
(aaa (bd el) t‘J‘; ‘s '] )  A (farall ls .d ig it ( t l  a l» ; ;
1st ak.aua a •  X : striag -> tara X 
ak.coast(a, ":aaa");;
1st daf.palat Id ■ X string -> atrlag l i s t  •  tka X 
If (is.aaa id) 
tkaa
(1st ptaaaa ■ * Id la
lot t  ■ ak.eq(ak_var(ptaaae, ":Pelat">,
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ah_coab( uh.coabi ah .eoubO'POUT". a h .co a s t( ld , “ :nua">>. 
pn tpo s.fun c), p n t lo c .fu n c )) In 
([p tn aaa ], n o u .d a fin ition ip tn an o , t ) )>
•la* f a l la i t h ‘ axpacting a nuabar aa p o in t ID (d a f .p o in t ) ' ; |
la t  d a f . t c l r  Id  ■ X a t r la g  ->  a tr la g  H a t  • tha 1 
I f  (ia .aa a Id ) 
thaa
( la t  ptnaaa ■ ‘C ‘ * Id  In  
la t  t  ■ ah_aq(ah.var(ptnaaa, " :T e lr "> ,  
ah .coab(ah .coab("TC IB", a h .coa std d , " :n a a " ) ) ,  t c lr . f a a c ) )  la 
([p tn aaa ], na a .da fln ltio n (p ta aaa , t )> )  
a lsa  f a l la l t h  ‘ azp actla g  a nuabar aa c l r c a lt  ID ( d a f . t c l r ) ' ; ;
la t  ga t.p o in t ( s i ,  s2 , a3) ■ X : (s t r in g  • s t r in g  • s t r in g )  ->  (s t r in g  l i s t  • tha) X 
I f  (ls .a o a  s i )  »  ( ls .n u a  s2) »  ( ls .a a a  s3> 
thaa ( [ s i ;  s2; s 3 ], no .tha)
a lsa f a l la i t h  ‘ azp actla g  throa nuabars as adjacaat p art ID ’ S (g s t .p o la t ) ‘ ;
la t  ga t.d la a  ( s i ,  s2) ■ X  ¡( s t r in g  • s t r in g )  ->  (s t r in g  l i s t  • tha) X 
I f  (is .n u a  s i )  B (ls .n u a  s2 ) 
thaa ( [ s i ;  s 2 ], no .th a )
s lsa  fa l la i t h  ‘axpactin g two nuabars as adjacsat p art ID ’S (g a t.d la a ) ‘ ;
la t  daf.bp art s ■ X ¡s t r in g  ->  s t r in g  l i s t  • tha X 
I f  (ls .n u a  s ) 
than
( la t  ptnaaa -  *B'*s la  
la t  t  ■ ah.aq(ah_*ar(ptnaaa, “ ¡P a rt” ) ,  
ah.coabC'BPiBT" , (ah.aaa s>>) la 
([ptaaaa] , n a s .d a fin it io n ip tn a a n , t ) )>  
a lsa f a l ls l t h  ‘ axpactlng a nuabar as p art ID (d a f .b p a rt ) ' ; ;
la t  d a f.tp a rt  ( i d ,  t c )  »  X  (s t r in g  • s t r in g )  ->  (s t r in g  l i s t  • tha) X 
i f  (( is .n u a  Id )  B ( is .n u a  tc>> 
than
( la t  ptnaaa ■ ‘ T* * id  in 
la t  t c i r  ■ ah _eonot((‘ C“ tc> . " ¡ T c i r " )  la  
la t  t  ■ ah .aq(ah_var(ptnaaa, " ¡ P a r t " ) ,  
nh.coab( ah .coabC'TPABT". (nh.nua id ) ) .  td r> >  la  
([p ta aaa ], naa_dafia itlon(p taaaa, t>)> 
a lsa f a i lu i t h  ‘ axpactlag  tao nuabars as ID ’S ( d a f . t p a r t ) ' ; ;
la t  daf.p p art ( I d ,  c ld ,  p ld , ( [ t r a i l ;  aora ; ra v ] , t h ) )  •
X ¡( s t r in g  • s t r in g  • s t r in g  • (s t r in g  l i s t  • tha)> ->  (s t r in g  l i s t  • tha) X
I f  (is .n u a  id )  B ( ls .n u a  c ld ) B (ls .n u a  p ld )
thaa
( la t  ptnaaa ■ 'P ' * Id  In 
la t  t c i r  -  a h .c « a s t ( ( 'C ‘ * c ld ), " : T c i r " )  la 
la t  pnt ■ a k .c a a s t( ( ‘ I ' * p ld ), " ¡P o in t " )  la  
la t  t r i  -  a h _p a lr( (ah.nua t r a i l ) ,  
a h .p a lr( (ah.nua n o n ) ,  (ah.nua ra*))> la  
la t  t  -  ak_aq( aüt.var(ptnaaa, " ¡ P a r t " ) ,  
ah.coab( ah .coab i ah.coab( 
ak.coabCPPABT", (ah.aua id ) ) ,  t c i r ) ,  p a t ) ,  t r i ) )  la  
([p tn aaa ], na a .da fln itio n (p tn aaa . t)>> 
a lsa f a l la l t h  ‘ axpactin g thraa nuabars as ID ’S (d a f .p p a rt ) ' ; ;
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1st d o f.d pa rt ( I d ,  e ld , ([p a l;p a 2] ,  t h l ) ,  < [pb l;pb2 ], th2>> -
X : s t r in g  »  s t r in g  • (s t r in g  l i s t  • thn) • (s t r in g  l i s t  • thn) ->
(s t r in g  l i s t  • tb s ) X 
1« (is .n o B  id )  • (ls .n u a  e ld ) 
thsn
(1st ptaaas -  *D‘ * Id  In  
1st t e l r  ■ ak .con st(< ‘C‘ *cid>, " : T e l r " )  In  
1st 11 ■ sd i.p a lr( (ak.nua p s l ) ,  (nk.nun p s2 )) In  
1st 12 -  a k .p a ir ( (nk.nua p b l) ,  (sk.nua pb2>) In  
1st t  ■ ak_sq( nk_var(ptnaao, " :P a r t " ) ,  
ak_coab( ndi.eosb( nk.conbt Bk_conb("DPAtT", (ak.aua id ) ) ,  
t c l r ) , 1 1 ) ,  12)) In
([p ta aao ] , n s s .d s f in lt io n (p tn s M , t>>) 
s ls s  f a i l s l t h  ‘ sxp sctlng  tso nusbsrs as ID ’ S (d sf.dpa rt)*  ; ;
1st d s f .s lg n a l ( I d ,  s typ s ) -
X : ( s t r in g  • s t r in g )  ->  s t r in g  l i s t  • tbs X
1«  (ls .nu s i id )
tbsn
(1st p tnsas ■ * id  in
1st rbs “  csss stjrps o f
‘M U '  . (mk_conb( ■b .cosbC 'S ia iALH", (sk.nas id ) ) .  Hslg_fnnc>> I 
‘ H 1 I I . J U IC  . (  sb.cosb( sk.cosb(
n k .c '■ b C 'S ia iA L b J " , (sk .n as  id ) ) ,  ■ s ig .fu n c ). J s ig .fs n c ) )  I 
'RAID.SUB' . (  sb.cosbi sk.cosb(
■b.cosibC 'S ia iA IJIS", (sb .nus I d ) ) ,  R s ig .fn n c ). S ub sig .func )) I 
‘ N A II.S U B .JU IC ’ . (  nb_conb( sk.cosbC nk.co«b<
sdt.eoBbC'S IOIAUIS", (sk .nus id ) ) ,  H s ig .fn n e ). Sub sig .func ), J s ig .fu n c ))  I 
'SHUIT' . (ab.eo*b( sb .cosb("SIO gALS", (sb.nus id ) ) ,  S b s lg .fu n c)) 
in
1st t  ■ mb_sq( sb .* ar(p tnaas, " : S ig n a l" ) , rh s ) la  
([p tn asM ], n a s .d s fln lt io n (p tn a s a , t ))>  
s ls s  f a l l s l t b  ‘smpsetlag s nuabsr as ID (d s f.s lg n a l)*  ; ;
1 s t  d s f .a jo ln  ( i d .  jt y p s )  -
X : s t r in g  • s t r in g  •> s t r in g  l i s t  • thn X
I f  ( ls .n u a  id )
tbsa
(1st ptnaas -  ‘ J* '  id  in
1st j t p  ■ nk.coast < C J . ‘ * ( lo s s r .  s t r in g  jt jr p o )) ,  “ ¡J o la " )  la  
lo t  t  ■ Bb.sq( ■k.variptnsM s, " : I l b l " ) , 
nb.cosib( "KLBL", J tp ) )  In  
([p ta ssM ], nss .dsf in it lo n (p tn sn s  . t )> ) 
o lss  f a l l s l t b  ‘ axpseting a nunbar as ID (d o f.s jo ln )*  ¡ I
1st d o f .s s lg  ( i d ,  J ty p s , s lg )  -
X : s t r in g  • s t r in g  • s t r in g  ->  s t r in g  l i s t  • thn X
I f  (Is .nua i id )  A (is .n u n  s lg )
than
(1st ptnsaa ■ ‘ s* ‘  id  in
lo t  J tp  -  Bb.const((* 1.* * ( lo s s r .s t r in g  J tjrp o )), Jo in “ )  in
lo t  t  ■ Bh.oq( nb.var(ptnasM , " : H b l " ) ,
■k.coab( Bk.coabC'ELBLSIQ" , J t p ) .  ■ k .c o n s t«* « ' * s lg ). S ig n a l" ) ) )  In 
( [p tn sa s] , nos .do fin itlon (p tn asM , t>>> 
o lso  f a l l s i t h  ‘ axpocting a nuabor as ID (d o f.o s lg )*  ¡ ¡
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X fu n c tio n s  fo r  constru ction p o rt  X
lo t r o f  r a i l . t a p . t h «  -  TIUTH; ;
lo t  « k .a in p  pt : (s t r in g  l i s t  • thsi) ■ 
lo t  t  ■ o k .c o n s t(p t, " :P s r t " )  in  
l o t  th  ■ pro*e_oi«ple_network t  in 
< C p t], ( r a i l . t n p .th a  sa * o _ th «((p t“ THII‘ ) ,  th ))>  ; ;
X ( [ p t ] .  sa * e _ th «((p t-‘ T » l '> ,  th ) ) ¡ ¡ X
lo t  « k .n jo in  ( ( [ p t l ;  p t2] . t i l t h « ) ,  ( [o d i;  sd2]  , t 2 :th«>>
X : ( s t r in g  l i s t  • tlus) t  ( s t r in g  l i s t  • th«) ->  X 
: ( s t r in g  l i s t  t  th«) “  
l o t  p i -  « k .c o n s t (p t l , " ¡P o r t " )  in  
l o t  p2 • «k .c o n s t(pt2 , " ¡ P a r t " )  in  
lo t  o l -  a h .co n s t(sd l, " : « l b l " )  in 
lo t  «2 -  Bh.const(od2, " ¡ l i b i " )  in
l o t  th  -  p ro »# .no tsorh .nJo in  r o i l . t a p . t h «  p i p2 »1 o2 in  
( [p t2 ] , ( r s l l . t B p . t h «  :■ s s * o .th « ((p t2 -‘THH‘ ) ,  th ))>  ; ;
X ( [p t2 ] , ssvo_th «((p t2 * ‘ THH‘ ) ,  t h ) )  ; ;  X
lo t  «k .odg o  ( ( [ p t l ;  pt2] , t i l t h « ) ,  ( [o d i;  #d2] , t 2 : th o ))
X  : (s t r in g  l i s t  • t h « )  • (s t r in g  l i s t  • t h « )  ->  X 
; (s t r in g  l i s t  • t h « )  ■ 
lo t  p i * « k .c o n s t (p t l . " iP n r t " )  in  
l o t  p2 ■ «k .c o n s t(p t2 , " ¡ P a r t " )  in  
l o t  o l -  «k .c o n s t(o d i, " i l l b l " )  in  
l o t  o2 ■ «k .c o n s t(od2, " i l l b l " )  in
lo t  th  ■ provo.notsork.odgo r o i l_ t « p . th «  p i p2 o l o2 in  
(  [p t 2] , ( r s l l . t B p . t h «  : «  so vo_tha((p t2* "nm> ‘ ) , t h ) ) )  ¡ ;
lot got.pnrts (si, s2) * X ¡(string t  string) -> (string l i s t  • th«) X 
i f  (ls.pnrt si) k (ls.port s2> 
than ([si; s2]. no.th«)
olos fniloith 'oxpoctlng too ports (gst.ports)';;
lot got.sdgss (si, s2) ■ X ¡(string • string) -> (string l is t  t  th«) X 
i f  (is.odgo si) k (ls.odgo s2 ) 
thon ([s i; s2] , no.th«)
also fallolth ‘sspsctlng too edges (get.odgos)*;;
C .3  T h e  file r a il- lo a d .m l
X Oanaratod psrssr load f i ls
F irst load so m  basic definitions! X 
loadf ' /hoM/quall/hol/Llbrary/parser/general ‘ ; ;
X Insort any other filas you want loaded boro: X 
add_to.ssarch.path ' . ./signal/' ; 
add_to.soarch.path ' . ./network/'; ;
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lo a d .l ib ra ry ‘graph‘ : :
load.theory ‘ v e r if ie r * ; ;  
au to lo a d .a ll ‘ EETHOkE‘ ; ;
load f ‘ ver.network*; ; 
load f ‘ rn il_ h e lp ‘ ; |
X Bow load tko d e c la ra t io n » : X 
loadf ‘ r a i l .d a c la '; ;
X F in a lly  load ia  tka fu n c tio n  d e f in i t io n » :  X 
loadf ‘ r a i l 1; ;
lo t  SEPS -  [  C ( * .  □ ) ;  [ ] )  l i t
lo t  v e r i f y  flle .n a u o  ■
(aoa.tkoory f lla .n a a a :
lo t  [naaa], th -  P A B S E .f i l» (< fil»_ n a »e  * < .r l» ‘ ) ,  [1 , SEPS) In 
(  c loa o .th e oryO  ; »ave_tha(naBO,th) ) )  ; ;
C .4  T h e  file  ver_netw ork.ini
X FILE : ver.netw ork .u l
A ra ilo a y  network v e r i f i e r
AUTNOB: Hai Hong DATE: 8 Jan 1992 X
X prove.e inple .netvork  »  -  : conv
prove.elnple.network p re tu rn » a thoorau 
I -  IETH0BE < {-P > , < »  
i f f  p 1» a p a rt , i . o .  o f typo :P a rt . X
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *
lo t  p rove.»iap l»_net* ork  p -
SPEC p BETHOBE.SIHP ? fa i lw i tk  ‘p rove.a iup le .notvork* ; ;
X-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------*
X prove.in.network ■ -  : (to r*  ->  conv) 
prove.ia.network p n re tu rn »  a theoreu 
I -  p IS.VEBTEX n
THEE PUkE_OBCE_REHBITE_TAC[VERTICES]
THEE COBV.TAC (IB .COBV ALL.COBV) )  T fa i lw itk  ( ‘ not in  natwork‘ ) i i
i f f  p 1» a part in  the  nextwork n X
X-
»_in .notwork p n •  TAC.PROOF ( ( [ ] ,
X- -X
conv • ( . . . , y i , . . . ) "  — >
X pair.EQ.COB» 
pair.EQ.COBV
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I- ((....> 1 ,...)  •  ( . . . . y i . . . . »  ■ T i f f  < « i • f i>  fo r  *11 i  
I -  ( ( . . . , * 1 , . . . )  -  ( . . .  , y i , ..■ )>  ■ r  o thorslaa 
conv is  used to  prove ( s i  -  f t ) ,  t y p ic a l ly ,  i t  s i l l  bo nnB.EQ.C01V 
fo r  f ie ld s  o f typo  :bsb sad bool.EQ.C01V f o r  typo :bool X
lo t  psir.EQ.C01V conv ta  ■
lo t  . ,  ( l h s ; rh e] -  s t r ip .c o M  ta  is
i f  ( ik s  -  rk s ) tksa (imin.con i « f l . c la u s «  ta>
also
( lo t  l a l  a T0P.DEPT1.C0IV (BEM1ITE.C0IV P k ll .E Q ) to  ia  
(PUIE.IEM ITE.IULECAID.CLAUSES ;1EPL_CLAUSE] 
(«I01T.C01V.IIOL« (DEPTH.C01V conv) la i> )>  T 
f s i l s i t h  ‘ p a lr.E Q .C 0 1 V  ; ;
X Part.EQ.C01V -  -  : coav
Psrt.KQ.C01V " ( XP A IT  . . . )  • ( I ’PAIT . . . > " ------>
I -  ( (XPA1T . . . )  ■ (X ’PAET . . . ) )  -  T 
i f f  too parts ars syntactically identical 
| -  ((XPA1T . .  .) ■ ( I ’PAIT . . . ) ) ■  y otkarsiso X
lo t  Part.EQ.COIV t s  -
lo t  . , [ Ik s ; rk s ] -  s t r ip .c o a k  to  la 
lo t  f ia d .d o f  t  • i f  ( is .c o n s t  t> tksa
d s f ia i t io a  (c a rro a t.tk a o ry () )  ( f s t  (dost.co nst t> ) a lso  T«0T1 la 
i f  ( Ik s  -  rk s ) tksn (BEHBITK.COIV k£FL.CLAUSE ta )  
s lss
(1st lk s d o f -  f la d .d o f  Ik s  in  
lo t  rksdof -  f in d .d s f  rks la 
1st sab l ■ f i l t e r  ( \ t h , t .  a o t ith  -  T tU T l) )
[ ( lk s d o f . lh s ) i ( r h s d a f . r h s ) ]  in  
lo t  asp a 1 «  n o t (n u ll su b l) than 
SU1IT.C01V snbl " I k s  a *rksM to  s ls s  (kEFL ta ) ia 
lo t  I k s ’ , rk s ’ ■ dest.eq  (snd (dsst.sq  (con c l a sp ))) in  
i f  ( I k s ’ -  rh s ’ ) tkan
(P U lE .O IC E .im iT E .lU L B  [RXFL.CLAUSE] sap)
also
( l o t  s n b l’ ■ f i l t e r  ( \ t . n o t(t  -  TEVTH)) [ lh s d o f; rksdof]  in  
lo t  P a r t .d ls t la c t  ■ tksoraa ‘PAST* ‘ P a rt .d ls t ta c t ' la  
lo t  P a r t .a l 1 .d ls t ln c t  • append (C01JU1CTS P a rt .d ls t ln c t )
(Bap (C01V.EULE ( 01CE.DEPTH.C01V SYB.C01V))
(C01JU1CTS P a r t .d ls t la c t ) )  la
lo t  P art.oao.oas ■ tkaoraa ‘ PAST* 1 ' P art.eaa.one1 la  
lo t  tk a  -  TA C .P «0 0 P (([], •" -tB "> ,
SUBST.TAC sn b l’ THE!
< (IU P .P IAST «ATC1.ACCEPT.TAC P a r t .a l l .d ls t ia c t )
OkELSE
(PU1E.0ICI_1EH1ITE.TAC[Part.one.one]
Tin COIV.TAC (DEPTH.COIV nna.EQ.C01V)
THIS PU1E_1EM«ITE.TAC[AID.CLAUSES •, EOT.CLAUSES 1) ) ) ia  
E QP.IIT10 th a n  
T f a i ln l t h  ' P art.EQ .C O IV1;;
X p re ve .a o t.ia .a o to o rk  ■ -  : ( to rs  ->  coav) 
p ro ve .n o t.ia .n o tvo rk  p a re tu rn s a theoren
I -  p IS.VE1TEX a
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i f f  p la  not • p art in  tho noxtoork n t
lo t  p ro vo _n o t.in .n a tso rt p a -  TAC.PROOF < ( [ ] ,
—  *p IS .V U T R I  * a"), 
PURE_ORCE_kEVRITE.TAC[IS.VERTEX_DEF]
TH U PUAE.O IC I.R IV IITI.TAC[VERTICES]
THE! COHV.TAC (DEPTH.COHV (II.C 0 1 Y  Part.IQ.COHV>> 
TH U PURH.0HCI_REHRITI_TAC[H0T_CLAUSE3]>
T f a l la i t h  O p  is  In  notoork b ‘ ) sj
X p ro v o .f ln lta  -  -  : conv
p ro v o .f in ito  " {  . . .  >" ------> I -  PIHITI {  . . .  > X
lo t  p ro v o .f in ito  tn  -
lo t  f la t *  ■ nk.conb(nk .const<‘ PIU T E '.
n k .t y p o C fu n ', [ ( t y p o .o f  t n ) ; “ :b o o l" ]> > , tn ) in 
IQT.ELIH (FIIITE.COIV f in tn )  T 
f a l lo l t h  ‘ p ro v o .f ln lta : not a f in i t e  a e t‘ ; j
X----------------------------------------------
X 8UC.C0HV : conv
SUC.COHV "8UC n“ — > | -  SUC n -  n> okoro 1» ■ a ♦ 1 X
lo t  8UC.C0HV -
lo t  chock at ■ a ss a rt(\ c . fa t(d o a t.co n s t c> -  a t )  la
\ta .
lo t  n ta  ■ (chock ‘ 8UC‘ • I )  (dost.conb t a )  In
1st n s t r  -  s t r ln g .o f . ln t  ( in t_ o f_ s t r in g ( ( fa t  o doat.const) n ta ) ♦ 1) in  
STH (nua.COHV (a k .c o n s t (n s tr , " ¡a n a " )) )  T 
f a i la l t h  ‘ SUC.COHV‘ ; ;
X CAHD.CQHV -  -  : conv ->  conv
CAR.COIV conv "C U D  <>0,. . . n ( a - l » H ------> | - CARD ( « 0 ......... k (a -i> >  ■ a
f a i ls  I f  tho sot cannot bo proved to  bo f I n i t o .
canv is  usod by IH.COHV to  chock shatkar the nos olaaent is  a lready
la  tha s o t , a . g . ,
CARD.COHV nua.EQ.C08V "CAU <1,2,3>" ” > | -  CARD(1,2,3> -  3
and
CARD.COIV noa.EQ.COHV "CARD (1 ,3 .3 )"  " >  I -  CARD{1.2.2) -  2 X
1st CARD.COHV conv ta  -
lo t  coap ■ theorem 's e t s 1 ‘ CARD.UPTV In  
1st c in s  -  thsoraa ‘ s o ts ' 'C ARD.IHSUT' In  
lo t  chock at ■ a s s o rt(\ c . fs t(d o s t.co n s t c> -  a t )  in 
lo t ro c  s t r lp .s a t  ta  -
( l o t  . . [ k i t ]  -  (chock ‘ IH8UT* • IX s t r ip .c o a b  ta )  in  
h . s t r ip .s o t  t )  T
(fs t(d o s t .c o n s t  t a )  -  ‘ EHPTY‘ ->  [ ]  I f a l l )  In 
lo t  p r o v s . f in i te  ta  ■ 
lo t  f l a t a  -  ak .conb ink .const( ‘F I1 ITE 1,
a k .t y p o C fu n ', [ ( t y p o .o f  t a ) ; " : b o o l " ] ) ) ,  ta )  in 
KQT.EL1H (FIHITE.COHV f in ta )  T 
f a l l o i t h  ‘ p ro v o .f in ito : not a f in i t e  sat* in  
lo t  _ ,o ls  -  (chock ‘CARD' • s t r lp .s o t )  (dost.coab ta ) in 
1st . , [a t y ]  -  d o st_ typ o (typ o .o f (rand ta )>  in
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1«* aapty ■ ak .con atO  EMPTY* , " : (* * ty)aatn) la
la t  lna ■ ak .con ati ' IISERT' , "  : **ty->(**ty>a*t->(**ty)a*t") la
la t  i t f a  c ith  a ( la a t . l t h )  -
(ak.coabC ak .coa bd na, a ) ,  ia a t ) ,
( l a t  i f t h  ■ p ro v a .f la it*  ls a t la  
la t  th  -  COIV.EULE ( (OICE.DEPTH.COW ( I I .C O IV  (c o a t) ) )
THEIC (OICE.DEPTH.COW COID.COIV)> (SPEC a ( HITCH.HP e lth  lfth>> la  
la t  th> -  PURE.OICE.REWRITE.RULEC ith ]  th  la 
COIV.kULE (O ICE . DEPTH .COW SUC.COIY) t h 1) )  la 
aad ( l t l l a t  ( l t f a  e laa ) a la  (aapty,caap>) T 
f a l la l t h  ‘CARD.COHV ; ;
X a k .a a t . l la t  a -  : (( ta n a  ->  bo o l) ->  tana ->  tana H a t )
a k .a a t . l la t  f  aa raturaa a H a t  o f  alaaanta which a a tia flo a  tha 
p rad icata  f ,  i . a . .  [  a l ]  ahara a i la  aa aad f  a i .  X
la t  a k .a a t . l la t  «  aa ■
la t  chack at -  aa aart(\c. fa t(da at.co aat c ) ■ a t )  la 
la t r a c  a tr lp .a a t  ta  ■
( la t  _ , [ h ; t ]  -  (chack ‘ IISEHT* a IH a tr ip .c o a b  to )  la  
h . a t r lp .a a t  t )  T
(fa t(d aa t.co n a t ta )  »  1EHPTY* ■> [ ]  I f a i l )  la
la t  _ , [a ty ]  ■ d a a t.typ a (typ a .o f aa) ia 
la t  l t f a  P a a ■ i f  (P  a) thaa ( a . a) 
alaa a la
i t l l a t  ( i t f a  f> a la  [ ]  ? 
f a i lw i th  ‘a k .a a t . l ia t ' ; ;
X a k .ia c id a a t .a a t . l ia t  “  -  : (a t r la g  ->  ta ra  ->  ta ra  ->  ta ra  H a t )  
a k .ia c id a a t .a a t . l ia t  a t r  aa * ra tu rn » a H a t  o f adgaa which ara la  
tha aat aa aad ara la c ida at TO/FEOH/HITH th* glwan wartaa w. X
la t  a k .la c id a a t .a a t . l ia t  a t r  aa w ■
la t  P froa -  ( \ t .  fa t (d * a t.p a ir  t> ■ w) la
la t  Pto -  ( \ t .  fa t(d a a t.p a ir(a a d  (d a a t.p a ir t>>> ■ w> la
la t  P a lth  ■ ( \ t .  ( fa t(d a a t.p a ir  t )  • w> or
(fa t(d a a t.p a ir(a a d  (d a a t .p a ir  t ) )>  ■ w>) la 
la t  P ■ i f  (a t r  ■ ‘ FtOH‘ ) thaa P fro a  ala* 
i f  (a t r  ■ ‘ T O ') thaa Pto ala* 
i f  (a t r  -  ‘ WITH1) than P a ith  ala*
fa i la i t h  ‘a d i.ia c ld a a t.a a t .lla t : unhnoaa typ* a t r ia g ' ia  
(a h .a a t . l ia t  P aa) T fa i lw i th  ‘a k . in c ld a n t.a a t.H a t1 ;
X p ro w a .ia .lB c ida at • -  : ta ra  ->  ta ro  ->  con»
p ro w * .la .lac idaat a 0 w ------> | - i  I I  (IIC ID EET.TO 0 » )  X
X----------------------------------------------------------------------------------X
la t  p ro w * .ia .iac ldaat * 0 * -  T»C_PH00F<<[] ,
“ *k I I  IICIDEET.TO -0 -w">,
PUEE.OICE.REHkITE.TAC[ IICIDEET.TO.DEF]
T H U  PURI.OECE.REHEITE.TACCIS.EDOE.DEF]
THEE PURE.OECE.REWRITE.TAC[EDOES]
THEE COW.TAC SET.SPEC.COW
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TIE! P U U .tm iT I .T I C [a.daa.DEF; FST;S ID ;EIFL.CLAUSI; AID.CLAUSKS] 
T U I  COIV.TAC ( I I .C O IY  ALL.C OIY )) ; ;
X-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 1
X l l a t . t o .a a t  ■ t a n  l i a t  ->  t a n  
X la t .to .a a «  [ " l i " ]  ------> "< a l >" X
X----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------X
la t  l la t .ta .a a *  « 1  « ;  -
i f  a a ll  «1 than “ <}:<*«?>" alaa 
la t  a ty  ■ typ a .o flh d  a l )  In
la t  aapty a aak.conat( 1EHPTY' , “ : (* a ty)aa t">  la
la t  laa  -  ah.conat ( '  I IS U T 1 , “ :* « t y -> C « ty )a n t -> C n ty > a a f>  la
la t  l t f a  a a -  ak.coaab( ak .coabdna, a ) ,  a ) la
( l t l l a t  i t f a  a l aapty) T f a l la l t h  ‘ l l a t . t a .a a « 1It
X---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- x
X p rova.laeldaat.aabaat • -  : t a n  ->  t a n  ->  con*
prava .inc idaat.aabaat 0 * a ------> I -  ( I IC ID U T .T O  0 *> SUBSET a X
la t  prava .lac idaat.aabaat 0 * a •
la t  iap3 -  OKI.ALL (a l 3 (C0IJUICT3 (SPEC.ALL IHP.CLAUSKS)>> la 
TAC.PtOOF( ( □ . "( IIC1 D K IT .T0  ‘ 0 **) SUBSET -a"). 
PUU _tSVtITK_TAC[IICID UT_TO.DEF; IS.EDOE.DEF ;KDOKS ; SUBSET. DIF]
T i n  COIV.TAC (OICI.DEPTH_COIV SET.SPEC.COIV)
TH U O U .TA C
T i n  P U IE _ A IH E IT I_ T A C [II.IIS E tT ; BIGHT.AID.OVEB.OB]
TH U STtlP .TAC
T i n  POP.ASSUH HP.TAC T i l l  A S H .U H IIT I.TA C D  
T i n  P U U _ im iTB .T A C [a .d a a .D IF ;FS T  ;SID]
T i n  COIV.TAC (IATOB.COIV (OICI.DEPTM.COIV P art. IQ .C O IV ))
T i n  PUU .tm iTB_TA C[lap3]> T 
f a l la l t h  ' p ro»* . lacldaat.aabaat‘ ;
X IIC ID U T .T O .C O IV  ■ -  : t a n  ->  can*
IICIDEIT.TO.COIV 0 » ----» (- (IICIDEIT.TO 0 *) ■  {  . . .  >
I t  norha ont tha aat o f adgaa ah lch nra lacldaat to  * aad raturna 
a thaoraa aaaartlag tb la  fa c t .  X
X---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- X
lo t  I IC I  D IIT .TO  _COIV a * -
la t ISO ■ and (daat.palr 0) la
lat a ll ■ Bk_lacidaat.aat.liat ‘ TO1 ESQ * la
la t  a ty  ■ typ a .o f I M  la
lat ala ■ liat.ta.aa« a ll aty la
la t  C ith  -  OE I.ALL( aad (EQ_IIP.RULE (SPEC.ALL IlSERT.SUBSET)))  la 
la t  ath -  ISPEC "IIC ID H T .T O  ‘ 0 •*“ EHPTT.SUBSET la 
la t  l t f a  e lth  a 1th ■
HATCH.HP e lth  (COIJ (p ra * a .in .la e ld a a t i  0 *> i t h )  la  
la t  t h l  ■ p rava.lacidea«.aabaat 0 «  a la  la  
la t  th2 ■ ( I t l i a t  ( i t f a  c l th )  a l l  a th ) la  
(HATCH.HP S UIS ET.A IT ISn i (COIJ t h l th2)> T 
f a l la l t h  ‘ IIC ID EIT.TO .CO IV* ; |
X  p ro ra .IF C  a -  t a n  ->  con* 
prava .IFC  p ■ ------> I -  IFC  p I
I f f  p la  a nada la  I  aad I t  la  a#« f u l l y  caaaactad. X
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l ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1
le t  prove.BFC p I  ■
lo t  in th  ’ ■ IIC ID K IT .T O .C O I» ■ p in  
le t  pdef ■ 1« ( l i . c o n i t  p> than
d e f in i t io n  (c u rra n t .th e o ry O ) ( fa t  (d aat.can st p>> alaa TKUTK la  
la t  la th  • i f  (la .ca a a t p> than 
SUBS [p da f] ln th ' a laa in th ' In  
TAC_PB00F(([], “ IFC  -■  - p " ) ,
(SUBST.TAC [pdaf] O U L S I ALL.TAC) THIS PUBB_OBCB.BBMBITB.TAC[BFC.DEF]
THIS PUBE.OSCE.BEHBITE.TACCIS.DEQBEE.DEF] 
r a n  PUBE.OICB.BBiniTE.TAC[lnth]
T i n  ( (PUBE_OSCE.AEmTE_TAC[CAAD.EMPTY]
TH U  COSV.TAC (OSCE.DEPTH.COSY nun.COI») T H U  HATCH.ACCEPT.TAC LESS.O)
OAILSE
(COSV.TAC (OSCE.DEPTH.COIV (CAAD.COSV (pnlr.BQ.COST P art.E Q .C O S »)))
TH U  COSV.TAC (BKDKPTH.COB* nua.COSV)
THU PUBE.BEMBITB_TAC[LKSS.HOSO.EQ ; LESS.THH ; HEFL.CLAUSE; OH.CLAUSES] ) ) ) 
T f a l la l t h  ‘ preve.BFC* ;
p ro v e .n e teo rh .n jo in  -  -  : th a -> te ra -> ta ra -> ta rn -> te ra -> th a  X
p rava .nataorh .nJo in  that p i p2 j l  J2 ------> X
I -  EETWOAE (BJOIB n l p i j l  « p 2 ) . ( »  p2 J2> X 
I -  BBTHOU ( (p2 ISSEST (VS n l ) ) .  X
( ( n l . n 3 . j l )  IBSUT ( n 3 .n l , J2) 1BSEST (BS n l ) ) )  X
th a t  —  BETHOhl n l x
p i  i s  a  v a rta n  la  a l  X
p2 la  a T a r ta r  t a  ba addad t a  th a  a a ta a rh  X
j l  l a  th a  j a l a  a f  th a  edge (pl,p2>  X
J2 la  th a  ja ln  a f  th a  edge (p 2 .p l)  X
at p rava .na taa rh .n ja la  that p i p2 j l  j 2 ■ 
la t  p .n l ■ (daat.caab (caac l th a t ) )  in  
I f  (nat ( ‘ SETWOHI‘ ■ ( fa t  (daat.canat p ))> ) than 
f a l la l t h  ‘ nat BBTHOBB thaeraa ' alaa 
la t  la  * (SPEC "* n l“ HKTWOBE.HJOIB) in 
la t  tha2 -  p ro ve.in .na ta erh  p i n l in 
la t  tha3 -  EQF.ELIH (Part.EQ.COB» ''*pl -  *p3"> In  
la t  thad -  prava.BFC p i n l In  
la t  thaS ’a p ra va .n e t.In.nataark p2 a l in
la t  tha6 -  HP (HP (SPBCL[al;p2] BOT.VBB.IHP.BFC) th a l) tha6 ' la  
la t  ante -  COBJ tha2 (COSJ tha3 (COBJ thad tha6>> in 
la t  l a ’ -  SPECL [p l;p 2 ] (HP la  th a t) In 
la t  nataarh.caaen tha •
la t  n je ln th a  -  HP (SPBCL [ n l ¡ p i ; j l ;p 2 ; j2 ]  BJ0IB.B1P)
(COBJ tha2 tha fi’ ) la
la t  th  -  PUHE.OBCE_AEHAITE.AULE[VEHTICES ; BOOKS]
( PUHE.OBCK.HEHHITB.BULB[nJoint ha] th a ) In  
(COB*.BULB ( DEPTH.COBV (UBIOB.COBV Part.EQ .C OH »)) th ) In  
la t  nth -  (SPBCL [ j l ; j2 ] (HATCH.HP la ' a n te )) in  
nataerh.caaan nth ? 
f a l ln i t h  ' p re v e .n e tv e rh .a jo ln ';
-------------------------------------------------------------
X prove.netvorh.edge ■ -  : th a -> tara -> tara -> tarn -> ta rn -> tha
prava.nataerh.adga th a l p i p2 j l  j2  ----- >
I -  SETMOBB < (p 2 .p l.j2 ) IBSBBT.EDOB ( ( p l . p 2 . j l )  IBSUT.BOaB n l)>
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I -  IETUORK ((VS  n l ) ,  ( (p 2 ,p l, j2 ) IISERT < p l,p 2 , j l)  IISERT (IS  n l)> )  
that —  BETUORI nl 
p i 1* a v i r t u  in  n l 
p2 In  another t a r t «  in  n l 
j l  In  t h .  jo in  o f  tko edge (p l,p 2 )
J2 is  tko  jo in  o f  tko odgo (p 2 .p l)  lx----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- X
prove.notoork.edge th a l p i p2 j l  j2  -  
lo t  p .n l -  (deot.coab (concl th n l ) )  in  
i f  (n o t( ‘ BETHORX‘ -  ( fa t  (d on t.count p)>)> tkon 
fn i ln l t k  ‘ not BETMORI theorea1 a lso 
lo t  lm -  (SPEC "* n l"  ■ETHOU.SJOII) in  
lo t  tka2 * p ro vo .ia .na tao rk  p i a l in  
lo t  tka3 -  EQF.ELIH (Part.Bfl.COBV — p i ■ *p2"> in  
lo t  thad ■ provo.BFC p i a l la  
lo t  tkaS ' -  p ro va .in .notnork p2 a l in  
lo t  tkaS -  provo.SFC p2 a l la
lo t  onto -  CO U  tha2 (COU tka3 (COSJ tkad tka6>> la  
lo t  l a • -  SPECL [p i;p 2 ] (HP la  th a t) In  
lo t  notaork.canon tha -
lo t  n jo ln th a  -  HP (SPECL [ n l ¡ p i ; J l ;p 2 ; j2 ]  SJ0IS.EXP2) 
(COIJ tha2 thaS*) la
lo t  tk  -  PURE.OSCE.REVRITE.RULE [VERTICES ; EDGES] 
(PURE_OBCB_REVRITS.RULE[njointha] tha) la
(COIV.RULE (OEPTH.COBV (UBIOB.COBV Part.EQ.COBV)) th ) ia  
lo t  nth -  (SPECL [ J l ;  J2] (HRTCH.HP la> onto)) la 
notoork.canon nth ? 
f a l lo l t h  'p rovo .n o to ork .od g o '; ;
C .5  T h e  file m k _ v e rif ie r .in i
noo.theory ‘ v e r i f i e r 1; ;
odd.to .ooarch.patk ‘ . ./ o ig a a l/ '; ; 
add_to.saarch.path ‘ . . /notoork/•J;
lo a d .l ib ra ry  ‘graph* ; ;
noo.paront ‘ SETWORE*;; 
nao.parant ‘ SIOBAL*;; 
noo.parent ‘ PART*;;
lot tef - nao.doflaitioa( *tcf‘,“tcf - (\t:aaa. clear)");;
lo t  pntpoo ■ n e s .d e fin lt io n ('p n tp o o ', 'p n tp o a  • (\ t:a a a . n o rm a l)");;
lo t  patloc ■ n o o .d o f ia lt lo a (‘patloc*, 'pntloc ■ (\ t:a u a . fre e .m ove )"); ;
lo t  Hoig ■ n o o .d o fln lt lo n ( 'H a ig * , “H .o ig  ■ HSIO tno.aopoct (\a:aaa. g r o a n )" ) ; ;
lot Joig ■ non.deflnltloaCJolg*, "J.oig ■ JSIQ (\n:nua. T)");;
lot Subolg - nan.doflaltlonCSubaig', "Sub.olg - subsio (\n;naa. oab.aot.aboo>">;;
lo t  Shoig ■ n o o .d e f la lt lo a C S k o ig ', "S h .a ig  ■ SHUBTSIO (\n:nua. a h .o f f )“ ) ; ;
c lo o o .tka o ryO  ; ;
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C .6 T h e  file Makefile
• Generated p arser M akefile
• Version o f  IO L  to  be seed:
NOL-hol
• General d e f in i t io n s  fo r  a l l  generated parsers: 
an tB AW hoae/quall/hol/Llbrary/parser/genera l
• In se rt  e n tr ie s  fo r  user-defined s tu ff  here:
• keaeaber to  In s e rt  the appropriate dependencies and " lo a d "’ s below, 
ve r.n e tw o rk .a l.o : v e r .netw ork.a l
ecko ’s e t . f la g ( ' a b o rt .w h e n .fa ll‘ . t r u e ) ; ; >\
’ lo a d . l ib ra ry  ‘ graph’ ; ¡ *\
’add.to .search .pa th  ‘ . ./network/1; ;  >\
’add.to_searck.path ‘ . ./s ig n a l/ ’ ; ¡ ’ \
'lo a d .th e o ry  ‘ l IT V O k l’ ; ;
'a u to lo a d .a ll ’ im iO k l ’ ¡ ¡ >\
'c o a p lle t  * v e r .network*¡ ¡ >\
’quito;; • | t(mol)
r a ll .h e lp _ a l.o : r a i l .h e lp .e l  ve r.n e tvo rk .a l .o v e r l f l e r . t k  
ecko ’s e t . f l a g ( ‘ a b o rt .w h e n .fa il‘ .t ru e ): ¡ >\
’ loadf ‘ t iO K IS kA L)■ ; ;>\
'lo a d . l ib ra r y  ‘ graph’ ;;> \
’add.to_search.path • ../network/'; ¡ '\
’add.to .search .pa th  • ../ s ig n a l/ ’ ; ¡ ’\
’ lo ad .the ory • K T U O U ■ ¡ ¡ *\
’a u to lo a d .a ll ‘ IETUOAI•¡ ¡ ’ \
’ loadf ‘ ve r.network’ ¡ ¡ >\
’ lo a d .th e ory ‘ v e r i f i e r ’ ||’ \
'c o a p ile t  ‘ r a i l . h e l p '; ;
'q u lt O  ; ¡ » | l(HO L)
v e r i f i e r . t h :  a k .v e r i f le r  a l 
r s  - f  v e r i f i e r . tk
echo ’s o t.f la g O a b o rt .w h e n .fa l l’ .t ru e ): ¡ »\
’ lo a d f ‘a k .v e r i f ie r ’ : : *\
> q u it ( ); ; » | t(KOL)
• low coap ile  the de c la ra tio ns : 
ra ll .d e c ls ^ a l .o :  r a l l .d e c ls .a l  ra ll .h e lp jn l o 
echo ’s e t . f l a g ( ‘a b o rt .w h e n .fa ll’ .t ru e ) ; ;  *\
’ lo ad f ‘ t (O U B lA L ) ‘
'lo a d . l ib ra r y  ‘graph’ ; ¡ ’ \
'a dd .to .soarch .p ath  •. /network/’ ; ;  »\
’add.to .search .pa th  • ../ s ig n a l/ ’ ¡ ¡ ’ \
'lo a d .th e o ry  ’ IlTW O kl’ ¡ ¡ ’\
'a u to lo a d .a ll ‘ a iTH O U ’ ¡ ¡ ’ \
’ lo ad f ‘ ve r.netw ork ’ ü ’V 
’ lo ad .the ory ‘ v e r i f i e r ’ ; ¡ ’ \
’ loadf ‘ r a l l .h e lp ’ ¡ : >\
’co a p ile t ' r a l l . d e c ls ' ¡ ; ’ \
'q u it O  ; ;  • | «(MOL)
• F in a lly  do the actu al functions
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r « i l _ a l . o :  ra lX .a X  ralX.dacXa_aX .o 
•cho ’a a t.fX a g (‘abort.aha n .fa iX ‘ , t r u a ) ; ; >\ 
'Xoadf ‘ t (a i l lR A L )1;:
’ X oad .X ibrary ‘graph* 
'a dd.to .aaarch.path  « . ./iMwtk/'i; >\ 
’add.to .aaarch.path « . ./a ignaX/1 ; ; >\ 
'X ead.thaory ‘ ■ETW0U‘ ; ;
’ auteXoad.aXX 'IETW0U ‘ ü >\
'Xeadf 1v a r .n a ta e rk '; ;  *\
’ Xead.thaory 1v e r i f l e r ‘ ; s *\
’Xoadf ‘ ra iX .h e X p '; ; *\
’Xoadf ‘ ralX.dacXa*
’ceapiXat ‘ r a t X 'ü ’N 
’q u i tO  ; ;  * | t(HOL)
a l l :  ra iX .a X .o
•acho ’ "■ >  Paraar " r a i l "  b n lX t . >
A p p en d ix  D
Routes and control tables
This appendix lists the ML source of the definitions described in Chapter 8.
a d d .to .s a a rc h .p a th  ' . . /g r a p h /• ; ;  
a d d .to .so a rc h .p a th  1 . / s i g n a l / ' ;;  
lo a d .l ib r a r y  'g r a p h ';;  
lo a d .th ao ry  ‘ lETWORI1;;  
a u to lo a d .a l l  ‘SETWORK' ; :  
a u to lo a d .a l l  'g r a p h '; |
noa.thoory 'tO U T B '; 
lo a d .l ib ra ry  'a o r o . l ls t s ' ; ;
----------------------------------------------------- -
t  Functions fo r  f in d in g  rontss X
X T  i f  o Is  a t r a i l in g  odga, i . s . ,  (o .dss  s> is  a fac in g  p o in t or X 
X (o .s rs  o ) is  a t r a l l ln o  p o in t X
lo t  TRAILTIga.U XII.D Kr ■ n a n .d o fin itlo n ( 'TRAlLllO.gDOK.DEF' , 
"T R A IL IlO .ID a i ( s :PartS PartSE lb l> -  
((IS .PPART (a .dos a>> A
(PART.ID (a .s rc  •) > P A R T.P IT .TRAILIIO  (s .dos a ) ) )  \/ 
((IS .PPART (a .s re  a)> /\
(PART.ID (o.dos s ) -  P A R T.P IT .TRAILIIO  (o .s re  o>>>“ > !}
X T i f  o is  a n o ra il odgo, i . o . ,  (o .dos a )  is  a fac in g  p o in t o r X
X (a .s rc  o ) is  a t r a i l ln s  point X
lo t  IDRHAL.EDGE.DIF -  nos.do f ln it lo n (  'IORXAL.EDGE.DEF' ,
"IORRAL.EDOK (o .P a r t lP a r tW lb l)  -  
((IS .PPART (a .dos s>) /\
(PART.ID (s .s re  o> ■ PART.PIT.IORHAL (s .dss o>>) \/
((IS .PPART (s .s re  •)> A
(PART.ID (s .dss  s> -  PART.PIT.IORRAL (s .s re  •>>>->{;
X T  i f  s is  a rsvsrso  sdgs, i . o . .  (a .dos o ) is  a fac in g  p o in t o r X
X (s .s re  o ) la  a t r a l l in a  point X
lo t  RIVKRSI.IDai.DKr- n o s .d s f ln it lo n ( ‘ REVERSI.EDaE.DEF',
" REVERSE.EDOE ( .P . r t S P . r t S E lb l )  -
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((IS .PPART (e .d e s  •)> A
(PART.ID ( « .a r c  a> ■ PART.PBT.REVEASE (a .das a>)> \/
((IS .PPART (a .s rc  a »  A
(PART.ID (a .das a )  ■ PART.PBT.RIVERSE (a .a rc  a ) ) ) “ ) : ;
* T  i f  a l aaa a3 ara tha saaa la g  a f a dlaaond cross in g  |
1st SAHE.LEQ.DEF -  s a s .d a f la lt lo a ( ' SAKE.LED1,
"SANE.LEQ ( a t :PartO P a rtS B lb l) (s2 :P a rtfP a rtS E lb l) ■
((IS.DPABT (a .daa a t ) )  A  (IS.DPAET (s .s rc  s2>> A 
((a .daa a l )  ■ (a .s re  a2)> A  
( l a t  dp ■ a.daa a l and
id l  -  PAET.ID  (a .s re  a t )  sad id2 -  PAST.ID (a .das a2) la 
( ( ( l d l , l d 2 )  -  (P ART.D IA l d p )) \ /  <(id2. id 1> -  (PABT.DIA1 dp)> \ /  
( ( td l,td 2 >  -  (PAET.DIA2 dp )) \/ ( ( ld 2 . t d t )  ■ (PAIT.D IA2 dp>)))>
\ /
((IS.DPAST (a .s re  a t ) )  A  (IS.OPART (a .daa a2 )) A  
( (a .s re  a l )  -  (a .d as  s2>> A  
( l a t  dp ■ a .s re  a l  aad
id l  -  PART.ID (a .d ss  a l )  aad id2 -  PART.ID (a .das a2> la
( U ld l . i d T )  ■ (PART.D IA l d p )) \/ ( ( ld T . i d l )  -  (PART.DIA1 dp )) \/
( ( ld l . ld O )  -  (PART.DIA2 dp )) \/ ( ( ld 2 . i d l )  ■ (PART.DIA2 d p ) ) ) ) )  “ ) i i
X D a fla it la a  s f  reatas ------ a rents is  a path and tha  saceesslve X
X edge a f a PPART o r OPART asst s a t is fy  tha fe lle s la g  co nd ition s !-------------------------------------------------------
1st ROUTR.TAIL.Dir ■ n e s .l is t_ ra c .d e f in i t io n ( ‘ ROUTE.TAIL.DEF* ,
"(ROUTE.TAIL [ ]  -  T> A
(ROUTI.TAIL (CORE (h :P a rtS P a rttE lb l) t )  ■
<« •  0 )  V
( ( ( II.P P A R T  (a .das h)> ->
( (TRAILIRO.EDOE h) ->
( (lORHAL.IDOB (HD t>> \/ ( REVERSE.EDOE (HD t>>) I 
(TRAILIIQ .EOOE (HD t ) ) >  I
((IS .OPART (a .d as  h)> ->  (SARE.LEO h (HD t )>  I T>> A  
(R OUTI.TAIL t>>)«*>::
le t  ROUTE.DEF ■ nse .da f in l t ie n (  ‘ ROUTE.DEF' ,
■'ROUT! ( I  Ratsorh) ( r : (P a rtS P a rt fE lb l> lls t ) ■
(RETHORE I )  /\ (PATH ■ r )  A  (ROUTE.TAIL r )  A
(IS .ELRL.SI01AL (a lb  (HD r>>) A  (IS .ELRL.SIOSAL (a lb  (U S T  r ) ) ) - ) j |
la t  ROUTE.EDQRS.DBF -  nas.daf ln it io n (  "ROUTE.EDQES.DEF" ,
"ROUTE.EDORS ( r : (P a rtS P a rtO R lb lU ls t> a (RUTLAST r ) " ) j |
la t  ROUTE.PARTS.DRP -  nas.dafinitlon("ROUTE.PARTS.DEF",
"ROUTE.PARTS ( r : (P a rtS P a rtS E lb l) lia t ) a 
VBR.LIST (RUTLAST (TL  r ) ) - ) j j
X Canflicing raatae X
*-------------------------------------------------X
la t  COSFLICTIBO.ROUTRS.DIF ■ n a a .d s f ln lt ls a ( ‘COBFLICTISO.ROUTES.DEF" , 
"COIFLICTIBO.ROUTES (S:Sataarh> r l  r2 a 
(ROUT! ■ r l )  A  (ROUT! ■ r2> A
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X Functions fo r  p ro v ing  reatos X
X------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------X
X TCIRCUITS ro ta ra s  a l i s t  o f  track c i r c a lt  la  tko  route 1 X 
lo t  TCIRCUITS.DEF -  n o a .d o fin itlo aC T C IkC U IT S .D tF 1 .
"TCIECUITS ( r :<P a rtS P a rtS E lb l)l is t ) -  
HAP PART.CIRCUIT (ROUTE.PARTS r)">¡¡
X IORR ro tu ra s  a l i s t  o f  p o in ts  required IORHAL i f  a aovaaant X 
X fro a  p i to  p2 is  Bade. [ ]  i s  raturnad i f  none is  rsquirad X 
lo t  I0RH.DEF -  n o s .d e f in i t io n ( ‘ EORH.DEF1 ,
"IORII (p i  , p2, C s E l b l ) ) -
« IS .P P R tT  p i )  /\ ( PART.PIT.IORHAL p i -  PART.ID p2) > •>
[PART.POIIT  p i ]  |
X IOAH.POIITS ro tu ra s  a l i s t  o f po in ts roqulrod  MAHAL in  tks routs 1 X 
lo t  IORH.POIETS.DEF -  na s.dsf in itio n C  ‘ lORH.POIITS.DEF' .
"EOAH.POIITS r  -  FLAT (HAP 10EH (ROUTE.EDGES r » " > ; ;
X REV returns a l i s t  o f  points raqulrad REVERSE i f  a aovesont X 
X iro n  pi to p2 is  Bade. [ ]  is  raturnsd i f  nono is  rsquirod X 
lo t REV.DEF ■ n o s .do fln ltlon (‘REV.DEF*,
"REV (p i ,p 2 , ( o :E lb l ) > -
((1S.PPART p i )  /\ ( PART.PIT.REVERSE p i b  PART.ID p2)) ■>
[PART.POIRT p i ]  | □ " > ! !
X REV.POUTS ro tu ra s  a l i s t  o f points rsq u lre d  REVERSE in  tho routs 1 X 
lo t  REV.POIITS.DEF ■ nsu .da fin itio nC R E V .P O IITS .D EF 1 ,
“REV.POIETS r  -  FLAT (HAP REV (ROUTE.EDGES r> > "> ¡¡
X EXIT.S IQSAL roturas tko oslt signal o f a rento X 
lot EEIST.SIGEAL.DEF -  n o s .d s fin it io n C ' EEIT.S IO IAL .DEF1,
"E X IT .S IG IA L  ( r : (P a r tS P a rtS E lb l) lis t ) •
1st o -  a lb  (LAST r )  in
(IS .E LB L .S IO IA L  e> ■> [ELBL.SIOIAL o] I [ ] " > ; ;
X COIFLICT.ROUTES r l s t  r  re tu rn s a l i s t  o f  routes sk ick  ars in  r l s t  and 
ars c o n f l ic t in g  routes s it h  r  X
lo t  COIFLICT.ROUTES.DEF ■ n a s _ lls t .ro c .d s f ln l t lo n ( ‘COIFLICT.ROUTES.DEF1 .
11 (COIFLICT.ROUTES [ ]  r  -  [ ] )  A  
(COIFLICT.ROUTES (COES h t )  r  -  
( ' (D IS J .L IS T  (ROUTE.PARTS r )  (ROUTE.PARTS h>) /\
*<k -  r>> ■>
(COES h (COIFLICT.ROUTES t  r ) )  I (COEFLICT.ROOTES t  r )  ;
X EITRT.SIQ r  rs tu rn s  tho o s iga a l attacked a t the f i r s t  edge o f tha routs X 
1st EETRT.SIG.DEF -  aa s .dofin itioaC BBTR T.S IO .D E F' ,
“BETRT.SIO ( r : (P a rtS P a rtS E lb l) lis t) • lo t  s ■ a lb  (ND r )  ia 
(IS .ELBL.SIG EAL a ) ->  [ELBL.SIOIAL a] | □  - ) j |
lo t  EETRT.SIGIALS.DEF -  nos.do f in itio n C  ■ OTRY.SIOEALS.DEF' .
"EETY.SIQBALS r  r l s t  -  HAP EITRT.SIG CCOIFLICT.ROUTES r l s t  r > " ) ¡ ¡
1st FILTER.DEF ■ n a s . l is t . r s c .d s f in it io n C ' FILTER.DEF' ,
"(F IL TE R  t l  < f :» -> b o o l) ■ [ ] )  A  
(F ILTER (COIS h t )  f  •
( f  h> ■> (COES h (F ILTER t  f)>  | (FILTER t  f » " ) ¡ |
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l« t  CR.TAKE.DEF ■ a a a . l l a t . r a c .d a f  l a l t l o a ( ' CR.TAEE DEF' ,
"(CR.TAEE [ ]  ( p :P a r t)  -  □ )  / \
( C t . m i  (COES k t ) p >
<k -  p) ->  I ]  |  (COIS h (CR.TAEE t  p ) ) )" > ;;
la t  CR.PRS.DEP ■ a a a .d a f ln i t l o a ( ‘CR.PRS.DEF1,
"CR.PRS ( p :P a r t)  p l l  -
l # t  c r l a t  -  FILTER p l l  < \1. (ELEH 1 p)> la  
RAP < \1 . CR.TARE 1 p) c r l a t");;
l a t  CR.PTS.DEF ■ a a a . l i s t . r a c . d a f l a l t l o a ( ‘CR.PT8.DEF'.
"(CR-PTS [] ( p l l : ((P a r t ) l i a t ) H a t )  -  [J) / \
(CR.PTS (COIR ( p :P a r t)  t )  p l l  -  
((IS.PPART p) \ /  (I3.0PART p>) ->
(APPEEO (CR.PRS p p l l )  (CR.PTS t  p l l ) )
I (CR.PTS t  p l l ) ) " ) ; ;
l a t  CR.TCIRCUITS.DEP -  n a a .d a f ia l t i o a ( ‘CR.TCIRCD1TS.DEF' .
"CR.TCIRCUITS r  r l a t  -  
l a t  e r l a t  ■ COIFLICT.ROUTES r l a t  r  la
l a t  p t l a t  -  FLAT (CR.PTS (ROUTE.PARTS r )  (HAP ROUTE.PARTS r l a t ) )  la  
(HAP PART.CIRCUIT p t l a t ) " ) ; ;
c lo a a .th a o ry O ; ;
A p p en d ix  E
Level crossing— a case study
This appendix lists the ML source files of the level crossing case study. A level 
crossing is represented by an object of type : Cross consisting of five state functions: 
Highway whether highway traffic is occupying the crossing, Track whether rail traf­
fic is occupying the crossing, Approaching whether there is a train approaching, 
HighwaySignal whether the highway stop signal is ON, and RailSignal whether 
the rail stop signal is ON. All of these functions return value of type :bool with 
the value T representing active state, e.g., in the case of Highway and Track state, 
T indicates the crossing is occupied by the traffic of the respective kind.
The state machine controlling the level crossing can be in one of the following 
internal states:
Road-Proc highway traffic can proceed;
Rail-App a  train is approaching;
Road.Clr the crossing is clear of traffic;
Rail-Sot rail signal is set;
Rail_Proc rail traffic can proceed;
All-Lock both rail and highway traffic are stopped.
Initially, the machine is in the All-Lock state with both highway and rail signals 
proved ON. This is defined as the predicate INIT. The function NEXT specifies the 
possible state transitions. The crossing is safe if not both rail and highway traffics 
are allowed to proceed, i.e., not both the rail and highway signals are turned OFF. 
This is defined as the predicated SAFETY.
The theorem INIT-SAFE asserts that the initial state of the machine is safe. 
The theorem NEXT.SAFE asserts that, if the current state is safe, the next state of 
the machine is also safe. The theorem STATE-HACHIHE.SAFE asserts that the state 
machine specified by INIT and NEXT possesses the safety property SAFETY.
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■ •■ .theory 'C R O SS '|; 
a o t . f l a g (  's t i c k y ' , t r u o ) ; ;  
naa.parent'V SA ‘ ; ; 
a u to lo a d .a l l ‘L8A*¡ ;
lo t  Croas.A xioa  •  d e fin o .typo ‘C roas.Axioa'
‘Croaa -  CROSS (nu«->bool> (nua->bool) <nu«->bool) <nua->bool> (nu«->bool) ‘ ;
X Highway Track Approaching HighoaySignal R a ilS igna l X
lo t  HIQHMAY.DEF -  n o a .ro c u ra iv o .d o f ia i tio n  fa la o  Croas.Axioa 1 HIGHWAY.DIF'
"HIOHHAT (CROSS h t  app si o t)  -  h " ¡;
l o t  TRACE.DKF * n o o .ro c u ra iv o .d e f in itio n  fa la o  Cross.A xioa ‘TRACE.DBF'
"TRACE (CROSS k t  app ah a t )  -  t " ; ;
l o t  APPROACH.DEF ■ n o a .ro c u ra iv o .d o f in itio n  fa la o  Croaa.Axioa ‘APPROACH.OEF1 
"APPROACH (CROSS k t  app ah a t )  -  app";;
l o t  H.SIOSAL.OEF -  n o a .ro c u ra iv o .d o f in itio n  fa la o  Croaa.Axioa 'H.SIOSAL.DEF' 
"H.SIOIAL (CROSS h t  app ah a t )  -  ah“ ;;
l o t  R.SIOHAL.DEF ■ n o a .ro c u ra iv o .d o f in itio n  fa la o  Croaa.Axioa ' R.SIOIAL.DEF' 
“R.SIOSAL (CROSS h t  app ah a t )  -  a t " ; ;
■ oa.typo .abbrov  ( ‘E Stato* . "  :boolSbool«boolSboolSbool") ; ;
l o t  S ta to .A x lo a  ■ d o f in o .typo 'S ta to .a x lo a '
'S ta to  -  Road.Proc I Rall.A pp I Road.Clr I R a ll.S o t I R a il.P ro c  I A ll.L ock1; ;
l o t  S ta to .c o n a t .d ia t  ■ aav o _ th a (‘S ta to .c o a a t.d ia t*  , 
p ro v o .c o n a tru c to ra .d ia t in c t  S t a to .A xioa); ;
l o t  S ta to .In d u c t ■ a a v o .th a (‘S t a t  « .Induct ‘ , p rovo . Induct io n .tk a  S ta to .  Axioa) ; ;
l o t  S ta to .c a a o a  ■ a a v o .tk a ( ' S t a to .caaoa‘ , p rovo .caaoa.thm S ta to .In d u c t) ; ;
l o t  CR0S8.8TATE -  n o a .ro c u ra iv o .d o fIn i tio n  
fa la o  Croaa.A xlo a  'CROSS.STATE'
"CROSS.STATE (CROSS h t r  a  ah a t )  t  -  (h t ,  t r  t ,  a  t .  ah t ,  a t  t ) M; ;
lo t  SH.STATE -  n o a .d o f in i t io n ( ' SH.STATE',
"SH.STATE ( ( h t :b o o l ) , ( t r t : b o o l ) ,  (a t:b o o l> , (ah t;b o o l> , (a tt ;b o o l)>  a  a h t" ) ; ;
l o t  ST.STAT* -  n o a .d o fI n i t io a ( ‘ST.STATE‘ , "ST.STATE ( h t ,  t r t .  a t ,  a h t.  a t t )  ■ e t t " ) ; ;  
l o t  H.STATE -  noa .do f i n i t  ion('H.STATE' , “H.STATE ( h t .  t r t ,  a t .  a h t .  a t t )  ■ h t“ ) ; ;  
l o t  TR.STATE -  ■ •■ _ d o fla itlo a (‘TR_STATE<, "TR.STATE ( h t .  t r t .  a t .  a h t.  a t t )  -  t r t " ) ; ;  
l o t  A.STATE -  noa .dof in i t io n i  ‘A.STATE', "A.STATE ( h t ,  t r t .  a t ,  a h t ,  a t t )  ■ a t " ) ; ;  
l o t  IB1T -  no a .d o f in i t  ion( ‘ H IT ' ,
“XEIT ( « ,  a) ■ ((SH.STATE c )  ■ T) A  ((ST.STATE c )  ■ T) A  <a -  A ll.L och)••) ; ;
lo t  SAFETY ■ i.d o f in it io n C  SAFETY* ,
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la t  »EXT -  n a a .da fla itio aC H E XT* ,
"T O T  (e. •> <c', •>) -
( ( •  -  » 1 1 . Lock) ->
(C TH .S TATE c A '» .S TA T E  c )  ->  <<a> -  Road.Proc) /\ "SH.STATE e> A ST.STATE c>) I 
(».S TATE e ->  « B 1 ■ E a il .A p p ) /\ SH.STATE c> A  'ST.STATE c>> |
(•> ■ •) A («• -  c))> |
(<a ■ Road.Proc) ■>
(».S TATE c -> ((s’ -  E a il .A p p ) A SH.STATE c ’ A  ST.STATE c>> |
( » ’ ■ a) A (e> ■ e)) I 
( (a  -  E a il.A p p ) « »
( ’ « .STATE e ■> ( ( a 1 ■ E o a d .C lr) A SH.STATE c> A ST.STATE c>) |
(a* -  a) A  («» ■ e)) |
((a  ■ E oa d .C lr) ■>
(( -« .S T A T E  c A ».STATE c) ->
( ( a ’ -  B a il.S a t ) A  SH.STATE c> A ‘ ST.STATE e>) |
(a* • a) A (c* ■ c>) I 
( (a  ■ E a il .S a t )  ■>
(TE.STATE c ->  ((a* ■ B a il.P ro e ) /\ SH.STATE e* /\ ST.STATE e>) |
( • ’ ■ a) A  (e* » e)) I 
( (a  -  E a il .P ro e ) •>
( ’ TE.STATE e ■> d a ’ »  A l l .L o c k )  A SH.STATE c* A ST.STATE c ')  I
(a* ■ a ) A  (e1 ■ c)) I 
(a> ■ a) A  (e* -  e>>>>>>>“>; ;
la t  I1 IT.SAPE -  p ro va .th a (' IS1T.SAFE‘ .
" ( ! c  a . I « l T ( c ,  a) ■■> SAFETY( c , a ) ) M,
EEHBITE_TAC[IHIT ; SAFETY] THEE EEPEAT QEI.TAC THEH STEIP.TAC 
THEI ASH.EEHE1TE.TACC]) :  ;
la t  «EIT .S AFE  ■ p ro va .thaa('B EXT.S AFE ',
•Me a e* a ' .  SEIT (c. a) (e*. e>> A SAFETT (e, a ) — > SAFETY (c>, a*>",
PUBE_OBCE_BEWBITE_TAC[EEIT¡SAFETY] THEE REPEAT OEB.TAC
THEE EEPEAT COED.CASES.TAC THEE STEIP.TAC THEE ASH.B1VBITE.TACC]) ; ;
la t  CBOSS.HACHIEB ■ prova.tha ( ‘CROSS.HACHIIE* ,
" ( l e  a. IH IT ( c , a) ■■> SAFETY( c , a ) )  /\
O c  a e* a*.
T O T  (e ,  a ) (c> , a » )  /\ SAFETY (e . a) — > SAFETY (e* . a*>)
d(a :aua -> BS ta ta> . LSA (IH X T , HEXT) a -  P L S A d llT .  SAFETY. HEXT) a ) " ,
STEIP.TAC THEE POP.ASSUH (EP.TAC o QEE.ALL • (SPECL [ " ( c :nua->EStato) t " ;
" (a :a u a -»S ta ta ) t " i  "(c:a<Mi->EStata> (SUC t ) " i  " (a :a a a -»S t*  a> (SUC t ) " ] ) )
THEE POP.ASSUH (HP.TAC o QEE.ALL o (SPECL C"(c:aaa->EStata) t " i  "(a :aaa-> Stato ) t " ] ) )  
THEE BEWEITE.TACCLSAiPLSA] THEE EEPEAT STEIP.TAC THEE EQ.TAC 
THEE STEIP.TAC THEE EXISTS.TAC "a  : aaar »S tata" THEE ASH BEH EITE TAC[J 
THEE IIDUCT.TAC THEBL (EES.TAC;
ASSUH.LIST ( \ th l.  ASSUME.TAC (SPEC " t  :aua" (a l 2 th l) )>  THEE EES.TAC] ) ;  ;
X I -  la . LSAOEIT,HEXT)a ■ PLSA(H IT ,S A FE TY ,BEXT)a X 
la t  CEOSS.HACHIEE.SAFE -  aava.tha( ‘CEOSS.HACEIEE.SAFE1 ,
EP CBOSS.HACHIEB (COEJ IB IT .S A FE  BEIT.SAFE)) ; ;
c lea a .th a o rjrO  ; ;
A p p en d ix  F
Dynamic networks and state 
machines
The following ML source listing contains the definitions described in Chapter 9.
F . l  T h e  file  dnetw ork .m l
* N . lk H r y  ‘ M R T 'i l
■•■-typa.abbrav <‘ S ign a lS ta ta 1. " :  (RAapact • bool • SubAapact) ♦ SkAapact“ ) ; ;  
naw.t jrpa.abbra*< 'SignalStataFunc' .
":<■■■ ->  HAapact) • ((aa a  ->  baa l) • (aaai ->  SubAapact)) ♦ (a w  ->  S kAapact)"); ;  
aa a .typa .abbrav(‘P o in tS ta ta ', ":Ppaa ■ P lac“ ) ; ;  
aaa.typa_abbra*(‘ la ta o rk S ta ta ‘ ,
“ : (T a ta ta ) lia t  • (P e in tS ta ta ) lia t  • (S lg a a lS ta ta ) lla t"> ;;
la t  TC.STAT1.POTCS.0IT -  a a a .d a f ia it io a (‘ TC.STAT1.PU1CS.D1P• ,
"TC.STATS.FUICS (S la ta o r k )  ■
S IT .L IS T  (IHAOB (TC.SPU1C a P AST.CUCUIT) (VS ■>>**>;;
la* PIT.STATE.PU1CS.DKP -  a a a .d a f la it io a i‘PST.STATE.ruses_DEF‘ ,
"PST.STATS.Fuses ( l :S a ta a rk ) • 
la t  p la t  -  S IT .L IS T  (IR AQ I PAST.POIST (SS ■)> la
(RAP (\p . (P IT .POS p , PST.LOC p>> p la t ) " ) ; ;
la t  SIO.STATt.PUlCS.DRP -  n a a .d a f in it io n l‘S ia.STATI.FUSS.DtF1 ,
"SIQ.STATE.Fuses ( l : la ts * rk >  -
la t  a lg la t  -  SBT.LIST (IR AQ I (IL IL .S IQ IA L  a a lb ) ( IS  ■ )) la 
(HAP SIQ.SFUIC a l g la t ) " ) ; ;
la t  APPLT.D1P ■ n a a . l la t . r a c .d a f ln lt lo n ( ‘APPLT.DEF1,
"(APPLY f  t ]  a -  ( C l i ( a a ) i i a t ) )  A
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(APPLY ( f :•••->(•->••)) (COIS hd t l )  <*:•) -  
COIS ( f  hd a ) (APPLY f  t l  > ) ) " ) ; ;
l « t  APPLY.SIO.FUIC.DEF -  n a w .d a fin lt lo n (‘APPLY.SIO.FUIC.DEF‘ , 
"APPLY.SIO.FUIC ■ (\ a f  t .  I8L ( a f :SignalStataFunc) ■>
I1L ( ( ( F IT  (OOTL of>> t ) ,
((PST (S ID  (OUTL •()>) t ) .
((S ID  (S ID  (OUTL of>>) t>>
I I I I  ((O U T I •«) * > )"> ;;
la t  IETM0AA.STATE.DBF ■ n a a .d a f ln lt io n t ‘SETwnar_TT*T5.DBF‘ , 
"IETV0RX.STATE ( l i la t a o r R )  t  -  
la t  c f l « t  -  TC.STATE.FUICS I  la  
la t  p f la t  -  P IT.STATE.FUICS I  la 
la t  a f la t  -  SIO.STATE.FUICS I  la 
((APPLY ( \ f  t .  f  t )  c f la t  t> ,
(APPLY ( \ ( f l , f 2 )  t .  ( f l  t .  «2 t)>  p f la t  t ) ,
(APPLY APPLY.SIO.PUIC a f la t  t ) ) “ ) ; ;
la t  DIETVOU.DEF -  naa.daf la it lo n (  'DIETWORE.DEF*,
"DIETUORI ( I : la ta o rk ) t  ■ (YS ■>, ( {a  I (a  IS.EDOE ■> A  
(IS.PPAAT (a .a rc  a ) ->
((P IT .IO M A L  (PAST.POUT (a .a rc  a>) t> A
(PAET.ID  (a .daa a ) -  PAET.P IT .IOM AL (a .a rc  a)> \/ 
(PIT.REVERSE (PAST.PO IIT  (a .a rc  a ) )  t )  A  
(PAST.ID (a .daa a ) -  PART.PIT.REVERSE (a .a rc  a ) )  \/ 
(PAET.ID (a .daa a ) -  PART.P IT .TRAILIM  (a .a rc  a ) ) )  I 
(IS .PPART (a .daa a ) ->
((P IT .IO M A L  (PART.POIIT (a.daa a »  t )  A
(PART.ID (a .a rc  a) -  PART.PIT.IORM L (a.daa a>) \/ 
(PIT.REVERSE (PART.POIIT  (a.daa a>> t> A  
(PART.ID (a .a rc  a> -  PART.PIT.REVERSE (a.daa a>> \/ 
(PART.1D (a .a rc  a ) -  PART.PIT.TRAILIIO (a .daa a ) ) )  I 
T>) >>“ > ;;
t  ROUTE.PROVED la  T I f  tha ra  la  a roata fro *  p i to  p2 la  I  and X
l  a t  t la o  t ,  I t  can ba prorad X
la t  ROUTE.PROVED.DEF ■ n a a .d a fln ltlo n < ‘ ROUTE.PROVED.DEF',
"ROUTE.PROVED r l  r  t  • 
la t  r la t  -  CORFLICT.ROUTES r l  r  In
((EVERY (\a . TC.CLEAR a t )  (TCIRCUITS r ) )  A  
(EVERY (\p . PIT.IORHAL p t> (IO R I.P O IITS  r> ) A  
(EVERY (\p . PIT.REVERSE p t )  (REV.POIITS r>> /\
(EVERY (\a . *(SIOIAL.FAULT a t> ) (BRIT.S IO IAL r)>  A  
(EVERY (\a . 01 a t )  (EITRV.SIOIALS r  r l a t ) )  A  
(EVERY (\*. TC.CLEAR a t )  <CR.TCIRCUITS r  r l a t ) ) ) " ) ; ;
F .2  T h e  file s e t l i s t .m l
a a o .th a o ry 'a a tl la t ‘ ;
la t  E LE H .EL.IIX  -  p ro va .th a ( ‘ E L E I .E L . I l l ' .
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" I I  x .  ELEH 1 x  — > Tb . (a < LEIOTH I )  /\ ( x  ■ EL a 1)” .
LIST.IIDUCT.TAC THEE RURITE.TAC[ELEH.DEF]
THEE EEPEAT OEI.TAC THEE STEIP.TAC THEELC 
EXISTS.TAC "0 “ THEE POP.ASSUH SUBST1.TAC 
THEE EEURITE.TAC[LEBOTH;EL;LESS.O; HD];
EIS.TAC THEE EXISTS.TAC “SOC a”
TH U ASH.REMRITE.TACCLUOTH ; EL ;TL ;LESS.HOBO.EQ]]) ; i
la t  LEHHA1 ■ TAC_PROOF(( [ ] ,
“ la .  (F IE IT E  a) — >
(T f .  ( I x : a .  ( x  IB  a -  ELEH ( «  a) x)> A  (CAED a -  LEBOTR ( f  a » ) “ ) .  
SBT.IHDUCT.TAC TREBLE 
EXISTS.TAC “ \ e :(* )e a t.  □ : ( a ) I l a t "
THEE COBV.TAC (OBCE.DEPTH.COEV BETA.COHV)
TH U REHRITE.TACEBOT.IB.EHPTT;ELEH.DEF ;CARD.EHPTT;LEBOTH] ;
FIRST.ASSUH CHOOSE.TAC THEB
BXISTS.TAC “\ a > :(* )a a t. (a> -  a IHSERT a) ->  COBS a ( f  a) I f  a>"
THEB COBV.TAC (OHCE.DEPTH.COHV BETA.COBV) THEB COBJ.TAC TREBLE 
R nR ITE .TACElH _IBS UTiELU .D EF] THEH ASH.REURITE.TACE] i 
la «  la .a e t  «  ■ ( fa t  (daat.coat *> ■ " S '" )  T fa la a  in  
IHP.RES.THEB ( \ t . FILTER_ASH.REMRITE.TAC la .B O t Et] ) C A U .IB S U T  
TH U PUU_OSCE_ASH_RnRITE_TAC ELEBQTH] THEH REFL.TAC] ] )  i i
la t  TOLIST.DRP -  
X I* la . F IH ITE  a •»>
(lx. (x IB  a -  ELEH(TOLIST a a>X> A  (CARD a -  LUOTH(TOLIST a a>)> X 
la t  l a w  -  COHV.RULE ((OHCE.DEPTH.COHV RIQHT.IHP.UISTS.COBV)
THEBC SKOLEH.COHV> LEHHA1 
la
a a a .ap ac ifle a tio n  ‘ TOLIST.DEF1 [ ‘ conataat*,‘TOLIST*] l a w n
la t  SET.LIST.DEF ■ a a a .d a f la lt lo n ( ‘ SET.LIST.DEF*,
"S ET.L IST (a :(a )a a t )  -  TOLIST a a“ ) i i
la t  SBT.LIST.THH ■
X I -  l a .  FIHITE a
( IX .  ( x  IB  a -  E L U (  SET. LIST a)X> A  (CARD a -  LESOTK (SET. L I ST a>>> X 
la t  la  -  COHV.RULE (OHCE.DEPTH.COHV STH.CDBV) (SPEC.ALL SET.LIST.DEF) 
la
aava_tha(‘ SET.LIST.THH‘ , PURE_OHCE.REMRITE.RULE E la] TOLIST.DEF);;
la t  ELEH.SET.LIST -  p ro »a .th a (‘ E LU .S ET.LIST‘ ,
“ la : (a )a a t . F IH ITE  a - ->
lx. E L U  (S E T .L IST  a) x  — > Tn. (a < CARD a ) A ( x  -  (EL a (SRT.LIST a ) ) ) " ,  
OEH.TAC THEH DISCH.TAC T H U  IH P .U S.TAC SET.LIST 
THEB POP.ASSUH SUBST1.TAC
THEB OEH.TAC THEB DISCH.TAC THEB IH P .U S.TAC BLU .E L .IH X
THEH EXISTS_TAC"n:aaa" T H U  COBJ.TAC TH U FIMT.ASSUH ACCEPT.TAC); ;
la t  E LU .S E T .L1 S T .IH S U T -  p ra va .th a (‘E LU .S E T .L IS T .IB S U T 1 .
“ !(a :(a )a a t>  a . F IH ITE  a — >
lx .  X IB  (a IHSERT a) -  ELEH (SET.LIST (a IB S U T  a>> X“ .
REPEAT OEH.TAC T H U  STRIP.TAC THU IH P .RU .TAC  FIHITE.IBSERT 
TH U POP.ASSUH ( \ t .  ASSURE.TAC (SPEC "a :a “ t>>
THIS IHP.RU.TAC SBT.LIST) i ;
la t  E LU .S E T .L IST .E Q  -  p rava .tha( ‘ ELU.SET.LIST.BQ'
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’ »• t .  (F I1 IT B  • A  f l l l T «  t) -->
((•  • « )  -  ( I x .  ELEU (SET.LIST ■) X -  ELEU (SET.LIST t )  x>>". 
REPEAT 8 T IIP .TA C  THE« IHP.AIS.TAC SET.LIST 
TH E I A S H .tm tIT E .T A C [U T IIS I0 1 ]) ;;
Index
—>, 169, 170 
—» ,  169, 170 























BPART, 82, 199 
BPART. 201 
BPART-DEF, 201



















d e f.tp a r t, 118 
DEGREE, 52, 172, 174 
DEGREE.DEF, 55, 174 
DELETE-EDGE, 55, 171, 173, 175 
DELETE-EDGE_C0MM, 51, 176 
DELETE-EDGE _DEF, 55, 175 
DELETE-INSERT .EDGE. 177 
DELETE-VERTEX, 55, 171, 173, 175 
DELETE-VERTEX-COMH. 56, 176 
DELETE .VERTEX-DEF. 55, 175
DISJJ.IST.fiZ, 179, 180
DISJ-LIST-APPEND, fiZ, 180 
DISJ-LIST.CONM, fil, 180 
DISJ-LIST.CONS, 61, 180 
DISJ-LIST-DEF, fil, 180 
DISJ.LIST.EMPTY. 180 
DISJ.PATH, Zfl, 182 




DNETWORK _DEF, M2 
double-yellow, 189 
double .yellow, IS, 186 
double-yellow-DEF, 189 
double.yellow.flash, IS, 186, 189 
doubl«.yellow_flaahJ)EF, 189 
DPART, 82, 200 
OPART. 201 
DPART-DEF, 201
E.ADJA, 51, 172, 174 
E-ADJA.DEF, M, 174 
E-DELETE-ABSORP, 176 










EDGE-IN-INTER, 52, 177 
EDGE-IN-UNION, 58, 178 
EDGE.INSERT.EDGE, 177 
EDGES, 51, 52, 175 
EDGES.BETWEEN, 173, 174 
EDGES .BETWEEN J)EF, 174 
EDGES JMSERT.VERTEX, 177 
EL.SET, fig, 179, 180 
EL -SET .APPEND, fig, 180 
EL .SET-DEF, gg, 180 
elb, 172, 173 
• lb , 175 
•lbJ>EF, 173 
ELBL, 82, 200 
ELBL, 202
E lblJtxioa, 82, 202 
E lb l-cu M , 203 
ELBL.DEF, 202 
E lb l-d ia tln c t, 203 





























faulty-aspect, IS, 186, 189 
faulty_asp«ct-DEF, 189 
FINITE-GRAPH, 52, 172, 174 
FINITE-GRAPH-DEF, 52, 174 
FINITE-GRAPH-INSERT.EDGE, 177 
four .aspect, 18, 186, 190 
four-aspect-DEF, 190 
free-move, Ifi, 195, 196 
fr*«-aov«_DEF, 196 
free .nor _rev, 196 
free or .rev, Ig, 195 
fr*«Jior-r«vJ)EF, 196 
free .rev _nor, 1% 




FUN .EMPTY .LEFT, 171 
FUN_EMPTY .RIGHT, 171 
FUN-I, 171 









FUN .ONTO-DEF, 170 
FUN-ONTO-o, 170 




G-INTER, 5S, 171, 173, 175 
G .I NTER-ASS 0 C, 52, 177 
G-INTER-DEF, 5S, 175 
G-INTER.IDENT, 52, 177 
G-INTER-SYM, 52, 177 
G-UNION, 51, 171, 173, 175 
G .UNION-ASSOC, 5S, 177 
G_UNION_DEF, 51, 175 
G-UNION.IDENT, 58, 177 
G-UNION-INS-EDGES, 178 
G-UNION-INSERT.EDGES, 178 
G-UNION-SYM, 51, 177 
GRAPH, 42, 172, 173 
GRAPH-DECOMP, 175 
GRAPH -DEF, 42, 173 
GRAPH-DELETE-EDGE, 55, 176 





GRAPH.EXISTS, 42, 175 
GRAPH-INSERT-EDGE, 55, 176 
GRAPH-INSERT-EDGES, 178 
GRAPH-INSERT-VERTEX, 5fi, 176
GRAPH-INTER, 5S, 177 
GRAPH.ISO, 61, 173, 175 
GRAPH_ISO_AUTO, S2, 179 
GRAPH-ISO J)EF, 51, 175 
GRAPH_ISO_SYN, fi2, 179 
GRAPH-ISO-SYM-INV, 62 
GRAPH-ISO-SYM.INV, 179 




GRAPH-UNION, 5Z, 177 
green, IS, 186, 189 
green-DEF, 189 
green-flash, 189 
green-flash, IS, 186 
green-flaah-DEF, 189
HAS.LOOP, 51, 172, 174 
HAS .LOOP J)EF, 51, 174 
HAS.PATH, 182, 183 
HAS .PATH-DEF, 183
IGRAPH, 172, 174 
IGRAPH.DEF, 174 
IN-CONV,122 
IN.DEGREE, 52, 172, 174 
IN-DEGREE_DEF, 55, 174 
IN_ELEM, g5, 180 
IN-INSERT-EDGE, 176 
IN-INSERT .VERTEX, 176 
INCIDENT.FROM, 52, 172, 174 
INCIDENT-FROM.DEF, 52, 174 
INCIDENT.TO, 172, 174 
INCIDENT .TO-DEF, 174 
INCIDENT.WITH, 52, 172, 174 




INSERT-EDGE, 55, 89, 171, 173, 175 
INSERT-EDGE.COMM, 5fi, 176 
INSERT-EDGE.DEF, 55, 175 
INSERT-VERTEX, 55, 89,171,173,175 
INSERT-VERTEX.COMM, 55, 176
INDEX 291
IISERT .VERTEX J)EF, 55, 175 
IS.BPART, 84. 200 
IS.BPÀRT, 201 
ISJPART.DEF, 201 
IS.DPART, 84, 200 
IS-DPART,201 
IS-DPART.DEF, 201 
IS.EDGE, 171, 173, 174 
IS-EDGE-DEF, 174 
IS.ELBL.SIGNAL, 85. 200 
IS.ELBLJSIGNAL, 202 
IS_ELBL_SIGMAL_DEF, 85, 202 
ISJCO N D, 196, 198 
IS-JCOID.DEF, 198 
ISJ INSU , 1%, 198 
IS-JINSU.DEF, 198 
ISJOVER, 196, 198 
IS-JOVER.DEF, 198 
IS JT ER M , 196, 198 
IS.JTERMJ)EF, 198 
IS.PPART, 84, 200 
IS-PPART, 201 
IS-PPART.DEF, 201 
IS-PRE.VER, 54, 172, 174 
IS-PRE-VER.DEF, 54, 174 
IS-SUC.VER, 54, 172, 174 
IS-SUC-VER.DEF, 54, 174 
IS.TPART, 84, 200 
IS.TPART, 201 
IS.TPARTJ)EF, 201 
IS.VERTEX, 122, 171, 173, 174 
IS .VERTEX-DEF, 174 
ISO-FIRV, 171 
ISO-IMVERSE, 171
J.conduct, 14, 195, 198 
J.conductJ)EF, 198 
J.FUNC, 186, 188 
J -FUNC-DEF, 188 
J .insulate, 14, 195, 198 
J_inaulate.DEF, 198 
J .overlap, Z4, 195, 198 
J .overlap JDEF, 198 
J-terminate, 24, 196, 198
J-terminate-DEF, 198 






JSIG, 22, 186, 188 









locked, 25, 195, 197 
locked-DEF, 197 
Logical types
Elbl, 83, 87, 199 
Join, 24, 194 
Jaig, 12, 185 
HAapect, 25, 185 
Haig, 25, 185 
Mtype, 25, 185 
Part, 82, 86, 199 
Ploc, 25, 194 
Point, 2Z, 194 
Ppoa, 25, 194 
ShAapect, 85, 185 
Shaig, 85, 185 
Signal, 85, 185 
SubAapect, 22, 185 
Subaig, 22, 185 
Tcir, 25, 194 
Tatate, 25, 194 
LOOP, 51, 172, 174 
LOOP _DEF, 51, 174 
ISA, 145
LSA. 146
LSA.eq.PLSA. 14fi, 151 
LSA.imp.LSA. 142
INDEX 292
M.ASPECT, 186, 190 
M .ASPECTDEF, 190 
M.FUNC, 186, 190 
N-FUNC-DEF, 190 
M.TYPE, 186, 190 
M-TYPE.DEF, 190 
MAIN .FAULTY, 12, 186, 190 
HAIN-FAULTY.DEF, 12, 190 
MAIN.OFF, 12, 186, 190 
MAIN JIFF J)EF, 12, 190 
MAIN.ON, 12, 186, 190 
MAIN-ON-DEF, 12, 190 
MAapact-Axioa, IS, 192 
MAapact-caaaa, 193 
MAapact-conat-diat, 192 
MAapact .INDUCT, 193 




MK.SUBGRAPHDEF, 61, 175 
NX .SUBGRAPH -GRAPH, 61, 179 
MK-SUBGRAPH-SUBGRAPH, 61, 179 
moving, 26, 194, 196 
moving-DEF, 196 
MSIG, IS, 186, 190 













MULTI.EDGE, 61, 172, 174 
MULTI .EDGE J)EF, 61, 174
NETWORK, SS, 101, 116, 203 
NETWORK .BUFFER, 25, 204
natwork-canon, 123 
NETWORK .CONNECTED, lfifi, 103. 204 
NETWORK .DEF, SS, 25, 115, 120, 203 
NETWORK-DIAM, 25, 204 
NETWORK-FINITE, 22, 204 
NETWORK-FINITEjGRAPH, 22, 204 
NETWORK-GRAPH, 98,99, 100, 204 
NETWORK .INDUCT, 25, 204 
NETWORK-NJOIN, 25, 120, 204 
NETWORK-POINT, 25, 204 
NETWOKR.SIMP, 120 
NETWORK-SIMP, 204 
NETWORK-STATE, U fi 
NETWORK .STATE-DEF, Ufi, 141 
NETWORK-TRACK, 25, 204 
NFC, 82, 122, 203 
NFC.DEF, S2, 203 
NFC-SIMP, 204







NORM-POINTS DEF, 152 





NOT JfULL.VERJ.IST, 180 
NOT-NULL-VER-LIST .CONS, 181 
NOT .UNIQUE-EL-CONS, 181 





NULL .NIL, 180 
NULL-NOT-ELEM, 65, 180
occupied, 16, 195, 197 
occupiadDEF, 197
INDEX 293
OFF, fil, 187, 191 
0FF.DEF, ai, 191 
ON, Si, 187, 191 
ON J)EF. ai, 191 
OUT.DEGREE, 53, 172, 174 
OUT-DEGREE.DEF, 52, 174
PARSE-fila, 117 
Part_Axio», 82, 202 
Part.casaa, 202 
PART.CIRCUIT, 84, 200 
PART-CIRCUIT, 201 
PART-CIRCUIT-DEF, 201 
PART.DIAl, 84, 200 
PART.DIA1, 201 





PARTJD, 84, 200 

































PATH .ENTRY -DEF, 62, 182
PATH .ENTRY.SIMP, 183



























PNTJD, 195, 197 
PNT-ID.DEF, 197 
PNT.LOC, 195, 197 
PNT-LOC.DEF, 197 
PNT.NORMAL, ZI, 195, 197
INDEX 294
PNT-NORMAL-DEF, ZZ, 197 
PNT.POS, 195, 197 
PMTJ>OSJ)EF, 197 
PNT.REVERSE, ZZ, 195, 197 
PMT-REVERSE -DEF, ZZ, 197 




POINT, ZZ, 195, 196 
Point .Axiom, ZZ, 198 
Point-casea, 198 
P0IHT.DEF, 196 
Point .INDUCT, 198 
Point-ISOJ)EF, 196 
Point ^ on«-on«, 198 
Point.TY.DEF, 196 
PPART, 22, 200 
PPART, 201 
PPART .DEF, 201 






PRE.VERS, 54, 172, 174 
PRE.VERS.DEF, 51, 174 
prov«-in-n«twork, 122 
prove-network-edge, 120 




PSUBGRAPH, 173, 175 
PSUBGRAPH -DEF, 175 
PSUBGRAPH.DELETEJEDGE. 178 
PSUBGRAPH -DELETE-VERTEX, 179 
PSUBGRAPH _I RREFL, 178 
PSUBGRAPH .SUBGRAPH, 178 
PSUBGRAPH .TRANS, 178
RED, 187, 190 
r«d, ZS, 186, 189
RED.DEF, 190 
r«d.DEF, 189 
remote Jocked, 76 




















RE V _DEF, 152
REV.POINTS, 152
REV-POINTS-DEF, 132 
reverse, Zfi, 194, 1% 
reversa-DEF, 196 
RIGHT-FINV, 170 
ROUTE, 12Z, 130 




ROUTE .PARTS-DEF, 12S 
ROUTE.PROVED, 145 
ROUTE .PROVED-DEF, 145 
ROUTE.TAIL, 12Z 
ROUTE-TAIL-DEF, 12Z, 129, 130
SET J.IST.THH, 140 
sh.faulty, 211, 185, 188 
8h_faultyJ)EF, 188 
sh-off, 2Q, 185, 187
INDEX 295
shroff _DEF, 187 
sh-on, gQ, 185, 187 
sh.on.DEF, 187 
ShAspact-Axiom, gQ, 192 
ShAspact.casas, 192 










SHUNT.FAULT, 185, 188 
SHUNT-FAULT-DEF, 188 
SHUNT.FUNC, 185, 188 
SHUNT JTJNC-DEF, 188 
SHUNT JIOT-ON JIFF, 194 
SHUNT.OFF, 185, 188 
SHUNT-OFF-DEF, 188 
SHUNT.ON, 185, 188 
SHUNT _0NJ)EF, 188 
SHUNTSIG, SQ, 185, 188 
SHUNTSIG-DEF, 188 




SIG_STATE_FUNCS_DEF, 132, 140 
Signal-Axiom, gQ, 193 
Signal_caaas, 194 
SIGNAL-FAULT, 191 
SIGNAL-FAULT, g l ,  187 
SIGNAL-FAULT-DEF, g l, 191 
SIGNALJD, gQ, 187, 191 
SIGNAL-ID-DEF, gfl, 191 
Signal .INDUCT, 194 
Signal JSO-DEF, 190 
SIGNAI—IUNC, 187, 191 
SIGNAL-JUNC-DEF, 191 
SIGNAL.MAIN, g l ,  187, 191 
SIGNAL-MAIN-DEF, g l, 191
SIGNAL-NOT-ON-OFF, g2 , 194 
S ig n a l jona-ona, 193 




SIGNAL-SUB, 187, 191 
SIGNAL-SUB-DEF, 191 
S ig n a l  .TY-DEF, 190 
SIGNALM, gQ, 187, 190 
SIGNALM-DEF,190 
SIGNALMJ, gQ, 187, 190 
SIGNALMJ.DEF, 190 
SIGNALMS, gQ, 187, 191 
SIGNALNS.DEF, 191 
SIGNALMSJ, gQ, 187, 191 
SIGNALMSJJJEF, 191 
SIGNALS, gQ, 187, 191 
SIGNALS-DEF, 191 
SIMPLE-GRAPH, 52, 172, 174 
SIMPLE-GRAPH-DEF, 52, 174 
SUB.FUNC, 185, 188 
SUB-FUNC.DEF, 188 
subjiot-show, 12, 185, 188 
aub.not-shov-DEF, 188 
SUB-OFF, 185, 188 
sub.ofF, 12, 185, 188 
SUB-OFF _DEF, 188 
sub . o f f  _DEF, 188 
SubAapact-Axiom , 12, 192 
S ubAapact-caaaa, 192 
SubAspact .c o n s t  j l i a t , 192 
SubAapact JNDUCT, 192 
SubAapact-ISO-DEF. 188 
SubAapact-TYJJEF. 188 
SUBGRAPH, QQ, 173, 175 
SUBGRAPH-ANTISYM, QQ, 178 
SUBGRAPH_DEF, QQ, 175 
SUBGRAPH-DELETE-EDGE, QQ, 178 
SUBGRAPH-DELETE .VERTEX, Ql, 179 
SUBGRAPH-GRAPH, QQ, 178 
SUBGRAPH-REFL. QQ, 178 
SUBGRAPH.TRANS. QQ, 178 
SUBSIG, ZS, 185
INDEX 296
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